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Preliminaries
This dissertation investigates those infinitival constructions in Hungarian where

agreement morphemes can appear on the infinitival verb. Two examples of such a
construction are given in (1).

(1) a. Kellemetlen volt JAnosnak az igazsigot bevalla-ni-a.

unpleasant was   John-DAT the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It was unpleasant for John to admit the truth.'

b.  P6ter nem hagyta megn6z-ne-m a filmet.
Peter not let-3SG.DEF watch-INF-1SG the film-ACC
'Peter did not let me watch the film.'

One of the main goals of this dissertation is to establish what the correct syntactic

analysis of the sentences exemplified in (1) looks like. The major challenge posed

by infiected infinitivals in Hungarian concerns the obligatory coreference between a
matrix argument and the subject of the infinitival clause. This is illustrated in (2).

(2)     a.     *Kellemetlen volt   Janosnak    [Palnak      az igazshgot bevalla-ni-a].
unpleasant was John-DAT Paul-DAT the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It was unpleasant for John for Paul to admit the truth.'

b.        *Kellemetlen      volt     JAnosnak      [pro    az igazsdgot bevalla-ni-uk].
unpleasant was John-DAT the truth-ACC admit-INF-3PL
'It was unpleasant for John for them to admit the truth.'

The problem with (2) is that the matrix Experiencer argument and the embedded

subject are not coreferential. The presence of a referentially independent embedded
subject (either overt or null) leads to ungrammaticality. This fact is unexpected

since, as argued in this thesis, the agreement morpheme on the infinitive is 'rich' in
the  sense that it is capable of licensing a null referential argument and since it can be
shown that inflected infinitives assign structural dative Case to the subject argument.
In other words, (2a) cannot be ruled out by Case reasons and Gb) cannot be
excluded on grounds of failure of pro-licensing.

These three prominent properties of inflected infinitival constructions -
obligatory control, availability of structural dative Case for the embedded subject
and presence of 'rich' inflection - serve as starting point for our investigations.
These investigations lead us to questions concerning the nature of control and PRO,
the difference between pro  and PRO, the licensing conditions for pro-drop, the Case

assigning properties of infinitives, the characteristics of the agreement morpheme on
the infinitive and the phenomenon of restructuring. Existing theories about these

aspects of grammar will be confronted with the empirical data provided by inflected
infinitives in Hungarian.

The thesis aims to be exhaustive in the sense that all the contexts where
inflected infinitivals can appear are discussed and investigated. It follows from this
aim that the thesis focuses heavily on empirical material from Hungarian and on
those theoretical questions that arise in connection with these data. Although it is not
my primary goal to make universal claims about certain areas of the grammar, I  will
consider the implications of the data for existing proposals and suggest
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modifications whenever necessary. The two main areas where Hungarian will be
argued to shed new light on the theory are Control and licensing conditions on pro.
On the basis of the Hungarian facts I will argue that Control, understood as
obligatory coreference between a matrix argument and the embedded subject, and
'rich' agreement marking on the infinitive do not exclude each other. As for the
licensing  of pro,  I  will  show that  the  Agr  head that content-identifies pro  can  be
distinct from the (functional) head that formally licenses it. In the course of my
discussion I will try to place the Hungarian data into cross-linguistic perspective as
much as possible, concentrating mainly on the Germanic and Romance languages.

The dissertation consists of five chapters apart from this introduction.
Chapter 1 starts out with a discussion of infinitival clauses that are arguments of
adjectival predicates.  I refer to this group of predicates as the unpleasant-class.  It is
illustrated that these constructions exhibit syntactic properties that set them apart
from the well known intlected infinitives ofEuropean Portuguese (cf. Raposo 1987).
First, obligatory control obtains between the matrix Experiencer argument of the
adjectival predicate and the embedded subject, independent of the presence of
agreement marking on the infinitive. Second, the presence of overt agreement
marking is optional when the controlling argument is phonetically realized and
obligatory only when pro-drop takes place. Then infiected infinitives in the
complements of modal verbs are introduced. I differentiate between epistemic
modals and two classes of deontic modals (subject oriented and non-directed deontic
modals) on the basis of their different semantics. After this the chapter is continued
by discussing four existing analyses of inflected infinitives (Kom16sy 1994, Dalmi
1995,6.  Kiss 1987, Kenesei  1993).  I point out that none of these analyses provides
an adequate account of the empirical facts that they consider. Then I turn to
empirical data that have not been discussed in the literature so far, concerning
nominal predicates that also take inflected infinitival but do not subcategorize for a
dative marked Experiencer argument.  I call this class of predicates the vicious-class.
Vicious-class predicates optionally take an ablative marked argument.  I argue that
this class provides one of the main arguments against the claim that inflected
infinitivals should be treated on a par with possessed nominal phrases in Hungarian,
as argued in E. Kiss 1987. In particular, the surface resemblance that consists of the
presence of a dative marked argument and of the use of identical agreement
morphemes on possessed DPs and on infinitives breaks down with vicious-class
predicates. I conclude Chapter 1 with the generalization that whenever the matrix
predicate has a nominal argument, obligatory reference obtains between this
argument and the null subject of the inflected infinitival.  When the matrix predicate
has only a clausal argument, the subject of the infinitival clause is free in reference
and appears as a dative marked DP orpro.

In Chapter 2  I  develop an analysis  of this descriptive generalization in terms
of anaphoric Agr. This analysis is based on Borer's (1989) analysis of control facts
although in several particulars I diverge from her assumptions. The main idea of the
anaphoric Agr account of control can be summarized as follows: the anaphoric
properties of the controlled (null) subject are not the consequences of the anaphoric
nature of the controllee but rather of the anaphoric nature of the embedded Agr.
Since Agr and the embedded subject are obligatorily co-indexed, the anaphoricity of
Agr is 'inherited' by the embedded subject. I show that the anaphoric Agr analysis
can successfully account for the control effects in Hungarian infinitival
constructions with inflected infinitives. I also address the question ofdative pro-drop
in Hungarian and argue that our analysis of control automatically explains why
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dative pro-drop is possible in infinitival constructions but not in root clauses. Next 1
examine potential counter-arguments against Borer's analysis and conclude that
once syntactic control (arising in specific syntactic configurations) and semantic

control  (due to the semantics of the matrix predicate) are properly distinguished, the
objections agamst the anaphoric Agr analysis can be dismissed. I also discuss One of
the main underlying assumptions of the anaphoric Agr analysis, namely that control

phenomena involve an element with anaphoric referential properties. This is an
assumption that has been the source of a long standing debate. Therefore, I consider
in detail the pros and the cons of the two conflicting views and conclude that control
never involves a pronominal element. The seemingly free occurrences of PRO can
be subsumed under either logophoric binding or under binding by a generic operator.

Chapter 3 is concerned with phonetically null arguments that can act as
controllers of the embedded subject. I address the question whether these null
arguments (direct objects, dative Experiencer and Goal arguments) are null
pronominals as claimed in Rizzi (1986) or operator bound variables as claimed in
Authier (1989) or syntactically unprojected arguments as proposed in Brody &
Manzini (1988). I argue that implicit arguments are syntactically projected and that
both the pronominal and the operator-variable analysis are partially right. Depending
on the tense properties of the sentence, the null argument is either interpreted as a

null pronominal or as a variable bound by an operator. Sentences with generic tense
contain a null indefinite that is unselectively bound by the generic operator. This
claim is supported by scope interactions between null arguments in generic
sentences and other quantificational expressions. One consequence of this analysis is
that Rizzi's rule of arb-assignment consisting of the assignment of the [+human,
+generic, tplural] features to pro must be rejected. I propose instead that arbitrarily
interpreted non-referential arguments are assigned the semantic feature [+human] by
a default rule. This feature is grammatically relevant in the sense that it makes it
possible for the null element to receive a 0-role and act as an argument. I assume
that the same rule is responsible for the obligatorily human interpretation of PRO
when there is no matrix controller. As for the generic, non-referential interpretation
of the null argument, it is a direct consequence of its being bound by a generic

operator. The feature [:tplural] is a 'dummy' cp-feature on the predicate that does not
receive a semantic interpretation and its + or - value is an idiosyncratic property.
Sentences with specific tense, however, have a null pronominal argument that
obtains referential content either through coindexation with sufficiently 'rich'
agreement morphology or by being pragmatically bound.

Next, I argue that pro-drop of the referential matrix argument in Hungarian
control constructions with embedded inflected infinitives contradicts Rizzi's claim
that formal licensing and content-identification of pro involves the same head. The
Hungarian facts  show that under specific conditions identification  of pro  by  'rich'
Agr is possible across a clause boundary. In particular, agreement marking on the
embedded infinitive content-licenses a pro argument in the matrix clause. I argue
that our analysis of the control facts developed in Chapter 2 provide a
straightforward account of this fact once we abandon Rizzi's account of content

licensing ofpro and assume instead that content licensing involves pro's inheritance
of referential cp-features from agreement morphemes under coindexation. While
formal licensing takes place in a spec-head configuration, content-identification by
'rich' agreement morphemes is not subject to this constraint.
I close the discussion of pro-drop with the question whether null expletives should

be part of the grammar. I review the empirical arguments given in favour of their
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existence and argue that none of these arguments is compelling. I show that the data
usually explained by the postulation of null expletives in German can receive an
alternative analysis.  I propose the abolition of proexp, and I  examine some of the
theoretical implications of such a proposal, especially its consequences with respect
to the EPP.

In Chapter 4 I investigate how lexical properties of agreement paradigms can
lead to the (un)grammaticality of certain impersonal constructions. The starting
point is the proposal made in Chapter 3 that inflectional morphemes belonging to
'rich' agreement paradigms of pro-drop languages are listed as separate lexical items
and have (p-feature specifications that can be inherited by null pro giving it
referential content. One question raised by such a characterization of agreement
morphemes is how 3SG default agreement in impersonal constructions without a
referential argument is to be interpreted in pro-drop languages. I argue that the
availability of default agreement is not an automatic property of agreement
paradigms. In particular, the agreement morpheme corresponding to the cp-feature
bundle [3rd person, singular] in the paradigm used with infinitives in Hungarian
cannot have a default reading and must always be interpreted referentially. In order
to establish this point, I contrast the behaviour of impersonal and personal resultative
constructions when embedded under modals that take inflected infinitival
complements. I show that the ungrammaticality of the former and the
grammaticality of the latter can be naturally explained under the assumption that
default agreement is unavailable with inflected infinitivals. The distinct behaviour of
personal and impersonal resultatives with inflected infinitives and the proposed
analysis leads us to further questions concerning the presence or absence of
expletives in Hungarian. Inflected infinitives provide us with a test that can establish
whether weather expressions in Hungarian have a null (quasi-)argumental subject or
not and whether extraposed clauses are arguments associated with a pronominal
expletive or rather adjuncts associated with an argumental pronominal. On the basis
of empirical facts I argue that weather-expressions have an argumental null subject
and that finite clauses are associated with a pronominal argument in Hungarian.

The behaviour of impersonal resultatives, constructions with extraposed
clauses and weather-expressions under modals presents an additional question.
These constructions are ungrammatical under modal verbs in Hungarian if the
infinitive is uninflected. This is in sharp contrast to the facts in the Germanic
languages. I propose an analysis of this contrast based on the different structural
properties ofthe infinitival complement. I argue that while modals in Hungarian take
full CPs, German modals appear in monoclausal structures with no functional
projections between the modal and the infinitival verb.

Finally, I consider sentences with arbitrarily interpreted non-referential null
subjects. I claim that similarly to default 3SG agreement, 3PL 'dummy' agreement
markers are not always available in an agreement paradigm. I consider inflected
infinitives in Hungarian and the possibility of arbitrary pro with 3PL marking on the
infinitive. I show that neither an existentially nor a universally interpreted arbitrary
pro is licensed. I propose that the reason for the unavailability of these readings is
that the agreement paradigm used on infinitives does not make 'dummy' 3PL
agreement available. Agreement markers on infinitives are always unambiguous.
They contain q,-features that must be inherited by pro under coindexation. I present
additional empirical support for the claim that default agreement and 'dummy'
agreement markers are not always available within a paradigm. I argue that agreeing
negative constructions in Modern Hebrew exhibit the same restrictions as inflected
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infinitives in Hungarian. Agreement marking on the negative element 7eyn requires
a referential subject and therefore excludes the possibility of arbitrarily interpreted
subjects.

In Chapter 5 I introduce another control construction where inflected
infinitives carl appear. 1n this construction the matrix predicate is a main verb that
can take an infinitival clause and a dative marked DP as its internal arguments. Only
very few verbs have this property. In particular, the two permissive verbs hagy and

enged'let' and segit 'help'. The first part of Chapter 5 gives a detailed description of
the agreement properties of permissive constructions with hag/enged. I show that
two different permissive constructions exist in Hungarian, one involving an ECM
structure with an accusative marked embedded subject and another involving a
dative control structure with a dative Permissee argument. The agreement properties
of the matrix verb differ in these two constructions. In the ECM construction the
matrix verb agrees in definiteness with the accusative marked subject of the
embedded infinitival clause. In the hagy-DAT construction, however, the dative
marked permissee cannot trigger definiteness agreement on the matrix verb and
therefore the verb agrees in definiteness with the embedded object. I establish a
correlation between the possibility of agreement marking on the infinitive and the
type of permissive construction. Based on several empirical facts coming from
binding and from certain selectional restrictions on the dative marked permissee, I
argue that the dative marked Permissee is an argument of the matrix clause that
obligatorily controls the null subject of the infinitival clause thus instantiating a
dative control structure. This proposal makes it possible to treat these constructions

on a par with those of Chapter 2, extending the anaphoric Agr analysis to these cases
as well. The account of dative pro-drop developed in Chapter 3 explains the
possibility of a null Permissee argument with referential interpretation in the matrix
clause when an agreement morpheme appears on the embedded infinitive. I compare
the two Hungarian permissive constructions with the causative/permissive faire-
in#nitive and faire-par constructions in Romance and Germanic languages and
conclude that a complex predicate analysis is not viable for Hungarian. The
comparison is extended to permissive constructions where the embedded active
infinitive verb receives passive interpretation - the so called 'passive infinitives'. I
argue that in Hungarian the syntactic projection of both a null permissee argument
and an embedded subject is empirically motivated. Finally, I argue for a dative
control analysis for constructions involving the matrix verb segit 'help'.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the results of this thesis.

As evidenced by the above summary of each chapter of this dissertation,
various empirical domains are investigated and this investigation leads to the critical
evaluation of several theoretical proposals in view of the Hungarian data. It must,
however, made be clear at this point what this dissertation is not about. It is not
about the long standing debate of whether Hungarian is a configurational language
with essentially the same phrase structure as that propose for English or a (partially)
non-configurational one with a flat VP-structure. It is not about how some striking
differences between unquestionably configurational languages and Hungarian are to
be accounted for: An answer to this question is of course of paramount importance

' The most often discussed differences include lack of WCO effects,  lack of superiority effects,  lack
of that4race effect, lack of subject-object asymmetries in pronominal binding and relatively free verb
order regarding the realization of grammatical functions.
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and our understanding of Hungarian clause structure is not complete until a
satisfactory answer is provided to this dilemma. Within the bounds of this
dissertation, however, it is not possible to do justice to the more than twenty-year
old debate. The interested reader is therefore referred to the rich literature that has
accumulated in the course of the years. Analyses supporting the (partially) non-
configurational view include E. Kiss (1981, 1987, 1991, 1994), Kenesei (1984,
1986), Maricz (1986, 1987). Proponents of the configurational view are HorvAth
(1981, 1986,1987,1994) Farkas (1986), and Mardcz (1989).

Advocates of the two conflicting views, however, agree that Hungarian
clause structure contains a configurational left periphery where the order of
constituents is rigid. This left periphery contains moved elements with
communicative function such as topics and focused elements. In addition,
quantifiers must also occupy designated positions and observe strict linear order that
reflects their scope properties. The rigid order of the left periphery of Hungarian
clauses has led linguists to propose three distinct functional projections between CP
and VP/IP, as illustrated in  (3).

(3)     [cp c [Top(ic)p Top [Qp Q IF(ocus)p F [v/lp  ···]]]]

Topicalization is an instance of A'-movement that can move any number of
constituents to the leftmost peril)hery of the sentence, to a position below C. In other
words, TopP can be iterated.

(4) [Topp Katitj     [Topp a partini [Qp mindenkinek [vp bemutatta     tj ti]]]].
Kate-ACC the party everyone-DAT introduced

'As for Kate, I introduced her at the party to everyone.'

In a similar way, several quantificational expressions can be moved to QP. The
scope relations among quantifier can be read from their linear order. (cf. E. Kiss
1987, Kenesei 1984 among others)

Focusing is different from topicalization and quantifier movement in that
only one element can be moved to FP. The constrastively focused element always
bears the primary stress of the sentence. In Hungarian focus movement of an XP
element triggers the inversion ofthe verbal prefix and the verb.2

(5) a. [tropp A partini [Qp mindenkinek [Fp KATITj [vp mutatta   be  tj ti]]]].

the party everyone-DAT Kate-ACC introduced PV
'It was Kate who he introduced to everybody on the party.'

b.    *[Topp A partini [Qp mindenkinek [Fp KATITj [Vp be-mutatta tj   ti]]]]
the party everyone-DAT Kate-ACC PV-introduced

Several analyses have been proposed to account to the inversion of the preverbal
element and the verb triggered by overt movement of the contrastively focused
element (cf. Brody 1990, KilmAn et al. 1985, Kenesei 1998, E. Kiss 1994, Pifion

2 The verbal prefix be- 'in'  in (5) is only subtype of the so called preverbal elements that must be
inverted with the verb when an XP element is contrastively focused. Non-specific nominal heads,
adjectival heads and certain adverbials also exhibit this property. These elements are analyzed as
forming a complex head with the verb. In the glosses I use the diacritic PV to mark preverbal
elements.
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1992,   Szendr6i 1999 among others).   The main questions concern the categorial
status of the preverbal element, its base generated position, the position where the
verb moves and the trigger of that movement. In this thesis I do not commit myself
to any of the existing analysis. I only adopt the existence the functional projection
FP and use the inversion of the preverbal element as a diagnostic test of focus
movement.

The existence of the functional projections TopP, QP and FP between CP
and W is important to our purposes since at several occasions topicalization,
movement of quantifiers and focusing will be used to argue for the clausal status of
the infinitival argument of a matrix predicate.

Although I do not intend to take a stand in the debate of
(non)configurationality, I assume throughout this dissertation the presence of the
functional categories T and Agrs in the Hungarian clause structure. These functional
categories contain 9-features and Case-features that must be checked by
appropriated elements in order to have a convergent derivation (cf. Chomsky 1993,
1995). As discussed at length in §3.3.4.2, the assumption that TP and/or AgrsP is
projected does not exclude the possibility of differentiating topic-prominent and
subject-prominent languages from each other.
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1.1 Introduction

In this chapter I give a detailed characterization of adjectival and nominal
predicates that can take infinitival clauses with inflected infinitives. I distinguish two
main cases on the basis of the valency of the predicates (monadic and dyadic
predicates) and I further divide these two groups into predicate-classes on the basis
of the subcategorization and other semantic properties arriving at the following
classes by the end of this chapter: unpleasant-class, directed deontic modals, non-
directed deontic modals, epistemic modals, vicious-classl, vicious-Classz  and  the
copula verb.  I discuss one by one the syntactic properties of infinitival constructions
involving predicates from these classes.

In § 1.2 I illustrate with predicates from the unpleasant-class that in the case
of a dyadic matrix predicate obligatory coreference obtains between the DP
argument of the matrix predicate and the null subject of the embedded infinitival
clause, independent of the presence of agreement marking on the infinitive. Second,
the presence of overt agreement marking is optional when the controlling argument
is lexical and is obligatory only when pro-drop takes place. In §1.3 modals are
discussed. I differentiate between epistemic modals and two classes of deontic
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modals (directed and non-directed deontic modals) on the basis of their different
semantics. Monadic modal predicates provide an empirical argument for one of the
central claims of this chapter, namely that structural dative Case is assigned to the
embedded subject. In §1.4 I discuss four previous analyses of inflected infinitives
(Kom16sy 1994, Dalmi 1995, E. Kiss 1987, Kenesei 1993). I point out that none of
these analyses provides an adequate account of the empirical facts that they
consider. §1.5 contains an interim summary. Then in §1.6 I turn to novel empirical

data coming from nominal predicates that also take inflected infinitival but do not
subcategorize for a dative marked Experiencer argument: the vicious-class
predicates.  I argue that this class provides conclusive arguments against treating
inflected infinitivals on a par with possessed nominal phrases in Hungarian. I also
show that the null subject of inflected infinitives has dative Case, even in those cases
where it cannot be phonetically realized,  In § 1.7 I discuss idiomatic expressions with
inflected infinitives. §1.8 concludes Chapter 1 with a descriptive generalization that
emerges from the empirical data.

1.2 Evaluative predicates: the unpleasant-class

In Hungarian certain adjectival and verbal predicates,  like jd  'good'  and fiv
'hurts' for instance, can select for an infinitival complement that can bear agreement
markers. 1 These predicates are binary,    and they express evaluation about their
propositional complement from the point of view of a dative marked argument.  The

following predicates belong to these evaluative predicates: keHemetlen 'unpleasant',
keHemes 'pleasant',j  'good', rossz 'bad', nehez 'difficult', konnyu 'easy',  irdemes
'worthwile', al.(inlatos 'advisable', fbntos 'important', sikerul 'succeed', jalesik
'feels good', rosszul esik 'feels  bad', fij 'hurts'  etc.  I  will  call this class  of
predicates the unpleasant-class.

Predicates of the unpleasant-class have two theta-roles to assign: an
Experiencer 0-role is assigned to a Dative DP and another 0-role is assigned to a
Nominative DP or to a propositional complement:

(1) a. Janosnak kellemetlen volt az a kdrdds.

John-DAT unpleasant   was  that the question-NOM
'That question was unpleasant for John.'

b.     JAnosnak  kellemetlen  (az), hogy Kati  kds6n  drkezett.
John-DATunpleasant  (it)  that  Kate late arrived

'It is unpleasant for John that Kate arrived late.'

c.  A fut6knak fontos a bemelegft6s.
therunners-DAT important the warming-up
'Warming up is important for the runners.'

1 In descriptive grammars and in some generative works these predicates are called impersonal
predicates mainly because the verbal element (i.e. the copula verb) invariably appears in 3SG form.
In what follows I will not follow this tradition since the term 'impersonal' is also associated with
subjectless passive constructions. To avoid confusion, I will refer to the relevant class of predicates
by picking one representative element from each class.
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d.  A fut6knak fontos (az), hogy bemelegitsenek.
the runners-DAT important   (it) that warm-up-SUBJ-3PL
'It is important for the runners that they should warm up.'

When the propositional complement is expressed by an infinitival clause, the
matrix Experiencer argument must always be interpreted as coreferential with the
non-overt subject of the infinitive. The agreement marker on the infinitive must
agree with the dative DP in person and number:

(2) a. Kellemetlen Janosnak az igazsagot bevalla-ni-(a).

unpleasant John-DAT the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for John to admit the truth.'

b. Nekik is j61esett az igazsdgot halla-ni-(uk).
they-DAT too felt-good the truth-ACC hear-INF-3PL
'It felt good to them too to hear the truth.'

As indicated in (2), presence of the agreement marking suffixes is optional.
Whether agreement marking on the infinitive is optional depends on the presence of
a lexical Experiencer argument. When an overt dative DP/pronoun is present,

agreement markers are optional. The situation is different when no overt
DP/pronoun is present. In such cases agreement markers must be spelt out to
identify the person and number features of the phonetically null arguments.  Thus, in
addition to (nominative) subject pro-drop and (accusative) object pro-drop,
Hungarian has a third configuration where pro-drop is licensed: the dative
Experiencer argument of a matrix predicate can be dropped due to the presence of
agreement marking on the infinitive:2.3

(3)       a.         Kellemetlenproi    [eci az igazdgot bevalla-ni-*(a)].
unpleasant the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for him to admit the truth.'

b.  J61esett proi [eciaz igazsagot halla-ni-*(uk)].
felt-good the truth-ACC hear-INF-3PL
'It felt good to them to hear the truth.'

2 At this point in the discussion I use the neutral notation ec in the representations to indicate the
presence of a null subject in infinitival clauses. Note that the English counterparts of these examples
are analyzed as containing a PRO subject within the infinitival complement. Although a PRO subject
seems to be justified on the basis of the English equivalents of these examples,  it will be clear from
the subsequent discussion in the main text that the nature of the embedded subject is very
controversial in Hungarian. Deciding whether it is pro or PRO is in fact one of the questions that I
will   try to answer in the course of the text discussion.  As for the correct representation of the matrix
Experiencer argument, I assume that it is pro without any justification at this point. Such a

ptification requires an elaborate detour and is deferred till Chapter 3.
It should be remarked here that although Hungarian has subject pro-drop and object pro-drop in

finite sentences licensed by agreement morphology on the verb, no dative pro-drop exist in the case
of indirect objects. This seems natural enough given the fact that no morphological marking is
available on the verb to mark agreement with an indirect object. The type of 'dative pro-drop'
exemplified in (3) will be discussed in Chapter 3, Dative pro-drop is also licensed in possessive
construction by 'rich' agreement marking on the possessed nominal. Possessive constructions with
dative possessors are discussed briefly in §1.4.2.
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As illustrated in (3), the examples are ungrammatical on the 'pro-drop'
reading if no agreement marker is present. Furthermore, the matrix Experiencer
argument and the embedded null subject must be coreferential:

Uninflected infinitives are also allowed in the constructions at hand even if
no overt dative DP is present. In this case, however, both the Experiencer argument
of the matrix predicate and the subject of the infinitive receive an arbitrary
interpretation. Obligatory coreference, however, still obtains. The two instances of
arbitrarily interpreted null arguments must be linked in reference each ranging over
the same set of individuals.

(4)       a.         Kellemetlen proarb  [ecarb az igazsagot bevalla-ni].
unpleasant the truth-ACC admit-INF
'It is unpleasant to admit the truth.'

b.    Jdlesik  proarb [ecarb az igazsAgot halla-ni].
feels-good the truth-ACC hear-INF-3PL
'It feels good to hear the truth.'

As mentioned in connection with (2), whenever the matrix adjective takes an
infinitival complement and an Experiencer argument is present, obligatory
coreference obtains between the dative Experiencer and the subject of the infinitive.
In fact, the construction exhibits all the characteristics traditionally associated with
obligatory control (cf. Williams  1980 for introduction  of this  term).  One  of the
differences between obligatory and non-obligatory control constructions concerns
the possible reference(s) that the null subject can receive. In obligatory control
constructions the antecedent  must  be a uniquely determined argument  of the matrix
predicate.  In the case of non-obligatory control, however, the choice of the controller
is freer, strict identity with one designated matrix argument is not required. Rather,
the requirement is that (one of) the argument(s) of the matrix verb must be part of
the reference set ofthe embedded subject.

Predicates belonging to the unpleasant-class only allow the strict identity
reading for the embedded (null) subject. No split antecedents are allowed.

(5)   a. *Janos tudta, hogy Marinak nehdz volt egymist minden nap
John   knew that Mary-DAT difficult  was each other every day
felhfv-ni-uk.
up-call-INF-3PL
'John thought that it was difficult for Mary to call each other every day.'

b. *Pal tudta,  hogy az apj-A-nak kellemetlen volt
Paul   knew  that the father-3SGposs-DAT unpleasant   was
egyutt utaz-ni-uk.
together travel-INF-3PL
'Paul knew that it was unpleasant for his father to travel together.'

4At this point of the discussion I try to avoid using the term 'control' when talking about Hungarian
constructions where the matrix argument must be coreferential with the null subject of embedded
inflected infinitival clause, In those instances where I use the term, it should be understood as pre-
theoretic referring to the obligatory coreference properties observed in the examples and not
necessarily involving a PRO subject.
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The English equivalents of the unpleasant-class predicates pass all the tests for
being non-obligatory control predicates: they allow for imperfect control, for split
antecedents and for arbitrary interpretation of the empty subject. These properties
are illustrated in (6).

(6) a. It was unpleasant for John [PRO to meet so early in the morning].

b.    Maryi knew that it was important for Johni [ PROi+j to help each other

during the exam period].
c.      It is bad for the environment [PROd to dump so much waste.]

In (6a) the matrix predicate has one singular argument. Yet, it can take an infinitival
clause that contains the collective predicate meet which requires a plural subject.
The reference of the embedded subject denotes a set of individuals that contains as
one of its member the matrix argument.  In (6b) the presence of reciprocal each other
requires a plural subject. PRO refers to the combination of the subject of the
uppermost predicate and the Experiencer argument ofthe intermediate predicate, i.e.
Mao, and John. In (6c) the PRO subject receives arbitrary interpretation and is not
controlled by the non-animatefor-Dp,

It is important to establish already at this point that such a restriction on
coreferential reading does not follow from the semantics of the matrix predicate.
This is very clearly demonstrated in English where the subject of the infinitive can
be  a  lexical  DP  due  to the presence  of the complementizer for which makes  Case-

assignment to the embedded subject possible (cf. Chomsky 1977,1981).

(7)     a.     It is pleasant for the rich [for the poor to do the hard work].
b.    It is disastrous for us [for it to rain].

In particular, under a semantic approach to control, predicates that disallow the
embedded subject to take split antecedents have a common semantic property: it is
part of their lexical meaning that they specify which of their arguments the
embedded subject must be coreferential with. One way to check whether a predicate
imposes such a semantic requirement on the embedded subject is to substitute the
infinitival clause with a finite clause. Obligatory control predicates impose the same
restrictions on the embedded subject of finite complement clauses as they do on the
embedded subject of an infinitival complement clause.  I  will  illustrate this with two
obligatory object control verbs, order and encourage:

(8) a. John ordered Maryi that sherj should clean the house.

b. John encouraged Maryi that shew•j takes the exam.

No such restrictions apply when non-obligatory control predicates appear in the
matrix clause.

5
Obligatory subject control predicates usually do not take finite complements at all (eg. start begin,

is able). In those few cases where they do, their meaning changes quite radically. Thus in (i) bellow,
taken from Terzi  (1992), the meaning of prospathise 'try' involves an implicit causative element

meaning something along the lines of'John tried to make arrangements so that the children read'.

(i)         I Maria prospathise na diavasoun ta pedia.
the Mary tried-3SG PRT read-3PL the children

This example and other constructions with semantic control predicates is discussed in §2.2.7.2.
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(9) a. John proposed to Maryi that shewj should clean the house.

b. John suggested to Maryi that sheitj should clean the house.

That the lexical semantics of most unpleasant-class predicates do not force
coreferentiality between the Experiencer argument and the subject of the embedded
clause can also be illustrated in Hungarian where constructions comparable to (7)
are not possible. In particular, there is nothing inherent in the meaning of these
predicates that requires the subject of the propositional argument to have the same
reference as the Experiencer argument. This is illustrated in (10).

(10) a. JAnos-nak kellemetlen  volt, hogy Kati bevallotta az igazsigot.

John-DATunpleasant   was  that Kate admited-3SG the truth-ACC
'It is unpleasant for John that Kate admitted the truth.'

b. Nekik is   j61esett, hogy Ptter megmondta az igazsagot.
they-DAT too felt-good that Peter told-3SG the truth-ACC
'It felt good to them too that Peter told the truth.'

We must therefore reject any semantic analysis that tries to account for obligatory
coreference between the Experiencer argument and the embedded null subject in (2)-
(4) on the basis of the lexical semantics of these predicates. An alternative syntactic
analysis must be provided. A possible alternative account would be to claim that (2)-
(4) involve a PRO subject that must be obligatorily controlled. In particular the
argumentation could run as follows: Structural Case is not available for the subject
of the infinitival clause in Hungarian. Consequently, infinitival clauses have a PRO
subject. In order to get content, PRO must be controlled by the dative argument of
the matrix predicate. In other words, we are dealing with a dative control
construction. Coreference is obligatory in (2)-(4) because Hungarian has no overt
prepositional complementizer comparable to English ./br making the presence of a
lexical embedded subject impossible. In this (hypothetical) analysis the fact that no
overt subject can be present within the infinitival clause follows from the lack of an
appropriate Case-assigner. Such claim has in fact been made in Konildsy (1994) and
Dalmi (1995). Although such a solution may seem appealing at first glance, I will
argue that it faces several empirical problems. I will discuss his proposal in §1.3
where I review four previous analyses of unpleasant-class predicates and point out
their merits and shortcomings.

It should be noted, however, that some of the predicates in the unpleasant-
class do have special sematics and indeed force a coreferential reading even when
the complement is a finite clause and the embedded subject is lexical. Thus kannyu
'easy' and nehdz 'difficult' are lexically restricted to obligatory coreference because
for an event e to be easy fory, y has to be the agent of that event.

(11)  a.    *JAnosnak  konnyO/nehdz volt, hogy Kati megtanultaa szavakat.
John easy/difficult was that Kate learnt the words.

'It was easy /difficult for John that Kate learnt the words.'

The same lexical restriction explains why the English translation of (11) and the
following English examples are also nonsensical.

6 In English adjectives like easy, d(#lcult do not always force coreference between the matrix
Experiencer argument and the embedded subject.
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(12)   a. *[His making an impression on the committee] was easy for Mary.
b.     *[For her to behave well] would be difficult for John.

The fact that predicates of the unpleasant-class have an Experiencer
argument is very important and will play an important role later in our analysis.
Kom16sy (1994) uses the term 'subjective evaluative' to express the generalization
that these predicates take a human subject that experiences the event expressed in
the clausal complement. In particular, the English equivalents of some of these

predicates are ambiguous between a psych-predicate and a non-psych predicate. The
former can only take human Experiencer arguments while the latter can take
inanimate Patient/Goal arguments. As illustrated in (13), the predicates good, bad
and hurt can take a non-animate dative argument and participate in non-obligatory
control construction with an arbitrarily interpreted embedded subject.

(13)   a.      It is bad for the environment [PROarb to dump so much waste].

b.     It is good for the river [PRO to build this dam].arb

c.      It would hurt his reputation [PROarb to involve him in this scandal]

In (13) the PRO subject receives arbitrary interpretation and is not controlled by the
inanimate fbr-DP. The grammaticality of an arbitrary interpretation  for PRO  in  (13)

depends on the possibility to have a non-animate argument in the matrix clause.
Since predicates like (un)pleasant, embarrasing etc. do not allow for a non-animate
dative argument, arbitrary interpretation for the embedded null subject is not
possible.

(14) *It is unpleasant for Sue [PROarb to behave oneselfbadly at her party].

As (15) illustrates, the Hungarian equivalents of (13) are ungrammatical. They are
ungrammatical because in the infinitival construction the matrix predicate can only
be used when the dative DP expresses an Experiencer argument, i.e. when it is
animate.7 The only way to express the meaning of (13) in Hungarian is to have a
finite hogv-clause complement with a generic pro subject (indicated by third person
plural agreement on the finite verb). This is illustrated in (16).

(i)           It was not easy for Mary that her mother always scolded her.

However, the meaning of (i) indicates that there is an implicit infinitive whose subject is obligatorily
coreferential with the Experiencer argument. The implicit infinitive corresponds to verbs like accept,

bear, endure. In Hungarian, the equivalent of (i) is ungrammatical, the infinitive must be overtly
present.

(ii)          Marinak     nem volt konnyO *(elviselni), hogy az anyja mindig szidta.
Mari-DAT not   was easy bear-INF   that the mother-3SGposs always scolded

'It was not easy for Mary to bear that her mother always scolded her.

' The same does not hold for certain readings of modals.  As will be discussed in §1.3.1, there is no
constraint on the dative DP concerning animacy when the matrix predicate expresses epistemic or
non-directed deontic modality.
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(15)   a.    *Rossz a komyezet-nek [ PROarb ennyi szemetet lerak-ni.]
bad the environment-DAT SO waste dump-INF
'It is bad for the environment to dump so much waste.'

b.    *16    a   foly6nak   [ PROarb ezt   a   gdtat megdpfteni].
goodthe river-DAT this  the dam build-INF
'It is good for the river to build this dam.'

c. *FAjna a    hfrnevdnek[PROarb ebbe a botrAnyba belekeverni].
hurt-COND the reputation this the scandal  implicate
'It would hurt his reputation to involve him in this scandal.'

(16) Rossz a kornyezet-nek, hogy ennyi szemetet lerak-nak.

bad the environment-DAT that so waste dump-3PL
'It is bad for the environment that they dump so much waste.'

Summarizing, infinitival constructions with unpleasant-class dyadic
predicates have the following properties:

• The embedded null subject must be coreferential with the matrix
argument. Split antecedents, arbitrary control and long distance control
are disallowed.

• Agreement marking on the infinitive is obligatory if there is no lexical
argument in the matrix clause. Otherwise it is optional.

•    Lack of agreement marking on the infinitive in the absence of an overt
Experiencer argument triggers arbitrary reading.

I will return to these properties of the infinitival construction when
discussing arguments against previous analyses of the construction in § 1.4 of this
chapter and when presenting my analysis in Chapter 2. Further properties will be
introduced piecemeal, each piece appearing when it plays a role in the argument.

1.3 Modals

The unpleasant-class predicates are not the only predicates that can take
inflected infinitives as their complement. Predicates expressing modality also take
infinitival argument clauses with infiection on the infinitive. The following modal
predicates can take infinitival complements: kell 'must: mus:4/ 'must', keHene

'should', szabad 'may', illik 'should' and lehet 'may'. This group will be referred to
as modals. Since they (can) have different theta-assigning properties from
unpleasant-class predicates, it is important to consider them separately. In this
section I will consider the semantic/thematic properties of modals and argue that the
evaluative versus modal distinction, introduced in Komldsy (1994), is not only
insufficient, but can also be misleading when trying to determine the syntactic
structures of the infinitival constructions at hand. A more fine-grained distinction
within the group of medals will be established in order to explain the whole range  of
possible readings that can arise with modal predicates. I will also argue that modals
provide the first piece of evidence in favour of the claim that dative Case in
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constructions with inflected infinitives is not always a lexical (inherent) Case
assigned by the matrix predicate. In particular, I will argue that the behaviour of
certain modal constructions necessarily leads  to the conclusion that dative Case can
also be a structural Case assigned to the embedded subject within the infinitival
complement by a designated functional head. Tlie sections that follow do not discuss
all syntactic and/or semantic properties of modal predicates in Hungarian. Within
the bounds of this thesis I can only concentrate on those aspects of the behavior of
modals that have direct bearing on the issue at hand: the properties and the structure
of inflected infinitival clauses in Hungarian.

1.3.1 Epistemic versus deontic readings

Sentences with modal predicates are usually ambiguous between expressing
the likelihood of the proposition and expressing a modal force like obligation,
permission etc. The former interpretation has been referred to in the literature as
epistemic reading while the latter is usually called the root or deontic reading (cf.
Lyons 1977, Newmeyer 1975, Palmer 1986 among others). The sentence in (178)
can have the two interpretations given in (17b) and (17c) depending on the context.

(17) a. John must be at home now.
b.      It must be the case that John is at home now. (epistemic reading)
c.     John has the obligation to be at home now. (deontic reading)

The distinction between deontic and epistemic reading has often been analyzed in
terms of control and raising structures (Ross 1969, Perlmutter 1970). Epistemic
modals are raising predicates in the sense that the modal neither provides nor uses
up theta-roles. Deontic modals, on the other hand, have been analyzed as control
predicates. The deontic modal assigns a thematic role to the subject that in turn
controls the non-overt subject ofthe infinitival complement.8

If we accept this view and assume that deontic modals assign a 0-role to a
nominal argument of their own and participate  in a control structure,  then it follows
that the distinction between control and raising structures cuts across the
semantically based distinction between evaluative predicates (called here the
unpleasant-class) and medals assumed in Kom16sy (1994). Both deontic modals and

unpleasant-class predicates involve a structure where two independent theta roles
are assigned and two structural subjects are present. Both the matrix verb and the
embedded infinitive assign a theta-role. Consequently, example (18) on its deontic
reading ('It is required of John that he go home in time') has a structure similar to
that of (2), repeated here as (19). The modal force (obligation in the case of (18)) is
directed towards John and thus the surface subject is thematically related to the
matrix modal just like the dative Experiencer is thematically related to the matrix
adjective in (19).

8 But see below for further qualification about deontic readings and assignment of theta-roles.
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(18) Jinosnaki  muszdj[ eci id6ben haza-drkez-ni-e] (deontic reading)

John-DATmust-3SG in time home-arrive-INF-3SG
'John is obliged to arrive home in time.'

(19) Janosnaki kellemetlen [eciaz igazsagot bevalla-ni-a]

John-DATunpleasant the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for John to admit the truth.'

The view, however, that deontic modals should be analyzed as control
structures has been subject to much debate. The main problem with this analysis is
that apart from the theta-theoretic consideration summarized above, the presence of
a controlled PRO within the infinitival clause does not seem to be independently
motivated, at least not in the Germanic languages. In particular, it is questionable
whether the presence of CP and IP projections should be assumed in the embedded
infinitival 'clause' (cf. Barbiers 1994 and Wurmbrand 1998 for relevant discussion
and alternative analysis for Dutch and German). I will not go into this debate about
the proper syntactic representation of those deontic modals that are in a theta-
relation with the matrix subject. For the sake of concreteness I will assume that in
Hungarian deontic modals that are in a theta-relation with the matrix dative
argument participate in control structures.9 This assumption, however, is not
essential for the main point that I wish to make in this section. If deontic modals
appear in control structure then they are dyadic predicates and their syntactic
structure is similar to that of unpleasant-class modals and therefore add no new
syntactic construction into the domain of inflected infinitives. If they do not, then
they must be syntactically anal<zed as monadic predicates with some auxiliary
assumption about theta-relations. ' In that case their structure is more similar to that
of epistemic modals since those are monadic predicates as well.

The epistemic reading cannot have a control structure. Consider (20) and its
English paraphrase:

(20) a. Ilyen hidegben a t6nak mAr be kell fagy-ni-a.

such   cold-INESS the lake-DAT already   PV must freeze-INF-3SG
'In such a cold weather the lake must already freeze.'
'Since it is so cold, it has to/must be the case that the lake is freezing.'

b.      (Egy hete nem esett.) Nem szabadna a fbldnek vizesnek
one   week not rained not should the soil-DAT wet-DAT
len-ni-e.
be-INF-3SG
'It has not rained for a week. The soil should not be wet.'

(20) illustrates a reading that is traditionally associated with epistemic modality: the
outside circumstances are such that they make it necessarily the case or at least very
likely that the lake freezes or that the soil is not wet. The predicates keU and
szabadna do not assign a theta-role to the dative DPs. No obligation, permission or
ability is ascribed to the dative Case-marked DP subject. The modals in this context

9 Some motivation for this assumption is provided in Chapter 4, where I argue that modal predicates
in Hungarian subcategorize for CP complements.
"  Cf.  Zubizarreta (1982) and Roberts (1985) for an analysis that makes  use of optional adjunct theta-
roles that are not subject to the Theta Criterion.
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are monadic predicates predicating over their propositional argument, qualifying the
degree ofprobability of the proposition expressed by the infinitival clause. 11

It is for this reason that epistemic predicates have been treated in the
literature as involving a raising structure with the subject raising to Spec,IP for
nominative Case. For Tile sake of concreteness I give hcre the structure assumed in
Wurmbrand (1998) for modals with epistemic reading. Wurmbrand assumes that
epistemic medals are generated in the functional head To above the projection that
hosts the external argument ofthe main predicate. The subject moves to Spec,TP for
Case reasons.

(21) [Tp [T' modal [vp Subj [Vp main predicate]]]] (epistemic reading)

According to Wurmbrand, a sentence with an epistemic modal has a monoclausal
structure. The structure is a raising structure in the sense that the modal verb does
not assign an external theta-role and that it involves the raising of the subject from a
position below the base-position of the modal.

I will follow the linguistic tradition in assuming that epistemic modals are
monadic predicates taking a clausal complement as their single argument. I contend,
however, that languages differ as to syntactic structure of the clausal argument. In
Hungarian, no nominative marked subject is present. The subject of the embedded
clause appears in dative Case. The absence of a nominative Case-marked subject
excludes the possibility of raising. In particular, it cannot be claimed that in (20) the
dative subject started out from the embedded infinitival vP and moved to the IP
domain of the finite clause to get structural Case. Subjects of finite clauses in
Hungarian unexceptionally appear in nominative Case and trigger person and
number agreement on the finite verb. Hungarian has no quirky subjects. When
infinitival clauses are embedded under modal predicates, the subject of the
embedded infinitive triggers agreement on the infinitive but not on the finite modal
verb. As (22a) illustrates the modal invariably appears with 3SG agreement.

(22) a. Nem szabadna [a fdldeknek vizeseknek len-ni-uk].
not should-3SG the fields wet be-INF-3PL
'The fields should not be wet.'

b.        ['pAIi [vp modal   [Subj
[vp Predicate]]]]

I therefore conclude that the dative marked subject cannot be the structural
subject of the finite clause. It must receive structural (dative) Case through some
other means.

"  The word order in examples (20a) suggests  that  in  case of modals the dative  DP must move  up to
the matrix clause in all cases. This, however, is not necessarily so. It is an independent property of
these modals that they cannot receive the main stress of the clause and therefore require some overt
element in front of them (stress avoiding predicates). As (2Ob) shows, if some other element fulfills
that role, the dative subject is felicious in post-modal position, suggesting that it is inside the
infinitival complement.  It is for this reason that most of the examples in the main text will involve a
negative element preceding the modal  verb.  In  this case topicalization of the embedded subject  is not
forced and the dative subject can stay within the embedded clause.
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1.3.2  Directed and non-directed deontic readings

(18) and (20), however, do not exhaust all the possible readings associated with
modals. In (23) a further possibility is illustrated.

(23) a. Nem kell az ebddnek d61re kdsz len-ni-(e).
not must the lunch-DAT by-noon ready be-INF-3SG

'Lunch must/should be ready by noon.'
(i.e. 'It is required that lunch be ready by noon.')

b. MAjusban tobbet kellene es-ni-e.
May-INESS more should rain-INF-3SG
'In May it should rain more.'
('It is required that it rain more in May.')

The reading of (23) is different from both (18) and (20). Unlike in the deontic/root
modal reading in (18), the obligation is not directed towards the dative DP, and
unlike in the epistemic reading in GO), there are no given external circumstances
that establish the degree of probability. Instead, the source of the obligation is
localized in someone and it is the situation expressed in the infinitive that is
required. Although (23) is not an example of epistemic modality, it is obvious that it
shares an important property with (20): the modal predicate is a monadic predicate
assigning its single 0-role to the propositional argument. The modal does not
establish a binary relation between the subject and the rest of the sentence. The
dative DP does not receive a 0-role from the modal itself, is not a recipient of
obligation and can be inanimate. Examples in (23) do not involve a control structure.
Following Barbiers (1995), I will adopt the term non-directed deontic interpretation

12for the readings exemplified in (23).
From the above discussion we see that the distinction between epistemic

versus deontic modals must be refined in order to make the necessary distinction
between directed deontic readings and non-directed deontic readings. In the former
case the modal behaves as a dyadic predicate while in the latter case it is a monadic
predicate. The non-directed deontic reading is deontic because the predicate
expresses the modal force of permission, obligation, requirement etc. It shares with
epistemic modals the property that the whole proposition in the scope of the modal.

The immediate relevance of this section on modals is that in the case of
epistemic and non-directed deontic readings the dative Case on the logical subject of
the embedded infinitive cannot be an inherent (lexical) Case in the sense of
Chomsky (1986). The core characteristic of inherent Case as defined in Chomsky
(1986) is that it is associated specifically with a thematic property. It is in this sense
that I claim that non-directed deontic modals and epistemic modals do not assign a
0-related dative Case to the subject of the infinitival clause. As argued above, the
modals in these two readings are monadic predicates with the entire proposition in
their scope.

It must be clear from the foregoing discussion that at this point the only
conclusion that we can draw from the grammaticality of examples (20) and (23) is
that dative Case is available for the subject of the embedded infinitival clause and

12 Dalmi (1995) mentions the distiction between subject-oriented and fact-oriented matrix predicates.
Her class of fact-oriented predicates essentially corresponds to our class of non-directed deontic
modals.
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that in such a case it is not a 0-related dative Case. There are, however, two possible
options that must be considered: structural dative Case is assigned in an exceptional
Case marking configuration (ECM) or it is assigned from within the infinitival
clause by some functional head. The two options are schematically illustrated in
(24).

(24) a. modal [SubjDAT VINF···11
ECM A

b.     modal [SubjDAT   I' ViNF ···11
A     1

A possible argument in favour of an ECM configuration is that some of the
medals that take infiected infinitival clauses as their arguments are also able to take
a dative argument when they subcategorize for two nominal arguments.

(25) a. Janosnak kell ez  a  konyv.
John-DAT need-3SG this the book-NOM
'John needs this book.'

b.    JAnosnak  kellenek   ezek a kOnyvek.
John-DATneed-3PL these the books-NOM
'John needs these books.'

c.  Nekem te kellesz.
I-DAT you-NOM need-2SG
'I need you.'

As (25) illustrates, the predicates kell 'must/need', keUene 'should/would
need' can subcategorize for two nominal arguments, one with nominative Case the
other with dative Case. Person and number agreement always obtains between the
nominative  DP  and the modal  verb and never  with the dative argument. 13  The

possibility of ECM structure cannot be automatically excluded since at least in the
case of some modals it can be demonstrated that they have the ability to assign
dative Case to their internal argument. At this point I give two empirical arguments

against analyzing monadic modal predicates as an ECM structure.
First, it is generally assumed that exceptional Case marking cannot cross

more than one maximal projection. In Hungarian, several functional projections can
intervene between the matrix modal and the dative marked subject.

(26) Nem kellene [Qp minden nap[Fp hatkor     [ a metr6nak tele len-ni-e

]]]

not should every     day     at six the tube-DAT full be-INF-
3SG
'The tube should not be full every day at SIX.'

In (26) a quantified phrase and a focused phrase intervene between the dative
marked subject of the infinitival clause and the matrix modal making an ECM
analysis of the construction questionable.

" The same pattern cannot be reproduced with the other infinitival taking modal predicates for the

simple reason that they cannot subcategorize for two DP arguments.
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Second, the embedded infinitival clause together with the dative subject can
be left dislocated.

(27) ?[Az  ebddnek   ddlre keszen lennie], ma sem muszAj.
the dinner-DAT noon ready be-INF-3SG today neither     must
'Dinner need not be ready by noon today either.'

Although for some native speakers (27) is slightly marginal, it sharply contrasts with
the ungrammaticality of left dislocation in constructions that have been analyzed in
the generative literature as ECM constructions:

(28) a. I consider [him to be the best student].
b.    *[Him the best student], I consider.
c.      I want [him to be here by 6pm].
d.    *[Him to be here by 6pm], I want.

These two considerations already suggest that an analysis of modal
constructions in Hungarian along the lines of an ECM structure is problematic. The
other possibility is illustrated in (24b). According to that structure there is no
connection between the dative Case of the embedded subject and modal predicate.
Dative Case is a structural Case assigned to the subject of the infinitive from within
the infinitival clause. This proposal, however, needs independent empirical support.
Constructions involving matrix modals cannot provide us with conclusive evidence
for the availability of structural dative Case within the infinitival clause. For this
reason I leave this question open here and return to it in §1.6, where decisive new
evidence will be provided in favour of an analysis along the lines of (24b). The
evidence will come from nominal predicates that do not have the ability to assign
dative Case. Yet, as I will show, the embedded subject of their infinitival
complement appears with dative Case.

In the next section I provide a critical review of the existing analyses of
inflected infinitivals, pointing out where the proposals meet or fail the empirical
challenges posed by the empirical data discussed above.

1.4 Previous analyses of structures involving
inilected infinitivals

In the previous two sections I have discussed two different classes of verbs
that can take inflected infinitival clauses: the unpleasant-class and modals. Although
there are further classes of predicates that appear with inflected infinitivals, previous
accounts of infiected infinitives base their analysis exclusively on the unpleasant-
class and on modals. It is for this reason that I review these analyses at this point.

Constructions involving inflected infinitival clauses have been analyzed by
Dalmi (1995) 6. Kiss (1987), Kenesei (1993) and Kom16sy (1994). Since these
analyses differ from each other considerably and have their advantages and
disadvantages, a summary of each of them is presented in the subsections below.
The analysis given by Kom16sy (1994) makes a distinction between predicates
belonging to the unpleasant-class (evaluative predicates in his terminology) and
modal predicates. For the unpleasant-class he proposes a dative control analysis
involving a PRO subject in the infinitival complement. For modals he essentially
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adopts the analysis outlined in £. Kiss (1987). Dalmi's (1995) analysis shares with
Kom16sy the assumption that two different classes of predicates must be
differentiated and that unpleasant-class predicates involve a dative control structure.
For monadic predicates, however, she proposes a raising structure. E. Kiss (1987)
does not consider the different theta-assigning properties of the  wipleasant-class  and
medals and proposes a unified analysis for all constructions involving inflected
infinitives. Her analysis is based on certain syntactic parallels between inflected
infinitives and possessive constructions. The analysis outlined in Kenesei (1993) is
an integral part of a comparative study of non-finite complement clauses in Finnish
and Hungarian. His account of Hungarian inflected infinitives follows that of E.  Kiss
(1987) in not differentiating the matrix predicates according to their theta-assigning

properties. He also follows t. Kiss in taking the structure of possessive
constructions as a starting point. In what follows, I will first discuss Kom16sy's and
Dalmi's proposal in connection with unpleasant-class predicates, then I turn to E.
Kiss' proposal and finally Kenesei's suggestions will be summarized.

1.4.1 Unpleasant-class predicates and Subject Control

In the analysis proposed in Kom16sy (1994) predicates taking inflected
infinitives are separated into the two different classes: evaluative predicates and
medals. In Dalmi's (1995) account these predicates are separated into subject-
oriented and fact-oriented predicates. Both Dalmi and Kom16sy argue that such
separation is necessary on semantic/thematic grounds. Matrix predicates expressing
(subjective) evaluation have two arguments. The Experiencer argument is a dative
DP while the other argument can be expressed either by a propositional or by a
nominal complement. The proposition can be a finite hogv-clause or an infinitival
clause. The embedded predicate has its own (external) theta-role to assign. Komlasy
(1994) argues that a lexical subject cannot appear in the infinitival clause since no
nominative Case is available due to [-TENSE]. Dalmi (1995) claims that lexical
subjects are illicit within the infinitival clause because AGR is weak in infinitival
clauses in the sense that it does not assign nominative Case. From these14

assumptions it follows that (29) (=(28)) has a (dative) control structure with a PRO
subject in the infinitive:

(29) [Kellemetlen JAnos-nak [PRO, azigazshgot bevalla-ni-a ]]

unpleasant John- DAT the truth admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for Peter to admit the truth.'

This control structure can account for the following facts:
•  The dative DP is an argument of the matrix predicate theta-marked by that

predicate. The matrix predicate is dyadic. It subcategorizes for two arguments,
one corresponding to a dative DP (Experiencer), the other to either a
propositional argument or a nominative DP.

• Obligatorily coreference obtains between the null subject ofthe infinitive and the
dative DP.

•   Structures like (30) are excluded since by assumption no nominative (or dative)
structural Case is available for the subject of the infinitival clause.

14 Dalmi (1983) makes essentially the same assumption in different terminology.
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(30) *[Kellemetlen  JAnos-nak i [Kati/Kati-naki
az igazsagot bevalla-ni-a

]]

unpleasant John- DAT Kate-NOM/DAT the truth admit-INF-
3SG
'It is unpleasant for Peter for Kate to admit the truth.'

There are, however, several empirical problems with the structure in (29), both in
Kom16sy's analysis and in Dalmi's account. These problems are connected to the
presence of agreement marking on the infinitive.

Komldsy (1994) does not distinguish between infinitives with and without
agreement marking. In both cases he posits a PRO subject inside the infinitival
complement that is obligatorily controlled by the dative DP in the matrix clause.
Such an analysis immediately raises the question about the exact nature and role of
agreement marking (person and number agreement) on the infinitive. As discussed
in relation with (2)-(4), when the Experiencer argument of the matrix adjective is
overtly present (either as a lexical DP or as an overt pronoun), agreement marking
on the infinitive is optional. 'Dative pro-drop', however, is only possible in the
presence of agreement on the infinitive. I illustrate this fact about the agreement
marker in (31). If Kom16sy's analysis is correct, then the embedded infinitival
clauses contain a PRO subject in each examples of (31).

(31) a. Janos-naki kellemetlen [PROi a f6nokkel taldlkoz-ni-(a)].
John-DAT unpleasant the boos-INST meet-INF-(3SGO
'It is unpleasant for John/for him to meet the boss.'

b. Kellemetlen proi/*proarb  [PROia fanokkel taldlkoz-ni-a].
unpleasant the boos-INST meet-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for him to meet the boss.'

c.         Kellemetlen proarb/*proi  [PROarb a fdnijkkel taldlkoz-ni].
unpleasant the boss-INST meet-INF
'It is unpleasant to meet the boss.'

Given these data, especially (3lb), we cannot claim that agreement marking on the
infinitive is optional in the sense that it plays no role whatsoever. Clearly, it is
necessary and sufficient for licensing pro-drop of the Experiencer argument. In view
of this fact, it becomes problematic to claim that in (29) and (3 la-b) the infinitive
has a PRO subject irrespective of the presence or absence of agreement marking.
The agreement marker on the infinitive is expected to license subject pro-drop
within the infinitival clause rather than pro-drop of an argument outside the
infinitival clause. It would be natural to suppose that inflected infinitives have a pro
subject rather than PRO. In other words, given the behaviour of agreement markers
in Hungarian, (32) is predicted to be possible, contrary to facts.

(32) *Jinosnak kellemetlen volt [pro Mari ellen felszatal-ni-uk].

John-DATunpleasant was Mary against speak-INF-3PL
'It was unpleasant for John for them to speak up against Mary.'

In (32) person and number agreement on the infinitive is expected to license a pro
subject  and the matrix predicate is expected to have its own dative Case-marked
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argument with independent reference. These expectation, however, are not borne out
by the empirical facts. Agreement marking on the infinitive cannot license a pro
subject with independent reference. It can, however, license a referential null
Experiencer argument (that is obligatorily coreferential with the embedded subject).
This point is not addressed in Komicisy (1994) and the contrast between (31b) and
(32) remains unexplained. In defense of the PRO analysis it could of course be said
that agreement marking alone is not sufTicient to license a lexical subject or pro.
Tense is also necessary. While that may be true in Hungarian, it still remains a
question how the connection between the agreement marker on the infinitive and the
argument of the matrix predicate is established and pro-drop of the matrix argument
licensed across a PRO subject.

15

Dalmi (1995) is aware of the role of agreement marking on the infinitive and
notes that the agreement marker is present to indicate the reference of the subject NP
of the infinitive and can be dropped iff the dative marked NP is lexically present.
She assumes that weak AGR on the infinitive identifies the reference of the
embedded Caseless PRO. PRO is in turn obligatorily controlled by the matrix dative
argument. Dalmi's assumption that AGR is weak, that it cannot assign structural
Case, but it can identify a null argument is problematic, however. First, just like in
Kom16sy's account, it remains unclear how agreement marking on the embedded
infinitive can license pro-drop of the matrix dative argument. Second, the claim that
the embedded subject is PRO is untenable in the face of further empirical data
discussed in §1.6. In that section I will present conclusive evidence that structural
dative Case is assigned to the subject argument of inflected infinitives, excluding the
possibility of a Caseless PRO subject.

A further indication    that the grammaticality    of    (3 lb)    and    the
ungrammaticality of (32) is in need of explanation is provided by examples where
the matrix predicate takes a complex event nominal as its complement: 16

(33)  a.     Kellemetlen volt JAnosnak [Dp  a   proi  Mari   ellen   val6
unpleasant was John-DAT the Mary    against VALO

felszatal-As-uki].
speak-DEV-3PL
'Their speaking against Mary was unpleasant for John.'

b.        Kellemetlen volt   proarb [op    a proi Mari ellen     va16

unpleasant was the Mary    against VALO

felszdlal-As-ai].
speak-DEV-3SG
'His speaking against Mary was unpleasant.'

" The above remarks are also supported by data from European Portugese (EP), discussed in Raposo
(1987). As is well known, inflected infinitival complements in EP contain lexical subjects with
nominative Case and license subjectpro-drop within the infinitival complement, as illustrated in (i).

(i) Ser-A dificil [ eles/pro aprov-ar-em a proposta].
be-FUT.3SG difficult they-NOM apporove-INF-3PL to proposal
'It will be difficult for them to approve the proposal.'

'6  See  Szabolcsi (1994) for arguments that the derived nominal felszd/ahis in (9) is unequivocally a

complex event nominal. In the glosses I follow her abreviations. DEV stands for deverbalizer.
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(33) illustrates that the agreement marker on the complex event nominal in a
possessive structure can license pro-drop of the possessor (subject) argument. The
pro argument in the complement DP can have independent reference and does not
have to be coreferential with the Experiencer argument. In addition, (33b) also
demonstrates that when there is no lexical Experiencer argument present, it is
interpreted arbitrarily. The agreement marker on the deverbal noun does not license
pro-drop of a referential Experiencer argument. (33b) cannot mean that 'hisi
speaking against Mary was unpleasant for himi'. Thus (33b) contrasts minimally
with (311)) where agreement  on the infinitive excludes arbitrary reading  for the
Experiencer argument and instead licenses pro-drop of a 3rd person singular
Experiencer. The difference in grammaticality between (32) and (33) is rather
striking in the light of the analysis given in Komldsy but more so in the proposal of
E. Kiss (1987) which is summarized in the next subsection.

As for modals, Komlasy recognizes the different 0-assigning properties of
the unpleasant-class and modals. He notes that in contrast to the unpleasant-class
predicates, modals have certain readings where non-animate subjects are allowed. In
these cases he treats modals as monadic predicates and essentially

adors for themthe analysis proposed in fE. Kiss (1987) discussed in the next subsection.
Dalmi (1995) proposes a different analysis for monadic predicates (fact-

oriented predicates in her terms). She assigns a raising structure to sentences
containing a monadic matrix predicate and an inflected infinitival clause.

(34) a. [Az ebddneki muszdj   [cp 4 ddlre klszen len-ni-e]].
the lunch-DAT must noon ready be-INF-3SG
'Lunch must be ready by noon.'

According to Dalmi (1995) the dative marked DP is base-generated as the subject
argument ofthe embedded clause. It does not get Case there and A-moves to a theta-
bar position of the matrix clause where it is assigned dative Case. There are several
problems with such an analysis. First, Dalmi explicitly states that infinitival clauses
with inflected infinitives are categorially CPs, i.e. full-fledged clauses (cf Dalmi
1995:Chapter 4). Give this assumption, it is unclear how A-movement of the
embedded subject can take place into the matrix clause. Second, the nature of dative
Case is unclear. It cannot be inherent (0-related) Case since it is assigned to an
argument position that is filled as a result of movement. But it cannot be structural
Case either since in finite clauses arguments in subject position are marked
nominative and not dative. For these reasons we cannot accept Dalmi's analysis of
inflected infinitival constructions with monadic matrix predicates.

1.4.2 Nominal infinitives with 'possessor' subjects

6. Kiss (1987) analyzes the infinitival complement of unpleasant-class
predicates as a nominal category, dominated by NP. By doing so she uses the
structure proposed for Hungarian possessive constructions in Szabolcsi (1981, 1983,

i7 It is in fact not obvious from what Kom16sy says whether he adopts all essential ingredients of £.
Kiss' analysis. He only notes in passing that in cases where the modals have only a single
propositional argument no PRO subject can be present in the infinitival complement. Rather, the
dative must be base-generated there. This remark, however, does not imply that the infinitival clause
is treated as a nominal phrase, a la 6, Kiss ( 1987)
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1984, 1987).18 Empirical evidence for this claim is that infiected infinitives have the
same agreement morphemes that also shows up on the head noun of possessive

19
constructions, as illustrated in (35).

(35) a. ad-nom (drink-INF- 1 S G) ad-nunk (drink-INF- 1 PL)
ad-nod (drink-INF-2SG) ad-notok (drink-INF-2PL)
ad-ni-a (drink-INF-3SG) ad-ni-uk (drink-INF-3PL)

b.     asztal-om (my table) asztal-unk (our table)
asztal-od (your table) asztal-otok (your table)
asztal-a (his table) asztal-uk (their table)

Furthermore, the subjecUpossessor appears in the dative Case in both
constructions. As shown in (36), the possessor bears dative Case in a Hungarian
possessive construction.

(36) a fiO-nak a toll-a
the boy-DAT the pen-3SGposs

'the boy's pen/ the pen of the boy'

E. Kiss parallels the dative Case of the 'subject' of the infinitival clause to
the dative Case of the possessor in Hungarian possessive constructions. She claims
that the source of the two datives is identical. Thus she adopts the structure for
possessive noun phrases proposed by Szabolcsi (1984) (see (37a)) to the
constructions containing inflected infinitives, proposing (37b). The only difference
between (37a) and (37b) concerns the categorial status of the complement of INFL:
N' in (378) and S' in (37b).20

18 £. Kiss (1987) does not make the distinction between unp/easant-class predicates and modals at all.
This is a serious drawback of the analysis, but I will abstract away from this for the moment and
discuss the analysis when applied to unpleasant-class predicates only.
'9 Although the agreement paradigm used with finite verbs with a definite object (the so called

definite/objective conjugation) and the agreement paradigms given in (35) are also similar, they can
be clearly distinguished from each other on the basis of first and third person plural agreement
markers.

olvassuk (read-1 PL.DEF)
olvassatok (read-3PL.DEF)

20 Szaboksi (1987,  1989, 1994) presents an updated version of (37a) where it is the functional head
Do that is responsible for the assignment of dative Case. For the sake of simplicity and in order to
avoid speculations  of how exactly to adapt (37b) to the structures proposed in Szabolcsi (1987,  1989,
1994), I will retain the notations and the structures used in 11, Kiss (1987). The main points made
below are valid independently of this choice, See also the subsequent section where the updated
version of (378) will be briefly discussed.
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(37) a. NP'

Spec          N
1

afitinaki KOMP NP
a   -T \

NP INFL N
+AOR 1
+POSS   I

ti' -a t°H

b.                NP'

Spec         N'

a jilinaki -
KOMP NPMr-

NP INFL S'
+AGR A

+POSS I
ti         -e      mindig elkusni

(38) a. [NY a    fill-naki    IN' a    [Np 4 toll-a   ]
the boy-DAT the pen-3SGposs

b. INF a fill-naki [N'  [Np 4 [s' mindig elkas-ni-e]]
the boy-DAT always latearrive-INF-3SG

The essential claims of the analysis given in 6. Kiss (1987) can be
summarized as follows. Infinitival clauses containing an inflected infinitive are
externally nominal categories with a nominal INFL node. This nominal INFL node
contains the features [+Agr] and [+poss] and assigns nominative Case to the subject.
The subject then obligatorily moves into KOMP where it gets dative Case. The
INFL node within NP has as its sister a verbal maximal projection, S'. Thus, the
infinitival verb projects its own VP (direct object has accusative Case) and has
further maximal projections hosting focused elements, universal quantifiers,
negation, topicalized elements. It is this extended verbal projection that is labelled as
category S' and is embedded in a nominal phrase which has its own INFL.

This analysis faces a conceptual and some empirical problems. Let me first
point out the conceptual one. As evident from a comparison between (37a) and
(37b), the only difference between constructions with inflected inlinitives and
possessive constructions concerns the presence of a verbal projection within the
nominal one. This difference, however, is an important one. In the theoretical
framework of Chomsky (1981), which is the one adopted by 6. Kiss, D-structure
and S-structure are construed as different representational levels of the grammar
where different modules apply. In particular and more importantly to our concerns,
the Theta-Criterion applies to rule out movement into theta-positions, NPs with
multiple them-roles, and predicates with unsaturated arguments. Now consider the
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structure E. Kiss attributes to a sentence that has a matrix predicate from the
unpleasant-dass.

(39) a. PM-nak kellemetleA korb felkel-ni-e.
Paul-DAT unpleasant early up-get-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for Paul to get up late.'

b.      [s"Pilnaki [s'[skellemetlen INF t,i IN' INp 4 INFL [s· kordn felkelnie]]

The possessed nominal in a possessive construction never has a 0-role of its own to
discharge and the possessor's 0-role arguably comes from [+poss] realized by the
possessive morpheme.21 The verbal predicate within the infinitival, however, has an
agent 0-role that has not been discharged within S' if we assume (37b). E. Kiss'
proposal involves a structure where the Theta-Criterion is violated. There are two
ways to remedy this problem and at the same time keep the essentials of E. Kiss'
proposal intact. One alternative is to assume that the non-finite verbal projection
embedded in a nominal structure has its own PRO subject controlled by the dative
DP ofthe nominal infinitive, as shown in (40a). Alternatively, one could assume that
the lexical subject is base generated within the verbal domain and moves further up
for Case reasons to the specifier position ofNP'.

(40) a. [s.PAtnaki [s·[skellemetlen INF ti IN' INp 4 INFL [s· PROi kordn felkelnie]]

b.      [s.PAlnaki [s·[skellemetlen INF t'i IN' INp 4 INFL [s· ti kordn felkelnie]]

By assuming either (40a) or (4Ob) the conceptual problem can be remedied either
with the postulation of a PRO subject or the assumption that raising for case reasons
takes place within the nominal infinitive.

There are, however, three empirical problems with this proposal which
remain even if a PRO/NP-trace is present within S'. First, the dative DP in (39)-(40)
and also with any other unpleasant-class predicate, is claimed to be the 'possessor
subject of the nominal infinitive. It receives dative Case still within that nominal
projection, in the specificer position of NP'. Movement out of NP' into the matrix
sentence cannot be movement into a theta-position or a Case position for that matter.
In fact, 6. Kiss explicitly claims it to be movement into one of the A'-positions of
the matrix clause (topic or focus). In other words, in the structure given in (39), (and
also the structures given in (40)) the relationship between the nominal Paul and the
trace t' is that of an A'-chain.  Such a structure can derive the interpretations when the
dative DP is focused, is topicalized or is a quantifier. But it cannot account for the
fact that the very same DP is interpreted as the Experiencer argument of the matrix
predicate. According to the structure in (39) Paul is only associated with a single 0-

21 Unlike 0-roles assigned by verbs, the possessor's 0-role cannot be given any of the usual 0-role
labels like Agent, Theme, Patient etc. For this reason Szaboksi (1994) argues that the possessor's 0-
role comes from the possessive morpheme.  In case of deverbal nouns with event readings (complex
event nominals), however, the possessor receives the same 0-role that the base verb assigns. In such
cases the deverbal nominal specifies the content of the 0-role, while the feature  [+poss]  is a necessary
component in the formal part of 0-role assignment. Elimination of independent N and Poss
projections, mentioned in the main text in connection with (11) follows from this line of thought and
from the assumption that 0-role assignment cannot depend on XP or head movement.
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role. We must therefore conclude that neither (39), nor the modified (40) predicts the
right interpretation of the sentence.

The second problem is in fact closely related to the one just discussed. In
particular, given the assumptions made in E. Kiss (1987) we cannot exclude the
following derivations:22

(41)   a.    *[s·KellemetlenJAnosnak   INI'PAlnaki [Np ti [s· k6s6n drkeznie].
unpleasant John-DAT Paul-DAT late arrive-INF-3SG

'It is unpleasant for John for Paul to arrive late.'

b.      *[s· PAlnaki [S' kellemetlen JAnosnak INY ti [Np 4 [s· kdson drkeznie].
Paul-DAT unpleasant John-DAT late arrive-INF-3SG

'As for Pauli, it is unpleasant for John for himi to arrive late:

In (4 la) John is the Experiencer argument of the matrix predicate. Paul originates in
the nominal infinitive as its 'possessor' subject receiving dative Case within the
nominal infinitive (and the external 0-role of the embedded infinitive according to
what we have said above (cf (40)). Nothing in the analysis presented in It. Kiss can
exclude such a derivation. Each nominal has exactly one 0-role and each is assigned
Case. (4lb) shows that word order does not make things any better. Topicalization
of PaW into the matrix sentence does not change the ungrammaticality of the
sentence.

The third problem concerns optionality/obligatoriness of agreement marking
on the infinitive. As I have pointed out in the discussion before, overt agreement

morphology is optional on the infinitive when a dative DP is present. According to
6. Kiss (1987),in these examples "the infinitive without AGR is a sloppy, casual
variant of the infinitive with AGR. The AGR marker has not been spelt out on the
infinitive because it conveys redundant information." I believe that this functionalist
explanation for the optionality of an overt agreement marker on the infinitive is
essentially correct. Whether the feature content of the embedded Agr is overtly spelt
out or not seems to depend on whether the presence of the agreement morpheme is
independently required. In descriptive terms, it is only required if it has to   make the
content of pro recoverable. If the content-licensing of pro is not at issue, Agr need
not be given phonetic content. The problem with this explanation is not its viability
but its incompatibility with the claim that possessive construcions and inflected
infinitives involve identical structures, save the categorial status of the complement
of INFL (cf. (37a) versus (37b)). Such an claim predicts that overt agreement
markers are optional also in possessive constructions when the possessor is lexically
present, contrary to facts.

(42) a. Hasznos volt JAnos-nak angolul meg-tanul-ni-(a).
useful was John-DAT English VM-learn-INF-3SG
'It was useful for John to learn English.'

22 Dalmi (1995) also observes this problem with the analysis given in 9. Kiss ( 1987).
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b. Itt jOn JAnos-nak a hug-*(a).
here comes John-DAT the sister-3SGposs
'Here comes John's sister.'

6. Kiss assumes that the infinitival complement has a nominal INI'L node that has
AGR markers only if it has a [+poss] feature, thus making the parallel between
possessives and inflected infinitivals complete.23 This implies that when AGR is
absent,   so   is the feature   [+poss].   In  case of possessives, it correctly follows  from
these assumptions that AGR is obligatory even if the possessor is expressed by a
lexical DP since otherwise the information carried by [+poss] would be lost. In view
of 6. Kiss' assumptions, the same is expected to hold for infinitives and no
optionality is predicted to be allowed. Optionality of agreement markers shows that
the parallel analysis of possessive constructions and inflected infinitives is
problematic. In the case of infinitival clauses AGR can be present independently of a
[+possessive] value in INFL. In sum, (39) as it stands, cannot be the right analysis
for constructions involving unpleasant-class predicates that have an Experiencer
argument of their own. The dative marked argument is base generated in the matrix
clause and does not move there by A'-movement.

Apart from constructions with unpleasant-class matrix predicates and
modals, inflected infinitives can also appear in the following copula constructions.

(43) a. A fiuk-nak van mit en-ni-(Ok).
the   boys-DAT is what-ACC eat-INF-3PL
'The boys have something to eat.'

b. Kik-nek van mit en-ni-(uk)?
who-DAT is what-ACC eat-INF-3PL
'Who have something to eat?'

On the surface of things these examples support the view that possessive

constructions and infiected infinitivals have parallel structures with dative

possessors. Possession sentences are also formed with the copula in Hungarian as
illustrated in (44).

(44) a. A fiak-nak van eserny6-*(je).
the   boys-DAT is umbrella-3SGposs
'The boys have an umbrella.'

b. Kik-nek van eserny6-*(je)?
who-DAT is umbrella-3SGposs
'Who have an umbrella?'

The structure proposed for (44a) by Szabolesi (1983) is given in (45a). (451)) gives
the structure of (43a) under the assumptions of 11. Kiss.

23 This assumption is also problematic from a semantic point of view. It is far from clear what it
means for the INFL element of a nominal infinitive to have a [+poss] feature.
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(45)    a.      [S A fittknaki  van [ NY e'i [ Np ei INFL I N· eserny6je]]
b.      [s A fittknaki  van I Np• e'i [ Np ei INFL [ s mit enniuk]]

Szabolcsi argues that the copula is a one-place predicate that takes a single nominal
argument that contains both the possessor and the possessum. Dative Case on the
possessor argument is the refiex of its movement through the specifier position of
NP'. According to E. Kiss (1987) sentences in (43) also involve the monadic copula
and a nominal argument. The dative 'subject' is in fact a possessor argument inside
ofNP'.

There are reasons, however, to doubt that the parallel structures given in (45)
are empirically justified. First, as discussed above, agreement marking on the
infinitive is optional when a lexical dative marked DP is present. It is obligatorily
only when the argument is phonetically null. In possession sentences agreement
marking on the possessed nominal is always obligatory. The presence of a lexical
possessor does not make any difference. Second, there is another important
difference between the behaviour of agreement markers on possessed nominals and
on infinitives. The former exhibit anti-agreement under certain conditions while the
latter never does. In the next subsection I discuss this difference. Third, possession
sentences and infinitival clauses with inflected infinitives differ in their possibilities
of appearing in control structure. Hungarian possession sentences, unlike their
English counterparts, cannot appear in control constructions. By contrast, inflected
infinitival clauses can be part of a control structure. This distinct behaviour is
unexpected if the 'subject' of inflected infinitives is a possessor argument and is
analyzed on a par with possessors in possessive constructions. This difference will
be discussed in §1.4.2.2.

Before turning to the (anti-)agreement facts, however, a caveat is in order
here. The empirical facts discussed in this section serve to point out the existing
differences between possessive constructions and inflected infinitives. These
differences are shown in order to argue against assigning the same structures to the
two constructions. In my discussion of possessive constructions I reviewed very
briefly the main points of Szabolcsi's (1983) analysis in order to be able to present
the analysis of E. Kiss (1987) and Kenesei (1993), the two previous analyses of
inflected infinitives that draw heavily on Szabolcsi's series of works on possessives.
The reader should be aware that Szabolcsi's review in this thesis only serves as a
necessary background for discussing the existing alternative proposals to inflected
infinitives. It is not a critical review. Alternative accounts of Hungarian possessive
constructions exist (cf. Den Dikken 1998, E. Kiss to appear) and may be superior to
that of Szabolcsi. I do not intend to take a stand on this issue.24 The point made here
is valid independently of the actual analysis of possessive constructions. The
existing differences between possessive constructions and inflected infinitives
indicate that the two cannot be analyzed on a par and that the dative subject of the
infinitival clause cannot be assimilated to the possessor argument of possessed
nominals.

1.4.2.1 (Anti)-agreement in DP
In Hungarian, in finite clauses number agreement between the subject and

the finite verb is obligatory. In possessive constructions, however, the situation is
different. Szabolesi (1992) and Den Dikken (1998) discuss data concerning number

24 See §1.4.2.2 for potential arguments in favour of Den Dikken (1998) and 6. Kiss (to appear).
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agreement between the head of the possessed NP and the possessor. The relevant
facts are shown in (46).25

(46) a. Elveszett a fiuk kalap-ja/*-juk
lost the boys-NOM hat-3SG poss /3PL poss

'The boys' hat got lost.'

b.  [Csak a fidknak a kalap-ja/*-juk] veszett el.
Only the boys-DAT the hat-3SG poss /3PL poss got-lost
'Only the boys' hat got lost.'

c.  Elveszett a fidk-nak (tegnap) a kalap-ja/-juk
got-lost the boys-DAT (yesterday)the hat-3SG poss /3PL poss

'Yesterday the boys' hat got lost.'

d.  Elveszett a kalap-ja/-juk a fidk-nak
got-lost the hat-3SG poss /3PL poss the boys-DAT
'The boys' hat got lost.'

On the basis of (46) the following generalizations can be stated:

•  When the possessor has nominative Case and is marked for plurality, no
plural marking is possible on the possessed noun, i.e. the construction
exhibits anti-agreement, as (46a) shows.

•      When the possessor has dative Case (as a result of movement into Spec,DP)
but is still within the same DP as the possessed noun, anti-agreement also
obtains. This is shown in (461,), where presence of csak 'only' indicates that

possessor and possessed as a whole DP has been focused.
•    If further movement of the dative possessor takes place, anti-agreement is

no longer obligatory. As exemplified in (46c-d), the choice is optional. In
Szabolcsi's (1992:39) words, "double marking of plurality arises only if the
possessor is not adjacent to the possessed or, in other words, if they form
discontinuous constituents."

As Szabolcsi also remarks, there is a dialectal variation concerning optionality of
double marking of plurality. When the possessor and the possessed noun form a
discontinuous constituent, one dialect, exemplified in (46c-d), allows both anti-
agreement and agreement (i.e. double plurality marking). In another dialect,
however, double plurality marking is obligatory whenever there is an intervening
element between the possessor and the possessed:

26

25 Discussion of the (anti-)agreement data is confined here to full nominals here. Nominative

pronominal possessors show anti-agreement in the other direction. The pronoun is marked singular
and plurality (of the possessor) can only be marked on the possessum. Since inflected infinitives
never show up with nominative pronominal subjects I will not be concerned with this type of anti-

Freement here. (For discussion of this phenomenon see Den Dikken 1998)
Both dialects show the same pattern when the possessor and the possessed are within a single DP

projection, i.e. (46a-b) are the same for both dialects.
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(47) a. Elveszett a fiOk-nak (tegnap) a kalap-*ja/-juk
got-lost the boys-DAT (yesterday)the hat-3SG poss /3PL poss

'Yesterday the boys' hat got lost.'

b.  Elveszett a kalap-*ja/-juk a fillk-nak
got-lost       the hat-3 SG poss /3PL poss the boys-DAT
'The boys' hat got lost.'

Let us now consider inflected infinitivals. First, nominative 'possessors' are
never licit in inflected infinitivals. Abstracting away from that difference for the
moment, let us concentrate on the (anti-)agreement facts. If the structure for
possessives and inflected infinitivals is identical, we expect anti-agreement to appear
when the dative 'possessor' stays in NP'. This expectation, however, is not borne
out by the facts. With respect to (anti-)agreement inflected infinitives in Hungarian
behave like finite verbs: anti-agreement is never allowed.

In the dialect exemplified in (46) anti-agreement is allowed when the dative
possessor and the possessed NP do not form a constituent. In that dialect we expect
anti-agreement to be possible with inflected infinitivals as well, even if the dative
DP has moved up to the matrix clause. This expectation is not borne out by the facts:

(48) a. A fiak-naki kellemetlen [ eci az igazsdgot   bevalla-ni-*al-uk].
the boys-DAT unpleasant the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG/3PL
'It is unpleasant for the boys to admit the truth.'

b.  A fiak-naki musij [ eci  id6ben haza-drkez-ni-*e/-Ok].
theboys-DAT must-3SG in time home-arrive-INF-3SG/3PL
'The boys must arrive home in time.'

c.  Nem kell [a tortik-nak ddlre kasz len-ni-*e/-uk].
not must the cakes-DAT by-noon ready be-INF-3SG/3PL

'The cakes do not have to be ready by noon.'

d. A fiuk-nak van mit en-ni-*e/-Ok.
the   boys-DAT is what-ACC eat-INF-3SG/3PL
'The boys have something to eat.'

In (48) contexts where infiected infinitives can appear are considered:
unpleasant-class adjectives, modals with directed and non-directed readings and the
copula be. In each cases anti-agreement results in ungrammaticality.

Finally, consider (49), where the copula has an infinitival complement with a
dative wh-phrase as the embedded subject. In contrast to (43b) and (44b), the wh-
phrase in (49) cannot move out ofthe infinitive.27

27 Note that movement of the dative marked wh-phrase out of the NP' complement of the copula is
obligatory. Lack of that movement results in sharp ungrammaticality as shown in (i):

(i)               *Is    van I N, ki-neta  [ Np ei INFL I N. eserny6-je ]]
is who-DAT umbrella-3SGposs

'Who has an umbrella?'
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(49) a. Van [kinek elmen-ni-e a gyultsre].
is who-DAT go-INF-3SG the meeting
'There is someone who can go to the meeting.'

b.  * Kinek van elmen-ni-e a gy Glesre.

who-DAT is go-INF-3SG the meeting
'Who is there who can go to the meeting?'

Movement out of the complement clause is impossible in this case. A further
difference between (49) as opposed to (43b) and (44b) concerns the interpretation of
the dative wh-phrase. In (49) it is interpreted as an indefinite on a par with the
accusative wh-phrase in (43). We are dealing with an existential sentence the

subject of which is the dative nominal. In (44b), on the other hand, the dative wh-

phrase is an operator, as expected in case of wh-questions, and is interpreted as a
possessor. Retaining the copula in the main clause but changing the infinitival
complement into a finite one brings out the difference even more strikingly:
'existential be' has a nominative subject while 'possessive be' requires a dative

possessor:

(50) a. Kik-nek van valamijok, amit megehet-nek?
who-DAT is something-3PLposs that-ACC eat-3PL
'Whoi have something that theyi can eat?'

b.     Van valaki, aki elmehet a gyultsre.

is someone-NOM who-NOM go-3SG the meeting
'There is someone who can go to the meeting.'

We can conclude from this data that (49) also supports the view that dative Case can
be available independently ofpossessives.

1.4.2.2 Possession sentences, control and inflected infinitives
As mentioned in the previous subsection, Hungarian has be-type possession

sentences. The possessive verb is the copula and not a have-type verb, as illustrated

in (5 la).  In (5 lb) I repeat the structure proposed in Szabolcsi (1983).

(51) a. A fiuk-nak van eserny6-je.
the   boys-DAT is umbrella-3SGposs
'The boys have an umbrella.'

b.       [s A fittknaki  van I Nr e'i [ Np ei INFL I N' eserny8je]]

(52) illustrates the analysis given by Szabolcsi (1992, 1994) for possession

sentences.

(52) [ropp A fillnaki [lp van[Dp e'i DI [(N+1)p ei  haza]]]

As we can see, the underlying assumptions are the same in the structure given in

(5 lb) and that of (52). The copula is assumed to be a one-place predicate that takes a

single DP - a possessive noun phrase containing both the possessor and the
possessum - as its argument. The structure of the possessive noun phrase is
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supposed to reflect that of the clause with the posssessor 'subject' receiving
nominative Case in Spec,(N+Inn). Dative Case m°T ology is the refiex ofthe spec-
head relationship between the possessor and the D   head of the possessed nominal.
The dative possessor starts out from the position of the nominative possessor in

Spec,(N+I)P and is A'-moved out of the possessed noun phrase ending up to the left
of the copula verb van.28

Let us now see how these possession sentences behave when embedded
under unpleasant-class predicates.

29

(53) a.  *A fiO-naki kellemes [ecihdz-A-nak len-ni-e].
the boy-DAT pleasant house-3SG-DAT be-INF-3SG
'It is pleasant for the boyi [PROi to have a house.]'

b. *J6 nek{Inki [eci sok pdnz-link-nek len-ni-e].
good we-DAT lot money-1PLPOSS-DAT be-INF-3SG
'It is good for us to have a lot of money.'

We see from examples (53) that possession sentences cannot be embedded under

unpleasant-class predicates. Note that the corresponding English sentences are
grammatical control constructions. In general, these constructions are grammatical
in languages with have-type possession sentences that contain a nominative marked
possessor subject.

Szabolcsis analysis of possessive structures is based on the premise that
there exists a strong parallelism between clausal structure and the structure of
Hungarian possessive constructions. The nominative Case of the possessor DP and
that of the clausal subject both come from inflection. Given these assumptions, the
ungrammaticality of (53) is unexpected: the possessor is a structural subject so it
should behave like clausal subjects, exemplified in (54).

(54) A fia-naki kellemes [eci egy hiz-at birtokol-ni-a].

the boy-DAT pleasant a house-ACC own-INF-3SG
'It is pleasant for the boy to own a house.'

I believe that the source of the ungrammaticality in (53) is the structure of
the embedded possession sentence. Possessive constructions in Hungarian provide
no structural subject that could play the role of ec in the infinitival clause. In (53) the
Experiencer argument of unpleasant-class predicates obligatorily controls ec, the
structural subject of the infinitival clause. It is one of the defining properties of a

28  Movement of the possessor out of DP is obligatory  in the case of possession sentences. This  A'-
movement  can move the possessor to  any of the following non-argument positions: focus, quantifier,
topic or left-dislocation position. When the sentence has a flat intonation pattern, we may assume that
the dative marked possessor ends up in topic position.
29

Examples with unpleasant-class matrix predicates are ungrammatical if the matrix Experiencer
argument and the embedded possessor 'subject' are independent DPs.

(i) *Nekik kellemes [nekonk sok pdnz-link-nek len-ni-e]
they-DAT pleasant we-DAT lot money-1PL-DAT be-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for them [for us to have a lot of money].'

Examples of this kind, however, do not give us any conclusive argument as to the structure of
possession-sentences, since unpleasant-class predicates in Hungarian obligatorily involve a control
relationship, as discussed in §1.2.
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control relation that it obtains between the structural subject of the clause and some
matrix argument. Internal arguments (objects or indirect objects for instance) cannot
be controlled, unless moved to subject position by passivization. In other words,
accusative and oblique Case marked arguments cannot be controlled. The
ungrammaticality of (53) follows if we assume along with Den Dikken (1995,  1998)
that in possessive constructions with a dative possessor the possessed element is the

subject of a small clause headed by a dative preposition that takes the possessor as
its complement.

(55) [SC Possessed element [pp P' possessor ]]

According to (55) possessor is the internal argument of a dative preposition heading
a small clause. In Hungarian possession sentences this dative small clause is
embedded under the copula. The structural subject of the clause is the possessed
element. It checks nominative Case against the amalgam T+Agrs. Dative Case on
the possessor is the result of being the complement of P'. It follows that the
possessor is never the structural subject of a Hungarian possession sentence and
therefore can never be the controlled subject. In particular, in (53) control of ec by
the matrix Experiencer argument is impossible. Ec corresponds to the possessor and,
as we have argued, the possessor is never the structural subject of the embedded
infinitival possession sentence.

The claim that the source of ungrammaticality in (53) is the presence of a
matrix antecedent that obligatorily controls the embedded subject is strongly
supported by the following data.

(56) a. Musnj [nekik/proDAT sok pdnz-uk-nek len-ni-e], ha ilyen
must they-DAT lot money-3PL-DAT be-INF-3SG if  such
luxus szdllodiban alszanak.
luxurious hotel-INESS sleep-3PL
They must have a lot ofmoney ifthey sleep in such a luxurious hotel.'

b.      Nem kell [a fiti-nak sajdt hdz-A-nak len-ni-e].
not  must the boy-DAT own house-3SG-DAT be-INF-3SG
The boy does not have to have a house of his own.'

c.     A boldogsaghoz nem kell [neked/pro sok pdnz-ed-nek
the happiness-ALL not must you-DAT lot money-2SGposs-DAT
len-ni-e].
be-INF-3SG
'You do not need to have a lot of money for happiness.'

As (56) illustrates, epistemic and non-directed deontic medals give rise to
grammatical constructions and thus contrast with unpleasant-class predicates. The
modal predicate of the main clause is interpreted as epistemic in (56a). The whole
proposition expressed by the infinitival clause is under the scope of the modal. In
(56b,c) the modal has a non-directed deontic reading: the 'negative' obligation is
directed towards the proposition expressed in the infinitival clause that is embedded
under the modal.  In each example of (56) the modal is a monadic predicate assigning
its sole thematic role to the infinitival subject clause. No DP argument appears in the
matrix clause that could act as potential controller ofthe embedded subject. Since no
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controller DP is present, nothing requires the possessor argument to be the structural
subject. Consequently, the fact that the structural subject of the embedded infinitival
clause is the possessed nominal does not lead to ungrammaticality. The possessor
has dative Case due to being the complement of a prepositional head. The possessed
argument also bears dative Case but this is due to its being the subject ofan inflected
infinitival clause. The presence of two dative marked arguments also argues against
assimilating the dative Case of possessor arguments to the dative Case of subjects in
infinitival clauses.

I have shown that the contrast between (53) and (56) automatically follows
under the assumption that in Hungarian possessive constructions the possessor is an
internal argument, it never moves to the structural subject position and therefore it
cannot be controlled. From the perspective of this conclusion, let us once again
consider examples (54) where the matrix predicate is from the unpleasant-class. The
grammaticality of (54) shows that the null subject of the embedded inflected
infinitive can be controlled, unlike the possessor argument in (53). The contrast
between (53) and (54) is unaccounted for if the null possessor of (53) and the null
subject of (54) are analyzed on a par as possessor arguments.

Concluding this section, an analysis of constructions with inflected
infinitives along the line of possessive constructions is problematic in view of the
optionality of agreement marking and the lack of anti-agreement on the infinitive
and the possibility to control the null subject of inflected infinitives. Possessive
contructions exhibit the opposite behaviour.

1.4.3 Embedded infinitive: CP or TP

As indicated at the outset of §1.4, the proposal in Kenesei (1993) is similar to
that of 6. Kiss (1987) in some respects.  I will brielly outline the common points and
then turn to the differences.

•    The dative Case of possessors and the dative Case of the subject of infinitival
clauses is treated on a par.

•     When no agreement is present  and the subject  of the infinitive  is an empty
element, that empty category is identified as PRO.

•   In all cases considered the matrix predicate takes an infinitival complement and
the dative DP is the subject of that complement. In other words, dative
Experiencers subcategorized by the matrix predicate are not considered. 30

•    The role of Agr when an overt DP/pronominal subject is present is considered
'redundant'.

Despite these similarities, in Kenesei's proposal the parallel between possessive DPs
and inflected infinitival complements is very loose indeed. In order to see what this
loose parallelism means, let us consider those points where Kenesei diverges from
6. Kiss' nominal infinitival analysis.

30 In the examples (60)461) below I use the same matrix predicate that Kenesei (1993) uses in his
exposition of the facts. Fontos 'important' is ambiguous between a dyadic predicate belonging to the
unpleasant-class  and a monadic predicate expressing the modal force of necessity. It is for this
reason that the problem of the dative Experiencer could be ignored. As obvious from the discussion
in the main text, the analysis proposed in Kenesei is only viable with the modal reading whenfontos
has no DP argument of its own.
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Kenesei draws on Szabolcsi's (1987, 1989, 1992, 1994) updated analysis of
possessive constructions. This updated version of (37a) is given here in (57).31 In
Szabolcsi's analysis the possessor argument receives dative Case from the D head as
a result of movement into Spec,DP.

(57) DP

SPEC              D'
Jdnos-naki -

D    OV+DP
az ---

DP (N+I)'

4
DetP N+I

[+poss, +AGR]
asztal-a

Kenesei adopts the structure given in (57) for possessive constructions and proposes
that "analogously to dative assignment to Spec,DP by Do, Co can assign dative to
Spec,CP in infinitival clauses". Kenesei claims that the dative DP featuring in
inflected infinitivals is base-generated in the Spec,(V+Agr), the position that
corresponds to the Spec,(N+I)P position of(57).

(58)              A'

A         CP
fontos

SPEC                  C'
Jdnos-naki

C      TP

ti            T'

T (V+Agr)P
[-Tense1 -
-ni DP (V+Agr)'

t\               /

V
USZ

We see from the structure given in (58) that contrary to the analysis of E.
Kiss (1987), dative Case is assumed to be available in Spec,CP and not in Spec,DP.

31 DetP stands for Determiner Phrase hosting quantifiers like eveg, each, many etc. For arguments
why the article az must be distinguished from quantifiers and determiners and why it occupies a
higher structural position, see Szabolcsi (1992).
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Thus the infinitival complement is not supposed to be nominal in any sense.

Furthermore, the problem concerning 0-role assignment to the embedded subject by
the infinitival verb does not arise. The infinitival complement is an extended verbal
projection and is not nominal. The subject is base-generated VP-internally. TP is
projected in all cases with the feature [-Tense]. Agreement, however, is assumed not
to have a projection of its own. It is optionally base-generated on the verb, which
projects as (V+Agr)P.32 Another difference between Kenesei's analysis and the
account of E. Kiss is that Kenesei does not assume that a [+poss] feature is present
whenever AGR is present. By assumption, nominative Case is available to the
possessor argument of a noun phrase in Spec,(N+I)P and to the subject of a tensed
clause but not to the subject of an infinitival clause. It is stipulated that neither
Spec,(V+Agr)P nor Spec,TP with [-Tense] in To is a possible locus for nominative
Case assignment. The subject moves from Spec,(V+Agr)P to Spec,CP where dative
Case is available independently of the presence or absence of agreement.33 Since
Spec,CP is assumed to be the locus of dative Case-assignment, lack of this position
implies a PRO subject. In (59) I illustrates the possible scenarios that can arise given
Kenesei's assumptions. (60) gives an example for the structures of (59a-c).

(59)
structure of complement infinitival subject of infinitival
a.) CP+TP+(V+Agr)P dative DP or pro
b.) CP+TP+VP dative DP
C.) TP+VP PRO
d.) TP+(V+Agr)P                                        ?

(60)   a.       Fontos       volt   [cpPlter-neki C' [·rp 1'  4V+Agr)P ti Osz-ni-a]

important was Peter-DAT swim-INF-3SG
'It was important [for Peter to  swim].'

a'.      Fontos       volt   [cp pro; CO [Tp  I,0 [(V+Agr)p ti Usz-ni-a]

important was swim4NF-3SG
'It was important  [for him to  swim].'

b.      Fontos volt [cpPdter-neki Co Irp T  [vp ti usz-ni]
important was Peter-DAT swim-INF
'It was important [for Peter to swim].'

c. Fontos volt [rp PRO Osz-ni]
important was swim-INF
'It was important to swim.'

An implicit assumption of this analysis is that Agr is only needed to identify pro.
Agr in itself is not sufficient to assign (nominative) Case and is optional whenever

32

In designating the verbal projection with agreement as (V+Agr)P, I follow here Kenesei. Note that
in Szabolcsi the nominal head with agreement is an (N+I) projection where I stands for inflection.
Adopting the splint NFL hypothesis, the verb is assumed to project a phrase together with agreement
but a separate TP with [-Tense] is also present.
33 The question of why nominative case is available in Spec,(N+DP in possessives but not in
Spec,(V+Agr)P in inflected infinitives is not addressed, only the state ofaffairs is stated.
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an overt (dative marked) DP is present. As (59) and the structures in (60) show, it is
assumed that the matrix predicates under consideration can have both CP and TP as
their complements. TP, in turn, can select either VP or (V+Agr)P, the former option

resulting in ungrammaticality ifpro must be identified.
The question thai immediately presents itself concerns the gap in (59d).

What would correspond to option d.)? Since the matrix predicate can select TP and
T in turn can select (V+Agr)P the structure given in (59d) can be generated. The

question is what kind of subject appears in an infinitival clause? It cannot have a
lexical subject or a pro subject. Under Kenesei's assumptions dative Case is only
assigned in Spec,CP and in (59d) CP is not projected. A lexical subject or pro
cannot appear due to lack of Case. The presence of a PRO subject, however, cannot
be excluded. In other words, (61) is predicted to be (one of) the correct structure(s)
for the sentence 'Fontos volt tisznia' (c£ (59a')).

(61) Fontos      volt [TpPROi f [(V+Agr)p ti asz-ni-a]

important was swim-INF-3SG

Given that Agr does not project separately and does not assign Case and the subject
in Spec,(V+Agr)P is not governed by V+Agr, as is assumed in Kenesei, a PRO
subject is be predicted to be possible even ifagreement morphology is present on the
infinitive. The agreement marker on the infinitive, however, forces a referential

interpretation of the null subject. It can only be interpreted as a third person
pronominal. This means that PRO in (61) gets its reference from 'rich' agreement, a
property associated with pro and not with PRO. But it has no Case and therefore

cannot be pro. It seems to me that under Kenesei's assumptions we cannot avoid

reaching a paradox concerning the nature of the null subject of the infinitival clause

in (61).
Kenesei only considers the reading offbntos where it is a monadic predicate

and expresses necessity ('It is necessary that John swims'). In that case the dative
DP is the subject of the embedded infinitive. Fontos, however, has another use. It
can also function as a dyadic predicate and in that case it belongs to the unpleasant-
class, a dyadic predicate expressing subjective evaluation and taking a dative
internal argument. The dyadic use offbntos (and consequently all other predicates of
the unpleasant-class) are very problematic in the face ofthe discussion in connection

to (61). Suppose fontos selects a TP as its clausal argument and TP selects for

(V+Agr)P. The subject must be PRO since Case is not available.

(62)  a.     Fontos volt Katinaki [Tp PROL TO [(V+Agr)p 4 lisz-ni-a]

important was Kate-DAT swim-INF-3SG
'It was important for Kate [PRO to swim]'.

b.      Fontos       volt  proi   [Tp PROi T' I(V+Agr)p 4 lisz-ni-a]

important was swim-INF-3SG
'It was important for him [PRO to swim]'.

In (62a) the matrix nominal argument obligatorily controls PRO. Similarly,
in (62b) PRO is obligatorily controlled by an implicit argument of the matrix
predicate. This implicit argument, however, gets its referential content from the
infinitival AGR. In short, we are back to the same question that has arisen in
connection with Kom16sy's dative control analysis: how is this possible?
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Furthermore, it is conceptually undesirable that the very same matrix
predicate can subcategorize both for a CP and a TP complement. But most
importantly of all, this analysis suffers from the same problem as that proposed by
E.  Kiss (1987): if dative Case is available  in the infinitival complement and Agr is
sufficient to content-license pro, then there is no principled way to exclude
derivations like (32) and (41), repeated here as (63):

(63)   a.    *JAnosnak kellemetlen  volt ICBpro Mari ellen felsz61al-ni-uk].
John-DAT unpleasant  was pro Mary against speak-INF-3PL
'It was unpleasant for John for them to speak up against Mary.'

b. *[cpPAInak kellemetlen [ cpJAnosnak  az igazsagot bevalla-ni-a]
Paul-DAT unpleasant John-DAT the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for Paul for John to admit the truth.'

1.5 Interim summary
Summarizing the facts and analyses reviewed so far we can say the

following: the analysis presented in E. Kiss (1987) faces a problem concerning the
projection principle that can be easily remedied. Yet, the empirical problem remains.
By claiming that the dative DP originates as a subject of the nominal infinitive, she
cannot account for the fact that with unpleasant-class predicates the very same DP is
interpreted as the Experiencer argument of the matrix predicate.  If the dative subject
originates in the infinitival clause and its surface position is a result of A'-movement,
then there is no principled way to exclude an additional Experiencer argument in
those cases where the matrix predicate itself selects such an argument, like in
examples (63). This shortcoming is also present in the proposal made in Kenesei
(1993).

The dative control structure proposed by Dalmi (1995) and in Kom16sy
(1994) avoids the problem of getting the correct interpretation for the dative
Experiencer DP. Furthermore, it accounts for the obligatory coreference between the
dative DP and the null subject of the infinitive. This latter virtue, however, comes at
the cost of postulating that both inflected and uninfected infinitives have PRO
subjects. Such an assumption leaves unexplained how agreement marking on
infinitives is capable of licensing pro-drop of the dative DP in the matrix clause but
not a pro subject within the infinitive. The very same question arises in connection
with the account in Kenesei (1993). The assumptions of his analysis make a PRO
subject possible when Agr is present on V but CP is not projected. In such a
scenario, the agreement marker on the verb can license a null referential Experiencer
argument that in turn controls PRO.

Comparing the advantages of the four analyses, we see that while each of
them captures some ofthe empirical facts, none of them succeeds in explaining them
all. It is also interesting to see that although the four accounts are based on different
assumptions, the empirical problems they face stem from the same source: the
paradoxical nature of agreement on the infinitive. On the one hand, it seems to be
insufficient to license an embedded subject with independent reference, on the other
hand it is 'rich' enough to give referential content to pro.

Where are we at this point? In §1.2 I have argued that dative Case in the case
of the unpleasant-class predicates comes from the predicate itself. It is an inherent
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Case associated with a particular 0-role, that of Experiencer. Consequently, the
dative Experiencer argument cannot be base-generated in the infinitival
complement, thus undermining the analysis presented in £. Kiss (1987). Epistemic
and non-directed modals, however, do not assign any 0-role to a nominal argument
and therefore dative Casc Camiot be an inherent Case assigned in the matrix clause.
This suggests that dative Case appearing in constructions involving inflected
infinitive is ambiguous. It can be a 0-related inherent Case assigned to the
Experiencer argument of the matrix predicate (if it has one) and it can also be
structural Case assigned to the subject ofthe infinitival clause.

The distribution of dative Case-marked embedded subjects, however, is not
as free as this conclusion leads us to expect. A dative Case-marked overt subject can
appear within the infinitival clause only in those cases where the matrix predicate is
monadic and has no additional DP argument of its own. In such cases the dative
subject can also be null since its referential content is recoverable from the
agreement marker on the infinitive. By contrast, a lexical subject (or a pro subject
with independent reference) is illicit in the infinitival clause when the matrix
predicate is dyadic and assigns a 0-role to a DP complement of its own. This is
summarized below:

Unpleasant-class predicates and directed deontic modals:
• inherent dative assigned to the Experiencer argument
•    no lexical DP subject is allowed in the infinitival complement
• obligatorily coreference between the subject of the inflected infinitive and the

dative Experiencer

Epistemic and non-directed deontic modals:
•    dative Case is not inherent Case
• infiected infinitival complement has a dative Case-marked lexical subject or a

pro subject with independent reference

What is suggested at first sight by these facts is that infiected infinitival
complements can have two different structures. In one case they have a PRO subject
due to lack of Case, in the other case they have a lexical subject with dative Case. In
descriptive terms, the generalization is that the availability of dative Case-marked
lexical/pro subject within the infinitival complement depends on the 0-role assigning
properties of the matrix predicate. When the matrix predicate is dyadic, a lexical
dative subject (or a pro subject with independent reference) is illicit, while with
monadic predicates it is grammatical.

The question is what the exact nature of this connection is and whether it is a
direct connection or only an apparent one. Answering this question is difficult at this
point of the investigation.  In the next section I provide further empirical evidence in
support of the claim that dative Case is available within inflected infinitival
complements. Most importantly, this evidence will show us that dative Case is not
assigned by the matrix predicate in an ECM construction. The data presented also
conform to the descriptive generalization made above. An embedded overt subject
with structural dative Case is only allowed when the matrix predicate has no DP
argument of its own. After the discussion in §1.6 we will be in a better position to
answer the question raised here.
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1.6 Nominal predicates without dative Experiencer
arguments

1.6.1 The ablative-dative alternation

There are nominal predicates in Hungarian that can subcategorize for an
infinitival clause without selecting for a dative marked Experiencer argument.
Although they share a lot of characteristics with the unpleasant-class predicates
discussed in § 1.2, as far as I know, these nominal predicates received no analysis in
the generative literature. Consider the following examples:

(64) a. Illetlenslg volt PAl-tdli/tdlei [eci ilyen kdsdn  drkez-ni-(e)].
impolitenesswas Paul-ABL/he-ABL SO late arrive-INF-

(3SG)
'It was impolite of Paul/him to arrive so late.

b.     Illetlensdg   volt  proi [eci ilyen kdsdn  drkez-ni-e].
impolitenesswas SO late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was impolite of him to arrive so late.'

c.        Illetlensag     volt proarb [ecarb ilyen kdson   drkez-ni].
impolitenesswas SO late arrive-INF

'It was impolite to arrive so late.'

Nouns like gonoszscig 'viciousness', illetlensagl udvariatlanscig 'impoliteness',
bumscig 'silliness/stupidness' etc. can take a DP argument with ablative Case that
has a 0-role distinct from that of Experiencer. For want of better term I will refer to
the 0-role assigned to the ablative argument as the Source 0-role. I will use the term
Wcious-class to refer to predicates taking ablative marked Source arguments.
Agreement marking (person and number agreement) on the infinitive has the same
distribution as it has in the case of matrix unpleasant-class predicates and modals.
As (64a) indicates, when an overt DP/pronoun argument is present in the matrix
clause, agreement marking on the infinitival is optional and in spoken languages is
preferably absent. When no overt DP/pronoun is present, person marking becomes
obligatory, as shown in (64b). Furthermore, similarly to pro-drop of the Experiencer
argument of unpleasant-class predicates, pro-drop of the ablative Source argument
is licensed when the infinitive is marked for agreement. Lack of agreement on the
infinitive in the absence of a lexical ablative-marked argument triggers an arbitrary
reading, as (64c) illlustrates. In all examples with vicious-class matrix predicates the
ablative Source argument is obligatorily coreferential with the embedded null
subject of the infinitival clause.

In (64) the matrix predicate is dyadic, subcategorizing for two arguments.
Predicates of the vicious-class, however, are not obligatorily dyadic. The ablative
marked argument can be lexical suppressed and not projected in the syntax. In that
case the nominal predicates allow for an infinitival subject with a dative Case-
marked DP. Thus, in addition to (64a), example (65) is also grammatical and the two
have identical interpretations:
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(65) Illetlenstg volt [PAlnak/neki ilyen kds6n  trkez-ni-(e)].

impoliteness was Paul-DAT/he-DAT so late arrive-INF-(3SG)

'It was impolite [for Paul/him to arrive so late].

There is conclusive evidence available that the dative DP originates from
within the infinitival complement and receives dative Case within the infinitival
clause and not from the matrix predicate. The predicates of the vicious-class never

subcategorize for a dative DP, they cannot assign dative Case. As (66) demonstrates,
when two nominal arguments are present and no clausal one, only the example with
an ablative DP is grammatical.

(66) a. Illetlensdg  volt PAl-t61 ez a megiegyzds.
impoliteness was Paul-ABL this the remark
'This remark was impolite of Paul.'

b. *Illetlenstg volt PAl-nak ez a megjegyzds.
impoliteness was Paul-DAT this the remark
'This remark was impolite of Paul.'

The claim (64) and (65) involve two different structures is further supported by the
different behaviour of (64a) and (65) when the infinitival clause is left-dislocated.
The ablative DP is an inherently Case-marked argument of the matrix predicate and
it never forms one constituent with the infinitival clause, therefore it cannot be left-
dislocated together with the infinitival clause. In case of (65), however, the situation
is different. Our claim that the dative DP in (65) is the structurally Case-marked
subject of the infinitival clause predicts that in left-dislocated structures the dative
DP will move together with the infinitival predicate. This prediction is borne out by
the facts:

(67)  a. *[Pa-tai ilyen kdsdn  drkez-ni],    az    illetlenstg   volt.
Paul-ABL so late arrive-INF that impoliteness was

'For Paul to arrive so late, that was impolite.'

b. [Palnak ilyen kdsdn  drkez-ni], az illetlensdg   volt.
Paul-DAT so late arrive-INF that impoliteness was

'For Paul to arrive so late, that was impolite.'

c.     [eci ilyen kdsdn  drkez-ni],     az    illetlenstg    volt PAl-tdli
SO late arrive-INF that impoliteness was Paul-ABL

'To arrive so late, that was impolite of Paul/him.'

Left-dislocation of the infinitival clause in case of the unpleasant-class also works
according to our expectations. The dative-marked DP cannot move along with the
left-dislocated infinitival clause:

(68)    a.       * [PAl-naki ilyen kdsdn    trkez-ni], az kellemetlen   volt.
Paul-DAT so late arrive-INF that unpleasant was
'For Paul to arrive so late, that was unpleasant.'
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b.     [eci ilyen klsun  drkez-ni], az kellemetlen volt PAl-naki.
SO late arrive-INF that unpleasant was Paul-DAT

'To arrive so late, that was impolite of Paul/him.'

Sentences with vicious-class predicates are unacceptable if both the ablative
marked Source argument and the dative marked subject are overtly present.

(69) *Palt61 butasag volt [neki ennyit in-ni-a].

Paul-ABL silliness was he-DAT so-much-ACC drink-INF-3SG
'It was silly of Paul for him to drink so much.'

In other words, these infinitival constructions exhibit the same property that we have
observed with unpleasant-class predicates and modals. Dative Case is available for
the embedded subject of the infinitival clause. A lexical subject or a pro subject,
however,  is only licit if there  is no DP argument in the matrix clause. If there is one,
the embedded subject must be phonetically empty and coreferential with the matrix
argument, independently from the presence of agreement markers.

There is, however, an important difference between unpleasant-class
predicates and vicious-predicates that is connected to their semantics. As I have
pointed out in  §1.2, in the case of predicates belonging to the unpleasant-class, it is
possible that the nominal argument of the matrix predicate and the embedded subject
have independent reference. The semantics of these predicates allow for such an
interpretation. If syntactic requirements can be met for a lexical  DP to appear within
the infinitival clause, as in English, then coreference does not have to obtain.

(70) a. It is pleasant for the rich [for the poor to do the hard work].
b.       It is important for us [for it to rain].

Vicious-class predicates behave differently. Obligatory coreference between the
embedded subject and the matrix argument follows from the semantics of these

predicates.

(71)   a.     *It is vicious of the rich [for the poor to do the hard work].
b.     *It was stupid of you [for him to work at night].
c.      It is vicious [for the poor to do the hard work].
d.      It was stupid [for him to work at night].

Examples (71c,d) show that afor-DP can appear in the embedded infinitival clause.
Yet, (71 a,b) are ungrammatical, or to be more exact, they are nonsensical. No
grammatical principle is violated. Predicates of the vicious-class are lexically
restricted. Their Source argument must be coreferential with the Agent of the
embedded clause: for an event/act to be vicious/stupid of x, x has to be the Agent of
that event/act. That we are dealing with a semantic constraint is further supported by
sentences where a control configuration is out of the question: finite hogy-clauses.

(72) a. Janos-nak kellemetlen volt, hogy Kati bevallott-a az igazsdgot.

John-DAT unpleasant  was  that Kate admited-3SG the truth-ACC
'It is unpleasant for John that Kate admitted the truth.'
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b.   *Jinos-t61    illetlenstg   volt, hogy Kati bevallotta az igazsagot.

John-ABL impoliteness was   that Kate admited-3SG the truth-ACC
*'It was impolite ofJohn that Kate admitted the truth.'

c.        JAnos-toli   illetlenstg      volt,  hogy proi bevallott-a az igazsagot.

John-ABL impoliteness was that admited-3SG the truth-ACC
'It was impolite of Johni that hei admitted the truth.'

I therefore conclude that contrary to unpleasant-class predicates, obligatory
control of the null subject of the infinitive by the ablative DP in (64) follows from
the  semantics of these predicates. The import of this conclusion is that the behaviour
of infinitival constructions with vicious-class predictes must be handled with care.
These constructions cannot tell us much about the syntactic status of the embedded
null subject since it must always be coreferential, independently of whether it is null
or overt.34 Ficious-class predicates, however, tell us a lot about the nature of dative
Case of the embedded subject. They show unequivocally that dative Case is
available from within the infinitive and is not assigned by the matrix predicate in an
ECM configuration (cf. discussion at the end of §1.3.2).

1.6.2  Subject-predicate Case agreement in the infinitival clause

In the previous section I have shown that predicates of the vicious-class have
two different subcategorization frames. They can be either monadic or dyadic
predicates. When monadic, they take a clausal argument and this clausal argument
can contain a lexical subject with dative Case. I have argued that this fact provides
empirical evidence for the availability of structural dative Case within the infinitival
clause. In this section I show that sentences involving a dyadic vicious-class
predicate with an ablative marked Source argument also give empirical evidence for
this claim. The evidence comes from Case agreement facts on predicative adjectives
and nouns.

Before discussing the relevant data, a small detour is needed on the
morphological properties of predicative adjectives and nouns in Hungarian.
Predicative adjectives and nouns bear nominative Case when they appear as primary
predicates in a finite copular construction.

(73) a. Pdter katona   volt.
Peter soldier was
'Peter was a soldier.'

b.      Az ebdd izetlen volt.
the lunch tasteless was
'The lunch was tasteless.'

Predicative complements of non-copular verbs and predicative adjuncts, however,
never bear nominative  Case in Hungarian.  In all instances of nominal and adjectival
(secondary) predication the predicate has a special morphological marker (see

34 1 am not arguing here that infinitival constructions with vicious-class predicates do not involve a
control structure with a PRO subject in English. I am merely arguing that the phenomenon of
obligatory coreference in these cases is orthogonal to control and PRO (cf §2.2.7 for further
discussion).
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discussion in Kom16sy (1994).  Some of these morphological markers correspond to
oblique Cases, while others are exclusively used for marking predicative function:

(74) a. Az aszfalt puha-ra olvadt.
the asphalt soft-ILLAT melted.
'The asphalt melted soft.'

b.  A sotemdny szdn-nt dgett.
the cake coal-VE burnt
'The cake burnt to ashes.'

c. Elsti-kant Plter drkezett.
first-KENT Peter arrived
'Peter arrived first.'

d.      A     kirdlyfibdka-va  valtozott.
The prince frog-VA turned
'The prince turned into a frog.

In (74a,b) we have resultative constructions with optional predicative complements,
(74c) features a predicative adjunct and in (74d) we have obligatory predicative
complements. In all cases the adjective or noun bears a special morphological
marker. These data are relevant to the discussion of dative Case with infinitives for
the following reason: whenever a predicative noun or adjective receives oblique
Case marking as a result of its predicative function, its dative marking in an
infinitival clause is automatically excluded. This is as expected since, on the one
hand, double Case marking is forbidden and, on the other hand, oblique Case
marking cannot be overridden.

(75) Nem szabad [a sutemdnynek   szdn-nd-(*nek)   dg-ni-e].

not  should the cake-DAT coal-Vlt-DAT burn-INF-3SG
'The cake should not burn to ashes.'

Consequently,  the only context where dative marking  on the nominal/adjectival
predicate can turn up is predication with the copula be. As shown in (73), in finite
copula constructions the predicative noun or adjective has nominative Case. I take
the nominative Case of the predicate to be the result of subject-predicate Case
agreement. Since nominative Case is structural and is not connected to any particular
predicative function,  it can change if the Case properties of the subject are changed.
It is for this reason that in the discussion below all the examples involving
nominal/adjectival predicates have an embedded copula construction.

Let us first consider infinitival constructions with a matrix unpleasant-class
predicate.

(76) Pdter-neki     kellemetlen  volt   [eci katond-nak len-ni-e].

Peter-DAT unpleasant was soldier-DAT be-INF-3SG
'It was unpleasant for Peter to be a soldier.'

Since the dative Experiencer argument of the matrix predicate obligatorily controls
the null subject of the infinitival clause, dative Case on the predicative noun is
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expected. There are, however, two possible ways to account for dative Case on the
predicate. One possibility is to claim that the embedded subject is pro and bears
dative Case. Dative Case on the predicate is the result of subject-predicate Case
agreement within the infinitival clause. An alternative account, however, is also
viable. Dative Case marking of tlle predicative noun can be argued to be the result of
Case transmission. More concretely, it can be claimed that the Case feature of the
matrix argument is passed down to the empty subject and this makes long distance
Case agreement possible between the dative argument in the matrix clause and the
embedded predicate. In such a scenario it is possible to claim that the null subject of
the infinitival clause does no receive Case from within the embedded clause. The
null subject is PRO and it acts only as a Case-transmitter but is not itself Case-
marked. This second alternative, however, is problematic in view of the data
discussed in the previous section and in §1.3. It is problematic because we have seen
that epistemic modals and monadic vicious-class predicates take infinitival clauses
with a lexical dative subject.

(77) a. Nem   szabad [az el,dd-nek fzetlen-nek len-ni-e].
not may the lunch-DAT tasteless-DAT be-INF-3SG
'Lunch may not be tasteless.'

b.  Butasag volt [Katinak torelmetlen-nek len-ni-e].
silliness was Kate-DAT impatient-DAT be-INF-3SG
'It was silly for Kate to be impatient.

Maintaining the claim that the null subject of the infinitival clause in (76) is an
instance of Caseless PRO forces us to assume that in some cases the subject of an
inflected infinitival clause bears dative Case while in other cases it is Caseless. This
is a rather unattractive assumption. There exists, however, conclusive evidence that
dative Case on the predicate is not the result of Case transmission but subject-
predicate Case agreement within the infinitival clause. Consider the following
examples.

(78) a. Illetlenstg volt Mari-t61i [eCi ilyen tOrelmetlen-nek len-ni-e].
impolitenesswas Mary-ABL so impatient-DAT be-INF-3SG
'It was impolite of Mary to be so impatient.'

b. Szdp dolog volt JAnost6li [eci ilyen segitdkasz-nek    len-ni-e].
nice thing was John-ABL so      helpful -DAT be-INF-3SG
'It was nice of John to be so helpful.'

(78) indicates that dative Case on the predicative adjective cannot be the result of
Case agreement between the controller argument of the matrix clause and the
embedded predicate, mediated by PRO since there is no dative DP present in the
matrix clause. The controller has ablative Case and yet, the predicate in the
infinitival clause is marked with dative Case. (78) shows that Case-marking on the
embedded predicate can be different from that ofthe controller of the embedded null
subject. These examples present compelling evidence in favour of Case marking of
the embedded null subject and against an analysis of downwards Case-transmission
from the matrix controller. In addition, they show that structural dative Case is
available in spite ofthe fact that the embedded subject must be phonetically null.
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In sum, I believe that now we have now sufficient evidence to conclude that
dative Case for the embedded subject is always available in inflected infinitives. It is
a structural Case that is completely independent from the Case assigning properties
of the matrix predicate. In view ofthis conclusion, let us consider the question posed
at the end of §1.5. The question concerns the nature of the following descriptive

generalization. When the matrix predicate is dyadic, a dative Case-marked overt
embedded subject (or pro with independent reference) is illicit. The embedded

subject must be null and coreferential with the matrix argument. By contrast,
monadic predicates allow  for a dative overt subject  (or  pro with independent
reference). A possible explanation of this generalization would be to claim that when
the dative subject is illicit it is because it has no Case and therefore must be PRO (cf.
Dalmi 1995, Koml6sy 1994). Such an explanation implies that dative Case is not
always available for the embedded subject. In view of the data discussed in this
section, however, such a claim is untenable and must be rejected. We have seen that
the 'source' of dative Case cannot be the matrix predicate and the subject-predicate

agreement facts demonstrate that a null dative subject is present when the matrix
predicate is dyadic. For these reasons I conclude that we cannot claim that in
infected infinitives dative Case is available and in some others it is not, depending
on the 0-assigning properties of the matrix verb. Whether an overt DP subject (or a
pro subject with independent reference) is licit in the embedded clause or not cannot
depend on Case. Dative Case is always available. This conclusion has two important
consequences for us. First, we cannot attribute the control properties a infinitival
constructions with dyadic matrix verbs to an embedded PRO subject. Second, we are
now justified in claiming that the empty category (ec) in the embedded infinitival
clauses are instances ofpro. They have dative Case and receive referential content
either from a matrix lexical DP or from 'rich' agreement on the infinitive. If neither
of these content-identifiers are present, pro recieves arbitrary reference.

These conclusions seem to bring us back to square one. If the embedded
subject is pro and agreement marking on the infinitive is 'rich', why do these
constructions exhibit properties of control when there is a matrix nominal argument?
Providing an answer to this question is one of the main concerns of Chapter 2 of this
thesis. The analysis given in Chapter 2, will show us that there is indeed a
connection between the nature of the matrix predicate (whether it is dyadic or
monadic) and the availability of an overt dative embedded subject. The connection,
however, is indirect and is mediated by properties of the embedded Agrs head.

Before turning to a syntactic analysis of inflected infinitival constructions, I
end this chapter with a short discussion of idiomatic expressions with inflected
infinitives.

1.7 Idioms

In this section I examine idiomatic expressions where inflected infinitives
can appear. The purpose of this section is threefold. First, it introduces new data that
have not been considered in previous analyses of infiected infinitives. Second, the
data further illustrates that we must differentiate between two kinds of dative Cases
in constructions with inflected infinitives. One the one hand, dative Case is an
inherent Case assigned together with a 0-role of the matrix predicate and, on the
other hand, Hungarian also has structural dative Case assigned to the subject of the
embedded infinitival clause. Third, as argued at the end of this section, the
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occurrence of inflected infinitives within idioms perfectly fits the descriptive
generalization that we can provide about the distribution of inflected infinitives in
present day Hungarian.

A few of the idioms where infiected infinitivals can appear are possessive
constructions. The infinitival clause is the possessor argument and some sei
expression is the possessed nominal.

(79) a. Mi haszn-a volt [pro mindezt kdrdez-ne-d]?
what use-3SGposs was all-ACC ask-INF-2SG
'What was the use of you asking all this?'

b. Idej-e lenne mdr [Pater-nek felkel-ni-(e)].

time-3SGposs be-COND already Peter-DAT up-get-INF-3SG
'It is already time for Peter to get up.'

In the examples given in (79) two agreement markers appear. One on the
possessed DP and one on the infinitival verb. The agreement on the possessed
nominal is always third person singular due to the fact that the 'possessor' is an
infinitival clause. Synonyms of (79) with a finite clause as the possessor argument
are given in (794b). The clause is extraposed and a dative marked third person
pronominal appears as the possessor triggering 3SG agreement on the possessed
nominal. In this idioms the clause (or rather the pronominal coindexed with the
clause) must be the possessor argument. As (79c) illustrates no additional dative
possessor can be inserted. 35

(80) a. Mi haszn-ai an-naki, [cp hogypro mindezt megkdrdezed]i?
what use-3SGposs that-DAT that all-ACC ask-2SG

'What is its use that you ask all this?'

b. Idej-ei lenne mdr an-naki   [cp hogy Pdter felkeljen]i

time-3SGposs be-COND already that-DAT that Peter get-up-3 SG

'It is already time for Peter to get up.'

35 A dative possessor can be inserted in the following non-idiomatic possessive construction:

(i)         Eljott Ptter-nek az idej-e [ hogy bizonyftson]
came Peter-DAT the time-3SGpossthat prove-3SG
'Peter's time has come to prove himself.'

In (i) possessive marking agrees in person and number with the dative possessor and not with the
clause. In this example the dative posssessor is interchangeable with a nominative one as (ii)
illustrates.

(ii)        Eljott Ptter idej-e [ hogy bizonyitson]
came Peter-NOM time-3SGposs that prove-3 SG
'Peter's time has come to prove himself'

This is not the case with the dative DPs appearing in (79).

(iii) *Idej-e lenne mir [Piter felkel-ni-e].
time-3SGposs be-COND already Peter-NOM get-up-INF-3SG
'It is already time for Peter to get up.'
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c. *Idej-e mir     Plter-nek     [cp hogy felkeljen]
time-3SGposs alreadyPeter-DAT that get-up-3SG
'It is already time for Peter that he gets up.'

In (79) agreement marking on the infinitive licenses pro-drop of the dative
subject of the infinitival clause. As for the optionality of agreement marking on the
infinitive, the pattern is the same as in all the cases examined so far: if a lexical
DP/pronoun is present, overt agreement marking is optional. For a null referential
subject to be licit agreement marking must be present, as illustrated in (80a). If
neither a lexical DP nor agreement marking is present, only an arbitrary reading is
available and the sentence must be generic to make such an arbitrary reading
felicitous (cf. (80b)).

(81) a. Idej-e lenne mdr [pro felkel-ni-*(e)].
time-3SGposs be-COND already get-up-INF-3SG
'It is already time for him to get up.'

b. Mi haszn-a [ hAbordban meghal-ni]?
what use-3SGposs war-in die-INF
'What is the use ofdying in war?'

In Hungarian there are three synonymous expressions that express the
question what's the use of. Only one of them, exemplified in (79a), involves a
possessive structure with the infinitival clause as the 'possessor'. The other two are
not possessive constructions. The matrix predicate is either the denominal verb
derived from the noun haszon 'use/profit' or a set expression made up from the
fossilized participial form of the copula (vaM) together with the sublative Case-
marked question-word, taking the infinitival clause as its subject argument. These
last two possibilities are given in (81).

(82) a. Mit haszndl ezt kdrde-ne-d?
what-ACC profits this ask-INF-2SG
'What is the use of you asking this?'

b. Mire va16 ezt kdrde-ne-d?
what-SUBL VALO this ask-INF-2SG
'What is the use ofyou asking this?'

The matrix predicates appearing in (81) subcategorize for a dative marked
Beneficiary argument in addition to the infinitival clause. This Beneficiary argument
must be coreferential with the null subject of the embedded infinitival clause. (cf.
infinitival constructions with unpleasant-class predicates in §1.2).

(83) a. Mit haszndl nekedi [ecwk ezt kdrde-ne-d]?
what-ACC profits you-DAT this ask-INF-2SG
'What is the use for you to ask this?'
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b. Mire va16 nekedi [ecit•j ezt kdrde-ne-d]?
what-on VALO you-DAT this ask-UNF-2SG
'What is the use for you to ask this?'

Replacing the infinitival clause with a finite clause or a nominal phrase shows
uncontroversially that these predicates are dyadic and subcategorize for a dative DP
(contrast with (79c)).

(84) a. Mit haszndl neked [ hogy ezt kdrdez-ed]?

what-ACCprofit-3SG you-DAT       that this ask-2SG
'Why is it useful for you that you ask this?'

b. Mire vali neked [hogy ezt k6rdez-ed]?

what-on VALO you-DAT  that this ask-2SG
'Why is it useful for you that you ask this?'

c. Mit haszndl neked [ a  segitsdgem]?

what-ACCprofit-3SG you-DAT the help-1SGposs
'What is the use for you ofmy help?'

d. Mire va16 neked [ez a   dicsosig]?

what-on VALO you-DAT thisthe glory
'What is the use for you of this glory?'

An interesting contrast presents itself when we compare the above idioms
with other set expressions that involve a possessive construction and an infinitival
clause. Unlike in the above examples, agreement marking on the infinitive is illicit.
The expressions where infiected infinitives are illicit differ from the above idioms in
one important respect. The possessed nominal does not bear invariable 3SG
agreement due to having a 'clausal' possessor argument. Rather, the infinitival
clause is the subject of the matrix finite clause and the possessive construction itself
is a predicate. In (85a) the possessive construction is a predicative complement
while in (85b,c) it is the primary predicate in a copula construction. The possessed
nominal agrees with its dative marked nominal possessor argument.

(85) a. Nekemi/proi nem All m6d-om-ban [eci ezt
I-DAT not stands means- 1 SGposs-INESS this-ACC
megigdr-ni-(*m)].
promise-INF-1 SG
'I do not have the means to promise this.'
(literary: It does not stand in my power to promise this.)

b. Nekedi/proi nincs jog-od [eci ezt monda-ni-(*d)].
you-DAT not-be right-2SGposs this-ACC say-INF-2SG
'You do not have the right to say this.'
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c.       Nem volt nekemi/proi drdek-em [eci ezt
not was I-DAT interest-lSGposs this-ACC
megcsindl-ni-(*m)].
do-INF-ISG
'It is not my interest to do this.'

Examples in (85) differ from those in (79)-(83) in that a dative possessor DP is
present. This dative  is not the structural subject of the infinitival subject clause as in
(79)-(80), nor is it the inherent argument of the matrix predicate, as in (81)-(83).
Rather,  it is the structurally Case-marked possessor of the possessive construction in
the matrix clause. Consequently, it triggers agreement on the possessed DP. Pro-
drop of the dative DP is licensed by this possessive agreement. The dative possessor

argument is coreferential with the null subject of the infinitival clause. Agreement
marking on the embedded infinitival is prohibited.

36

(86) Vmatrix/copula [ Dp DPDAT,   N· DP-AGR,]]  [cp eci VLNF 1

What the contrast between (79)-(83) and (85) shows us is that inflected
infinitives are disallowed if the controller argument can establish agreement within
the matrix clause. In (85) the controller is a possessor argument and it triggers
person and number agreement on the possessed nominal.37 That agreement marking
is sufficient to license pro-drop of the controller. 'Additional' agreement marking on
the infinitive is disallowed. The referential properties of the null embedded subject
are also recoverable since they are identical to that of the possessor argument. By
contrast, in the examples in (79)-(83) agreement marking on the infinitive itself is
the only way to recover the referential content of the null embedded subject and the
matrix controller (if it exists).

This generalization is also valid for all the other contexts that we have
examined so far. As far as the distribution of inflected infinitives is concerned, we
have seen that the linguistic contexts that allow inflected infinitives to occur in the

36 In (87) I leave open the question whether the infinitival subject clause (CP) is coindexed with a null
expletive subject when appearing on the right periphery of the clause. In §4.2.3. I provide some
empirical arguments in favour of not assuming the presence of a null expletive in the case of right
peripheral subject infinitival clauses in Hungarian. The surface word order seen in ( 85) is the result of
topicalization ofthe dative marked possessor argument out of DP.
37 Control by the possessor argument of a possessive construction is generally not possible. The
controller DP cannot be contained in other DP, not even in configurations of non-obligatory control.

(i)           *It would ruin John'si sister [PRO, to expose himself to unnecessary risks].
(ii)         *It is important for John's; sister [PRO, to teach himselfi Japanese].

A certain class of nouns, however, can contain the controller argument. These nouns involve
conjidence, development, image, status, carreer, interest, right, performance etc.

(iii) It would ruin John'si career/image/status [PROi to expose himself to unnecessary risks].

(iv)        It is John'si interest/right [PRO; to teach himself, Japanese].

The relevant property of these nouns  is  that the expression John's NP, where NP  is one of the nouns
listed here, does not introduce a new entity into the discoure. Landau (1999) calls the expression
John's  NP the logophoric  extension  of John  and  concludes  that  for the purpose of control  the
logophoric extension [.rs NP] is non-distinct from X. A possible explanation for this generalization is
that an inalienably possessed noun is referentially dependent on its possessor and therefore inherits its
referential index (cf vanden Wyngaerd 1994).
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embedded clause have a common characteristic: the element bearing the finite tense
and agreement morphology in the matrix clause is always marked for 3SG due to
lack of a nominal subject in the matrix clause that could trigger person-number
agreement. In the case of dyadic predicates the controller argument is always an
internal argument with a 0-related iIiliereIit Case (the Experiencer argument) and it
cannot agree in person and number with the matrix predicate. This state of affairs
has led linguists to claim that inflected infinitives appear in Hungarian with
'impersonal' predicates, i.e. predicates without a nominal subject argument. I
believe that this claim is incorrect once the whole range of facts are considered.
Infiected infinitives in the complements of permissive verbs do not have an
'impersonal' matrix predicate. The correct generalization seems to be that inflected
infinitives are allowed in those control constructions where the person-number
features of the matrix controller cannot be expressed on the matrix predicate or when

38
no matrix controller is present at all. This generalization is schematized in (87).

(87) a.   I)PN 0 Mi   matrix [eci
Vinr(*Agr)] (subject control)

b.   DPNOM Vmatrix   DPACC [eci Vint(*Agr)] (object control)
1  ,=J

c.  ::nk :,Nma„, DPiAT/':;: men ci Vi«„Igrl (dative/ablative

d.   Vmodal/Adj/Nmatrix  [e i Vinft r] (no controller)C_.5

1.8 Summary

In this chapter I have discussed the properties of seven classes of predicates
that allow inflected infinitives. I have shown that the embedded subject cannot have
independent reference if the matrix predicate is dyadic. The matrix nominal
argument and the embedded subject must be coreferential. Furthermore, in these
'control' constructions the embedded subject cannot be overtly realized. By contrast,
monadic matrix predicates provided us with conclusive evidence that dative Case is
available for the embedded subject of inflected infinitives and that the embedded

subject can be lexically realized if there is no nominal argument in the matrix
predicate. One of the conclusions of this chapter is that dative Case is always
available for subjects of inflected infinitives. When the embedded subject is null, it
is a null pronominal. We have seen that agreement on the infinitive is 'rich' in the
sense that a referential null subject is licensed in constructions with a monadic
matrix predicate and both a referential null subject and a referential null
Experiencer/Source argument are licensed in constructions with a dyadic matrix
predicate.

The general pattern that have emerged from the data in this chapter is
illustrated in table  1.

38 Further confirmation of this generalization is provided by infinitival complements of the
permissive verbs hagy/engeddiscussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 1.
Matrix predicate lexical (dative) DP
assigns theta-role can occur within
to dative/ablative the infinitival
DP complement

dyadic predicates:
i. unpleasant-class yes no

ii. subject oriented deontic modal yes no

v.   vicious-classi (with ABL case) yes no

monadic predicates:
iii. non-directed deontic modal no yes

iv. epistemic modal no yes

vi. vicious-class2
no yes

vii. copula be no yes

In this chapter I have also discussed previous analyses of inflected infinitives
in Hungarian. I have rejected Dalmi's (1995) and Kom16sy's (1994) proposal that
the unpleasant-class involves a control structure with a PRO subject because it faces
serious empirical problems due to 'rich' agreement marking on the infinitive and the
fact that dative Case is available for the embedded subject. I have also argued that
the strong parallel between possessive constructions and inflected infinitives
Suggested in E. Kiss (1987) is also problematic in view of the syntactic and
morphological differences that exists between possessive constructions and inflected
infinitives.

In the next chapter I will present an analysis that accounts for the obligatory
coreference between an argument of the matrix predicate  and the embedded subject.
It will be shown that control effects can be explained without postulating a PRO
subject. The analysis will be based on Borer's (1989) analysis of control effects in
tensed clauses and in non-finite clauses with overt pronominal subjects.
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2.1 Introduction

In Chapter  1  I have provided a detailed description of Hungarian inflected infinitives
that appear as subject clauses. We have seen that predicates subcategorizing for
inflected infinitival clauses can be grouped into two main classes: monadic
predicates taking a clausal argument and dyadic predicates taking a nominal and a
clausal argument. The following descriptive generalization has been established:
whenever the matrix predicate has a theta-marked argument of its own, a
configuration of control obtains: the embedded subject must be referentially
dependent on the matrix argument. This monadic/dyadic split is summarized in
Table 2.
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Table 2.
Matrix predicate lexical (dative) DP
assigns theta-role can occur within
to dative DP the infinitival

complement
dyadic predicates:
i unpleasant-class yes no

ii. subject oriented deontic modal yes no

v.   vicious-classi (with ABL case) yes no

monadic predicates:
iii. non-directed deontic modal no yes

iv. epistemic modal no yes

vi. vicious-class2 no yes

vii. copula be no yes

I have also given several arguments in support of the claim that structural
dative Case is available in Hungarian infinitival clauses for the embedded subject.
The evidence comes from non-directed deontic modals, epistemic modals, predicates
of the vicious-class2 and the copula construction. In view of the availability ofdative
Case for the embedded subject, the obligatory absence of a lexical subject with
independent reference  in the case of dyadic matrix predicates is unexpected.

The main goal of this chapter is to provide a syntactic account of the data
summarized in Table 2. The account is based on Borets (1989) proposal of
anaphoric Agr. In §2.2.1 I discuss her theory and in §2.2.2 the empirical motivation
for it. In §2.2.3 and §2.2.4 I argue that the facts summarized in Table 2 can be
accounted for if we assume that Agr is anaphoric in Hungarian infinitival clauses
and I spell out the particulars of my analysis. In §2.2.5 I address the problem of
dative pro-drop in the matrix clause and in §2.2.6 I discuss an important difference
between the agreement paradigms used on finite verbs and on infinitives and argue
that the optionality of overt agreement markers is connected to this difference.
§2.2.7 discusses some potential problems for the anaphoric Agr account of control
effects. I argue that once the distinction between semantic control and syntactic
control is made, the problematic data can be explained. In §2.3 I address the
question whether the controlled element ever exhibits pronominal properties. I will
consider potential arguments in favour of this claim and show that none of them
stands up to closer scrutiny.

2.2 Anaphoric Agr
Borer (1989) proposes to do away with control theory and PRO altogether

and to account for control effects in a different way. The empirical motivation for
such an analysis comes from a number of different and unrelated languages like
Italian, Korean, Hebrew, Chinese and Saramaccan. In these languages control
effects arise in contexts where a theory of control assuming a PRO element cannot
be applied. In Chinese, Hebrew and Saramaccan subjects of tensed clauses show
control effects. In Italian and Korean non-finite clauses allow (nominative) overt
subjects provided they are coreferential with an argument ofthe matrix clause.
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2.2.1  Anaphoric Agr, I-subject and I-identification

The basic tenets of Borer's theory can be summarized as follows: First, the EPP of
Chomsky (1981) is replaced by the requirement that INFL have an I-Subject. 1 In

particular, (1) is operative instead of the EPP:

(1)                  Coindex NP with INFL in the accessible domain of INFL.

Second, it is assumed that empty categories must be I-identified.2 I-identification
can be of three types: a clitic coindexed with the empty category, chain-formation
that includes the empty category and coindexation between Agr and its I-subject.
Third, following Stowell (1982), infinitives and gerunds are assumed to contain an
INFL node which, on a par with INFL in finite clauses, acts as a governor for the
subject of non-finite clauses. It follows that the Spec,IP position in infinitives and
gerunds has a governing category thus rendering a [+anaphoric, +pronominal] PRO
subject impossible. As an alternative, Borer proposes that in infinitives and gerunds
Spec,IP is filled with pro, the null pure pronominal element. Fourth, head-movement
of INFL to COMP is obligatory whenever COMP is empty in order to avoid
violation of the ECP:

Let us see now how her system accounts for standard cases of control, as
those given in (2).

(2) a. Johni tried [cp [wproi INFL to leave]].

b. John persuaded Billi  [cp  [ipproi INFL  to  leave]].

Given the above assumptions the embedded infinitival clause contains an INFL node
that governs the null pronominal subject, pro. By assumption, Agr of an infinitival
INFL is anaphoric and is in need of a [+N] local antecedent. Since it is assumed that
INFL moves to COMP when the COMP node is empty, such movement makes it
impossible for the embedded subject (the I-subject of INFL) to act as the antecedent
of the anaphoric Agr. Instead, the closest c-commanding nominal element of the
matrix clause will become the antecedent. This will be the matrix subject John in
(2a) and the direct object Bill in (2b). Coindexation of the appropriate matrix
antecedent and anaphoric Agr results in obligatory coreference between a matrix
argument and thepro subject of the infinitive since whatever reference is assigned to

' The requirement on I-Subjects was first proposed in Borer (1986).
2 Borer'S (1986, 1989) I-identification of empty categories is equivalent to Rizzi's (1986) content-
licensing/identification. I will use the latter term due to its wider acceptance except when discussing
Borer's proposal.
3 The claim that empty categories in COMP are subject to the ECP was first made in Stowell (1982).
In order to account for the grammaticality of (ii) as opposed to (i), Stowell assumes that infinitival
clauses in subject position necessarily lack a COMP position.

(i)          *[John is sick] is obvious.
(ii)           [To lock the door] was stupid (of me).

Under the assumptions made in Borer (1989) and also assumed here, lack of COMP in infinitival
subject clauses is not forced, a desirable result given (iii) where a COMP position is clearly present.

(iiD [For the prisoners to be released] would be a big surprise.
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Agr  in  INFL by its antecedent is necessarily transferred to the null I-subject of INFL
in Spec,IP.

An important conceptual advantage of Borer's (1989) analysis is that it
dispenses with PRO, the ungoverned pronominal anaphor. This advantage, however,
alone does not suffice to favour the anaphoric Agr analysis over some existing
alternatives. In particular, several alternative approaches have been proposed already
in the GB framework that dispense with the notion of a [+anaphoric, +pronominal]
element and thus do not face the conceptual problems inherent in such an element

(c£ Manzini (1983), Lebeaux (1984) and Bouchard (1984), Koster (1984)). Being
aware of this problem, Borer shows that her analysis is not only as adequate for
English (and for other languages where control involves Caseless null elements) as
other theories using a control module but is in fact empirically more adequate once
further empirical data are taken into consideration. In the next subsection I will first
go over her own empirical arguments in favour of the anaphoric Agr account of
control. Then I will argue that the Hungarian data discussed in Chapter 1 also
supports Borer's analysis by virtue of receiving a natural account in that framework.

2.2.2   Control of Case-marked elements

Borer (1989) offers data from four different languages (Korean, Italian, Hebrew and
Saramaccan) in support of her analysis. The common factor that underlies control in
these languages concerns the nature of the controlled element: it is governed, Case-
marked and can alternate with overt pronominals. The Korean and the Italian facts
involve infinitival clauses while the Hebrew and the Saramaccan data demonstrate
control into finite clauses.

Korean infinitives and certain Italian infinitival constructions have the
capacity of assigning nominative Case to the subject. Consequently, the subject can
be lexically realized. Yet, it cannot have independent reference. It is obligatorily
coreferential with an argument of the matrix clause. Since Korean and Italian
essentially illustrates the same point, I will confine myselfhere to Italian data.

Italian embedded cleft constructions involving an infinitival clause can have
an overt subject. This subject, however, must be coindexed with the matrix subject.
The infinitival cleft construction in (3a) minimally contrasts with the finite cleft in
(3b). In the latter the pronominal in the finite clause is free in reference.

(3) a. Giannii  dice [di essere stato luiv•j [pro a rubare le  mele]

John says of be been he to  steal the apples

'John says that it was him who stole the apples.'

b.     Giannii  dice  [que d stato luivj  [pro a rubare le  mele]
John says   that   has been he to  steal the apples

'John says that it was him who stole the apples.'

The essential point for our concerns here is that the controlled element is not
null:  it is a nominative marked pronominal. Any theory of control that is exclusively
based on empty categories will necessarily have problems when accounting for (3a).
The anaphoric Agr account, however, provides a straightforward account. Assuming
that Italian infinitival Agr is anaphoric, coreference between the matrix subject and
the embedded subject follows in the same way as it did in the case of (2) discussed
above.
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The Hebrew and the Saramaccan data establish similar points as far as the
obligatory coreference of Case-marked and overt elements is concerned. The
difference concerns the tense properties of the embedded clause. While Korean and
Italian exhibit control effects into infinitival clauses with Case-marked subjects, in
Hebrew and in Saramaccan control effects into finite clauses are attested. In this
case I illustrate Borer's point with data from Hebrew.

Pro-drop in Hebrew is only possible for first and second person subjects in
past and future tense. Third person subjects can never be pro-dropped in root
clauses. In complement clauses, however, third person null subjects are allowed,
provided they are coreferential with a c-commanding argument of the matrix clause.
Thus (4) contrasts with (5) as far as the possibility of a null subject is concerned.

(4)    *pro axal banana
ate-3SG banana

'He ate the banana.'

(5) a. Talila amra le-Itamari sheprow•k yavo.
Talila said to-Itamar that will-come-M-SG
'Talila told Itamar to come.'

b.     Talilaj amra le-Itamar   sheproy•k  tavo.
Talila said to-Itamar that will-come-F-SG
'Talilaj told Itamar that shej will come.'

The anaphoric Agr analysis easily accounts for the control effects found in
Hebrew once the assumption is made that Agr is anaphoric in past and future tenses
in Hebrew. Unlike in the case of Italian and like in the case of Korean, an additional
assumption is needed concerning the status of the complementizer: it cliticizes onto
INFL leaving C empty and thus allowing movement of Agr into C.

Summarizing Borer's findings we can say the following: the data provided
by Italian and Korean show that control effects can be found in infinitival clauses

regardless of whether the embedded subject is Case-marked or not and whether it is
overt or not. Hebrew and Samaraccan furthermore demonstrate that control into
finite clauses is also attested. The upshot of this is that control, understood as
obligatory coreference between a matrix argument and the subject of an embedded
clause is simply not restricted to ungovemed Caseless empty elements. The
phenomenon is much wider in scope. Any theory that focuses on the nature of the
embedded element is bound to face serious problems. In some languages the null
controlled elements and overt pronominals are not in complementary distribution. In
addition, there are also cases where the controlled element itself is a lexical pronoun
exhibiting all the characteristics of anaphors as far as its referential properties are
concerned. This paradoxical situation cannot be resolved by the postulation of a
special null element that is both pronominal and anaphoric. Neither can it be claimed
that in these languages the controlled element (whether overt or covert) is itself an
anaphor. Essentially, lexical anaphors can never appear as subjects of control
constructions, not even in those languages where it can be independently shown that
structural Case is available for the embedded subject since the controlled element is
Case-marked and overt. In a sense what traditional control theory tries to do is to
attribute anaphoric properties to pronominal elements which binding theory cannot
cover. This paradox is resolved in Borer's system by proposing that control
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structures involve a pronominal and an anaphoric element. The subject itself is a
pronominal. The anaphoric characteristics stem from the embedded Agr. The subject
only behaves like an anaphor because it is the I-subject of the anaphoric Agr and
subsequently shares all features with that Agr.

Having reviewed all the empirical data that Borer herself adduces in support
of her analysis, I give here a schematized summary of the discussed control
possibilities with the features of Agr indicated in square-brackets.

[+I-Subjectl

[+Anaphoric] [-Anaphoricl
[+IDEN'Il | [-IDENT] [+IDENT] [-IDENT]
1+NOMI 11-NOMI | 1+NOMI 1-NOMI !+NOMI 1 1-NOMI [+NOMI 1 1-NOMI

The slightly shaded boxes with [+Anaphoric] Agr represent the four possible
feature combinations that can arise in control constructions according to Borer's
account. Control arises only if Agr has an I-subject and is anaphoric. As for its
ability to identify a null pronominal subject and its ability to assign structural Case
to the subject, these two properties are in theory independent from Control.

Case 1 corresponds to Korean infinitives. Agr is rich enough to license a null
subject, it can assign nominative Case and yet, the embedded subject must be
coreferential with a matrix argument. According to Borer, case 2 is not attested. She
claims that there is no language where a [+Ident] Agr (i.e. Agr with rich agreement)
fails to assign nominative Case. I believe that Hungarian inftected infinitives
instantiate case 2. Agr is rich enough to identify a null pronominal subject but
nominative Case is not available for this subject. It is true, however, that structural
Dative Case is available. This means that case 2 is not attested if instead of [+NOM]
we take [+Case] as the relevant feature. Borer speculates that the gap corresponding

to 2 and 6 may be explained if the following one way implication holds universally.

(6)             If Agr is [+IDENT] then it is [+NOM].

In view of the Hungarian facts (6) cannot be the correct generalization. (7) is a
plausible alternative.

(7)           IfAgr is [+IDENT] then it is [+Case].

The correctness of (7) is an empirical matter. It essentially claims that INFL with
rich agreement is always a Case-assigner. I will not pursue this question here but
merely note that Greek raising facts discussed in Artemis & Anagnostopoulou
(1998) suggest that the implication does not always hold.

Case 3 is exemplified by Chinese, Samaraccan and Hebrew in the case of
third person subjects. Agr is not rich enough to identify a null subject but it can
assign nominative Case to a lexical subject. Case 4 is infinitives in English and in
Germanic languages in general. Infinitival Agr is neither rich nor capable of
assigning nominative Case.

4 Case 5 and 7 illustrate tensed clauses without control effects in pro-drop and non-pro-drop
languages respectively, The combination that would correspond to 8 is automatically excluded by
independent considerations. No element can act as the I-subject of a [-Anaphoric, -IDENT, -NOM]
Agr. A lexical subject would lack Case and a null subject would fail to be identified. Essentially, in
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In the next section I turn to the Hungarian control facts that infiected
infinitival clauses exhibit. It should by now be clear why Borer's framework is an
optimal candidate for trying to account for the Hungarian data. We have seen that it
allows us to dissociate richness of Agr and Case-assignment from control. This is
exactly what seems to be needed to account for the Hungarian facts.

2.2.3 The unpleasant-class revisited and captured

Consider again the facts that we want to account for:

(8) a. Kellemetlen volt Pdternek    [ pro k6s6n drkez-ni-e]
i Vy

unpleasant was Peter-DAT late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was unpleasant for Peter to arrive late.'

b.         Kellemetlen volt pro, [ prow .i kds6n 6rkez-ni-e]
unpleasant was late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was unpleasant for him to arrive late.'

c.      * Kellemetlen volt Pater-nek i  [ neki kds6n 6rkez-ni-e]
Vj

unpleasant was Peter-DAT he-DAT arrive late-INF-3SG
'It was unpleasant for Peter for him to arrive late.'

d.   * Kellemetlen volt Pdter-nek [Katinak k6s6n drkez-ni-e]
unpleasant was Peter-DAT Kate-DAT late arrive-INF-3SG
'It was unpleasant for Peter for Kate to arrive late.'

The only possibility for the embedded subject is to be a null element that is
coreferential with the matrix Experiencer argument.

Accounting for this restriction in terms of Control Theory, however, is
problematic. The problem stems from the nature of PRO. If we assume along with
Chomsky (1981) that PRO is a pronominal anaphor that cannot have a governing
category then it becomes rather dubious that Hungarian inflected infinitives have a
PRO subject. Given the presence of agreement morphology in the case of Hungarian
inflected infinitives, the claim that Spec,IP in infinitives is ungoverned amounts to a
pure stipulation. There have been alternative proposals to account for the
distribution of PRO assuming that PRO can be governed (see e.g. Bouchard (1984),
Manzini (1983), Sportiche (1983). These proposals, however, retain the assumption
that PRO is not Case-marked and thus predict a complementary distribution between
lexical subjects and pro on the one hand and controlled PRO on the other hand. In
view of the fact that infiected infinitives in Hungarian allow for a dative Case-
marked subject in some cases, these proposals are problematic. The analysis given in
Borer (1989) follows these accounts as far as the question of government of the
empty subject in infinitives is concerned. The difference lies in assuming a
[+pronominal] Case-marked subject instead of a [+anaphoric] Caseless one.
Consequently, complementary distribution is not predicted in every control
construction.

contrast to case 4, a [-Anaphoric] Agr cannot inherit the necessary features from an antecedent in the
matrix clause.
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An alternative account for the distribution of PRO is proposed in Chomsky
and Lasnik (1993). The authors reject the PRO theorem based on government and
argue in favour of a Case-theoretic account. They propose that PRO is Case-marked
for null Case and that null Case can be checked only in non-finite INFL.
Consequently PRO can only occur in Spec,AgrsP of non-finite clauses. One
advantage of this account is that it avoids one of the main problems of the PRO
Theorem. Since PRO, like all other arguments, is Case marked we predict that it
behaves like other Case marked arguments with respect to passive and raising. This
prediction is borne out by the facts. The null Case approach, however, shares one

important feature with the PRO-theorem of Chomsky (1981): lexical subjects are
predicted to be in complementary distribution with PRO. Since the sole element
specified for null Case is PRO, any structural position where null Case can be
checked is predicted to be filled exclusively by PRO. It follows that an account in
terms of null Case cannot be adequate for Hungarian infiected infinitives for the
same reason as the accounts proposed in Bouchard (1984), Manzini (1983) and
Sportiche (1983) are inadequate: In Hungarian inflected infinitives a lexical
subjects with dative Case can appear. It follows that if the empty subject in (8a-b) is
PRO, then the availability of null versus dative Case in inflected infinitival
complements must be supposed to vary with different matrix predicates: dative Case
with the vicious-Class2 and null Case with the unpleasant-class. A rather unattractive
and stipulative claim. For this reason I do not pursue this line of argumentation
further.

Borer's account reviewed in the previous section allows us to disassociate
obligatory coreference in infinitival constuctions from the presence of agreement
markers and it also allows for controlled Case-marked elements. It is for these
reasons that I propose an analysis of Hungarian facts that is based on the insights of
Borer (1989). In several respects, however, I diverge from her assumptions for
reasons that will be spelt out in the course of the discussion bellow.

First, I assume that Agr, when occuring in combination with [-Tense] is
anaphoric in Hungarian.6 It needs to be coindexed by a c-commanding non-
anaphoric Agr element of the clause containing the infinitive. I diverge from Borer
(1989) who assumes that control is a binding relation between a DP and the
anaphoric Agr. I propose that control is a local dependency relation between a
matrix Agr head and an embedded Agrs instantiated by coindexation. Thus it is like
binding in being local and involving coindexation but crucially it does not imply a
transfer of referential features from the c-commanding element to the anaphoric Agr.
The importance of this difference will become clear shortly below. This dependecy
relation can be formalized by Chomksy's (1998) Agree relation as it has been

' Martin (1997) and Boskovic (1997) further develop the null Case analysis of Chomsky & Lasnik
(1993). They claim to connect null Case to impoverished but contentful Tense in control infinitives.
Landau (1999), however, argues convincingly against the view that control infinitives always contain
a contentful Tense. It therefore seems that the appearance of null Case in some infinitival clauses
cannot be linked to any independent property of the infinitival clause. In other words, null Case is
postulated exclusively for the purposes ofaccounting for the distribution of PRO. Since null Case and
PRO are only seen together, there is no independent way to establish the existence of either. Null
Case does little more than state the descriptive generalization of the distribution of PRO in different
tenninology.
6 I am assuming the split INFL hypothesis and accordingly use the notation Agrs and Tense. Since
Borer's INFL is composed of two features, [+/-Agr] and [+/-Tense] both being relevant to the
discussion, nothing important hinges on this notational difference. Furthennore, head-movement of T
actually reunites the 'split INFL' at LF.
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independently proposed in Landau (1999).7 The obligatory coreference between the
controlling matrix DP and the embedded subject is a consequence ofthe coindexing
relation between the Agr-heads, given that the coindexed Agr heads are in turn also
coindexed with the appropriate DP argument.

(9)                Dpi Agri   . . .   [   Pi      Agri. · ·]
Ipec-heah  occ,hcat|

It is important to emphasize that the present proposal is not a notational
variant of Borer's analysis. The two analyses make different predictions concerning
the  status of control with respect to Binding Theory and the source of referentiality
of the controlled subject. In the present analysis control cannot be reduced to
Binding Condition A of the Binding Theory. This is a desirable consequence given
that in spite of the numerous similarities between the behaviour of PRO and
anaphors (cf. §2.3.2 , empirical evidence suggests that control cannot be fully
reduced to binding. In particular, binding of lexical anaphors obeys stricter
conditions that control. Implicit arguments cannot bind anaphors but are legitimite
controllers. In languages with rich Case-system, Case-marking interferes with
Binding Condition A but not with control. In Hungarian, binding of lexical anaphors
is sensitive the Case hierarchy, while control is not. Concretely, an ablative marked
element can never be the antecedent of a nominal with structural Case since ablative
is inherent Case and is lower on the Case hierarchy.

(10) a. Janos fdl Onmagi-t61.

John-NOM fears himself-ABL
'John is afraid ofhimsel£'

b. *JAnost61 fal Onmaga.
John-ABL fears himself-NOM
'John is afraid ofhimself.'

By contrast, an ablative marked DP can control the embedded subject of an
inflected infinitive (cf. vicious-classi) In several languages lexical anaphors are
subject-oriented (Icelandic, Korean, Polish). No similar restriction exists for
controlled elements. These differences undermine any attempt to fully assimilate
control phenomena to Binding Condition A.

Under our assumptions the two are kept distinct. Control reduces to a formal
dependency relation involving two functional heads. The similarities between
anaphors and controlled embedded subjects can still be attributed to the fact that
binding involves coindexation within a local domain.

' Landau (1999) presents an analysis of control that is also based on Borer's (1989). Independently
from our argumentations based on Hungarian, he has reached the conclusion that control involves an
embedded anaphoric Agr head. He formulates this conclusions in the terminology of Chomsky
(1998), claiming that control reduces to an Agree relation between a matrix functional head F and an
embedded anaphoric Agr. Unfortunately, I have acquired a copy of his thesis too late for
incorporating his results into my proposal.  What I call binding of Agr in my proposal translates into
Atiree between F and Agr in Landau's account of control.
8 For discussion see Higginbotham (1992), Landau (1992) and Lasnik (1992). Landau (1999:§5.2)
provides a detailed summary of the existing differences between lexical anaphors and controlled
embedded subjects.
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The assumption that embedded anaphoric Agr needs a matrix Agr to be
coindexed with also solves the 'timing' problem present in Borer's analysis. In
particular, in Borer's framework the embedded subject is a potential antecedent for
Agr. It only becomes unaccessible because it is assumed that Agr moves to C,
destroying the c-command relation between the embedded subject and the anaphoric
Agr. This explanation, however, is suspect given that it has been argued that for
successful binding of anaphors it is sufficient if the antecedent c-commands the
anaphor at some level of representation. This problem does not arise under our
assumption that the embedded Agr needs a matrix Agr head as its antecedent.
Nominal arguments are not possible antecedents. Control is a local coindexation
relation between two functional heads.

Second, I also diverge from Borer as far as the motivation for Agr-to-C
movement is concerned. Borer assumes that Agr moves to an empty C because C is
subject to the ECP forcing head-movement of Agr to take place. It is, however, far
from clear why an abstract Agr can satisfy the ECP better than an empty
complementizer. In Hungarian, where Agr in fact has morphological content, this
assumption is not so problematic. But infinitives in general are not marked for
agreement, therefore it is difficult to see what constitutes the difference between
abstract C and abstract Agr with respect to satisfaction of ECP. For this reason I
assume that Agr-to-C movement takes place because T-to-C movement must takes

place. Following recent research (cf. Rizzi 1997, Pesetsky & Torrego 1999 among
others), I assume that C contains some tense information and T must move to C in
order to check the uninterpretable tense-features of C: The AgrP projection, if
separately projected resides between T and C. Due to the HMC T must move first to
Agrs on its way to C. Alternatively, we could assume that T and Agr reside in the
same head as suggested in Chomsky (1995). In that case, T-to-C movement takes
Agrs to C as a free rider. Nothing important hinges on the choice between these two
alternatives.  For the sake of concreteness, I will assume that there is a separate AgrP
projection also in infinitival clauses.

Third, I assume that object arguments are also associated with an Agr head
(Agro). This assumption allows the treatment of control proposed here to be
extended to object control as well. In object control constructions the embedded

anaphoric Agr is coindexed with Agro in the matrix clause.
The fourth assumption concerns the nature of Case and 9-feature checking in

the   case of arguments with oblique Case-marking. As argued in Chapter   1,  the
dative Experiencer argument of unpleasant-class predicates and the ablative Source
argument of vicious-classi predicates receive a 0-related inherent Case. According to
Chomsky (1986), inherent Case is distinguished from structural Case in three ways.
First, inherent Case is assigned at D-structure while structural Case is assigned at S-
structure. Second, it is always assigned in the head-complement configuration.
Third, inherent Case is always associated with a 0-role. The Case assigner and the 0-
role assigner must be the same element. In view of the development of the theory,
two ofthese distinctions have become unstateable. In the minimalist program neither
S-structure nor D-structure exist. Case is not assigned but checked and it is an LF
requirement that the Case-features be eliminated from the structure. The head-
complement relation that exists between the verb and its direct object has been
replaced by a spec-head relation in order to treat nominative and accusative Case

9 While Pesetsky & Torrego (1999) formulate the dependency between C and T in terms of feature
checking, Rizzi (1997) formalizes the correlation between C and T in terms of selection. The lowest
head of the C-layer, the Fin(iteness) head, selects a certain type of T head.
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checking uniformly and arrive at a more symmetric system. Similarly, it has also
been proposed that indirect objects check their Case in some fuctional projection (cf.
Borer's (1998) Asp head, Pesetsky's (1995) prepositional cascade heads). I will
extend this treatment analysis to all argument. In particular, I assume that all
arguments check their Case and cp-features against some suitable functional head.
For the oblique Case marked argument I will designate this head as Agrobl· Under
this assumption, it still remains possible to preseve the difference between structural
and inherent Case but the difference reduces to one distinction. Inherent Case is 0-
related. This means that inherent Case can only be checked in a spec-head
configuration if the relevant functional head also hosts the 0-assigner lexical
element, i.e. if head movement of the predicate to Agrow takes place. This
requirement does not hold for structural Case. In ECM constructions, for instance,
the embedded predicate assigns a 0-role to the embedded subject but it is the matrix
Agro that checks the accusative Case-feature of the embedded subject.

With our assumptions spelt-out, let us turn to the empirical facts in need of
an explanation. In (8a) the pro subject is the I-subject of the embedded anaphoric
Agrs. After movement of Agrs to C, Agrs becomes visible for the matrix Agrobl. In
case of the unpleasant-class, the head Agrow associated with the Experiencer
argument is an appropriate antecedent.

(11) [AgrobiP Pdterneki IAgr' Adj+Agrobli [Adjp ··· [cpC+AgrSi IAgrspproi IAgr' t ... ]]11]]

Agrs and pro are coindexed since pro acts as the I-subject of Agrs.
Furthermore, Agrs is sufficiently rich to I-identify pro, an important point that we
will return to shortly. Agrs bears the same index as the matrix Agrow associated with
the Experiencer argument. The Experiencer argument is in Spec,Agrobi and shares
the index of Agrow. By transitivity of indexing the embedded Agrs ends up with the
same index as the Experiencer argument of the matrix clause and obligatory
coreference ofthe dative DP and the embedded pro subject follows. In (8b) the same
coindexation relations are established for the same reasons as those spelt out in
connection with (8a). By transitivity the null Experiencer argument and the
embedded pro subject end up being coreferential. The question of how the
referential content ofpro is recovered wil be discussed in §2.2.5.10

The empirical advantage of this analysis can be seen now. We derive the
control effects despite the presence of agreement marking on the infinitive.
Obligatory coreference has nothing to do with the inherent property of the infinitival
subject per st. Rather, it is the anaphoric nature of a [-Tense, +Agr]  INFL head that
is responsible for control effects. This account implies that a lexical subject is not
excluded in principle from the subject position of inflected infinitives. When it is
prohibited, it is not due to lack of Case. An immediate consequence of this is that we
can assume that all infinitival complements with Agrs have the same structure:
dative marking ofthe subject is always possible. The question that arises now is why
(8c-d) are ungrammatical? Let us first consider (8(1), the infinitive featuring a lexical
subject with independent reference. Kate qualifies as the I-subject in the embedded
Agr, the two elements thus sharing the same index. But movement of Agrs to C

10 The only difference is that the matrix Experiencer argument is phonetically null. This, however,
does not obstruct the establishment of the binding relation between Agrow and Agrs. As pointed out
above, I do not assume that Agrs in inflected infinitives in Hungarian inherits referential content from
a matrix Agr head. Its dependency on an Agr head stems from some other source, the nature of which
requires further research.
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results makes the matrix Agrobi an appropriate antecedent for Agrs since Agrs is the
head of the embedded phase and is therefore visible for Agrobi. Agrobt, however, is
coindexed with the Experiencer argument Pdter. This leads to contradictory indices
on Agrs. The same considerations exclude (8c) on the disjoint reference reading.
The coreferential reading, however, is expected to be grammatical, no conflicting
indices arising.   It   has   the same derivation   as (8a), shown   in   (11),   with   the   only
difference that no I-identification is required since the subject is not an empty
element. I claim that (8c) is excluded on independent grounds by the Avoid Pronoun
Principle. Hungarian being a pro-drop language, overt pronominals are avoided
whenever possible. Support for the claim that such a principle is operative in
Hungarian comes from examples with a finite complement clause. Clearly, in such
cases all syntactic requirements are met for licensing a pronominal subject that is
free in its reference. Yet, in such cases coreference is excluded as example (12)
demonstrates.

(12) Pltertoli butasag  volt,   hogy (*di) ennyit ivott.

Peter-ABL silliness was that he so-much-ACC drank-3SG

'It was silly of Peteri for himi to drink so much.'

Exactly the same explanation can be given for control constructions with a
matrix predicate from the vicious-classi· The predicates subcategorize for an ablative
marked argument. Similarly to the examples given in (8), the embedded subject
again must be null and coreferential with the matrix argument:

(13) a. Illetlensag volt  Pil-tdli   [proi ilyen kds6n  drkez-ni-e].
impoliteness was Paul-ABL SO late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was impolite of Paul to arrive so late.

b. Illetlensdg volt proi [prow•j ilyen kdsdn   trkez-ni-e].
impoliteness was SO late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was impolite of him to arrive so late.'

c. *Illetlenstg volt  Pal-tdli   [ nekiwj ilyen kdsdn  trkez-ni-e].
impoliteness was Paul-ABL he-DAT so late arrive-INF-3SG
'It was impolite ofPaul/him to arrive so late.

The embedded Agrs is anaphoric in the sense that it must enter into a local
dependency relation with a matrix non-anaphoric Agr head. By virtue of Agrs-to-C
movement, the Agrobi head in the matrix clause is an appropriate antecedent. Agrobl
has the same index as the ablative marked argument. By transitivity, Agrs must have
the same index as the ablative argument. Finally, the embedded subject is the I-
subject of Agrs and therefore they also share idices. This results in obligatory
coreference between the matrix nominal argument and the embedded null subject.

Let us now return to the claim implicit in our analysis to the effect that Agr
in infinitival clauses is anaphoric. We know that in Hungarian Agr on the infinitives
contains an agreement marker that is 'rich' enough to identify a pro subject.11 In
other words, in Hungarian and in other null-subject languages agreement markers
possesses the necessary (p-features to identify a null subject. This fact and our claim

" See §3.3.2 for a discussion ofpro-identification by 'rich' agreement morphemes.
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together imply that the ability to identify pro is independent from the anaphoric

nature of Agrs. An implication that should be subject to closer scrutiny.
The  question   to be addressed is whether  it  is justified to separate inherent

specification for cp-features and anaphoricity. It is logically possible to imagine that
the two notions coincide and thus one property always implies the other. In such a
case the implication in case of Agr would be 'anaphoric if and only if
impoverished'. There are, however, three more logically possible options.  The
implication could be valid in one direction only, taking either the form 'if
impoverished then anaphoric' or 'if anaphoric then impoverished'. Finally it is also
possible that the two grammatical properties are completely independent from each
other. They are either primitive notions or derived from some other properties, but
crucially not from each other. Clearly, our analysis of the Hungarian data rejects the
biconditional view. In particular, the existence of rich and anaphoric Agr is only
compatible with two of the above mentioned four options: complete independence
of the two notions or the implication: 'if impoverished then anaphoric'.

Looking beyond the problem of Agr, however, shows that a biconditional
formulation  of the relationship between the two notions  is not empirically supported.
The most obvious place to look for counter-arguments against a biconditional
implication is the realm of lexical anaphors and null pronominals. Certain lexical
anaphors are in no sense impoverished as far as (p-features are concerned (cf. himself
in English, maga in Hungarian).12 Anaphors must have a local referential antecedent

but they are lexically specified for cp-features and are in no sense more impoverished
than lexical pronouns for that matter. This state of affairs flatly contradicts the 'if
anaphoric then impoverished' direction ofthe biconditional.

Let us consider the other option: 'if impoverished then anaphoric'. Possible

counter-examples here are elements that are lexically unspecified or underspecified
for cp-features but which can still appear freely without antecedents and be
referential. Lexically unspecified or underspecified elements are pro, PRO. As for
pro, argumental pro is either I-identified by rich Agr or receives arbitrary
interpretation. In connection with arbitrary pro the question of anaphoricity becomes
somewhat less clear. Arbitrary pro and arbitrary PRO have been argued to be bound
by some kind of generic operator. Syntactically they are pronominals interpreted as
bound variables. In fact all instances of argumental pro that are not identified by rich
Agr are interpreted as bound pronominals and consequently are not free. If we
interpret the term 'anaphoric' in a somewhat looser sense as the opposite of'not free
in reference', then argumental pro is always anaphoric. That leaves us with expletive
pro as the only potential counter-example to the implication 'if impoverished then
anaphoric'. In Chapter 3 I will argue in favour of the claim that null expletives do
not exist. If that argument is on the right track then the implication 'if impoverished
then anaphoric' seems to be valid for null arguments. This implication, however,
cannot be straightforwardly extended to the domain of functional elements. Agrs is
impoverished in impersonal constructions without a structural subject. As I will
argue extensively in Chapter 4,3SG agreement on the verb in those constructions is

12 In Hungarian the lexical anaphors can be decomposed into a stem mag 'kernel' and an agreement
marker that encodes person and number features.

magam (myself) magunk (ourselves)
magad (yourself) magatok (yourselves)
maga (himself) maguk (themselves)
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the result of default agreement and Agrs has no 9-feature content. Yet, it is not
anaphoric, it does not need to be bound by another Agr head (or DP argument) to be
licit.

We can conclude on the basis of the above discussion that empirical
evidence argues against the 'if anaphoric then impoverished' implication (and
consequently against a biconditional view). The implication 'if impoverished then
anaphoric' seems to be the correct generalization for arguments once we widen the
use of the term 'anaphoric' to include binding of arbitrarily arguments by operators.

The validity of this implication is expected, given that null arguments need to be
content-identified. In the case of functional heads, however, we conclude that
anaphoricity and underspecification/unspecification for cp-features are two
independent notions, maybe primitive notions of the grammar.

Returning to the particulars of our analysis of the facts in (8), it must be
emphasized that the embedded anaphoric Agr can be coindexed with a c-
commanding Agr provided they do not have contradicting cp-features. In particular, a
matrix Agr with underspecified or unspecified 9-features can serve as antecedent for
the embedded Agr as long as no feature clash obtains between the coindexed
elements. Thus I do not assume that anaphoric Agr in Hungarian inherits any
features of its antecedent, Agr itself being fully specified for person and number.
The situation is different with non-null-subject languages where Agr in itself is not
rich enough to identify a pro subject. It is precisely for this reason that pro is not
allowed in English matrix clauses. Unlike in Hungarian, anaphoric Agr ofnon-finite
complements in English inherits the full set of I-features from its antecedent making
licensing of coreferential pro possible only if Agr has a lexical DP as its antecedent:

2.2.4  Binding by default Agr
Table 2 showed the following correlation: whenever the matrix predicate has an
argument of its own (in addition to the infinitival clause), no overt subject is
possible in the embedded clause and the null subject of the infinitive must be
coreferential with an argument of the matrix clause.  When the matrix predicate does
not subcategorise for a DP argument, a dative marked lexical element can occupy
the embedded subject position. The latter scenario obtains with predicates of the
vicious-class2 (when no ABL-marked argument is present), with non-directed
deontic modals, epistemic modals, and with the copula in existential sentences:

(14) a. Illetlensdg volt [Palnak ilyen  kdsdn    drkez-ni-e].
impoliteness was Paul-DAT so late arrive-INF-3SG
'It was impolite for Paul to arrive so late.'

b. Nem kell [az el,6dnek ddlre kasz    len-ni-e]
not necessary the lunch-DAT noon ready be-INF-3SG
'It is not necessary [for lunch to be ready by noon.]'

c. Ilyen hidegben muszAj [a t6nak befagy-ni-a].
such cold-INESS must the lake-DAT freeze-INF-3SG
'In such a cold weather the lake must freeze.'
'Since it is so cold, it has to/must be the case that the lake is freezing.'
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d. Nem volt [kinek elmen-ni-e a gyultsre]
not was who-DAT go-INF-3SG the meeting

'There was no one to go to the meeting.'

How could we capture this generalization? Note that we cannot resort to an ECM-
like solution, suggesting that the matrix predicates assign dative Case exceptionally
to the embedded subject across the clause-boundary. Predicates taking infiected
infinitival clauses are either adjectives or nouns and these elements cannot assign
structural Case. In addition, the nominal predicates of the vicious-class do not assign
dative Case at all, neither structural nor inherent. In root clauses with two nominal
arguments, the subject has structural nominative Case while the other argument has
ablative Case.

(15) Ez a megjegyzds illetelens6g volt JAnost61.
this the remark-NOM impolite was John-ABL
'This remark was impolite ofJohn.'

The only alternative is then to suppose, as we have done so far, that structural dative
Case is assigned from within the inflected infinitival. As argued above, when a
lexical subject cannot appear in the embedded clause, it is not due to lack of Case
but to contradictory referential indices resulting from the presence of a matrix
argument coindexed with Agrobt, the antecedent of the embedded Agrs.

In examples (14), however, there is no matrix argument and no Agrobl· The
matrix clause contains only an Agrs projection. The question is whether this Agrs
can serve as an appropriate antecedent for the embedded Agrs. Our assumptions
outlined in §2.2.3 regarding the anaphoric nature of the embedded Agr are the same.
In particular, Agrs moves to C thus making it possible for a matrix Agr to act as an
antecedent. Recall now what we have said about possible antecedents for Agrs: it is
coindexed with the closest matrix Agr provided that coindexation does not lead to
contradictory indices. I claim that in (14) there is no Agr projection with 9-feature
specifications. There is no DP argument that could agree with an Agr projection,
neither a nominal subject nor any nominal internal argument. Although the matrix
verb is marked for 3SG agreement, 3SG marking is default Agr, default meaning the
PF reflex of no 9-features. I assume that default Agr does not have 9-features that
could lead to contradiction when coindexed with the embedded Agrs and therefore it
is an appropriate antecedent. The structure proposed for (148) is given in (16).

(16) Illetlenstg volt Agr i [cpAgr, IAgrSPPAlnaki IAgrs' tj] ilyen k6s6n erkeznie]]

In case of (14a) when the embedded subject is pro instead of a lexical DP,
thepro subject is licensed through the mechanism discussed in connection with (8b).
The important point to emphasize again here is that Agr in Hungarian is not
anaphoric in the sense of needing referential features. It is a dependent functional
category fully equipped with 9-features. Therefore, coindexation with a matrix Agr
head that has an underspecified feature matrix still establishes the Agr-chain that is
required for the dependent Agrs head to be licit
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2.2.5 Dative pro-drop in Hungarian

An important assumption of our analysis above is that in the case of dyadic
matrix predicates there is always a matrix antecedent present. If it is not overtly
present, then it is a dative pro.

(17) a. Kellemetlen volt    Patemek i  [ pro        kasdn    drkez-ni-e]V *1

unpleasant was Peter-DAT late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was unpleasant for Peter to arrive late.'

b.         Kellemetlen volt proi [ prov *j     kesan   drkez-ni-e]
unpleasant was late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was unpleasant for him to arrive late.'

This assumption may be questioned for the following reason. Both
descriptive grammars and works in generative grammar agree that Hungarian allows
for pro-drop of referential subjects and objects but not pro-drop of datives or any
other oblique Case-marked argument. This generalization cannot be correct if we are
right about claiming that (17b) contains a dative marked null Experiencer argument
in the matrix clause. This matter therefore needs to be looked into.

I believe that the contention that Hungarian allows no dative pro-drop is
empirically untenable once we broaden the domain of investigation. In view of the
data introduced in Chapter 1 (and further data to be discussed in Chapter 5), it seems
that the possibility of dative pro-drop depends on the structural properties of the
construction and a distinction must be made between root clauses and clauses that
contain an infinitival argument clause. Referential dative pro-drop in root clauses is
indeed impossible. This is due to the morphological properties of Hungarian verbs.
A finite verb bear an overt agreement morpheme that encodes subject and object
(definiteness) agreement but never dative agreement. The verb simply cannot agree
with its dative indirect object or with any other oblique Case-marked argument.

(18) a. prONOM elkuldt-ed a meghfv6t Pdter-nek.
sent-2SG.DEF the invitation Peter-DAT

'You sent the invitation to Peter.'

b. prONOM elkOldt-ed prOACC Pdter-nek.
sent-2SG.DEF Peter-DAT

' You sent it to Peter.'

C.  prONOM elkuldt-ed prOACC·
sent-2SG.DEF

'You sent it.'

(18a) contains a second person singular null subject, its content recoverable from the
form of the agreement morphology of the verb. (18b) contains a null subject and a
null object, the reference of both recoverable from the agreement morpheme on the
finite verb. In (18c) no lexical dative Goal argument is present and the content of
this argument is not recoverable either. The sentence can only mean that you sent
away some contextually given object. There is no way to recover the reference of the
Goal argument. Being an optional argument of send, absence of the Goal argument
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does not lead to ungrammaticality. It only changes the valency of the verb. The
situation is different when the verb has an obligatory oblique argument. In that case
lack of a lexical DP leads to ungrammaticality since pro-drop is not allowed. Such a
case is illustrated in (19).

(19) Ptter tegnap talalkozott *(Kati-val).

Peter yesterday met-3SG.INDEF Kate-INSTR
'Yesterday Peter met with Kate.'

The verb taMlkozik 'meet' when used with a singular subject obligatorily takes an
oblique argument with instrumental Case. Dropping that argument leads to
ungrammaticality.

Adjectival and nominal predicates subcategorizing for oblique Case-marked

arguments do not allow for pro-drop of that oblique argument for the same reason.
There are no agreement morphemes to content-identify the null pronominal. The
finite form of the copula that appears together with adjectival and nominal
predicates can only agree with the subject argument.

(20) a. Ez a megjegyzds kellemetlen volt JAnosnak.
this the remark unpleasant was John-DAT
'This remark was unpleasant for John.'

b.  Ez a megjegyz6s kellemetlen volt.
this the remark unpleasant was
'This remark was unpleasant.'

In (2Ob) the dative Experiencer argument is absent. Since the predicate or the copula
does not agree with the Experiencer argument, in (2Ob) referential dative pro-drop is
not possible. This means that there is no agreement paradigm for adjectives and
nouns in Hungarian that could make content licensing of pro possible and there is no
agreement paradigm for verbs for indirect object agreement.

We have seen that in control constructions where the matrix predicate takes
an infinitival argument and an oblique nominal argument, the oblique argument can
be dropped and its referential content is recoverable from the agreement morpheme
on the infinitive (cf. also (17b)).

(21) Kellemetlen  volt  nekemi/PrODATi  [ proi  koran  fel-kelne-m]

unpleasant was I-DAT early up-get-1 SG
'It was unpleasant for me to get up early.'

The relevant difference between the examples in (17b) and (21) and the examples in
(18)-GO) is exactly the presence of an infinitival clause in the former cases and its
absence in the latter cases. I have argued that in the infinitival construction the
embedded Agrs must be coindexed with a matrix Agr head, in this particular
examples the Agrobi  head.  As a result of this coindexation of the two Agr heads,  the
embedded subject and the matrix Experiencer argument must have identical (p-
feature specifications, otherwise feature-clash arises within the formed Agr-chain. In
other words, we have a configuration ofobligatory control, although no PRO subject
is involved.
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It is exactly such a special configuration that makes dative (and ablative)
pro-drop of the matrix argument possible. According to most theories offro-drop,
referential pro must be formally (Case-) licensed and content identified. Content
identification is possible through sufficiently 'rich' agreement marking on the
predicate. In (18)-(20) content-identification fails. In infinitival control
constructions, however, the presence of 'rich' agreement morphology on the
infinitive makes content-licensing possible. I claim that the agreement morpheme
can content-license both null pronominal arguments - the embedded subject and the
matrix Experiencer argument. This is made possible through the coindexation of
Agrs and Agrow. Formal licensing (checking of uninterpretable Case-features and (p-
features of the Agr heads) must be local. Each Agr head has its own pro argument
that needs to enter a spec-head relation in order to be formally licensed. As I will
extensively argue in §3.3.2, content-identification through the presence of 'rich'
agreement morphemes does not require such a local relationship. All it needs is
coindexing. Furthermore, the head hosting the agreement morpheme need not
coincide with the Case checking head. The only requirement is that the pro
argument in need of content be coindexed with the relevant Agr head hosting the
'rich' agreement morpheme. This requirement is satisfied in the dative control
constructions in Hungarian by virtue of transitivity of coindexing. This accounts for
the fact that a single agreement morpheme on Agrs can identify two null arguments
at the same time. The fact that the matrix Agrobl itself cannot host a 'rich' morpheme
does not count. The structural properties of the construction force the two null
arguments to have identical 9-features making them coreferential. In root clauses
with no infinitival argument clause there is no Agr head that can contain a 'rich'
agreement morpheme that can content-identify the null oblique argument.

2.2.6  Agreement and structural Case

In my analysis of the Hungarian control effects with inflected infinitives I
have followed Borer's (1989) analysis in assuming that the embedded subject is not
PRO but pro.  We have seen that one of the advantages ofthe anaphoric Agr account
is to disassociate presence of agreement marking from control effects. Empirical
data have been provided to the effect that such a disassociation is necessary in some
cases. It must be noted, however, that in the case of English and other Germanic
languages no independent evidence supports the claim made in Borer that the
infinitival subject receives Case and is therefore pro. It is for this reason that Landau
(1999) in his minimalist adaptation of Borer's theory keeps to the standard
assumption that infinitival clauses in English have a PRO subject in control
constructions. As Landau shows, this assumption does not influence the anaphoric
Agr account itself since the need ofthe embedded Agr to be coindexed with a matrix
Agr is independent ofits Case-checking properties.

In Hungarian, however, we have found ample independent evidence for the
availability of structural dative Case for the embedded subject. In the course of
Chapter 1  I have established that dative Case of the subject cannot be the result of
exceptional Case-marking from the matrix clause. This state of affairs has led us to
conclude that some functional projection within the infinitival clause is responsible

13 At this point I will not discuss theories of pro-drop. The second half of Chapter 3 is entirely
devoted to this topic. It is sufficient for our purposes here to point out the existence of these
requirements on pro-drop. The technical details of content-identification by 'rich' agreement will be
discussed in Chapter 3.
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for the dative Case of the embedded subject. The question that I would like to
address here concerns the source  of this dative  Case.

The most obvious candidate is the functional head Agrs. Connecting dative
Case to the presence of agreement in infinitives in Hungarian is supported by the
fact that in infinitival clauses where dative subjects can appear, agreement marking
on the infinitive is always allowed. As far as the difference between finite clauses
and infinitives is concerned we can assume that INFL with [-Tense, +Agr] checks
dative Case while INFL with [+Tense, +Agr] checks nominative Case on the
subject.

There is, however, a potential problem with this claim. One of the peculiar
characteristics of inflected infinitives in Hungarian is that overt agreement
morphology is optional when a lexical (controller of the) subject is present. Overt
agreement markers are obligatory only when the relevant arguments are null and
therefore they must be content-identified. In descriptive terms, rich agreement
morphology must be overt only when it has to perform the role of content-
identification. I repeat the relevant paradigm for a dyadic matrix predicate in (22)

14and for two monadic predicates in (23).

(22) a. Kellemetlen volt Katinaki [proi az igazsagot bevalla-ni-(a)]
unpleasant was Kate-DAT the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for him to admit the truth.'

b.      Kellemetlen volt  pro,   [pro, az igazsagot bevalla-ni-*(a)]
unpleasant was the truth-ACC admit-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for him/her to admit the truth.'

(23) a. Eg a villany. Muszdj [valakinek otthon len-ni-(e)].
burns the light must someone-DAT home be-INF-3SG
'The light is on. Someone must be at home.'

b.  g a  villany. Musij [pro otthon len-ni-*(e)]

burns the light must home be-INF-3SG
'The light is on. (S)he must be at home.'

c. Illetlensdg volt    [ PAlnak ilyen  k636n    drkez-ni-(e)].
impoliteness was Paul-DAT so late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was impolite for Paul to arrive so late.'

d. Illetlensdg volt [pro ilyen kds8n   drkez-ni-*(e)].
impoliteness was SO late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was impolite for him to arrive so late.'

Clearly, this property of agreement marking on infinitives sets it apart from both
agreement marking on finite verbs and from agreement morphology in possessive
constructions. Neither in finite clauses nor in possessive constructions can the
agreement morpheme be absent when a lexical subject/possessor is present. It makes

14 In (22a) and in (23b,d) ungrammaticality without overt agreement is to be understood with the
intended referential readings given   in the English translations. As discussed in Chapter    1,   the
sentences are grammatical without agreement markers, but the null arguments receive an arbitrary
reading.
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no difference whether the subject/possessor is lexical or null as far as the presence of
overt agreement morphology is concerned.

(24) a. A fitik meglrkez-t-*(ek).
the boys-NOM arrive-PAST-3PL
'The boys arrived.'

b. Marinak a kalap-*Ga).
Mary-DAT the hat-3SGposs
'Mary's hat.'

In the light of (24) the optionality of agreement morphemes on infinitives is
surprising. It is also surprising from a cross-linguistic point of view. In pro-drop
languages in general, it is not the case that agreement markers appear on the verb
only  if they are needed for content-identification of pro.15  In what follows  I  will
provide an explanation for this difference between finite and possessive agreement
and infinitival agreement in Hungarian. The account relies on lexical properties of
the different agreement paradigms.

Let us take a more careful look at the person-number agreement morphemes
that appear on Hungarian verbs. The main difference between finite verbs and
infinitives concerns the fact that in the former case no non-agreeing 'bare' finite
form is available. There is no finite form that carries the tense morpheme on it but is
unspecified for person and number features. This is true, in spite of the fact that
agreement morphology is agglutinative in Hungarian. The reason becomes clear
once we consider the agreement paradigms.

15 A well-known exception is the behaviour of agreement in Celtic languages where the distribution
ofagreement markers depends exactly on the presence of a phonetically contentful subject.

(i)           Canas-ant (*y bechgyn) yn yr eglwys
sang-3PL   the boys in the church
They sang in the church.'

(ii) canodd y  bechgyn yn yr egiwys
sang-3SG the boys in the church
'The boys sang in the church.'

In (i) the verb has synthetic agreement and an overt subject is illicit. In (ii) by contrast we have the
default (3SG) form of the verb and the presence of an overt subject is required.  It is for this reason
that agreement morphemes (i.e. subject-verb agreement) in Celtic languages are assumed to be
incorporated pronouns. From such an analysis the complementary distribution between overt subject
and agreement is predicted.
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(25)   a.    Table 3. Person-number agreement suffixes in the indefinite paradigm

singular plural

1 st  person                    -k                                               -nk

2nd person -1 -tok/-tek/-tok

3rd person -0 -nald-nek

b.    Table 4. Person-number agreement suffixes in the definite paradigm

singular plural

1 st person -m -uk/-iik

2nd person -d -Atok/-iteld

3rd person -al-e -jak

(25a) gives the indefinite paradigm (also called the subjective conjugation) used
when the verb is intransitive or is transitive and has an indefinite object. The form
identical to the verbal stem, i.e. with no overt morphological agreement marker,
encodes agreement with a 3SG subject. (25b) gives the definite

pbjectiveconjugation) paradigm used when the verb also has a definite object. 6 In this
paradigm there is a different agreement suffix for every person-number feature
combination. The paradigm contains no zero morpheme. We can see now why no
'bare' tensed form can exist in Hungarian in spite of the agglutinative nature of
agreement suffixes. Since there is a phonologically null suffix in the indefinite
paradigm, lack of any overt agreement morphology corresponds to the feature
combination [3rd person, +singular] subject and [-definite] object and not the bare
tensed form.

(26) a. P6ter elmen-t-0
Peter go-PAST-3SG
'Peter went away.'

b.  A fiak elmen-t-ek/*elmen-t
the boys go-PAST-3PL/PAST
'The boys went away.'

Example (26b) is ungrammatical if no person-number agreement is spelt out on the
finite verb. Zero agreement results in feature mismatch between the lexical subject

16 Although the choice between the definite and the indefinite paradigm is determined by the nature
of the object argument (its existence and its (in)definiteness), the paradigms themselves are subject-
agreement paradigms. The agreement morpheme on the verb agrees in person and number with the
subject and not with the object.
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and the predicate since the form elment can only encode the features [3rd person,

singular].
17

Next, consider the agreement paradigm for possessed nominals.

(27) Table 5. Person-number agreement suffixes on possessed nominals

singular plural

lst person -m -unk

2nd person -d -tok/-tek/-tilk

3rd person -ja/-ie -uk/-ilk

In the case of possessed nominals the inflectional morphology on the possessed
nominal is not agglutinative. There is no separate possessive morpheme and no
separate person-number agreement morpheme. The feature combination [+Poss,
anumber, #person] is spelt out by the appropriate morpheme of the paradigm.  If no
agreement morphology appears on the noun, it is a bare noun that can have no
possessor argument.

(28)  a. kalap'hat' b.   kalapod  'your hat'

Infinitives, however, behave in a different way. First of all, agreement
morphemes are strictly agglutinative and can be separated from the infinitival
marker -ni just as in the case of tensed verbs the agreement morphemes can be

18

separated from the tense morphemes (cf. (26)).

(29) olvas-no-m (read-INF-1 SG) olvas-nu-nk (read-INF-1 PL)

olvas-no-d (read-INF-2SG) olvas-no-tok (read-INF-2PL)
olvas-ni-a (read-INF-3SG) olvas-ni-uk (read-INF-3PL)

We have seen, however, that the agglutinative nature of morphology does not suffice
to make agreement marking optional with overt lexical subjects (cf. (26b)). The
relevant difference between inflected finite verbs and infinitives is that the bare
infinitival form olvas-ni encodes no number and person features and its existence is
independent from the inflected forms. In other words, unlike in the case of finite
verbs, absence of an overt agreement morpheme does not encode a specific person-
number combination. Consequently, no feature-clash obtains between a referential
subject and the verb if the infinitive does not bear any agreement morphology.
Uninfiected infinitives are simply not specified for number and person and are
therefore compatible with all possible person-number feature combinations,
similarly to languages where infinitives can never bear inflectional suffixes. More
concretely, I assume that in those cases when the uninflected form of the infinitive is
used in (22a) and (23a,c), AgrsP is still projected and uninterpretable (p-features are

" The same situations obtains in the present tense with the only difference that no overt tense
morpheme corresponds to present tense. Thus the stem of a verb is homophonous with the present
tense verb form with 3SG agreement in the indefinite conjugation.
18 In first and second person there is a vowel change in the infinitival marker when inflection markers

are added (-ni 4 -no/-nu),
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still present on Agrs. Dative Case on the embedded subject can still be checked as
evidenced by the presence of an overt dative-marked subject in (23a,c). In (23a,c).
the (p-features of Agrs are checked by the overt DP and the derivation converges.  In

(22a), the matrix controller Kati has 9-features that are inherited by pro and pro can
thus check the (p-features of Agrs.19 This implies that I agree with E. Kiss (1987)
that the infinitive without agreement is a casual variant of the infinitive with an
agreement morpheme. The agreement morpheme is simply not spelt out on the
infinitive in casual speech because it conveys redundant information. I believe that
this functionalist explanation for the optionality of an overt agreement on the
infinitive is essentially correct. Whether the feature content of the embedded Agrs  is
overtly spelt out or not seems to depend on whether the presence of the agreement

morpheme is independently required. The inflected form and the uninflected form
occur in two different styles. The inflected form corresponds to formal style,

occurring mainly in written documents and formal contexts. The uninflected form is
more casual and is highly preferred in informal contexts. Thus the choice between
the two forms depends on stylistic considerations as long as there is a lexical
(controller of the) subject.  In the case of null arguments, this choice no longer exists
since the content-identification requirement makes the uninflected forms illicit.

2.2.7  Control: a non-unitary phenomenon

One of the implications of Borer's system is that INFL in control
constructions is distinct from INFL in root finite clauses or other non-control
environments. In most of the cases that we have seen so far this implication seems to
be true: in one way or another INFL with an anaphoric Agr is impoverished and is
distinct from INFL with non-anaphoric Agr. In English and in all other languages
where control appears only in (uninllected) infinitival clauses anaphoricity of Agr
can be attributed to lack of agreement and/or to lack of independent tense in INFL.
Italian cleft constructions with controlled pronominals also involve an INFL element
that has no independent tense and, unlike finite clauses in Italian, has no 'rich'
agreement. Korean and Hungarian infinitives are inflected and thus Agr is 'rich'
enough to identify a null subject. As I have discussed above, this in itself does not
exclude anaphoricity. In these cases anaphoricity can still be connected to some
distinctive feature of INFL.  It can be taken to be the result of the lack of independent
tense in infinitival clauses (INFL comprising both Agr and Tense). Hebrew and
Chinese represent yet another possibility. Although the embedded clause is finite, it
contains an Agr that is not 'rich' enough to identify a null element. Its anaphoricity
can be linked to this property.

In view of further empirical data from the realm of control, however, Borer's
theory of control seems to encounter some problems. Balkan languages where
control effects are attested in subjunctive complements appear to be problematic for
the claim that obligatory coreference between the embedded subject and a matrix
arguments is to be derived from the anaphoric nature of the embedded Agr. Below I
will show, however, that Balkan languages do not necessarily pose a problem for the
anaphoric Agr account if its scope is properly delimited. In particular, I will argue
that once semantic control effects are separated from syntactic control effects, the
Balkan facts no longer constitute a problem.

19 I assume, along with Borer (1986, 1989), that empty pronominals (and empty arguments in
general)   do   not have q,-feature   specifications of their   own.   See   §3.3.2 for discussion   of  the
motivations behind this assumption.
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2.2.7.1 Control into subjunctive clauses in the Balkan languages
Predicates that take infinitival clauses in English subcategorize for

subjunctive complements in the languages of the Balkan.  I illustrate this point here
with Romanian data.20

(30) Romanian (Comorovski 1985, Farkas 1985, Sufier 1984)

a. Ion li-a ajutat  pe Dani [ecv•j sa resolve problema].
Ion him-has helped ACC Dan PRTSBJ solve-3SG problem
'Ion helped Dan to solve the problem.'

b. loni increarca [eci/•j sit resolve problema].
Ion tries PRT BJsolve-3SG problem
'Ion tries to solve the problem.'

(31) a. loni vrea/spera [(ca) Dan sa resolve problema].
Ion    wants/hopes     that Dan PRTSBjsolve-3SG problem
'Ion wants/hopes for Dan to solve the problem.'

b. loni vrea/spera   [ ecio sa resolve problema].

Ion wants/hopes PRTSBJsolve-3SG problem
'Ion wants/hopes to solve the problem.
'Ion wants/hopes for him to solve the problem.'

The important observation here is that the embedded clause in (30) and (31)
contains identical inflectional forms  on the verb.  Yet, the referential properties  of the
null subjects are different. In (30) the null subject must be coreferential with a
matrix argument.  In  (31)  it  is  free in reference. In order to account  for this contrast
in Borer's framework, one has to stipulate that in (30) we are dealing with an
anaphoric Agr while in (31) Agr is not anaphoric. This difference cannot, however,
be linked to any morphological property of INFL or to some impoverished nature of
Tense. Exactly the same point is illustrated by the Greek data in (32) and (33).

(32) Modern Greek (Terzi 1997, Philippaki-Warburton & Catsimali 1999)

a.      0 Janis anangase ti Mariai [ecit•j na kuvalai ta   vivlia].
the John forced the Maria-ACC PRTSB,carry-3SG the books
'John forced Mary to carry the books.'

b.    I Mariai prospathiec  [ecv•j na diavasi].
the Mary try-3SG PRTSBJread-3SG
'Mary tries to read.'

(33) a. 0 Janis theli/elpizi [ na erthi i   Maria].
the John wants/hopes PRTSBJcome-3SG the Mary

'John wants/hopes for Mary to come.'

20 The same control effects obtain in Bulgarian (Rudin 1985) and Serbo-Croatian (Zec 1987).
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b.   0 Janisi theli/elpizi [ecitj na erthi].
the John wants/hopes PRT BJcome-3SG
'John wants/hopes come.'
'John wants/hopes for him to come.'

Although Greek is a null subject language with sufficiently strong Agr for licensing
pro in finite clauses, the very same agreement morphology cannot license an empty
subject with independent reference in the complement clauses  of to, and force.  It
can, however, license a referentially free subject in the complement clause of want
and hope.

Consider next empty subjects in subjunctive subject clauses. In these cases a

null subject with independent reference is possible.

(34) To ecitjna pleni to    atokinito tou nevriazi o Yiannis.

the PRTsBJwash-3SG the car his upset-3SG the John

'His washing his car upset John.'

Let me emphasize that the problem for an anaphoric Agr account of the
control effect in (30) and (32) is not that Agr on the subjunctive verb form is 'rich'
and thus can identify a null pronominal element. Neither is it a problem that it can
assign nominative Case. These properties in themselves do not exclude the
possibility that Agr is anaphoric and needs an antecedent. In effect, I have argued in
§2.2.3 that Hungarian inflected infinitives involve such a combination of features for
Agr. Rather, the problem is that in order to capture the whole range of facts it must
be  assumed for Romanian  that in constructions  like  (30)  Agr is [+Anaphoric],
[+IDENT], [+NOM] while in (31) Agr is [-Anaphoric], [+IDENT], [+NOM].
Similarly for Greek, the subjunctive forms in (32) must involve a [+Anaphoric],
[+IDENT], [+NOM] Agr while (33) instantiates a [-Anaphoric], [+IDENT],
[+NOM] Agr. Since no independent evidence supports such an assumption, it boils
down to an ad hoc stipulation that only serves to get the empirical data right.

The problem stems from the fact that in these languages infiected
subjunctive forms appear both in control structures and in non-control structures. In
non-control structures the empty subject is indisputably a pronominal element. It has
all the characteristics of pro: it freely alternates with nominative Case-marked
lexical subjects, it has 'rich' Agr to identify its content and it is free in reference. In
control structures, however, the null subject behaves like an anaphor although the
syntactic and semantic properties of the embedded clause are identical. Resorting to
a solution which claims that the null subject is always pro  and it is the nature of Agr
that varies is problematic since Agr also seems invariant. These facts indicate that
INFL (Agr and/or Tense) is not central to the phenomenon.

Several alternative solutions have been proposed in the literature to solve this
problem concentrating on the nature of the empty category. These alternatives with
the exception of Philippaki-Warburton (1987) and Philippaki-Warburton &
Catsimali (1999) all assume that controlled subjunctive clauses contain a PRO
subject. Iatridou (1993), Terzi (1992, 1997) and Varlokosta (1993) assume that PRO
is the appropriate empty category to represent the missing subject in those
subjunctive clauses where obligatory control obtains.21 As Philippaki-Warburton &

2' The exact nature of PRO is different in these analyses. Iatridou (1993) leaves unmodified the
standard assumption that PRO is a pronominal anaphor. She claims that Case is assigned by Tense

and not by Agr in Greek and that controlled subjunctive clauses have a [+Agr, -Tense] INFL. Terzi
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Catsimali (1999) point out, these analyses face serious empirical problems. For a
theory of control based on PRO to succeed it has to be shown that in controlled
subjunctive clauses the empty category is different from pronominals appearing in
non-controlled subjunctive clauses. Empirical facts, however, suggest the opposite:
the syntactic environment in controlled subjunctive clauses is identical to that of
non-controlled subjunctives. Postulating a PRO subject in the former and a pro
subject in the latter therefore amounts to stipulating the nature of the empty subject
according to its referential properties. Therefore I adopt the view that the null
subject of subjunctive clauses in Greek is always a Case-marked pronominal, as
argued in Philippaki-Warburton (1987) and Philippaki-Warburton & Catsimali
(1999).

At this point it may seem that control into Balkan subjunctives presents us
with a paradox. The embedded subject is best analyzed as a pronominal suggesting
that the anaphoric Agr account of control facts is motivated. The agreement and
tense properties of the embedded clause, however, are not distinct in the case of
obligatory control and optional control, suggesting that an anaphoric Agr analysis
amounts to a mere stipulation of when Agr is anaphoric. The conclusion that Balkan
control subjunctives constitute counter-evidence for Borer's framework is, however,
premature. Instead, they make it necessary that a qualification be made. They
demonstrate that what has come to be called control is not a unitary phenomenon.
Both syntactic and semantic factors can induce control effects. In most cases the two
coincide reinforcing each other. But in some cases they do not. This is the topic of
the next subsection.

2.2.7.2 Semantic and syntactic control
Let us consider the Romanian and the Greek data again concentrating on the
semantics ofthe matrix predicate. Obligatory coreference obtains with the predicates
to, and fbrce. These verbs are semantic control predicates:  it  is  part of their lexical
semantics that they require the embedded subject to be coreferential with the matrix
subject and object respectively. Further semantic control verbs are start, stop, be
able to, ask order, help, encourage, let, make, help. This claim is not novel. It has
been recognized in the literature on control that certain predicates specify the
reference of the subject of their complement clause due to their lexical semantics (cf.
Farkas (1988), Melvold (1985), Rufieka (1983), Sag & Pollard (1991) among
others). Farkas (1988) for instance provides an analysis of controller choice in
obligatory control constructions based on the lexical meaning of the matrix verb
given in (35).

(35) a. convince, persuade, ask, force, order, help, encourage, advise
b.     promise, try

(1992) also assumes the standard view that PRO is simultaneously anaphoric and pronominal. Terzi
(1997) follows Chomsky & Lasnik (1993) and assumes that PRO is an element that checks null Case.
Varlokosta (1993) follows the position advocated in Bouchard (1984), Manzini (1983), Koster (1984)
and Hornstein & Lightfoot (1987) and assumes that PRO is an anaphoric element that is not governed
from within the clause, does not receive Case within its clause but is governed by the matrix
predicate. Thus these accounts share the assumption that in controlled subjunctive clauses the empty
subject has distinct properties from pronominals. This is exactly the assumption that does not seem to
be supported by empirical facts (c£ Philippaki-Warburton (1987) and Philippaki-Warburton &
Catsimali (1999)).
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Her main point is that it is part of the lexical specification of these verbs that they
require a particular argument of their own and the situation described by the
complement clause to be in a RESP(onsibility)-relation. In other words, the null
subject ofthe embedded clause must be coreferential with the argument x that can be
held responsible for carrying out the actions expressed in the complement clause. It
is specified for each RESP-inducing verb which argument x is. For subject control
verbs like promise and try, x must be the participant connected to the first argument
slot of the predicate argument structure  of verb, which is  in turn associated with the
surface structure subject. In case of verbs listed in (35a), x must be connected to the
second argument slot of the predicate argument structure associated with these
verbs. This argument is in turn realized in the direct object position.

Free reference, on the other hand, is allowed with verbs like want, hope, like
and also with adjectival predicates like imponant, (un)pleasant, worthwhile, good,
bad, d(Oicult. Thus there is an important difference between those examples where
the null subject is obligatorily coreferential and those where it is not. The difference,
however, is not located in the nature of Agr. The contrast seen in (30) and (31) in
Romanina and between (32) and (33) in Greek should not be accounted for by
postulating a [+Anaphoric] Agr in (30) and in (32) and a [-Anaphoric] Agr in (31)
and in (33). The nature of Agr is inconsequential as far as the referential dependency
of the embedded subject is concerned. The presence of a semantic control predicate
in the matrix clause in itself excludes the possibility of independent reference. We
can assume that Agr in Romanian and Greek subjunctive clauses is invariably non-
anaphoric. This gives us the referentially free subjects when the matrix clause
contains a predicate that does not force obligatory conference between one of its
arguments and the embedded subject as part of its lexical meaning. When, on the
other hand, the matrix clause contains a semantic control predicate, free reference of
the embedded subject is blocked by semantic considerations. The embedded subject

can be pro or a lexical element for that matter, but it cannot have independent
reference since it would result in a nonsensical reading. Coreference is not the result
of syntactic control or syntactic binding. Neither a PRO subject nor an anaphoric
Agr is present in (30) and (32).

It is interesting to see that independent reference for the embedded subject is
allowed in some cases. This can happen in exactly those cases where some
additional semantic content is added to the control verb. The following Greek

example illustrates the point.

(36) I Maria prospathise na diavasoun (ta pedia).

the Mary tried-3SG PRTSBJread-3PL the children
'Mary tried for the children to read.'

As Terzi (1992, 1997) notes, the interpretation of (36) is different from that of (32b)
where coreference between the two subjects is obligatory. Unlike (32b), (36)
involves a causative component and is to be translated as 'try to make it so that' or
'try to arrange   it   so that'. Terzi also shows   that   the two constructions behave

differently with respect to wh-extraction. In the case of (32b) wh-extraction is
grammatical while in the case of (36) it is severely degraded. On the basis of these
facts he proposes that in examples where obligatory coreference does not obtain
between the matrix and the embedded subject, prospatho selects for an indirect
causative whose causative verb is non-lexical. It is this causative that is followed by
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the subjunctive complement. (37) gives the structure Terzi assigns to examples like

(36):22

(37) vt,y [CP IMP PRO [M' PRTnoniex [ makenoniex [XP IMP PRT [ip ...]]]]]]]

By postulating (37) it is possible to maintain that prospatho 'try' is a semantic

(subject) control verb inducing obligatory control effects. When it allows for a
referentially free embedded subject, it still acts as a subject control verb. The matrix
subject is obligatorily coreferential with the null subject of the sentential

complement of prospatho.  In  the  case  of (36)  this null subject  is the subject  of a
non-lexical causative verb.

The observation that control involves two distinct phenomena was already
noted in Williams (1980). Williams' (1980) distinction between obligatory and non-
obligatory control is very Close to the distinction introduced here between semantic
control and syntactic control, although the two systems use different criteria for
establishing the classification. According to Williams in obligatory control
constructions the antecedent is uniquely determined, no lexical subject can appear in
the embedded clause and arbitrary control is illicit. By contrast, in non-obligatory
control constructions the embedded subject can have variable interpretation and
arbitrary control is also allowed. Semantic control as defined here is control induced

by the semantic properties  of the matrix verb irrespective  of the syntactic properties
of the embedded clause.

The difference between the properties of obligatory and non-obligatory
control led many linguists to propose that the two phenomena involve distinct
syntactic structures. Bresnan (1982) for instance proposes that anaphoric control
(obligatory control) does not involve a syntactic subject. Only functional control
(non-obligatory control) does. In the same vein Chierchia (1984) argues that control
infinitives in obligatory control constructions are VPs with no syntactic subject. He
derives the control effects through an entailment rule, the Control Principle.
Wurmbrand (1999) adopts essentially Chierchia (1984) and argues that semantic
control (a term she adopts for obligatory control) involves VP complementation with
no syntactic subject in the embedded 'clause'. She bases her argumentation on
empirical data from German where obligatory control and restructuring properties
seem to go hand in hand. I use the term 'semantic' control in essentially the same
sense as Wurmbrand does (1999): it refers to those instances of obligatory
coreference where the source of the restriction is some aspect of the meaning of the
matrix verb. I do believe, however, that the relation between semantic control and
syntactic complementation is less transparent. It is possible that in the Germanic
languages control predicates subcategorize for VP complements. But this property
cannot be claimed to be a defining property of control predicates cross-linguistically.
Semantic control in Greek, Serbo-Croation, Romanian, Bulgarian, Korean, Modern
Persian (just to  name  a few of those languages where control phenomena have  been
analyzed) involves elements that exclude a subject-less VP-analysis of semantic

22  In 07) I reproduce the structure Terzi (1992, 1997) himself proposes without modification placing
a PRO subject into the controlled subject position. According to our analysis of control phenomena
this subject is a null pronominal. Thus I agree with Terzi that the proper characterization of (36)
involves an indirect causative element, but I disagree with the conclusion that he draws from this
observation. In particular, for him the essential point of (36) is that it does not refute his analysis of
prospatho in Greek as a control predicate taking a PRO subject.  For a critical review of Terzi (1992)
see Philippaki-Warburton & Catsimali (1999) who argue that control verbs like prospatho take a
Case-marked pro subject.
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control. In some cases an embedded overt emphatic subject may appear in obligatory
control constructions. In Korean, Modern Persian and Hebrew a complementizer is
present implicating that semantic control is into a CP complement. In the Balkan
languages a subjunctive particle is present which is usually assumed to be in a
functional head above IP. In view of these cross-linguistic facts it seems inevitable
to dissociate semantic control from syntactic structure in general.

What the above discussion necessarily implies is that there is an overlap in
accounts of control effects.  In a language  like English where non-finite INFL always
has an anaphoric Agr, both obligatory and non-obligatory constructions have a
referentially dependent empty subject. In the former case the semantics already
gives us this result. The fact that the syntactic account also derives the empirical
facts basically means that the semantic and the syntactic correlates of control are
both present and reinforce each other. In languages where semantic control verbs
take a complement with an anaphoric Agr, syntactic structure can be said to support
the semantic requirements imposed on the embedded clause. In such languages
semantic control predicates subcategorize for a complement type that in any case
only allows for referentially dependent (null) subjects. When a semantic control
predicate takes a complement clause with non-anaphoric Agr, obligatory coreference
still obtains. The situation is different with non-control predicates. These predicates
impose no semantic requirements on the referential properties of the embedded

subject. It is only by syntactic means that obligatory coreference can be achieved.

Consequently, if the properties of the embedded clause allow for a referentially free
subject, the result is a free pronominal subject. This is what happens in Balkan
subjunctives, but not in English, Korean, Hebrew and Hungarian.

The picture should be clear by now. The semantic distinction between
control and non-control predicates cuts across the syntactic distinction of anaphoric
and non-anaphoric Agr. A semantic control predicate does not always subcategorize
for a complement clause that contains an anaphoric Agr (cf. Greek, Romanian etc.).
Furthermore, the complement clause is not necessarily a reduced clause that contains
no Agr and Tense projections at all. The reverse is not true either. Having an
anaphoric Agr in the complement does not imply anything about the semantic nature
of the matrix predicate.23 There is, however, one implication that seems to be valid:
if a language has an anaphoric Agr at its disposal (typically instantiated by some
impoverished INFL like infinitivals) this Agr appears with semantic control
predicates. In other words, we do not expect to find a language that has infinitival
forms but its control predicates subcategorize for some finite (inflected) form
instead. As far as I know this prediction is born out by the cross-linguistic facts. An
interesting conformation comes from diachronic data. Ancient Greek has infinitival
forms and control predicates took infinitival complements. It was only with the loss
of the infinitival form that inflected subjunctive forms came to be used with control
predicates. Exactly what we expect to find if the above line of thoughts is correct in
its essential.

23  Note that  this  cross-cutting of semantic and syntactic control is independent  of the exact nature  of
the analysis of syntactic control.  If we were to adopt an analysis of control involving a PRO subject
for those languages where it is tenable (e.g. in English) it would still be true that the presence of PRO
does not predict anything about the nature of the matrix predicate. What is true in these languages,
however, is that semantic control always involves a syntactic control structure in the sense that
independent reference for the null subject is excluded by syntactic means to begin with (lack of rich
Agr, lack of Case). This is exactly what I mean by an overlap of semantic and syntactic control.
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We can now see why the Balkan facts do not constitute counterevidence to a

syntactic account of control effects based on the notion of anaphoric Agr. They
simply do not fall under its scope. Obligatory coreference obtains due to semantic
constraints. Syntax in itself does not impose any restrictions. In view of the Balkan
subjunctives we can also see more clearly why it is so important to emphasize that in
the case of Hungarian inflected infinitives we are not dealing with semantic control

predicates only. None of the predicates in the unpleasant-class induce semantic
control.

2.2.8 Conclusions

In this section I have provided an analysis of the Hungarian facts that have
been  introduced in Chapter  1. My analysis is based on Borer's (1989) account  of
control facts although in several particulars I have diverged from her assumptions.
The main idea of the anaphoric Agr account of control is that the anaphoric
properties of the controlled (null) subject are not the consequences of the anaphoric
nature of the embedded subject but rather of the anaphoric nature of the embedded

Agr. Coreferentiality between the matrix argument and the embedded subject results

from transitivity of coindexation. I have shown that the anaphoric Agr analysis can
successfully account for the control effects in Hungarian infinitival constructions
with inflected infinitives. I have also addressed the question of dative pro-drop in
Hungarian and have shown that the proposed analysis naturally explains why dative

pro-drop is possible in infinitival constructions but not in root clauses. and I have
discussed an important difference between the agreement paradigms used on finite
verbs and on infinitives and argued that the optionality of overt agreement markers
is connected to this difference. Finally, I have examined potential counter-arguments
against Borer's analysis and I have concluded that once syntactic control and
semantic control are properly distinguished, the objections against the anaphoric Agr
analysis can be dismissed.

2.3 The anaphoric nature of PRO

In this section I discuss the referential properties of the null subject of infinitival
clauses. The purpose of this section is to show that the controlled null subject does
not exhibit the referential properties of pronominals and therefore an analysis in
terms of anaphoric Agr is justified. It is impossible to compare the present analysis
of control to all the previous analyses of PRO that have come to the surface in the
generative literature. Rather, I will consider those analyses that claim that PRO
exhibits pronominal referential properties in at least some contexts. I will not discuss
these analyses one by one, however. Instead I will concentrate on those properties
that have been taken as evidence that PRO is sometimes a pronoun and sometimes
an anaphor. A more careful look at these properties leads to the conclusion that PRO
does not share the referential properties of pronominals.24 In  §2.3.1  I briefly outline

24 In this section I will refer to the controlled null subject of embedded clauses as PRO since the
accounts reviewed in this section do so as well. It should be kept in mind, however, that the anaphoric
Agr analysis adopted here assumes that what has come to be called PRO is in fact pro coindexed with
anaphoric Agr. What is argued against in this section is that the controlled subject of embedded
clauses behaves as a free pronoun as far as its referential properties are concerned. This claim is
completely in accordance with the assumption that the controlled subject is (at least in some cases)
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the proposal made in Chomsky (1981) concerning PRO. This proposal has been
crucial to other accounts since it has played the role of a reference point. A point
from where the debate about the pronominal and anaphoric properties of PRO
started.   In   §2.3.2   I   turn   to five different properties associated with pronominals.
Pronominais can be referential independent, they can have a long-distance
antecedent, there is no c-command requirement between the antecedent and the
pronominal, in VP-ellipsis contexts a strict reading is available and pronominals
allow split antecedents. I take these properties one by one and show how the
empirical facts support the claim that the null subject in control constructions is
never a free pronominal. My purpose in this section is to present a comprehensive
picture about the referential properties of PRO and thus substantiate the claim that
the controlled subject of infinitives is not free in its reference. 25

2.3.1  Chomsky (1981): the PRO Theorem

According to Chomsky (1981) the distribution of PRO is determined on the basis of
Binding Theory (BT). PRO is identified by the features [+pronominal] and
[+anaphoric]. This implies that PRO is subject to both Principle A and Principle B
of the BT. Principle A requires that PRO be bound in its governing category while
Principle B states that PRO must be free in its governing category. These two
principles are contradictory and cannot be satisfied at the same time. Therefore PRO
only occurs in positions for which a governing category cannot be defined, i.e. in
ungoverned positions. This derives the PRO theorem.

(38) PRO Theorem:
PRO must be ungoverned.

In Chomsky's (1981) theory of PRO the notion of government is crucial to derive
the distribution of PRO. It is assumed that subjects are governed by INFL in tensed
clauses. A tensed INFL is furthermore assumed to contain Agr (the inflectional
elements). Until Raposo's (1987) influential article on inflected infinitivals in
European Portuguese, it was standardly assumed that Agr and tensed INFL go
together and assign nominative Case to the subject together. Under such
assumptions, it is necessary to postulate that the subject position of a [-Tense] Infi is
an ungoverned position. This is clearly stipulative in nature and makes it impossible
to define government in purely configurational terms. Heads are usually governors
but by stipulation a [-Tense] head is not a governor.

A further conceptual problem concerns the Visibility Condition.

(39) Visibility Condition
A Chain C (ai,..., an ) receives theta role R iff C has Case or is headed

by PRO. (Chomsky 1986)

The 'normal' way for a chain C to receive a theta-role is being visible by bearing
Case. The exceptional way is by being (headed by) PRO. The second part of the

pro. Under the anaphoric Agr analysis the referential properties of controlled pro are identical to
those of anaphors due to additional syntactic factors.
2S It should be noted here that the English examples are not novel, they have been discussed in
previous literature on control. For references see the next subsection.
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disjunction in the Visibility Condition is a specific stipulation designed to account
for the properties of PRO, construed  as a pronominal anaphor.

26

An advantage of Chomky's PRO-theorem  is  that it is capable of deriving the
distribution of PRO from independently established principles, namely those of the
BT. This advantage, however, implies that Binding Theory cannot account for the
interpretation of PRO for the very reason that PRO, being [+anaphoric] and
[+pronominal], is exempt form the Binding Theory. Consequently, a separate
module, Control Theory had to be introduced. This has been claimed by several
linguists to be an undesirable complication and a redundancy in the theory since
control theory repeats considerable parts of the Binding Theory in order to account
for the anaphoric characteristics of PRO.27 This redundancy constituted one of the
main motivations for other linguists to abandon the PRO-theorem and Control
Theory of Chomsky (1981) and account for the distribution of PRO by principles of
Binding Theory. The second problem for the claim that PRO is characterized by the
feature combination [+anaphoric, +pronominal] is that PRO never seems to display
simultaneously pronominal and anaphoric properties. This has been observed by
several linguists (cf. Bouchard 1984, Brody 1985, Koster 1984, Lebeaux 1985,
Manzini 1983, Williams 1980 among others) and has constituted another motive to
account for the properties of PRO in a different way than that of Chomsky (1981).

2.3.2   Anaphoric and pronominal properties of PRO

Subsequent accounts assumed one of the following assumptions.

•    PRO is always a pure anaphor. Such claim has been made by Bennis & Hoekstra
(1989), Manzini (1983) and vanden Wyngaerd (1994).28

26 There have been attempts to eliminate this stipulation while retaining the ungoverned character of
PRO. Brody (1985), for instance, formulates the following condition on NPs.

Case-linking Condition:
*NP unless Case-linked
NPx is Case-linked (to y) iff =def NPx has Case iffNPx is governed (by y)

Since PRO is ungoverned and has no Case, PRO satisfied the condition "PRO has Case iff PRO is
governed" vacuously. Although Brody's proposal succeeds in avoiding the stipulative second
conjunct  in the Visibility Condition, it still suffers  from the problem of how to derive in a principled
way the class of ungoverned positions where PRO can appear.  For a discussion of further problems

with ungoverned and Caseless PRO see the sections below.
27 Although the redundancy stemming from the presence of the two independent modules, Binding
Theory and Control Theory, is indeed conceptually undesirable, eliminating Control Theory is not the
only logical possibility to remedy such a problem and thus improve our theory of grammar. If
independent evidence shows that control facts cannot be reduced to Binding Theory, than the
conceptual argument becomes void. This suggestion is made in Lasnik (1992) and Landau (1999) and
also in this thesis.
Independent developments in the theory undermine the very idea that there exists a Binding Theory
module in the grammar. Pica (1987) and Reinhart & Reuland (1993) for instance argue that the
properties of lexical anaphors should be accounted for in terms of movement.  Such a proposal opens
up another way of eliminating the above mentioned redundancy: Binding Theory in the sense of
Chomsky (1981) is eliminated from the grammar and Control Theory is retained.
28 Although Manzini (1983) starts out with the claim that PRO, like NP-traces, is a pure anaphor, this
claim is subject to an important qualification due to the modification of Chomsky's (1981) Binding
Theory. In particular, anaphors without a governing category are required to be bound in their
domain-governing category, but the non-existence of a domain-governing category is allowed in
some cases. When the anaphoric PRO does not have a domain-governing category, it is claimed to
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•  PRO is sometimes anaphoric and sometimes pronominal depending on the
structural properties of environment it occurs in. This view has been explored by
Bouchard (1984), Koster (1984), Hornstein & Lightfoot (1987), Hornstein
(1999), Lebeaux (1984,1985).

•    PRO is always pronominal, i.e. it is identical to pro. This is the option taken in
Huang (1984,1987,1989) and Petter (1998).29

The accounts that claim that PRO is sometimes anaphoric and sometimes

pronominal connect this distinction to the structural properties of the construction in
which PRO appears. A common assumption in these analyses is that there is a
connection between government of PRO and anaphoric properties of PRO, although
the exact implementation of this idea differs considerably in these approaches.
Adopting William's (1980) distinction between obligatory control (OC) and non-
obligatory control (NOC), PRO is claimed to be an anaphor in OC constructions and
a pronominal in constructions of NOC. The distinction between the two
environments is illustrated in (40).

(40) a. Johni tried [PROi/* (for Mary) to go home].
b. Johni asked Maryj [PRO•vj to go home].
c. *Johni's mother wanted [PROi to shave himselfi].

(41) a. It was important for us [for Mary to come to the meeting].
b.      Johni does not know [how PROvarb to behave himselfi/oneself at parties].
c. Maryi knew that it would help Johnj [PRO,0 tarI, to behave

herself/himself/oneselfwell at the party].

The empty category designated with the symbol PRO in (40) displays the following
properties, classifying the examples as instances of OC (c£ Williams (1980:209)).

(42) a. Lexical NP cannot appear in the position of PRO.
b.      The antecedent precedes the controlled PRO.
c.      The antecedent c-commands the controlled PRO.
d.      The antecedent is thematically or grammaticaly uniquely determined.
e.      There must be an antecedent.

The empty subject of the infinitival clause in (41), however, has the following
characteristics.

(co)refer freely. Consequently, Manzini's theory still retains the distinction present in Williams'
(1980) theory to the effect that PRO in subject sentences and in object sentences with an overt
element in CP is free in its reference (thus is pronominal).
29 Although Borer (1989) also assumes that the null subject in controlled infinitival clauses is a
pronominal, this assumption in her theory is independent from the anaphoric nature of control since  it
is the embedded Agr and not the null subject that is controlled. As discussed in §2.2.1, she explicitly
claims that control always involves an anaphoric relation. It is for this reason that Borer's account
does not belong to the pronominal analysis ofpro.
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(43) a. Lexical NP can appear in the position of PRO.
b.     The antecedent need not precede the controlled PRO.
c.      The antecedent does not c-command the controlled PRO.
d.      The antecedent is not thematically or grammaticaly uniquely determined.
e.      There need not be an antecedent.

The problem with this classification and therefore with any analysis that adopts this
classification is that deciding for every control construction whether it is an instance
of obligatory control or non-obligatory control is not easy since several
constructions exhibit some obligatory control properties and also some non-
obligatory control properties. Williams' solution to this problem is that any
construction where PRO exhibits at least one non-obligatory control property is to
be classified as non-obligatory control. This solution, however, is rather arbitrary
since it would do just as well to say that any construction exhibiting at least one
obligatory control property is to be classified as obligatory control. Apart from the
fact that it is far from obvious how to draw the line between OC and NOC, there is a
more serious problem with a pronominal analysis of PRO in NOC constructions.
The alleged pronominal properties do not exist, not even in constructions that satisfy
every single criteria for NOC given in Williams' (1980).

Let us then consider the empirical arguments that have been given in support
of the claim that PRO is a pronominal free in reference and see whether there are
additional facts that point to the other direction, namely that the referential
properties of PRO are anaphoric. The following properties must be investigated:

(44) Anaphoric properties of PRO:

i.       PRO is referentially dependent.
ii.      PRO must have a local antecedent.
iii.     PRO must be bound by c-commanding antecedent.
iv. PRO never allows a strict reading in VP-deletion and ellipsis.
v.      PRO cannot have split antecedents.

(45) Pronominal properties of PRO:

i.      PRO can be free in its reference.
ii.      PRO can have a long distance antecedent.
iii.     PRO can have a non-c-commanding antecedent.
iv. PRO allows strict readings in VP-deletion and ellipsis.
v.     PRO allows split antecedents.

I will take the properties in (44) and (45) one by one and see whether they can be
justified or refuted by careful examination of the available evidence.

2.3.2.1 Referential (in)dependence
Referential dependence of PRO is obvious in obligatory control

constructions (c£ Williams  1980). In these cases the subject of the infinitival clause
must be coreferential with an argument of the matrix clause. The behaviour of the
embedded null subject in the complement clause of these verbs supports the
statement in (44i). Non-obligatory control predicates, however, seem to pose a
problem for such a claim. Consider the following examples:
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(46) a. It is fun [PRO to go partying].
b.     It is vicious [PRO to tease animals].

The examples in (46) have been used by proponents of the pronominal analysis as
evidence for the claim that PRO does not necessarily need an antecedent in NOC
contexts. Examples in (46), however, do not constitute evidence against (44i).
Predicates like fun have an Experiencer argument and predicates like vicious have a
'Possessor' argument as part of their predicate argument structure.  It can be argued
on independent grounds that these implicit arguments are syntactically realized as
null pronominals. In other words, they are not saturated in the lexicon but in the
syntactic  part of the derivation.m The null subject of the infinitival clause cannot be
free in reference. Although the reference of the embedded null subject is arbitrarily
referring to an unspecified group of people, this group  must be identical  to the group
that acts as the implicit argument of the matrix predicate. In (46a), for instance, the
group of people experiencing the fun must be the same as the group of people that

party. Consequently, in examples  like  (46), the seemingly pronominal nature of PRO
can be attributed to the null pronominal present in the matrix clause and therefore
these examples support (44i) and not (45i).

There are, however, several examples where one cannot appeal to the
presence of implicit arguments. Examples with embedded interrogatives seem to
pose a real challenge to supporters of the anaphoric analysis of PRO. There are also
subject clauses where there are no implicit arguments to appeal to (cf. Brody &
Manzini (1987) and Manzini (1983)).

(47) a. John does not know [how PROarb to behave oneself at parties].
b.      [PROarb to misbehave in public] can irritate the police.

In this case there is no implicit argument in the matrix clause that is coreferential
with PRO. PRO seems to be free in reference just like pronominals. There are two
reasons to refute the argument that PRO in (47) behaves like a pronominal.

First, arbitrary reference is different from free reference. In (47) PRO can
receive arbitrary reference but is not free in reference. That free reference is not a
property of PRO but only of pronominals can be shown by comparing the referential
possibilities of PRO and a pronominal.

(48) a. Johni does not know [how PROit•j,arb to behave himselfit•j/oneselfat
parties].

b.    Johni does not know [how hevj/one should behave himselfi,j/oneself at
parties].

c.    *[PROi to show himselfi naked in public] could irritate the police.
d. [Hisi showing himse lf, naked in public] could irritate the police.

The contrast between (48a) and (481)) and between (48c) and (48d) is very
important. (48b,d) illustrate that a pronominal in the embedded clause is free in
reference and can refer to a specific individual provided by the context but not
present in the syntax. This is impossible in the case of PRO as shown in (484c).
PRO is either interpreted non-referentially (PROarb) or is controlled by an argument
of the matrix clause (if there is one). It cannot have free specific reference.

30 See Chapter 3 for such an argumentation. At present it suffices to establish that the embedded PRO
is not free in its reference.
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Second, as argued in Landau (1999), arbitrary reference is not really arbitrary
when the infinitival clause is an internal argument of the matrix predicate. In
particular, it must include a matrix controller. This can be shown by including a
lexical pronoun in the infinitival clause. That pronoun cannot be coreferential with
the matrix subject. This fact follows from Condition B if PRO includes in its
reference set the matrix subject.

(49)   a.     *Johni does not know [who PRO to introduce himi to].
b. *Suei asked [what PRO to buy heri in Rome].

We can conclude that arbitrary PRO in interrogative clauses and in subject
clauses is not free in reference. Thus, PRO contrasts sharply with pronominals as far
as referential properties are concerned.

2.3.2.2  Locality of antecedent

Properties (44ii) and (45ii) also involve contradictory claims and at first sight both
of them are supported by empirical data. The debate of long-distance versus local
binding of PRO has had a long history. Before the introduction of the terms Control
and PRO, the debate centered around two competing analyses: Super Equi-NP
Deletion (Grinder    1970, 1971) versus Equi-NP Deletion followed by Dative
Deletion (Kimball 1970). The former corresponds to long-distance binding of PRO
while the latter is the equivalent of local binding of PRO in current terminology.
The following examples have been given in support of the argument that PRO is not
necessarily controlled by a local antecedent:

(50) a. Billi thought it would be ridiculous [PROi to ask for help].
b. Johni thought that it was difficult [PROi to shave himsel£].

In these cases, apparent cases of long-distance binding of PRO can be reinterpreted
as local binding by the implicit arguments of the intermediate predicates, supporting
the claim that PRO needs a local antecedent. 31

(51) a. Billi thought it would be ridiculous proi [PRO, to ask for help].
b. Johni thought that it was difficultproi [PROi to shave himselfi].

Furthermore, the claim made in (44ii) predicts that if the predicate of the
intermediate clause cannot have an implicit argument of its own or if the
Experiencer argument is overtly expressed, then long-distance binding of PRO leads

to ungrammaticality. This prediction is borne out by the following examples (cf.
Bennis-Hoekstra 1989):

(52) a. *Johni thought that it was clear that it was unlikely [PROi to see himselfi].
b. *Katei believed that it was enjoyable for Johnj [PROi to keep quiet for

some hours a day].

"  The claim that apparent cases of long distance control involve local binding by implicit arguments
assumes a theory of implicit arguments. Most importantly, such a claim implies that implicit
arguments are syntactically present. I will return to this question in §3.2.
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Evidence against (44ii) and in favour of (45ii), however, is also available. Grinder
(1971:103) in defense of his Super Equi-NP Deletion notes that (53a) is
grammatical. Another counter-example for (44ii) is given in (53b).

(53) a. Johni  said that  [PROi to make a fool of himself,  in public] disturbed  Sue.

b.    John did not expect that [PROi making a fool of himself in public]
would make such a strong impression on Sue.

The possibility of long distance control in (53) is dependent of the syntactic position
of the non-finite subject clause. Thus, a minimal pair can be constructed with an
extraposed non-finite clause.

(54)   a.     *Johni said that it disturbed Sue [PROi to make a fool of himselfi in
public].

b.   *John did not expect that it would make such a strong impression on Sue
[PRO, to make a fool of himselfi in public].

The contradictory status of (53) and (54) has led to a rather undesirable state of
affairs. Proponents ofthe anaphoric analysis capitalize on the facts given in (52) and
(54)  while the advocates of the pronominal analysis used (53) as empirical evidence
in favour of their claims.

The picture is further complicated with an additional contrast mentioned in
Brody & Manzini (1987). Control into subject clauses exhibits an interesting split.
Some allow for long-distance control and arbitrary reference for PRO while others
do not. This is illustrated with useful and painful respectively.

(55) a. Johni believed that it was useful to Maryj [PROvj/arb to behave well].
b. Johni believed that it was painful for Maryj [PRO•vj/•a,b to admit the

truth].

The contrast also obtains when there is no lexical Experiencer argument
present:

(56) a. John believed that it was useful [PRO to behave well].
b. John believed that it was painful [PRO to admit the truth].

In (56a) the implicit argument of useful and PRO can be disjoint in reference. In
(56b), by contrast, the implicit argument of painful must control PRO. John can only
be coreferential  with PRO  if it is also coreferential  with the implicit argument of the
adjectival predicate. Brody & Manzini (1987) and Manzini (1983) present these
facts and conclude that examples like (558) and (56a) show that long distance
binding across a potential controller is indeed possible. They do not, however, try to
give an explanation for the contrast between us€lid and painful. Since the only
difference between the a-examples and the b-examples is the nature of the adjectival
predicate, it is natural to assume that the possibility of long distance control is
dependent on the nature of the predicate immediately dominating the infinitival
clause. In (54) and in (55b) there is a psych-predicate taking an Experiencer
argument, while in (55a) the intermediate predicate of the sentences is not a psych-
predicate. The possibility of a long-distance antecedent seems to be connected to the
fact that the local antecedent is not an Experiencer argument. In (54), and (55b)
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there is an intervening Experiencer argument and therefore the subject of the highest
clause cannot be the long-distance antecedent of PRO.

As we have noted above in connection with (53), intraposition of the
infinitival subject clause makes long-distance control possible. (55b) contrasts

minimally with (57).

(57) Johni believed that [PROuj to admit the truth] was painful for Maryj.

In (53) and (57) long distance binding is possible although the predicate governing
the infinitive is a psych-predicate.
The data presented in (51)-(57) shows that long distance binding is sensitive to two
independent factors: the nature of the predicate governing the infinitival clause and
the syntactic position of the infinitival clause. The following descriptive

generalization describes the facts (Landau 1999:113):

(58) Long-distance control:

a.      In a structure [... X ... [it Aux Pred Y [s PRO to VP]], where Y and S are
argument of Pred:
i.)       If Pred is psychological, Y must control PRO.
ii.)    If Pred is non-psychological, either X or Y may control PRO.

b.   In a structure [... X ... [s [s PRO to VP] Pred... Y], either X or Y may
control PRO.

We can therefore conclude that in almost all cases a local binder for PRO is
required. Under rather limited circumstances, however, long-distance binding is a
possible option. When the intermediate predicate is not a psych-predicate or when
the non-finite clause is intraposed, PRO can have a long distance antecedent. In
these cases (45ii) indeed holds.

The possibility of long distance control/binding, however, is not a foolproof
diagnostic for having a pronominal subject. Some lexical anaphors also exhibit this
properties. As argued in Reinhart & Reuland (1993) reflexive expressions do not
constitute a homogeneous class. Anaphors are syntactically bound and thus licensed,
while logophors are bound by pragmatic means. Logophors can be bound by the
logophoric center of the discourse. As Sells (1987) puts it, possible antecedents for
logophors are "the source of the report, the person with respect to whose

consciousness (or 'self') the report is made, and the person from whose point of
view the report is made". Reinhart & Reuland argue that picture noun reflexives are
logophors. As (59) illustrates, they can be bound long distance.

(59) Billi knew that [pictures of himselfi] would amuse Mary.

Johni hopes that [pictures of himselfi] are already on sale.

Logophors share with anaphors the property that they are not free in
reference. But logophors can be bound long distance showing that the possibility of
long distance binding is not an exclusive property of referentially independent
pronominals. What needs to be shown is that in those control constructions where
long distance binding is licit, PRO exhibits logophoric properties and not
pronominal ones. The following examples, taken from Landau (1999), make the
relevant point.
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(60) a. John said about Mary that he believed that [*(for her) to show herself
naked in public] can irritate the police.

b. John believed that is was not true of Mary that [*(her) showing herself
naked] bothered Bill.

(61) a. [ (Him) having been sacked], nothing really matters to John.

b.     [*(Him) having been sacked], nothing really bears on John.

In (60) Mary is not a plausible logophoric center and therefore cannot act as
antecedent for PRO. An overt pronoun, however, is felicitous in subject position. In
(61) we have absolutive constructions with control into adjunct clauses.32 The
contrast between (618) and (6 lb) stems from the different status ofJohn. In (61 a) is
can act as the logophoric center from whose point of view the report is made. In
(61 b)   John   is   not an appropriate logophoric center and therefore cannot   be   the
antecedent of PRO.

The observation that the acceptability of long distance control depends on
semantic/pragmatic factors is not novel. Kuno (1975) claims that Super-Equi
constructions are sensitive to discourse facts such as point of view and empathy.
Kuno's "Direct Discourse" analysis can be viewed as a predecessor of the
logophoric control analysis.

The above examples convincingly show that the mere possibility of long
distance control in some control configurations does not imply that PRO has the
referential properties of pronominals. Rather, the referential properties of PRO in
these constructions is identical to logophoric reflexives.

2.3.2.3 The antecedent of PRO and c-command
The claim that PRO is a pure anaphor has also been attacked on the basis of
allowing for antecedents that do not c-command PRO. Lack of strict c-command is
exhibited by two different sets of data. First, DPs embedded in PPs can be
antecedent of PRO as show in (62).

(62) a. The officer gave an order [ppto [Dpthe soldier]i] [PROi to practise
shooting for an hour].

b.        It is difficult [pp for [Dp Kate]i ] [PROi to get up early in the morning].
c.        It was vicious [pp of [Dplohn]i ]  [PRO i to  kill that little puppet].

Lack ofstrict c-command is restricted to the cases shown in (62).

(63) *[PROi not to shave himsel£ every morning] disturbs Billi's girlfriend

Ungrammaticality of (63) (=(48c)) is due to the fact that a subpart of the object
cannot be the antecedent of PRO.
Binding of lexical anaphors exhibits the same distinction. An anaphor can be bound
from within a PP, but the possessor argument of a possessive construction cannot
bind a lexical anaphor.

33

n Williams (1992,1994) also claims that PRO in absolutive constructions is a logophor.
33 In example (64b) the problem of c-command is twofold. C-command is out of PP and c-command
of the Experiencer argument into the subject position. At this point of the discussion only the first
property is at issue. The second problem is discussed immediately below.
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(64) a. I spoke [pp with [DP Peter]i] about himselfi.
b.       Pictures of himselfi are amusing [pp for [Dp Sam]i ].
c.     *Pictures ofhimself would annoy Tim's girlfriend.

The contrast between control/binding out of PP and out of a possessed nominal
follows under the assumption that in the case of prepositional objects there is a
configuration of spec-head agreement where Case checking takes place.  The DP
occupies the specifier position and the preposition occupies the head position of this
Agr projection. Prepositional objects then have the same c-commanding potentials
as direct objects.

The second problem connected to c-command is that PRO in non-finite
subject clauses can be controlled by the object of apsych-verb.

(65) a. [PROi to meet with her ex-boyfriend] would embarrass Maryi.
b. [PROi seeing his brother blushing] amused Peteri.

Advocates of the pronominal analysis of PRO argue that lack of c-command
between the antecedent and the empty subject shows that no syntactic binding is
established between the antecedent and PRO. Such an argument can be refuted on
three independent grounds. First, lexical anaphors exhibit the same binding

asymmetries as PRO does, namely anaphors in subject position can be bound by an
internal argument of the psych-predicate. The group of predicates that exhibit this
binding asymmetry is identical  in  the case of PRO  and in the  case of anaphors.34 As
an illustration consider the following examples:

(66) a. [Pictures of himselfi] are amusing for Peteri.
b. [Rumours about herselfi] embarmss Suei.

Therefore the problem of c-command in (65) is part of a more general problem
connected to the c-commanding properties of the arguments of psych-predicates.
The fact that the surface object can act as an antecedent of PRO in (65) tells us
nothing about the pronominal properties of PRO. On the contrary, it seems to
reinforce the conclusion reached in the previous subsection that picture noun
reflexives and certain instances of PRO are on a par: both are logophoric expressions
in need of a referential antecedent.

Second, there exist several proposals in the literature that provide an account
of the binding asymmetries observed with psych-predicates. They explain why the
arguments of these predicates exhibit a reversal of subject-object properties in that
the surface subject behaves as an object as far as scope properties, binding and

parasitic gaps are concerned (cf. Belleti & Rizzi 1988, Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky
1987, 1995 and Stroik 1996). These proposals all assume that psych-predicates
project their argument structure in such a way that the Experiencer argument is
projected above the Causer argument. For concreteness sake, I give here the layered
VP-shell structure assumed in Stroik (1996).

34 For a more detailed discussion of the c-command problem the reader is referred to vanden

Wyngaerd (1994:170-185)
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(67) ··· [VP  INp Sue] [v embarrass [Np rumors about herself]]]

In (67) the Experiencer argument c-commands the Causer argument. Given this
structure, there is no lack of c-command in (65) at all.

Third, independently of the fact that empirical considerations support the
claim that the Experiencer argument c-commands the Causer argument at the level
relevant for binding, it can be demonstrated that coreference between PRO and its
antecedent is an instance of syntactic binding. The argument is based on Reinhart's
(1983) analysis of lexical anaphors. Availability of sloppy reading is characteristic
of anaphoric binding, while strict reading arises with pronominal coreference. PRO
in subject clauses only allows the sloppy reading, paraphrased in (69a).

(68) [PRO pulling other people's leg] amuses John, but not Bill.

(69)   a. *John's pulling other people's leg amuses John, but John's pulling other
people's leg does not amuse Bill.

b. John's pulling other people's leg amuses John, but Bill' s pulling other
people's leg does not amuse Bill.

Changing examples (68) minimally by replacing PRO with a lexical pronoun, both
strict and Sloppy reading become available.

(70) [His pulling other people's leg] amuses John, but not Bill.

In conclusion, the problem of c-command of PRO by its antecedent in non-
finite subject sentences reduces to the well-known binding asymmetries of psych-
predicates. Furthermore, picture noun reflexives and PRO behave in a parallel
fashion in accepting antecedents that do not c-command them at surface structure.

2.3.2.4  Strict and sloppy readings of PRO
Bouchard (1985) and Lebeaux (1985) use VP-deletion constructions as well to
motivate the pronominal nature of PRO in NOC constructions. We have already
mentioned in connection with (68) that anaphors only allow sloppy readings in VP-
deletion context, while pronouns can have both sloppy and strict readings. Bouchard
(1985) and Lebeaux (1985) argue that the following examples support a pronominal
analysis of ungoverned PRO.

(71) John thinks that [PRO feeding himself] will be difficult and Bill does

too.

(72) a. ...  and Bill thinks that it will be difficult to feed Bill. (sloppy)
b,        . . . and Bill thinks that it will be difficult to feed John. (strict)

In this type of examples, however, the pronominal property of PRO can again be
attributed to the implicit argument of the adjectival predicate. Since the implicit
argument of d(#icult is the local antecedent of PRO, PRO inherits the reference of
this argument. The possibility of strict reading is a result of the pronominal
properties of the implicit argument.  That this account of the ambiguity of (71) is on
the right track is supported by the fact that (71) cannot have the reading given in
(73) where the strict reading within the infinitival clause cannot be attributed to the
pronominal properties of the implicit argument.
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(73) ...  and Bill thinks that it will be difficult for Bill [for John to feed

himself].

The finite counterpart of (71) given in (74a) allows the reading paraphrased in (74b)
where the Experiencer argument of the intermediate predicate  and the subject of the
most deeply embedded clause are disjoint in reference.

(74) a. John thinks that it will be difficult [that he has to feed himself] and Bill
does too.

b.        . . .  and  Bill also thinks that it will be difficult for Bill  [that John has to
feed himself].

If PRO in NOC constructions behaves like a pronominal then the strict reading is
predicted to be possible in cases where no pronominal implicit argument is present.
This prediction, however, is not supported by the facts, as is correctly pointed out in
vanden Wyngaerd (1994) and Landau (1999).

(75) Joe does not know [how PRO to behave himself] and neither does Bill.

(76) a. ...and Bill does not know how Bill should behave himself. (sloppy)
b.      *...and Bill does not know how Joe should behave himself (strict)

(77) Joe preferred [PRO to go to bed early] and Bill did too.

(78) a. ...and Bill preferred that Bill goes to bed early. (sloppy)
b.      *...and Bill preferred that Joe goes to bed early. (strict)

(75) and (77) have the sloppy readings given in (76a) and (78a) respectively. The
strict readings given in (76b) and (7810, however, are not available. In Bouchard's
theory this state of affairs is unexpected. The verbs know and pre»· appear in NOC
control construction (cf. Williams 1980). Accordingly,  PRO is ungoverned  and
consequently pronominal. Yet, PRO behaves differently from pronominal subjects
in not allowing the strict reading.35 (75) and (77) contrast with (79) where the
embedded clause contains an overt pronominal subject. In these cases both the
sloppy and the strict reading are available.

(79) a. Joe does not know [how he should behave himself] and neither does Bill.
b.      Joe preferred [that he goes to bed early] and Bill did too.

Pete (1998) in defense of her analysis of PRO as a pure pronominal gives
examples which show that with certain matrix verbs sloppy identity is obligatory
even if the verb takes a finite complement with a lexical pronoun:

(80) a. Johniprobeerde  [ of  hiji kon vertrekken] en Bill ook.
John tried if he could leave-INF and Bill too.

35 Bouchard himself uses the expression "relatively free reference" when referring to the referential
properties ofPRO.
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b.         ...and Billj probeerde  ook    [ of hij•vj kon vertrekken].
and Bill tried too if he could leave

Petter concludes on the bases of (80) that the unavailability of the strict reading
cannot be considered a valid counter-argument against the pronominal behaviour of
PRO  since the strict reading is not always available in the case of overt pronominals
either. As far as the observation is concerned, Petter is right: some verbs impose the
same interpretive restrictions on overt pronominal subjects of finite complement
clauses and on null PRO subjects of infinitival complements. Another instance of
such a verb is encourage.

(81) John encouraged Suei that shew•j should leave.

Such restrictions, however, follow from the lexical semantics of these verbs
and do not tell us anything about the pronominal nature of PRO in general. In
particular, the fact that with some verbs an embedded pronominal subject and a PRO
subject exhibit the same interpretive restrictions does not imply that PRO is
pronominal in nature.36 The conclusion reached in Petter therefore is incorrect.

2.3.2.5 Split antecedents
The possibility of taking split antecedents is characteristic of pronouns. Therefore,
the fact that PRO can take split antecedents has been considered as an argument
against analyzing PRO as anaphoric and in favour of its pronominal status.

(82) a. Johni promised/persuaded Suej [ PRO,+j to distinguish themselves with
that successful project].

b. Johni suggested to Suej [PROi+j to support each other during the contest].

One can think of two ways to refute this argument. One possibility is to show that
anaphors also take split antecedents. This is argued for in Bennis & Hoekstra (1989)
on the basis of the following Dutch and English examples:

(83)   a. ?Rusland drong bij Amerika aanop elkaars medewerking
Russia insisted with America Prt on each other's cooperation
bij het toezicht op ontwapening.
with the monitoring on disarmament
'Russia insisted with America upon each others' coorperation for the
monitoring of disarmament.

b. ??Bill discussed with Peter each others' plan for the summer.

There are reasons not to accept this line of argumentation. First, these examples are

marginal for some speakers and completely unacceptable to others. Second, care
must be taken with tests involving the reciprocal each other. While in some contexts
reciprocals seem to allow split antecedents marginally, refiexive anaphors do not
allow split antecedents at all:

36 See §2.2.7 for discussion about semantic control. I argue in that section that in the case of semantic
control the lexical semantics of the matrix verbs force coreference between the embedded subject and
a designated matrix argument. Coreference is independent from the syntactic form of the complement
and from the syntactic realization of the embedded subject.
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(84)   a. *Johni showed Billj to themselvesi+j.
b. *Johni suggested Billj to themselvesi+j.

(84) is sharply ungrammatical showing that lexical reflexives cannot take split
antecedents.

Another possibility is to accept that there is a difference between lexical
anaphors and PRO as far as the possibility of split antecedents is concerned and to
argue that this difference cannot be taken as an argument in favour of the claim that
PRO has pronominal referential properties. Most importantly, PRO allows for split
antecedents in contexts where PRO does not exhibit other pronominal properties. In
particular, in complement clauses where split antecedents are allowed PRO must
have a local antecedent. It cannot be coreferential with a discourse antecedent.

(85) a. Mary already knew that the kidsk finished the term with very poor
results. She suggested/promised to her husband that theyk should/would
get themselves new private teachers.

b. Maryi already knew that the kidsk finished the term with very poor
results. Shei suggested/promised to her husbandj [PROi+j/•k to get
themselves new private teachers].

In (85a) the embedded subject is an overt pronominal. Given the appropriate
context, the pronominal can refer back to discourse antecedents that are not
arguments of the predicate selecting the infinitival clause. This possibility, however,
does not exist in the case of PRO.  In (851,) the antecedents of PRO must come from
the clause that immediately dominates the infinitival clause.
Furthermore, as argued in Landau (1999), split antecedents are allowed in control
constructions that according to other tests qualify as OC constructions. As the
examples in (86) show, PROarb is not licit (since PRO must have an antecedent) and
the possessor of a possessed DP is not an appropriate antecedent due to lack of c-
command.

(86)   a. *John proposed Bill [PROarb to meet each other at 6pm].
b. *Maryi asked Katej's mother whether [PROi+j to get themselves a new

car].

Finally, in control constructions with split antecedents only the sloppy reading is
available.

(87) a. Sue proposed to Kate to get themselves new bicycles and Bill did too.
b.    Sue proposed to Kate that they should get themselves new bicycles and

Bill did too.

(87a) is unambiguous. Its only possible paraphrase is given in (88a). By contrast,
(87b) is ambiguous and has both the sloppy and the strict reading.
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(88)   a.     ... and Bill proposed to Kate that Bill and Kate should get themselves new
bicycles.

b.    ... and Bill proposed to Kate that Sue and Kate should get themselves new
bicycles.

In sum, there is indeed a difference between a rellexive anaphor and PRO.
The former does not allow split control while the latter does. This difference,
however, does not mean that PRO has the referential properties of pronominals.
Unlike pronominals, PRO with split antecedents exhibits referential dependence.

2.3.3 Conclusions

In this section I have investigated the referential properties of PRO. Providing a
systematic overview of the control data that have been accumulated during the last
two decades of research, I have shown that the claim that PRO in NOC
constructions behaves like a pronominal can be refuted. We have seen that PRO is
never free in reference in the way pronouns are. Arbitrary reference has been shown
to be distinct from free reference. Lack of local antecedents has turned out to be in
most cases only apparent since implicit arguments are present and act as local
antecedents. In those few cases where long distance control is an option, PRO is
more restricted in its referential properties than overt pronominals. In particular,
PRO exhibits the behaviour of logophoric expressions. As far as the problem of c-
command is concerned, it has been shown that picture noun refiexives and PRO
behave in a parallel fashion. Both allow the surface object ofpsych-predicates to act
as an antecedent. This possibility arises due to the unaccusative properties ofpsych-
verbs and is independent from control. Next, it was demonstrated that in VP-ellipsis
contexts the strict reading arises only if there is an implicit pronominal argument
present that controls PRO. Finally, the problem of split antecedents was addressed
and shown not to constitute evidence in favour of the claim that PRO has the
referential properties of pronominals. Thus we can conclude that in NOC
constructions there are demonstrable differences between the behaviour of
pronominals and PRO. For this reason analyses that consider PRO sometimes
anaphoric and sometimes pronominal, depending on the construction it appears in
must be refuted.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter I have provided a syntactic account of the Hungarian data

discussed in the previous chapter. My account is based on Borer's (1989) proposal of
anaphoric Agr. However, I have proposed some modifications that are necessary
because of conceptual and empirical considerations. I have discussed the empirical
motivation for assuming that control constructions contain an embedded anaphoric
Agr that needs an antecedent. I have argued that in addition to the languages
discussed by Borer, Hungarian provides additional support for the anaphoric Agr
analysis. I have also discussed the implications of the proposed analysis and
concluded that anaphoricity and specification for cp-features must be dissociated
from each other. Lexical anaphors have been shown to support this conclusion. I
have shown that the anaphoric Agr analysis also explains why dative pro-drop is
possible in infinitival constructions in Hungarian. Next, I have considered potential
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problems for the anaphoric Agr account of control effects. The data comes from
Balkan languages where subjunctive clauses with 'rich' agreement marking exhibit
control effects in some cases but not in others. I have argued that control effects in
Balkan languages arise due to the lexical semantics of the matrix verb. Once the                           I
distinction between semantic control and syntactic control is made, the problematic                       I
data can be explained. Finally, I have addressed the question whether in NOC
constructions the controlled embedded subject exhibits the referential properties of
pronominals and concluded that it does not.

We have seen that the anaphoric Agr analysis of control relies heavily on the
existence of implicit arguments. Implicit arguments act as local antecedents in
several constructions. In the following chapter therefore I return to the question of
implicit arguments and the licensing conditions on null pronominals in general.
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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I investigate the syntactic and semantic properties of
phonetically null arguments and their licensing conditions.

In  §3.2  I  address the question how implicit arguments acting as controllers  of
an embedded subject are structurally represented. I review three alternative
proposals (Rizzi 1986, Authier 1989, and Brody & Manzini 1988) and consider their
advantages and disadvantages in the light of empirical data.  I compare the
interpretation of implicit arguments in generic and non-generic sentences and the
scope interactions of implicit arguments with other quantificational elements. I show
that the interpretation of implicit arguments depends on the tense properties of the
sentence. The generic, non-referential interpretation of the null argument is a
consequence of its being bound by a generic operator. Sentences with specific tense,
however, have a null pronominal argument that obtains referential content either
through coindexation with sufficiently 'rich' agreement morphology or by being
pragmatically bound. I argue against Rizzi's rule of arb-assignment consisting ofthe
assignment of the [+human, +generic, :1:plural] features to pro.  I propose instead that
arbitrarily interpreted non-referential arguments are assigned the semantic feature
[+human] by a default rule. I assume that the same rule is responsible for the
obligatorily human interpretation of PRO when there is no matrix controller.
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In §3.3 I turn to the licensing properties of null pronominals with special

emphasis on the question of content-licensing. The starting point of my
investigations is Rizzi's (1986) claim that formal licensing and content-
identification of pro involves the  same  head.  I argue that in Hungarian infinitival
constructions with inflected infinitives the head involved in formal licensing and the
head that hosts the content-identifying 'rich' agreement do not always coincide.
Given this observation,  I  develop a theory of content-licensing  of pro. The theory
deals with both referentially and arbitrarily interpreted null pronominals. As for
expletive pro, I argue that it should not be part of the grammar and consider the
consequences of such a claim.

3.2 Implicit arguments: local antecedents in control
structuresi

The analysis of syntactic control that I proposed for Hungarian inflected
infinitives relies on the idea that Agr is anaphoric and must be coindexed with a
matrix Agr. As a result of this coindexation, the embedded subject is referentially
dependent on a matrix argument and exhibits the referential properties of anaphors.
In this respect the anaphoric Agr analysis of control is similar to the theories

developed in Bouchard (1984), Brody (1985), Hornstein & Lightfoot (1987), Koster
(1984), Lebeaux (1984) and Manzini (1983). All these theories account for
obligatory control by assuming that the empty subject of the embedded clause is

anaphoric. The plausibility of these analyses depends on showing that the empty
subject of control constructions does not have any pronominal properties that
anaphors do not have. In §2.3 I have considered this issue and demonstrated that this
is indeed the case. In particular, lexical anaphors and the empty subject of control
constructions behave in a parallel fashion. Neither of them can be free in reference
in the way pronominals can be. Although under fairly specific conditions both of
them can receive arbitrary reference or have a long-distance antecedent, these facts
do not imply  that  they are pronominal.  I  repeat the relevant examples  here  to
demonstrate this parallel behaviour.

1 During the discussion I will use the term 'implicit argument' as a pre-theoretic term to refer to
phonetically unrealized arguments of predicates. In other words, they are understood elements that
are not realized lexically. To exclude cases of subject and object pro-drop I take 'rich' agreement
morphology on the verb to be in a loose sense the phonetic realization of the argument.  As for their
correct representation in the syntactic structure,  it is the aim of this section to reach a conclusion on
that point. Since my final conclusion will be that what has come to be called 'implicit argument' can
correspond to two different syntactic entities (variables and pronominal), the neutral term 'implicit
argument' is especially useful to refer to all cases of phonetically unrealized arguments.
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(1) Lack of antecedent:

a.        [PROarb to misbehave in public] can irritate the police.

b.           [Pictures of oneself]  can be  made  here  in five minutes.

(2) Long-distance antecedent:

a.     The boysi thought that [PROvj to have behaved well] pleased the girlsj.
b.      The boysi thought that each other'swj pictures pleased the girlsj.

Most instances of a long-distance antecedent, however, are apparent. I have
shown in §2.3.2.2 that long distance control often boils down to local control by an
intervening implicit argument. In a similar vein, free reference amounts to control by
an implicit argument. The arguments presented in the previous chapter crucially rely
on implicit arguments. We have assumed that in most of the cases there is an
antecedent present in control constructions. When it is not visible, it is an implicit
argument. Consider for instance the following control constructions.

(3) a. John heard that Mary was saying [PRO to leave].

b. John believed that [PRO to behave well] could be easy.

Infinitival clauses in complement position and infinitival subject clauses with

adjectives like easy do not allow for long-distance antecedents. Accordingly, in (3)
the implicit dative argument is the only possible antecedent for PRO. Although PRO
seems to be free in reference and is interpreted as arbitrary, this arbitrary
interpretation is subject to a very specific constraint. In (3a) it must be coreferential
with the implicit dative argument  of say. John can only be the antecedent of PRO  if
John is coreferential with the implicit dative argument of say, thus reducing the
apparent long distance control to local control. Similarly, in (3b) PRO must be
coreferential with the unexpressed Experiencer argument of easy yielding the
interpretation that 'for x to behave well could be easy for x'. Long distance binding

by John is only possible  if John  is also understood as the implicit dative argument,
which then boils down to local binding ofPRO by the implicit dative.

Observing these constraints on the interpretation of PRO leads to the
conclusion that the correct representations of (3a) and (3b) must contain two
arguments, one occupying the subject position of the infinitival clause and another
occupying an argument position in the clause that immediately dominates the
controlled clause. In this way the seemingly pronominal behaviour of PRO can be
naturally accounted for.  It is triggered by the presence of the implicit argument that
acts as the controller of PRO and has itself pronominal properties. This assumption

is  shared by all advocates  of the anaphoric analysis  of PRO. The exact nature of the
implicit argument, however, is controversial. The following three possibilities have
been considered:

(4) Possible analyses ofimplicit arguments:

• The implicit argument is a null pronominal, which receives arbitrary
interpretation by a default rule: arb-assignment (Rizzi 1986 for implicit objects).
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• The implicit argument is a variable unselectively bound by an adverb of
quantification (Authier 1989 for implicit objects, vanden Wyngaerd 1994 for
both implicit objects and datives). 2

•   The implicit argument is not syntactically projected. It is an unprojected theta-
role that is not lexically suppressed either. (Brody & Manzini 1988, Roeper
1987, Rizzi 1986 on implicit datives).

The operator-variable analyses and the pro-analyses of implicit arguments assume
the validity of Chomsky's (1981) Projection Principle. Since implicit arguments are
present at LF it follows from the Projection Principle that they must be present at
every level of representation. Brody & Manzini (1988), however, argue against
treating implicit datives as syntactically projected arguments. Their criticism is
based on a conceptual argument. They note that the variable account is stipulative
because it cannot give a principled reason as to why these empty operator-variable
chains are restricted exactly to the context of dative implicit arguments in English.
Similarly, they claim that the pronominal analysis is arbitrary in restraining local
licensing to adjectival and nominal heads in English. The general understanding
about the licensing requirement ofpro is that it needs a local licenser, a governor of
the appropriate kind. Since English has no other occurrences of pro, it must be
stipulated that in English adjectival and nominal heads constitute the only form of
local licensing. In other words, in these analyses the difference between English and
Italian with respect to the possibility of dative versus accusative pro does not follow
from any independent principle. It is an idiosyncratic property of each particular
language what kind of head(s) can license a null pronominal argument. Although the
problem pointed out by Brody & Manzini is real, such idiosyncrasy cannot be a
priori excluded. I believe that a conceptual argument against possible analyses of
implicit arguments is only valid if it can be shown that the offered alternative covers
the empirical facts with equal success. In such a case questions about degrees of
explanatory power and stipulativeness can be raised.

In the following sections I will discuss three alternatives proposed in the
literature: Rizzi's theory of arb-assignment to null objects, Authier's (1989) theory
based on the idea of unselective binding and finally the theory advanced in Brody &
Manzini (1988).3 I will demonstrate that a thorough examination of the empirical
facts concerning the behaviour of implicit arguments shows that the claims made in
Brody & Manzini are incorrect. The facts will also prove to be problematic for
Rizzi's theory. They will, however, support the analysis proposed by Authier for null
objects in generic sentences. As for implicit datives, I will argue that implicit datives
of generic sentences can be analyzed on a par with null objects in generic sentences.
They are both bound variables. Implicit arguments in episodic sentences with
specific time reference are null pronominals either pragmatically bound by some

2 An alternative proposal is given in Epstein (1984) where it is argued that implicit arguments
correspond to pro which is inherently quantificational. Epstein (1984) explicitly assumes that pro
undergoes quantifier raising at LF and thus PRO is represented at LF as a variable bound by a
universal quantifier, namely, pro. This proposal is problematic in that the source of the
quantificational force of the base-generated empty category is left unclear.
'When discussing specific proposals of the literature, I will use the notations that appear in the given
proposal. Naturally, these notations reflect the views espoused in the analyses.
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salient element in the discourse or content-licensed by 'rich' agreement morphemes
in Agr.4

3.2.1 Null objects in Italian (Rizzi 1986)

Italian (and French) contrast with English in allowing syntactically active
null objects. As discussed in Rizzi (1986), in Italian the null object can be the
antecedent of PRO, the antecedent of a refiexive and the subject of small clauses.
These possibilities are illustrated in (5).

(5) a. Questo conduce proi  a [PROi concludere quanto segue].
this leads to conclude what follows

'This leads people to conclude the following.'

b.         La buena musica riconcilia proi con se stessii.

the good music reconciles with oneself
'Good music reconciles one with oneself.'

c.   Di solito, quel famoso pittore ritrae provestiti di bianco.
in  general that famous painter portrays dressed of white
'In general, that famous painter portrays people dressed in white.'

As the English glosses indicate the null object is interpreted as a generic, arbitrary
pronoun. The English equivalents are only grammatical if the object is lexically
expressed by the generic pronominal one or by the generic bare plural people.
Assuming Bach's generalization to be valid cross-linguistically to the effect that in
object control structures the object NP must be structurally represented, (5a)
indicates that Italian allows for syntactically represented null objects. In a similar
vein, given that reflexives cannot be bound by an element introduced only by
pragmatic means or by the discourse, (51)) leads to the same conclusion. Finally, if
adjunct clauses are small clauses with a PRO subject, then (5c) reduces to a case of
object control and ultimately to a variant of (5a) arguing for the syntactic presence
of the null object. On the basis of these arguments, Rizzi concludes that the null
object is syntactically present and develops an analysis of the arbitrary null object as
a null pronominal. He provides the following empirical supports for his account.

First, the empty object behaves like a pronominal with respect to binding. It
must be free in its governing category but can be bound by an element outside its
governing category. This is shown by the following contrast (Rizzi 1986: 511).

(6) a. E   un'illusione   [S2  PROarb'sperare [S3 che    un buon pranzo possa

is an illusion hope that a good meal may
riconciliare proarb. con se stessil].
reconcile with oneself
'It is an illusion to hope that a good meal may reconcile one with
oneself.'

4 In §3.2 I use the term 'rich' agreement to refer to those agreement paradigms that are capable of
licensing referential pro-drop. In §3.3.2 I give a more formal characterization of 'rich' agreement
paradigms and the way pro-drop is licensed through them.
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b.       In questo dipartimento 6 difficile [S2 PROarb· Costringere   proarb.
in this department isdifficult force

[S3 PRO arb• a lavorare]],
to work

'In this department it is difficult to force one to work.'

(6a) can be interpreted with arb6arb".  The  set of people who hope can (but need
not) be identical to the set of people who are reconciled. By contrast, in (61)) the
reading with arb'=arb" is unavailable, that is it cannot mean '...to force oneself to
work is difficult'. The two sets of arbitrary reference must be disjoint. This follows
from principle B since PROarb· is in the governing category of the null object. The
empty object must be free in its governing category.

Anticipating the discussion of Authier's (1989) operator-variable analysis in
the next subsection and my final conclusion at the end of the section, let me point
out that Rizzi also considers an alternative analysis. He remarks that (6) only
establishes that the empty object is not anaphoric. The contrast between (6a) and
(61,) also follows from a operator-variable chain analysis of empty objects. Under
such an analysis (6b) with arb'=arb" is excluded since variables cannot be A-bound.
Coreference between the PRO subject of the superordinate sentence and the null
object of reconciliare in (6a) is allowed because the embedded tensed clause (with
generic reference) contains the abstract operator that A'-binds the null object.
Assignment of identical values to arb' and arb" does not violate principle C as the
object variable is locally A'-bound.5 A schematic representation of the relevant

configurations that obtain in (6a) and (61,) are given in (7a) and (7b), respectively.

(7)      a.        [st [s2 PRO arbI[s, OP, · · ·    proarb"i· · ·]]] (arb'=arb"  or  arb'*arb'")
b.     [st Opi ··· [32 PROarb' ··· proarb"i.··[S3···111 (arb'tarb ")

Noting that the different binding possibilities of the null object in (6a) and
(6b) cannot decide whether it is a null pronominal or an operator-bound variable,
Rizzi turns to a different area of grammar in order to provide evidence against the

operator-variable hypothesis. He examines the scope interaction of the null object
with negation.

(8) a. Questa decisione non rende tutti felici.

this    decision not makes all happy
'This decision does not make everyone happy.'

b. Questa decisione non rende pro felici.
this decision not makes happy
'This decision does not make one/people happy.'

Although the interpretation of null objects seems to be analogous to universally
quantified NPs, they behave differently when it comes to scope interaction with
negation. Whereas universal quantifiers take narrow scope with respect to negation,
the null object necessarily scopes over negation. Thus the only possible

5 This is true if Binding Condition C requires that a variable be A-free in the domain of it's A'-
antecedent.
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interpretation of (8a) is that given in (9a) and (8b) can only have the reading

schematized in (91)).

(9) a. i (Vx) (this decision makes x happy)

b.      VxA (this decision makes x happy)

Rizzi's argumentation runs as follows: if null objects are analyzed as variables
bound by an operator of universal quantification at LF, then the distinct behaviour of
the lexical universal quantifier in (8a) and its null counterpart in (8b) becomes

problematic. The different interpretation of (8a) and (8b) casts serious doubt on the
assimilation ofthe two constructions at LF. Rizzi's argumentation is correct as far as
the implausibility of assimilating null objects to universal quantifiers is concerned.
There are, however, other ways to construe an analysis based on operator-variable
chains that can account for the contrast in (8). This is done in Authier (1989), which
I will discuss shortly. Before taking up that discussion, however, let me point out an
additional fact about the scope-taking properties of null objects that is problematic
for Rizzi's analysis. Arguing against an operator-variable structure at LF for (8b),
Rizzi points out that the meaning of (8b) can in fact be conveyed by a generic NP
that presumably does not involve an operator-variable chain.

(10) Questa decisione non rende la gente felice.

this decision not makes the people happy

'This decision does not make people happy.'

In (10) the generic NP la gente patterns like null objects and unlike quantified NPs
in its interaction with negation.  On the basis of this similarity Rizzi concludes that
null objects are generic pronouns that must be formally licensed and identified along
with other instances of null pronominals. Formal licensing is satisfied through
government by a head of the appropriate type. Identification is achieved by head-
binding (perceived as the abstract equivalent ofcontrol or chain-formation).

(11)   a.      pro is governed by Xoy.
b.       Let X  be the licensing head of an occurrence  of pro:  then pro  has the

grammatical specification ofthe features on X coindexed with it.

Let us look at (llb) a bit more carefully to see what interpretation is assigned to null
objects.  It is assumed that analogously to the coindexation of Agr with a subject pro,
a slot in the 0-grid of the verb is also automatically coindexed with the element
occupying that slot, pro in the case at hand. Unlike 'rich' Agr, a slot in a 0-grid has
no intrinsic content at all. Rizzi assumes that in such cases a default rule of arb-
assignment applies and the features defining arb interpretation are automatically
transferred onto the element in the object position.6 This derives pr0arb·

6 It is important to emphasize that arb is a collection of semantic features and not a (fixed) referential
index.   If the latter was assumed statements   like   arb'# arb" would   not make sense.   We   have,
however, seen that arbitrarily interpreted elements do not necessarily have identical references.
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(12)  Arb-assignment rule:
a.      Assign arb to the direct 0-role
b.     arb: [+human, +generic, tplural ]

What is essential  for our purposes  here  is that Rizzi's system of pro-identification
derives an interpretation for null objects that puts them on a par with generic NPs.
They receive their interpretation through arb-assignment acquiring the semantic
features that correspond to arb. These features do not involve any quantificational
force at all. Rizzi views this consequence of his system as an advantage in the light
of (8) and the seeming parallel between null objects and generic NPs (c£  (10)).

It seems, however, that the arb-assignment rule proposed by Rizzi cannot
derive the appropriate interpretation of null objects. Putting aside the question of
negation and universal quantification for a moment (see next subsection) and turning
to other scope-bearing elements we see that null objects and lexical generics do not
pattern together at all. Authier (1989) provides the following examples to point out
that Rizzi's argumentation against an operator-variable analysis is flawed.

(13) a. In questo dipartimento, cualquir cosa spinge pro [a PRO nascondere

in this department something pushes    to      hide

la verita di se stessi]
the truth about oneself
'In this department, something pushes one to hide the truth about
onesel£'

b.   In questo dipartimento, cualquir cosa spinge la gente  [ a  PRO
in this department something pushes the people   to

nascondere la verita di se stessa]
hide the truth about oneself

'In this department, something pushes people to hide the truth about
themselves.'

The arbitrary null object in (13a) interacts with the existentially quantified NP and
gives rise to scope ambiguities. According to native speakers, (13a) is two ways
ambiguous with the existential having wide or narrow scope relative to the arbitrary
null object. In (131)) with a generic object, however, no such scope ambiguity arises.
The only possible interpretation is with the existential taking wide scope.  If the null
object is the null counterpart of lexical generic pronominals, as Rizzi suggests, then
the contrast in (13) is unexpected. Furthermore, it is unclear how the notion
'arbitrary' and the feature-collection associated with it can derive the
quantificational force of the null object in (13a) and its interaction with existentially
quantified nouns.

In conclusion, Italian (and French) null objects in generic sentences are able
to control, bind anaphors and be subjects of small clauses. These facts argue for their
syntactic presence. The binding properties of the null object reviewed so far are
compatible with either analyzing null objects as pro or as variables bound by a null
operator. Rizzi (1986) argues for the former option. We have seen, however, that his
analysis has problems deriving the scope interactions between null objects and other
quantified NPs making the analysis at least questionable. An operator-variable
account, on the other hand, can automatically account for such interactions. The
plausibility of the latter depends on how successfully it can tackle the problem posed
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by the different behaviour of universal quantifiers and null objects with respect to
negation. In the next subsection I show that the analysis proposed in Authier (1989)
fares well in this respect. During the exposition of that analysis we will see that there
are additional empirical facts that argue against treating null objects as null pronouns
content-licensed by Rizzi's rule of arb-assignment.

3.2.2 The Operator-variable account for null objects (Authier 1989)

Authier's (1989) analysis starts out with the observation that the notion
'arbitrary' as a default value for null objects is a bit suspect since these objects can
never be assigned any other value than arb, unlike PRO, null subjects and null
Experiencers, which can assume specific reference under certain conditions. He
claims that an operator-variable account is more adequate on empirical grounds. He

proposes such an account, based on Lewis' (1975) notion of unselective binding that
is further developed in Heim (1982).7 In what follows I spell out the major

ingredients of Authier's analysis showing how it can tackle the scope problems
noted by Rizzi. Then his empirical arguments for treating null objects as variables
are given. I will sketch two of those arguments, one based on weak crossover

(WCO) phenomena and the other on the referential restrictions of null objects.
Lewis (1975) observes that a certain class of temporal adverbs must in some

instances be interpreted in a non-temporal way. Consider the following sentences:

(14) a. Dutch people are usually tall.
b.     A human being never has four legs.

These sentences contain individual level predicates and consequently the adverbials
cannot be interpreted temporally. (14a) for instance cannot mean that Dutch people
are most of the time tall but sometimes they are short. Rather, (14) should be
paraphrased by associating a quantifier with the subject NP:

(15) a. Most Dutch people are tall.
b.      No human being has four legs.

Adverbs exhibiting such dual behaviour include usuaUy, mostly, ofien, always,
sometimes and never. Lewis (1975) analyzes these adverbs of quantification as
operators that unselectively bind all free variables of the sentence. Heim's (1982)
analysis of donkey sentences is based on Lewis's notion of unselective binding and
on the assumption that indefinites are not existential quantifiers but rather variables
that can be unselectively bound by a modal operator. In (16) the necessity operator
binds both indefinites and the universal force is ultimately due to the presence of the

necessity operator.

(16) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.
b.         3ij(if a farmeri owns a donkeyj, hei beats itj)

Authier draws on the ideas of Lewis' (1975) and Heim's (1982) analysis and
proposes that null objects in generic sentences are base generated as free variables
and are bound at LF by a null adverb of quantification, i.e. by an abstract operator.
The presence of this abstract operator is in turn licensed by generic tense. In this

7 vanden Wyngaerd (1994) essentially adopts the analysis presented in Authier (1989).
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way the fact that null objects in Italian and in French are only allowed in generic
sentences is automatically accounted for. It is only with generic tense that the
presence of the null operator is licit.  The null adverb of quantification can in fact be
spelt out, and when it is spelt out it does not correspond to alwes which has the
force of universal quantification but to the weaker adverbials mostly/ usuaUy/
normally. This is an important observation since it provides a straightforward
explanation ofthe scope-taking properties of null objects with respect to negation.

Consider once again the facts discussed by Rizzi (c£ (8)), now with two
additional examples taken from vanden Wyngaerd (1994):

(17) a. Questa decisione non rende tutti felici. (-7>V)
this decision not makes all happy
'This decision does not make everyone happy.'

b. Questa decisione non rende ec felici. (V>7)
this decision not makes happy
'This decision does not make one/people happy.'

c. Questa decisione non rende sempre ec felici. (-,>V)
this decision not makes always happy
'This kind of decision does not always make one happy.'

d. Questa decisione habitualmente non rende ec felici.  (Q>-)
this decision usually not makes happy
'This kind ofdecision usually does not make one happy.'

The problem according to Rizzi (1986) concerns the different behaviour of
the lexical universal tutti in (17a) and the null object in (17b) in their scope taking
relative to negation. As argued in vanden Wyngaerd (1994), the examples in (17c,d)
make it clear that the presence of a null object in itself does not imply narrow scope
for negation, contrary to Rizzi's claim. In fact, (17c) is synonymous with (17a) with
negation obligatorily taking wide scope over the universal. (17d) also contains a null
objects but patterns with (17b) and not with (17a) and (17c). It thus seems that the
presence of a null object per se cannot decide whether negation will have narrow or
wide scope. Rather, what determines the scope of negation is the type of
quantificational element present in the sentence. If it is a quantifier with universal
force (tutti and sempre), then negation must have wide scope. In the case of
quantifiers like most (of) NP, mostly, usually, etc., however, negation has narrow
scope since these elements behave like Positive Polarity Items. They cannot appear
under the scope of negation unless contrastively stressed, in which case we are
dealing not with sentence negation but with constituent negation. Assuming the
presence of an abstract operator in (17b) that is the null counterpart of adverbs of
quantification like mostly/ usuaUy/ normaUy gives us the desired result.

(18) [OPADVi [Questa decisione non rende eci felici]] ( pADV>-n)

The null object  is a variable bound by the null operator. The scope  of the variable  is
determined by the scope of that operator. Since that operator must scope over
negation (being a quantifier with the property of PPIs), the null object is interpreted
as having scope over negation.
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Having shown how the scope taking properties of null objects are easily

explained by assuming that they are base-generated variables bound by an empty
adverb of quantification, let us now turn to the empirical facts that Authier (1989)
presents in support of his analysis and against that of Rizzi (1986).

The term wcak crossover subsumes illicit constructions where a pronominal
is locally A'-bound, as illustrated in (19).

(19) a. Whoi loves 4 hisi mother?

b.    *Whoi does hisi mother love 4?

Noting that French also exhibits weak crossover effects, Authier presents the
following paradigm in French:

(20) a. La  chasse rend ecarb amoureux de sonarb chien.
the hunting makes fond of one's dog
'Hunting makes one  fond of one's dog.'

b. *Sonarb chien rend ecarb amoureux  de la chasse.
One's dog nnakes fond of the hunting

'One's dog makes one fond ofhunting.'

(20a) shows that coindexation ofthe pronominal son and the null object is legitimate
when the pronominal appears on the right of the null object. By contrast, such
coindexation leads to ungrammaticality if the pronominal is to the left of the null
object,  as (20b) illustrates. This contrast is naturally accounted for in terms of WCO
if one assumes that null objects, just like wh-traces, are variables bound by an
operator triggering WCO violations when the pronominal appears between the
operator and the variable.

Authier's second point is related to the behaviour of empty objects with
respect to binding. In the previous section we have seen that null objects are
sensitive to the principles of Binding Theory. They must be free in the clause that
contains them. The relevant examples are repeated in (21) (=(6)).

(21) a. E   un'illusione [S2 PROarb'sperare [S3 che    un buon pranzo possa
is an illusion hope that a good meal may
riconciliare ecarb"       con se stessi]].
reconcile with oneself
'It is an illusion to hope that a good meal may reconcile one with
oneself.'

b.       In questo dipartimento 6 difficile   [S2 PROarb· costringere   ecarb·
in this department isdifficult force

[S3 PRO arb. a lavorare]].
to work

'In this department it is difficult to force one to work.'

In (2 la) the interpretation with arb'=arb" is available. By contrast, in (2lb) the
reading with arb'=arb" is unavailable.  The  two  sets of arbitrary reference  must  be
disjoint. This follows from principle B or from principle C, since PROarb' is in the
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governing category of the null object. The empty object must be free in its
governing category. As discussed in relation with (6), these facts are compatible
with both apro-analysis and an verator-variable analysis. This can be seen from the
schematic representation of (21).

(22)    a.         [Sl  [S2 PRO arb' [S3 OP · · · ecarb•i···]]] (arb'=arb"  or  arb'tarb")

b.     [si OPi··· [S2 PROarb' ··· ecarbii···[S3···111     (arb'#arb-)

Authier (1989), however, provides two additional contexts where the two
hypotheses necessarily give rise to different predictions.

First, by changing the tense property of the most deeply embedded clause in
(22a) and turning it into a non-finite clause, the abstract operator can no longer be
generated in S3· This is so because the operator that binds the object variable is a
non-overt adverb of quantification that is selected by generic tense only.
Consequently, non-finite clauses cannot have such an operator and local A'-binding
of the empty subject within S3 becomes impossible. This is schematized in (23).

(23) Isiop IS2 PROarb' [S3 ··· ecarb"···]]···]

If Condition B applies to null objects, this change should have no effect on the
referential properties of the object. It should still be able to be coreferential with the
PRO subject of S2· If, however, Condition C is the relevant restriction for null
objects, then the expectation is that the procured change in the tense property of S3
removes the possibility of coreference between the highest PRO subject and the null
object. Authier provides the following examples to illustrate that Condition C is the
relevant restriction in this type of construction.

(24) [siDans cette usine [S2 PROarb' dire   de   [S3 PROarb contraindre ecarb"

in   this factory say of force

a    [PROarb.'    travailler]]    est  ndcessaire].
to work is necessary
'In this factory, to say to force one to work is necessary.'

The null object in (24) must be disjoint from both PROarb· and PROarb'. The
disjointness requirement between PROarb' and the null object follows only from an
analysis of null objects as variables bound by an abstract operator.9 A pronominal
analysis cannot account for this fact.

The second context involves a finite (generic) main clause (St) and a non-
finite adjunct clause (S2).

8 In (22) I give the schematic representation in terms of an operator-variable analysis positing an
operator in every generic finite clause. In a pronominal analysis of null objects the relevant
distinction is that in (22a) the governing category of the null object (S,) does not contain the PRO
subject while in (22b) it does.
9 Note that obligatory disjoint reference cannot be attributed to semantic or pragmatic factors.
Appropriate contexts are easily construed where coreference between the agent of say and the patient
of jbrce are coreferential. Consider for instance the following utterance  of  a  lazy PhI) student
despentely  wanting to  finish his  thesis.  It  is   absolutely  necessary  (for  me)  to  say  to  my  supervisor  to
force me to work.
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(25) a. [[Une augmentation brusque des imp6ts incite ecarb' a PRO
a increase sudden of taxes incites         to

manifester]   [sans PRO amener ecarb. A PRO commettre des excds]].
demonstrate without lead-INF to commit the extremes
'A sudden tax increase incites one to demonstrate without leading one to
go to extremes.'

b.    #[[Une augmentation brusque des imp6ts incite ecarb' a PRO manifester
avec violence] [sans PRO amener ecarb, a PRO ratablir l'ordre par la

force]].

'A sudden tax increase incites one to demonstrate without leading one to
reestablish order by force.'

According to the unselective binding analysis the presence of the null adverbial
operator is dependent on the tense properties of the clause. Accordingly, in (25) an
abstract operator can be generated only in the matrix clause and this operator will
unselectively bind both null objects, leading to obligatory coreference. This is
exactly what happens in (25). In (25a) the only available meaning is where arb' and
arb" pick identical sets of persons. The pragmatic oddity of (25b) follows from this
identity requirement  on  arb'  and arb" since it forces an interpretation where  the
rioters are also the people who reestablish order by force. An unusual state of affairs
indeed. The pronominal analysis, however, cannot capture these facts. The adverbial
adjunct clause is the governing category for the null object and within this governing
category the object is free. Obligatory coreference is therefore not expected, contrary
to fact.

The above empirical facts all argue in favour of Authier's operator-variable
analysis ofnull objects in Italian and French.

3.2.3 Implicit arguments as unprojected theta-roles (Brody &
Manzini 1988)

Brody & Manzini (1988) (henceforth B&M) provide an alternative analysis
of implicit arguments based on ideas expressed in Chomsky (1986), Rizzi (1986)
and Roeper (1987). These analyses all assume that implicit arguments are lexically
represented but they are not syntactically projected. For them an implicit argument
is basically a theta-role that is not projected to a syntactic position but not
suppressed in the lexicon either. Although Chomsky's (1986) proposal concerns

only implicit agents and Rizzi (1986) and Roeper (1987) counts as implicit
arguments only theta-roles that otherwise license PPs, B&M propose to extend the
idea to all types of theta-roles that are not phonetically realized.

As B&M note, the main problem for an analysis of implicit arguments in
terms of unprojected theta-roles is that such an analysis violates the Projection
Principle of Chomsky (1986) which requires every thematic role selected by a head
to be categorially represented at every level of representation.

Accordingly, for such a theory to work, an alternative to Chomsky's (1986)
Projection Principle is needed which allows the non-projection of certain thematic
roles.  Such an alternative is carefully worked out in section 3  of B&M. Their revised
Projection Principle is based on the idea that Case is playing a central role in syntax.
They assume that theta-roles are essential only for creating lexical structures.
Syntactic structures are created by Cases. In other words, syntactic structures are
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projections of Case-frames and not theta-frames. The proposed alternative is given
in (26).

(26) Projection Principle: OB&M 1988:118)
Cases are categorially represented in the syntax.

Using the distinction between structural and theta-related inherent Case, B&M
propose that (26) refers to structural Cases only. Inherent Case may or may not
project to a syntactic position. Essentially, however, no projection requirement holds
of the related theta-positions. It follows then that implicit datives can correspond to
unprojected theta-roles. By (26) nominative and accusative Case obligatorily project.
Assignment of a theta-role to the projected position, however, is not forced by
anything now. This is a desirable result in the case of nominative Case position, as
the existence of passive sentences is made possible by not assigning a theta-role to
the nominative Case position. As for those cases where the theta-role obligatorily
projects and is categorially represented, B&M show that their theory can
successfully handle these cases given the Theta Criterion and the assumption that
chains must have a theta-position at the root position of the chain. The details of
their account of how (26) can replace the original formulation of the Projection
Principle without loss of empirical coverage need not concern us here. Suffice it to
say that it is demonstrated that (26) can in fact work given the Theta Criterion and
standard assumptions about chains.

Our main concern here is the descriptive and explanatory adequacy of the
analysis of implicit arguments in terms of unprojected them-roles, made possible by
(26). As I have already pointed out at the beginning of §3.2, B&M object to the
pronominal analysis and the operator-variable analysis of implicit arguments
essentially on grounds of poor explanatory power for the distribution of implicit
arguments and not because of their lack of feasibility or lack of descriptive
adequacy. 10 As for descriptive adequacy, B&M claim that the analysis of implicit
datives as unprojected theta-roles receives empirical support from the fact that
implicit arguments behave unlike pronominals or unlike any syntactically
represented null argument for that matter. In particular, according to B&M implicit
arguments cannot inherit referential properties from an antecedent that would make
specific reference possible. They give the following examples to illustrate their
point.

(27) a. Johni tried [PROi to go].

b. John believes [that it is easy-0i [PROi to write an article]].
(#John believes that it is easy for him to write an article)

The conclusion they draw from (27) is that a categorially represented theta-
role (PRO) behaves differently from implicit arguments, i.e. from non-projected
theta-roles. While in (27a) PRO can inherit the specific features of the matrix
subject, in (27b) the implicit dative cannot take the matrix subject as its antecedent.
They conclude that implicit arguments can only inherit referential properties from an
element with arbitrary interpretation. They take this behaviour as support for treating
implicit arguments and categorially represented empty elements separately.

10 But see the previous section for arguments that the pronominal analysis of Rizzi (1986) suffers
from empirical inadequacy.
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Although they only illustrate the contrast with PRO, we know that null pronominals
in null subject languages can also inherit referential properties and be coreferential
with other lexical nominals of the clause, as illustrated by the following Hungarian
example.

(28) JAnosi rem61i,    hogy proi atmegy az angol vizsgan.

John  hopes that pass-3SG the English  exam

'John hopes that he will pass the English exam.'

Even if B&M's conclusion was right, it is dubious whether the facts could be
taken as an empirical argument for their analysis. The (alleged) fact that implicit
arguments can only be interpreted arbitrarily and cannot inherit referential
properties is also compatible with the operator-variable analysis of Authier. The
abstract operator (corresponding essentially to a null adverb of quantification)
unselectively binds the null object giving rise to the interpretation 'for most x, x is a
person    . . . ' This quantificational interpretation is obviously incompatible    with
referential binding by a higher nominal with specific reference. I believe, however,
that their conclusion is based on insufficient empirical facts and therefore their
conclusion is unwarranted. The two sentences in (27) do not constitute a minimal
pair for the issue at hand. In (27a) the clause that contains the referential antecedent
of PRO has specific time reference. By contrast, (27b) is a generic sentence.  It is this
difference between specific and generic time reference that causes the distinct
behaviour of PRO and the implicit argument. Independent evidence shows that
genericity and arbitrary reference for empty categories are strongly interrelated.

(29) They discussed [PRO buying clothes on Saturday].

The interpretation of PRO in (29) depends on the generic or non-generic reading of
the gerund. On the non-generic reading when the buying event takes place on a
particular Saturday, the null subject is interpreted anaphorically, inheriting the
referential properties ofthe matrix subject. On the generic reading, when the topic of
discussion is the buying of clothes on Saturdays in general, the embedded subject
has arbitrary reference. The important point for us here is that there is a correlation
between the generic/non-generic reading of the gerundival clause and the
specific/arbitrary interpretation of the null subject.

In view of this correlation we can see why (27a) and (27b) cannot be
compared. In a true minimal pair the clauses must have identical tense properties.
Therefore, the behaviour of the categorially represented null subject in (27a) has to
be compared with the implicit datives ofthe following sentences:

(30) a. Johni still remembers [how easy-0i it was [PROi to write that article for
the Sunday Times]].

b.     Johni knew [that it would not be easy-0i [PROi to pass the final exam]].

We see that in (30), where the intermediate clause containing the implicit argument
has specific time reference, the implicit argument can be coreferential with the
matrix subject John, inheriting specific reference.

I conclude that the empirical support advanced in B&M in favour of an
unprojected theta-role analysis and against a pronominal analysis is not valid for
implicit datives. Implicit datives behave like pronominal elements with respect to
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referential properties. Their apparent inability to assume specific reference in (27a)
can be attributed to the effect of generic tense. In generic sentences arbitrary
reference for null arguments obtains due to the presence of an abstract operator.
Once this independent factor is removed, implicit arguments walk and talk like
pronominals. As (30) illustrates they can inherit referential properties from other
arguments. Furthermore, they are subject to Condition B of the Binding Theory.

11

(31) a. [PROi to shout-0•vj [PRO•io to leave]] is difficult.
b. Maryi promised-0•i/•ji [that the doctorj would never see her again until

she was really sick.

In Ola) the person who shouts and the implicit dative of show cannot be
coreferential. This is naturally follows from Condition B of the Binding Theory. In
(31b) coreference between the implicit dative and the doctor is impossible. This
follows from Condition C: the implicit dative is sensitive to the binding conditions
and counts as a potential A-binder of the R-expression.

Further empirical support for the claim that implicit datives behave like
pronominals comes from the fact that they can be pragmatically bound. Examples in
(32) are taken from Bresnan (1982). They show that an implicit dative can also pick
up its antecedent from elements introduced in the discourse or by some non-
linguistic context.

(32) a. Tomi felt sheepish. Pinching those elephants was foolish-0i·
b.       Maryi was happy and excited. To have involved herself in the group was

risky-0i·
c.      I think that killing himself was a terrible mistake.

(uttered when witnessing a man commit suicide)

With these properties of implicit dative arguments established, there does not seem
to be any property that they do not share with syntactically represented empty
arguments. This removes the empirical justification for an analysis of implicit
arguments as non-projected theta-roles. In fact, a stronger claim can be put forward.
The ability of implicit datives to pick up referential properties from other elements
in the sentence or in the discourse poses a problem for B&M's proposal. They claim
that there are two ways for a theta-role to receive non-arbitrary reference. Either it is
assigned to a lexical category or it is assigned to an empty category that inherits
features from some lexical antecedent. In view of the data presented in (31) and (32)
this line of reasoning practically forces the conclusion that implicit datives
correspond to syntactically represented empty categories, contrary to their claim.

We have seen that a treatment of implicit arguments as unprojected thematic
roles poses a problem in the case of non-generic sentences. It incorrectly predicts
that they cannot inherit referential properties from syntactic elements. Let us now
examine generics a bit more carefully as well. According to B&M arb-assignment is
a default rule that applies to theta-roles in the lexicon. For theta-roles that do not
correspond to any syntactic position this is the only option. Consequently, we do not
expect arb-assigned implicit arguments to interact with other syntactic categories. In
particular, they are not expected to scope higher than the surface position of the
predicate they are an argument of. The empirical facts, however, show us otherwise.

" Example (31a) is from Brody & Manzini (1988) and (3lb) is from Williams (1985). In both articles
it is observed that implicit arguments behave like pronominals with respect to Binding Theory.
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As already discussed in §3.2.2, the scope of a null object relative to negation
depends on the nature of the quantificational adverb present in the sentence. If no
adverb is present, the null object scopes over negation, if an adverb of universal
quantification is present, then negation must have wide scope and finally with
adverbs like mostly, usuaUy negation has narrow scope. In short, the scope of the
null object is determined by the scope of the adverb of quantification (cf. examples
in (17)). This observation about scope is valid for implicit dative arguments as well.
Implicit datives, unlike lexical universal quantifiers, must scope over sentential

negation when no lexical adverbial is present. The reading given in (34a)
corresponds to (33a) and (34b) to (33b).

(33) a. It is not pleasant for everyone [to work ten hours a day].
b.     It is not pleasant ec [to work ten hours a day].

(34) a. -7 (Vx) (pleasant for x that x works ten hours a day)
b.      Vx(n (pleasant for x that x works ten hours a day)

The presence of always in (35a), however, changes the scope properties of the
implicit dative. It must have narrow scope as the paraphrase given in (36a) shows.

Finally, in (351,) the adverbial usuaUy (a Positive Polarity Item) forces a wide scope
reading of the null dative.

(35) a. It is not always pleasant ec [to work ten hours a day].
b.      It is usually not pleasant ec [to work ten hours a day].

(36) a. -7 (Vx) (pleasant for x that x works ten hours a day)
b.        Qx(i (pleasant for x that x works ten hours a day)

Under the analysis proposed in B&M, it is unclear where the quantificational force
of the implicit argument comes from if it is an unprojected theta-role. Arb-
assignment means assigning the features [+human, +generic] to the theta-role. These
features in themselves cannot induce a reading where the argument behaves as a
quantified NP and takes scope over sentential negation. Under the unselective
binding approach null objects are unselectively bound by an abstract operator,
which in turn is licensed by generic tense. By extending this account to implicit
datives in generic sentences, we can automatically account for the scope-properties
of the implicit arguments in (33b) and (35). The implicit dative scopes over those
elements that the adverb scopes over.

I think that the point has been made by now. An analysis of implicit
arguments in terms of unprojected theta-roles together with the default arb-
assignment rule is problematic. In generic sentences it cannot account for the
observed quantificational force of implicit arguments. In sentences with specific
time reference it incorrectly predicts for implicit datives that no inheritance of
referential properties is possible. It is for these reasons that the analysis of B&M is
not adopted.
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3.2.4 Proarb: an unselectively bound indefinite

During my discussion of Rizzi's (1986) theory of null objects and B&M's theory of
implicit arguments in general, I pointed out several problems with the default rule of
arb-assignment assumed by these linguists.

(37) Arb-assignment rule:

a.      Assign arb to the direct 0-role
b.     arb: [+human, +generic, tplural ] (Rizzi 1986:509)

Rizzi argues that this rule can apply freely either in the lexicon or in the syntax. In
the former case it is a lexically governed process that applies to 0-grids. The object
0-role is saturated by arb-assignment before it projects to a syntactic position. When
it applies in the syntax, an object position is already projected and pro occupies that
position. Rizzi claims that rule (37) applies to a slot in the 0-grid of the verb and
then the features that define arb are transferred onto this direct object position. Since
such a slot have no intrinsic content (no 9-features), it is unable to recover any
feature-content ofpro and therefore the only way to content-license pro is to apply
(37) by which the 0-slot acquires some intrinsic content.

Our main criticism against the arb-assignment rule has been that it is unable
to derive the quantificational properties of null arguments in generic sentences. If
(37) is responsible for the semantic interpretation of null objects and datives, it is
expected to have the same interpretation as lexical generics, contrary to fact.
Therefore I have concluded that in generic sentences null objects and implicit
datives are interpreted as variables bound by an operator licensed by generic tense.
This conclusion also means that I reject Rizzi's rule of arb-assignment. Such a rule
is not part of the grammar. In particular, there is no default rule that assigns the
semantic feature [+generic] to an argument. It is other elements of the sentence that
determine the quantificational force of the null argument.

A rejection of (37) for deriving the interpretation of proarb has further
empirical advantage. It allows us to consider other types of arbitrarily interpreted
null arguments and bring them all under a unitary analysis. An inventory of these
'arb-constructions' is given in Cinque (1988). First, in pro-drop languages generic
sentences can have not only arbitrarily interpreted null objects but also null subjects,
as (38) illustrates with examples taken from Cinque (1988).

(38)   a. Li, proarb odiano gli stranieri.
there hate-3PL the foreigners

'There, people hate foreigners.'

b.     Qui, proarblavorano anche di sabato.

here work-3PL also the Saturday
'Here, people work even on Saturday.'

We see from (38) that arb-assignment is not restricted to direct object positions.
Arb-assignment, or rather arbitrary interpretation seems to be available to any null
argument in a generic sentence in pro-drop languages.

Second, in episodic sentences with specific time reference, null subjects are
interpreted not generically but existentially.
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(39) a. proarb 10 hanno  cercato:  era un signoreanziano.
CL CC have looked-for was  a man elderly

'Someone has been looking for him: it was an elderly man:

b. Prima, Proarb hanno telefonato: mi  pareva tua sorella.
earlier have phoned me seemed your sister

'Someone has phoned earlier: it seemed to me to be your sister.'

I fully agree with Cinque who considers these 'quasi-universal' and 'quasi-
existential' readings contextual variants of one and the same arb. The interpretation
of'arb'  is a function of the different time reference of the sentence. The operator-
variable analysis ofproarb can be easily extended to the existentially interpreted null

subjects in (39). Once again we can use Heim's theory of unselective binding. In
episodic sentences with specific time reference proarb is a  free variable bound by
existential closure.  In  effect, all instances of proarb  can be given a unified analysis

under Heim's theory of unselective binding of indefinite NPs. Arbitrarily interpreted
null arguments are null indefinite pronouns. They have no quantificational force of
their own and no independent reference. Null indefinites contribute a variable in a
logical form representation, which gets bound either by an operator if it is within the
scope of one or by existential closure. Thus, I diverge in one respect from Authier's
analysis of null objects. I do not assume that null objects are base generated
variables in need of a quantifier. Rather, they are base generated null indefinite
pronouns whose interpretation varies according to context. This assumption allows
us to give a unified treatment to existentially and quasi-universally interpreted null

subjects and objects as far as their logical representation is concerned.
A further advantage is connected to the interpretation of PROarb•

Antecedentless PRO with a generic superordinate clause also receives arbitrary
interpretation with exactly the same quantificational properties as null subjects and
objects in generic sentences.

(40) [PROarb to remain silent] means [PROarb to agree].

Lebeaux (1984) proposes that in (40) PROarb is bound by a generic operator.
The generic reading of PRO stems from the generic operator. This means that the
operator-variable account of proak is also adequate for PROarb.  PROarb and proarb

have identical interpretation in generic sentences. All instances of arbitrarily
interpreted null arguments share an important characteristic feature. They must be
interpreted as human. This is true independently of their grammatical status and
Case-marking. In §3.3.3 I return to this humanness condition on arbitrarily
interpreted arguments and propose that it is due to a default rule that provides these
null elements with minimal content to be eligible for argumenthood.

Before closing this section, we must return to implicit arguments in episodic
sentences with specific time reference. As illustrated in examples (30), (3 lb) and
(32), an implicit dative can inherit specific reference from a discourse antecedent. In
other words, it can be pragmatically bound. I believe that the null pronominal

analysis proposed for arbitrarily interpreted implicit arguments can be extended to
these cases as well. The difference concerns the way pro receives (referential)
content. In (30) a syntactically represented argument serves as referential antecedent
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for pro. In (32) we have pragmatic control: a salient element in the discourse can
serve as the referential antecedent ofpro. 12

Let me now finally turn back to the Hungarian data. We have already seen
that implicit datives in English show all the hallmarks of pronominal elements. On
the basis of that fact I argued for a pro analysis of implicit arguments and against a
theta-role based analysis. Hungarian control constructions with inflected infinitives
provide further evidence for such a claim. In these constructions implicit datives can
receive arbitrary reference only if there is no agreement marking on the embedded
infinitive and if the matrix sentence is generic (cf. (4la)). If the embedded infinitive
bears agreement marking, arbitrary interpretation is unavailable. Instead, both the
implicit dative and the embedded subject are interpreted referentially, the reference
stemming from 'rich' agreement on the infinitive (cf. (4 lb)).

(41) a. Nagyon hasznos proarb[proarb angolul tanul-ni].

very useful English learn-INF

'It is very useful to learn English.'

b. Nagyon hasznos proi [proi angolul tanul-ni-a].
very useful English learn-INF-3SG

'It is very useful for him/her to learn English.'

If implicit arguments are not projected into syntactic positions but are instead
assigned arbitrary reference by a default rule before a syntactic representation is
built up, then the above pattern cannot be accounted for. In (4lb) the implicit dative
argument receives specific reference due to agreement marking on the embedded
infinitive. Therefore, we cannot assume that the implicit dative receives its semantic
interpretation before the syntactic representation is built up. Whether it is interpreted
arbitrarily or not depends on the content of the embedded Agr, a functional
projection of the syntactic structure. Note that we cannot appeal to some pragmatic
inference that associates the implicit argument of the matrix adjective with the agent
of the embedded clause. Adjectives like useful do not trigger any such inference.
This is clearly manifested in the following examples involving complex event
nominals.

(42) Hasznos  volt  [Dpaz   pro      egy dve tart6 angolul tanul-As-a].
useful was the oneyear lasting English learn-DEV-3SG

'His one-year long learning ofEnglish was very useful.'

12 I have nothing insightful to say about the different behaviour of null objects and null dative
arguments in Italian. As noted by Rizzi (1986), the former is incompatible with specific or definite
interpretation and never admits pragmatic control by a discourse antecedent. It thus seems to be the
case that in Italian (and in French) null objects, unlike null datives, can only be licensed when bound
by an operator. The reason for this difference should be further investigated. That such a difference
between null objects and datives is a particular characteristic of these languages is suggested by the
fact that other languages licensing null objects do not exhibit this distinction. As argued in Cole
(1987), Korean and Thai can have both arbitrarily interpreted and referential null objects.

(i)          Ku pyenhosa-nun ecey pro saki-ci-et-ta.
the lawyer yesterday swindle-PAST
'The lawyer swindled him/her yesterday.'

The reference ofthe null object in (i) is inferred contextually.
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In (42) coreference between the matrix implicit argument and the null subject of the
complex event nominal is possible, but contrary to (41b) it is not obligatory. The
Beneficiary argument of useful can be some other individual given in the previous
discourse. Thus we see that there is nothing inherent in the meaning of useful which
forces coreference between the implicit argument and the embedded subject. 13

The null pronominal analysis of implicit arguments can assimilate these

Hungarian facts. The null dative in (4 la) is in a generic sentence and is interpreted
arbitrarily. It is bound by the generic operator. By contrast, the null dative in (41b) is

14an instance ofpro that receives referential content through 'rich' agreement.

3.2.5 Conclusions

In this section I have examined the syntactic and semantic properties of implicit
arguments, in particular null objects and implicit datives. I have reviewed three
different proposals: Rizzi's theory of arb-assignment to null objects, Authier's
(1989) account of null objects in generic sentences and the theory of implicit
arguments proposed in Brody & Manzini (1988). I have demonstrated that the
interpretation of null objects and datives is dependent on other properties of the
sentence. It is sensitive to the tense specifications and to the presence of
quantificational adverbs. I have proposed that arbitrarily interpreted null objects and
datives in generic sentences and episodic sentences should receive a uniform
analysis. These null arguments are syntactically projected and correspond to a null
indefinite pronoun. These indefinites are unselectively bound by some operator or
by existential closure and are interpreted at LF as bound variables. Such an analysis
was argued to be extendable to arbitrary null subjects in finite clauses as well. I have
also argued that there exists no default arb-assignment rule in the lexicon and/or in
the syntax that gives 'arbitrary' reference to null arguments. Arbitrary reference is
not a special kind of reference. Rather, arbitrarily interpreted null arguments are all
indefinites interpreted as bound variables.

I have also considered implicit arguments in episodic sentences with specific
reference. I have proposed that in these cases the null pronominal acquires
referential content either through being pragmatically bound by some salient
element in the discourse or through being coindexed with 'rich' agreement.

The proposals made in this section already imply that what is referred to here
as a null pronominal is in fact a null argument position with no inherent
quantificational and/or referential content. It receives content only in context,
through different mechanisms. It is in the next section that this assumption is spelt
out in more detail and is given formal shape.

u The claim made here to the effect that obligatory coreference between the implicit argument and
the embedded subject in (4 lb) cannot be attributed to semantic/pragmatic factors does not jeopardize
our earlier claim that implicit datives can pick up referential properties from salient elements of the
discourse. Inheritance of referential properties is a possible option but never an obligatory
requirement.
14 The exact mechanism of content licensing by the embedded agreement morphemes will be
discussed in §3.3.2.
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3.3 A theory of pro-drop
In the previous section we have seen that the syntactic and semantic

properties of null arguments vary according to other properties of the clause. In
particular, the tense properties (generic tense versus specific tense) and the 9-feature
specifications on Agr determine whether the null argument is interpreted as a
variable bound by an operator or a null pronominal coindexed with 'rich' Agr. I
argued that arbitrarily interpreted null arguments are indefinites unselectively bound
by either a null adverb of quantification or by a lexical quantificational adverb and
thus interpreted as variables. By contrast, null datives with specific reference in
episodic sentences are either bound by rich Agr (as in Hungarian) or inherit the
reference of some discourse antecedent. In this section I investigate the syntactic
licensing conditions of null pronominals and the exact mechanisms through which
they receive their semantic interpretation.

3.3.1 Rizzi's theory of pro-drop

In §3.2.1 I have discussed Rizzi's (1986) analysis of arbitrarily interpreted null
objects. There I have concentrated only on those aspects ofhis theory ofpro that are
relevant to the nature and interpretation of null objects in generic sentences.  In this
section I consider Rizzi's theory once again. This time the point of interest is his
general theory of formal licensing and content licensing ofpro.

The  crucial  claim  in  Rizzi's  theory of pro  is  that  the  occurrence of pro is

constrained by two independent conditions: formal licensing and content
identification/recoverability.

(43) Licensing conditions on pro

a.      pro is governed by Xyo

b.      Let X be the licensing head of an occurence of pro:  then pro has the
grammatical specifications  of the features  on X coindexed with it.

According to (43a), pro is formally licensed by a governing head of type y. The
class of licensing heads is different in each language. In Rizzi's framework, this
diversity among languages is a stipulation and does not follow from any other
properties or principles. There are indeed reasons to believe that attempts to reduce
the question of licensing to properties of Agr do not fare better. In particular, the
statement that strong Agr can license pro and weak Agr cannot license pro does not
seem to have more explanatory power, unless the properties 'strong' and 'weak' can
be established on independent grounds. I will argue below in §3.3.3 that it cannot be
directly linked to morphological 'richness' of the agreement paradigm. In particular,
non-referential pro can be licensed in languages where the agreement morphemes
are not 'rich' enough to identify referential null arguments (e.g. Modern Hebrew,
Icelandic and Finnish). Nor can it be linked to strength as defined in Chomsky
(1991,  1993). In these formulations of the minimalist program functional projections
with strong features require overt movement of some element to the specifier
position in order to check their strong features before Spell Out. Connecting strong
Agr ofpro-licensing and this conception of strength leads to the expectation that the
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group of languages that license null subjects coincides with the group of languages
that require overt movement of a subject to Spec,AgrsP. This correlation, however,
is not supported by empirical facts. An obvious counter-example is Hungarian where
there is no indication whatsoever that the subject moves out of VP in overt syntax.
Yet, Hungarian is a null subject language. It seems to be the case that the claims that
strong Agr can license pro is no more than a restatement of the fact that some
functional projections allow for null arguments while others do not. I will therefore
follow Rizzi's view that formal licensing ofpro is possible by a given set of heads,
the set being determined for each language separately. 15

(43b) states the content licensing requirement on pro. Identification requires
that the licensing head carry the appropriate agreement features that are rich enough
to identify to null pronominal. The exact nature of the identification requirement
depends on the referential status of the null pronominal. Rizzi adopts a tripartite
classification of pro: non-arguments (expletives), quasi-arguments and referential
arguments. These three types are hierarchically ordered with respect to the required

9-features that they need for content licensing.

(44)    a.      An NP is referential only if it has the specification for person and number.
b.      An NP is argumental only if it has the specification of number.

These assumptions imply that expletive pro only needs formal licensing.

Quasi-argumental pro of weather expressions needs number features and finally,
referential pro needs both number and person features. These distinctions are
claimed to derive the cross-linguistic variation with respect to pro-licensing. For
instance, German licenses only expletive pro, Icelandic and Yiddish license null
expletives and quasi-arguments and Italian and Spanish licensed all three types of
null arguments. An important underlying assumption of this system is that every
sentence must contain a syntactic subject independently of the availability of a
thematic role for the subject. In other words, the Extended Projection Principle is
assumed to be universal. This assumption is problematic. Considerable empirical
and conceptual arguments have been accumulated in support of the claim that null
expletives should not be part ofthe grammar (cf. §3.3.4).

Rizzi's pro-licensing principle explicitly states that the same head is
responsible for both licensing and identification:  "...pro is allowed to occur through
government by a head belonging to a language-specific set of licensers and its
content is recovered through non-standard binding by the licensing head" (Rizzi
1986: 540). This claim is based on the licensing requirements of null objects in
generic sentences with arbitrary interpretation. In Italian, verbs cannot be marked for
object-agreement. Consequently, the (p-features of the objects can never be
recovered from the agreement morphology present on the verbal head. According to

" This typological puzzle merits extensive further research. Why is it that some languages differ as to
the possibility of subject object and indirect object pro? As will become clear from the discussion
below, this is a typological question that is separate from the possibility of referential pro -drop. While
the possibility of referential pro-drop  is (at least indirectly) connected to the morphological properties
of Agr, licensing of non-referential, arbitrary pro is not. If our conclusions of §3.2 are correct and
pro.,b is basically a bound indefinite, then failure of licensing proa in some languages (e.g. in
English) cannot be due to the failure of unselective binding since that mechanism is universally
available. This fact also suggests that there is some local formal licensing requirement on null
arguments that is independent of the binding mechanism. Unfortunately, I have nothing more
insightful to say as far as this question is concerned.
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Rizzi, in such a case a default arb-assignment rule applies leading to arbitrary
interpretation of the null objects.

(45) Assign arb to direct 0-role.

There are, however, both theoretical and empirical reasons to call into
question the validity of the generalization that in every instance ofpro-licensing the
two conditions onpro are fulfilled by the same head.

The theoretical reason comes from the striking parallelism between the
conditions on pro and the ECP, noted by Rizzi as well. According to the original
formulation of the ECP in Chomsky (1981), it was a disjunctive condition on empty
categories.

(46) Disjunctive Empty Category Principle
an empty category must be:

a. Lexically/head governed: governed by a lexical Xo; or,
b. Antecedent governed: bound by (coindexed with and c-commanded by)

a category that governs it.

This original formulation of the ECP, however, had the theoretical inadequacy of
linking together two seemingly unrelated conditions in an arbitrary way. There is no
understanding why satisfaction of condition (46a) or satisfaction of (46b) should
have the same effect on the grammaticality of empty categories.  It is for this reason
that subsequent linguistic research tried to eliminate the disjunctive condition and to
give a unified version of the ECP. Such a unified version of the ECP involves a
conjunctive formulation of the two conditions. In this way the arbitrary connection
between the two conditions disappears as both conditions apply with equal force. A
representative and influential form of the conjunctive formulation ofthe ECP is that
ofRizzi (1990).16

(47) Conjunctive Empty Category Principle (ECP)
A non-pronominal empty category must be

a. properly head-governed; (formal licensing)
b.      Theta-governed or antecedent-governed17 (identification)

(Rizzi, 1990:74)

16 The theory proposed in Aoun, Hornstein, Lightfoot and Weinberg (1987) also formulates the ECP
as a conjunctive condition on non-pronominal empty elements (traces and variables).

A non-pronominal empty category must be
i. Lexically governed;
ii. satisfy Generalized Binding.

Generalized Binding (where X=A or A')

i.             An X-anaphor must be X-bound in its domain
ii.          An X-pronoun must be X-free in its domain
iii.         R-expressions must be A-free

i7 Proper head-government is government by Xo within the immediate X'; Theta-government is
government by a theta assigner; Antecedent-government is government by an antecedent, an element
that governs the govemee and binds it; X binds Y if and only if X c-commands Y and X and Y are
coindexed. (Rizzi 1990:74)
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(48) X antecedent governs Y iff
a.    X and Y are coindexed;
b.    X c-commands Y;
c.    no barrier intervenes;
d. relativized minimality is respected.

In Rizzi's (1990) framework lexical/head government is seen as a means of formal
licensing and antecedent government ensures the content-recoverability of the empty
category.

In a similar vein, PRO can be regarded to be subject to two independent
principles. It must be restricted to occur in non-governed positions and its content is
recovered either from a controlling antecedent or through binding by a generic
operator and the additional default assignment of the [+human] feature.  Thus we see
that for three types of empty elements (traces of A-movement, variables and PRO)
formal licensing and content identification involves two different relations. Formal
licensing is strictly local (head government or prohibition of it) while content

recovery is carried out within chains and involves some kind of binding relation in
the extended sense of the word. In view of these assumptions, there is no a priori
reason to assume that in the case ofpro things should work differently, namely that
formal licensing and content identification should be confined to the same head. In
fact, the null hypothesis is that the split observed in the case of other null elements is
also  present  in the  case  of pro.  I  believe that there is nothing inherent in Rizzi's
theory that forces the conclusion that the licensing head must always be identical to
the element that provides pro with content. The logic of his argument only implies
the  content  of pro  must be recoverable  from the linguistic context through  some
kind of binding/chain relation in the extended sense of the word. An implication
fully in the spirit of the Generalized Empty Category Principle, which states the

government requirements of all types of empty categories as a single principle.
For Rizzi, one of the empirical reasons to assume (431)) comes from

arbitrarily interpreted pro. Under the assumption that arb-assignment applies to a
slot in the 0-grid of the verb and than the relevant features are transferred onto the
direct object position, (43b) seems to be supported: the same verbal head that
licenses pro also provides it with content. I have already argued extensively,
however, that (45) cannot be part of the grammar. Instead, arbitrarily interpreted pro
is content identified through unselective binding by some operator. In addition it
receives the semantic feature [+human] by default. The local licensing head (AgroP
in the case of null objects) does not provide pro with any content at all. It is not
specified for arb or for any other interpretable features by the head formally
licensing it.

The behaviour of referential null arguments licensed by 'rich' agreement
morphology, however, seems to support Rizzi's final conclusion   that   "...   the
peculiar binding relation responsible for the recovery of pro's content is binding
from (the features on) the local head" (Rizzi 1986: 520). In most of the cases the
content of the null subject is recovered from the feature specification on Io, the head
that is also considered to be the local formal licenser of pro through head
government. The 'non-standard' binding relation that is responsible for content
licensing of pro is necessarily local  if we think of it as an instance of Spec-head
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relation.18 It is an empirical question, however, whether the head involved in formal
licensing and the head providing pro with content are necessarily identical. I believe
that the identity of the head involved in formal licensing and the head responsible
for content licensing of pro  is the result of a conspiracy of certain factors that do not
necessarily obtain  in all constructions.  In  the  case  of pro subjects the 'conspiracy'
concerns the behaviour of To and Agro within the inllectional domain IP. Before the
introduction  of the split INFL hypothesis (cf. Pollock  1989),  it  was  difficult  to  say
which of the two elements in INFL is actually the head-governor and the nominative
Case assigner for the structural subject. They were assumed to occupy the same
position. If in some languages finite tense in INFL is sufficient to assign nominative
Case and agreement marking is only needed for the provision of q,-features, then
within Rizzi's system such a language would indicate that different features of the
same head can be responsible for the licensing and for the identification of a pro
subject. With the introduction of the split INFL hypothesis (c£ Pollock 1989), Tense
and Agreement became independent functional projections. In Chomsky (1993), for
instance,  it is explicitly stated that nominative  Case  is a D-feature of the functional
projection Tense. Agr only acts as a kind of intermediary: T raises to Agrs and
checks its Case-feature against a DP in Spec,AgrsP. Taking Case to be relevant for
formal licensing and q)-features for identification, Chomksy's account of nominative
Case-checking and (p-feature-checking also implies that formal licensing and
identification do not necessarily involve one single heaa.

1 19

The Hungarian facts analyzed in Chapter 2 provide empirical support for the
claim that content-identification and formal licensing is not necessarily connected to
the same functional heads. We have seen that content-identification of a null
Experiencer argument in the matrix clause is done through 'rich' agreement marking
on the embedded infinitive. The head formally licensing the Experiencer pro
argument, however, is the matrix Agrow head.

The same point seems to be supported by Standard Arabic, a null subject

language. As argued in Benmamoun (1995) pro-licensing and the identification of
pro is dissociated in negative sentences in Standard Arabic. As discussed in detail in
Benmamoun (1992), negative sentences in Standard Arabic show a clear split
between tense and agreement. Tense morphology appears on the negative element
while agreement is marked on the lexical verb.

(49) a. Salmaa lam tadxul
Salma Neg.Past enter.3FS
'Salma did not enter.'

b.  Salmaa lan tadxula
Salma Neg.Fut enter.3FS
'Salma will not enter.'

18 In Chomsky (1998) feature-checking is no longer confined to Spec-head configurations. Feature
movement  is not part of the system. Categories  only move if independent principles make movement
(pied-piping of XP) necessary. Otherwise an Agree relation is established between the functional
head and an appropriate XP making feature checking possible without actual movement.
19  It should be noted, however, that subsequent development of the theory conflated T and Agr again.
Chomsky's (1995) elimination of Agr as a separate functional projection of the clause takes us back
to the pre-split-INFL system and makes it impossible to separate Case assignment from cp-features in
the case of structural subjects.
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In (49) the verb carries the agreement morphemes and the negative element is
specified for tense. Benmamoun assigns the following structure to (49).

(50) [Tp Salmai [T' lamj INegp 4 IAgrsp ti IAgrs tadxulk [vp ti [V' tk ]]]]]]]

There is strong evidence in Standard Arabic that nominative Case is assigned by
Tense and not by Agr. One such evidence comes from subjects embedded under
ECM verbs. These ECM subjects surface as accusative clitics, although the
embedded verb is fully inflected for agreement.

20

Tensed negative sentences allow referential subject pro-drop, as illustrated in
(51).

(51) a. lam yadxuluu

Neg.Past enter.3MP
'They did not enter.'

b. lan yadxuluu
Neg.Fut enter.3MP
'They will not enter.'

It follows then, that in tensed negative sentences like (51) the licensing head

(Tense) and the identifying head (Agr) are separate functional projections. In fact, if
we accept the arguments given in Benmamoun (1993) to the effect that in Standard
Arabic no independent agreement projections should be postulated (in the spirit of
Chomsky  1995),  then we arrive  at the following conclusion: in tensed negative
sentences content-identification  of pro is possible because the verb carries  'rich'
agreement morphology. Case-checking, however, is done by T, the functional head
to which the verb actually never moves.

Having established that (43b) cannot be the correct formulation of the
content licensing principle since it incorrectly ties together formal licensing and
content identification, I turn to another aspect of (43b) that needs to be critically
assessed. The question concerns the exact nature of content licensing/recovery.

3.3.2 Against content-recovery

In this subsection I clarify how the term content licensing is to be
understood. Rizzi's formulation of the condition in (43b) is neutral on the issue
whether content licensing involves the recovery of (p-features of pro or alternatively,
whether it means the assignment of 9-features to a contentless argument position.  It
is perhaps due to this neutral position in Rizzi's original formulation ofthe licensing
conditions that subsequent analyses also often remain vague on how exactly the
mechanism of content licensing should be understood. They typically state that the
features  of pro are assigned or recovered through coindexation  with the relevant
feature of Inflo, attributing no special importance to the choice between 'assignment'
or 'recovery' and to the theoretical consequences of this choice. The choice between
these two views corresponds to the question whether null elements like profPRO
enter the syntactic derivation fully equipped with (p-features that have to match the
feature specifications of designated (functional) heads or whether they are given
these 9-features in the course of the derivation. Analyses of pro-drop couched in

20 For further empirical arguments see Benmamoun (1992).
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terms of the Minimalist Program of Chomsky (1993, 1995) adopt the former view
for theory internal reasons. It is assumed that the uninterpretable (p-features of
certain functional heads are checked by matching interpretable 9-features of the
nominal argument. Thus pro is also assumed to have inherent 9-features that can
check the features of the Agr head. Pro is like lexical pronouns in all its
characteristics except for the fact that it is phonetically unrealized. I believe,
however, that there is a serious theoretical problem with this view. It seems to lead
to an inconsistency within the adopted theoretical framework.

There is a consensus that there exists some relationship between 'rich'
agreement morphology and the licensing of null arguments.21 Although the intuitive
idea is clear, it has proved exceedingly difficult to formalize this intuition.
Abstracting away from the problem of how and where to draw the line between
'rich' and 'poor' agreement morphology and assuming that such a line can be
drawn, let us see how content licensing is understood once we assume that pro
enters the derivation fully equipped with cp-features. By assumption pro has (p-
features and Agr also has 9-features. The (p-features ofpro must check those of Agr
under Spec-head agreement for the derivation to converge at LF. The (p-features of
pro, however, are interpretable and are not deleted. It follows from this line of
thought that at LF, the interpretive interface, pro has referential content - by virtue
of its (p-features and can be interpreted. It also follows that as far as LF is concerned,
once pro can be formally licensed by a head, it will be also contentful at the end of
the syntactic derivation since it enters the derivation with 'content' by assumption.
We see now that under these assumptions content licensing must be understood as a
condition on PF. Since Agr always has 9-features and pro does too, the feature-

checking between the two can always take place. The difference between pro-drop
and non-pro-drop languages can only be stated in terms of the presence of agreement
morphemes at PF: the referential content of null pro must be recoverable from the
overt linguistic content. This condition, however, is conceptually problematic. The
two interface levels are not supposed to communicate with each other. It is rather

unclear why the referential (p-features ofpro that are 'present' at LF should also be
'visible' at PF for pro to be interpreted. In a similar vein, the difference between

languages that allow both referential and non-referential null arguments (e.g.
Spanish, Italian and Hungarian) and the languages that allow only non-referential
arguments (e.g. Icelandic and Yiddish) can only be stated in terms of PF.  In all these

languages pro is formally licensed. In all these languages pro and the functional
head Agr have 9-features, by assumption. Feature checking takes place and at LF
pro has its features to be interpreted as a referential argument. Consequently, the
cross linguistic variation among the possible  uses  of pro  must be stated in terms  of
the 'richness' of the overt agreement morphology: if the person specification ofpro
is not recoverable from the overt agreement morpheme of the verb then referential
pro is not licensed.22 Once again, stating such a condition assumes that PF 'talks' to
LF, a problematic assumption given the model of grammar assumed in Chomsky
(1993, 1995) where the two interfaces are supposed to be independent, and
conditions on PF cannot influence the interpretation of arguments at LF.

21 The original formulation of this relationship is in Taraldsen (1978). So this relationship is also
known as Taraldsen's Generalization.
22 This PF condition on the content licensing of referential pro implicitly assumes along with Rizzi
(1986) that the relevant distinction between the licensing of referential and non-referential null
arguments concerns the recoverability of person features.
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For these reasons I believe that it is conceptually more attractive to assume
that null elements have no inherent properties of their own. They acquire their
feature-specification from their syntactic environment. Thus I follow Borer (1986) in
assuming that pro must be coindexed with an Agr head to receive feature content,
i.e. to be idenlified. Pro inherits the features of Agr by virtue of being coindexed
with it. It is therefore misleading to talk about 'recovery' of its (p-features. The
assumption that pro is contentless, however, seems to be problematic under
minimalist assumptions. Functional heads, among them Agr, contain cp-features that
are uninterpretable on these heads and therefore have to be checked against the
corresponding features of some element and they must be deleted. If pro is
featureless, it cannot check the features of Agr thus preventing the derivation from
converging. An immediate solution presents itself if we assume that agreement
morphemes in pro-drop languages are lexical items with cp-feature specifications.
This assumption has been elaborated on by Rohrbacher (1994). Rohrbacher connects
the possibility of licensing pro to the different status of agreement morphology in
pro-drop and non-pro-drop languages. In pro-drop languages each agreement
morpheme has its own lexical entry. In other words pro-drop languages have
individually listed referential agreement morphemes, with a bundle of (p-features
associated with them. This assumption about the nature of agreement morphemes in
pro-drop languages is in fact reminiscent of Rizzi' (1982) and Platzack's (1987)
treatment of pro-drop. They assume that Infl has a pronominal element in languages
that allow pro-drop. Rizzi for instance formulates the null subject parameter as
follows:

(52) a. Infi can be specified [+pronoun]
b.      Inft [+pronoun] can be referential

Languages that allow both referential and non-referential null subjects (languages
with 'rich' agreement) are specified positively for both (52a) and (52b). Languages
that allow only (some) non-referential subject to be null are specified positively only
for (52a).

Following this idea I assume that the intuitive notion of 'rich' agreement is
to  be equated with the property of the agreement morphemes that they are listed in
the lexicon as individual items. If the agreement affixes are listed as independent
lexical entries, then the language allows pro-drop. Content licensing ofpro amounts
to the assignment of (p-features  to pro under coindexation.
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(53)    a. Content licensing of referential pro:
An empty pronominal receives (referential) q,-features through
coindexation with agreement morphemes.

b. Agreement morphemes have (p-features iff they are listed as independent
lexical entries.

(53a) and (53b) together gives us the following principle:

(54) Pro-drop parameter:
A language allows null referential pronouns iff the agreement
morphemes of the language are listed as independent lexical entries
together with (p-features.

As for the question of how it is determined whether the agreement morphemes of a

language are listed as independent lexical entries or not, I follow Speas (1995), who
in turn adopts Rohrbacher's (1994) with a minor, but important modification.
Rohrbacher claims that there is a direct connection between the 'richness' of
agreement paradigms and the lexical status of agreement morphemes. He claims that
languages with Full Paradigms have the possibility of null subjects:

(55) Full Paradims:
INFL is a referential category with lexically listed affixes in exactly
those languages where regular subject-verb agreement minimally
distinctively marks all referential INFL-features such that a. and b.:

a.       In at least one number and one tense, the person features  [lst]  and  [2nd]
are distinctively marked.

b.  In at least one person and one tense, the number feature [singular] is
distinctively marked (Rohrbacher 1994:118)

Speas (1995) convincingly argues that Rohrbacher's condition is too strong
since the possibility of referential pro  does not correlate directly  with the presence of
a Full Paradigm. The correlation is more indirect. In particular, if a language has a
Full Paradigm, the agreement affixes may be listed as independent lexical entries,
but they are not necessarily so listed. Whether the agreement affixes of a Full
Paradigm are listed as independent lexical entries or not is a language particular
idiosyncrasy.

This theory of pro-identification crucially relies on the distinction between
the (p-features of Agr and the (p-features of agreement morphemes listed in the
lexicon. The former must be checked and deleted, the latter must be coindexed with
and thus transferred to a null argument. The inherent (p-features of'rich' agreement
morphemes are interpretable and give semantic (and referential) content to the null
argument. They are grammatically relevant. That is, they are relevant above the
lexical level. Following Brody (1993), I assume that a category can only be made
visible for 0-role assignment by Case if it already has some grammatically relevant
semantic feature.
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(56) Condition on 0-role assignment:
A 0-role must be associated with some grammatically relevant semantic
feature(s)

(56) is a condition on argumenthood. In pro-drop languages the cp-features of

agreement morphemes provide pro with the necessary semantic features. In non-pro-
drop languages only lexical pronouns and nouns have the necessary 9-features.

23

Before ending this subsection, a final remark is in order. Given (54), the
question arises whether there are any theoretical or empirical reasons at all to
assume the existence of pro. One wonders whether languages with individually
listed argument morphemes actually have pro  as part of the syntactic representation.
It seems that the agreement morpheme itself can fulfill the role of being an argument
making the presence of pro superfluous.24 Under this assumption the agreement
morpheme receives the available 0-role, is specified for 9-features and checks the
uninterpretable (p-features of the Agr head. It is far from obvious why the presence
of pro should be assumed.  When a lexical subject appears together  with  a  'rich'
agreement morpheme, we can analyze the lexical element on a par with lexical
elements in clitic doubling constructions. Attractive though this approach appears,
there seem to be empirical and theoretical reasons to believe that pro, the null
pronominal argument, cannot be eliminated completely from the grammatical
system.

The first empirical evidence comes from languages allowing non-referential
null arguments with arbitrary interpretation but not referential pro-drop. Icelandic is
such a languages for instance.

(57) Har A prOarb ad byggja hus.

here shall to build house
'People will build a house here.'

Icelandic does not have 'rich' agreement morphemes as evidenced by the
impossibility of referential pro. Therefore, agreement morphemes are not
independent lexical items and cannot act as arguments. In (57) there must be a null
argument to receive the external 0-role ofthe verbal predicate.

The second evidence comes from Greek. Greek is a pro-drop language
allowing referentially null arguments. According to our hypothetical proposal that
means that agreement morphemes are argumental. Now consider the following
raising construction.

(58) Ta pedia fenonte na doulevun

the children seem-3PL PRT work-3PL
'The children seem to work.'

In (58) there are two instances of'rich agreement', one on the raising verb and one
on the theta-assigning embedded verb. If agreement morphemes of pro-drop

21 In most pro-drop languages there are some morphemes that have an ambiguous status. They are
either providers of (p-features or are spell-outs of'dummy' (p-features associated with non-referential
arbitrary readings (see Chapter 4 for relevant discussion).
24 •rhe approach taken in Rizzi (1982) characterizes pro as a null nonpronominal anaphor bound by
Agr.  Thus in Rizzi's analysis the presence of a null element is assumed  in null subject languages,  but
the existence of null pronominals is not.
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languages are arguments, then in (58) and in similar raising structure there are two

arguments for one available theta-role making one of the argumental agreement
morpheme illicit.

The third reason comes from Hungarian, from infiected infinitives. In control
constructions like (59) a single 'rich' agreement morpheme content licenses two null
arguments.

(59) Hasznos volt proi [proi sokat tanul-ni-a].

useful was much   study-INF-3SG
'It was useful for him to study a lot.'

If we assumed that agreement morphemes receive theta-roles and that there is no pro
element in the structure, then in (59) the agreement suffix -a bears two them roles,
the Agent theta role of the infinitive and the Experiencer theta-role of the matrix
adjective, in violation of the Theta-Criterion or its minimalist successor given in
(60).

(60) Pure merge in theta-positions is required of (and restricted to) arguments.

(Chomsky 1998:16)

Finally, there is a theoretical reason for not adopting this view. If 'rich'
agreement morphemes are arguments then in the case of a phonetically realized

subject we have to adopt an analysis along the lines of clitic doubling. Under this
approach the affixal head of AgrS would be a nominative clitic head and the subject
in its specifier would be the clitic's 'double'. The problem with this analysis is that
there is no specificity constraint imposed on the subject of an agreeing predicate
while such a constraint applies in the case ofclitics as illustrated in (61).

(61) a. Quiero invitar-los a  los muchachos. (Spanish)

want-1SG invite-CL.3PL   to  the boys
'I want to invite the boys.'

b. *Quiero invitar-los a muchachos.
want- 1 SG invite-CL.3PL   to  boys
'I want to invite boys.'

For these reasons I do not assume that agreement morphemes can receive 0-
roles and can be arguments.  It is a null pronominal that receives 0 -roles and it can do
so because it receives (p-features from an agreement morpheme.

In conclusion, characterizing pro-drop languages with 'rich' agreement as
languages where agreement morphemes are listed in the lexicon as individual items
and have their own (p-features allows us to formulate the content licensing condition
on pro without running into the problem of PF feeding or determining the
interpretation of arguments at LF. 1 assume that pro has no inherent semantic
content. 'Content-recovery' means acquiring content through coindexation with an
agreement morpheme.

3.3.3 Non-referential arbitrary pro
The proposal made above about the mechanism of'content licensing' ofpro shares

with Rohrbacher (1994) and Speas (1995) the assumption that pro-drop languages
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have individually listed agreement morphemes in the lexicon with (p-features. In the
system of pro-licensing proposed here 'rich' agreement morphemes provide null
arguments with referential content. In particular, I agree with Rizzi (1986) that
formal licensing and content licensing of null arguments must be separated. This
view contrasts willl that of Speas (1995). Speas claims that there is no need for
separate licensing and identification conditions since one principle of economy can
do the job. In this section I show that Speas' account is empirically inadequate and
that cross-linguistic data support the view that 'rich' agreement should not be
connected to formal licensing.

Speas (1995) adopts Rohrbacher (1994) and assumes that in languages with
'rich' agreement each agreement morpheme has its own lexical entry. Since these
affixes are lexical entries, they are available to the computational component and

may head their own Agr projections. Languages with 'poor' agreement do not have
such lexically listed agreement morphemes. According to Speas, a language has null
subjects if Agr is base generated with a morpheme in it, which is only possible ifthe
morpheme is separately listed in the lexicon. This generalization in turn follows
from the following economy principle.

(62) Principle ofEconomy of Projection:

Project XP only ifXP has content

The main idea behind Speas' Principle of Economy of Projection (PEP) is that
projections are only licit if either the head position or the specifier position has
content, where 'having content' is defined as either a distinct phonological matrix or
a distinct semantic matrix (Speas 1944:187). In pro-drop languages the agreement
affix is base-generated in the Agr head position and so AgrP has content. There is no
necessity of the specifier of Agr to be filled. In languages with 'poor' Agr the affix
is base-generated on the verb and so something else must be inserted into
Spec,AgrP.  In this system the effects of EPP follow from (62). English exhibits  EPP
effects because its agreement morphemes are 'poor' and cannot support an AgrP
projection. According to Speas, the Principle ofEconomy ofProjection is all there is
to the null subject parameter. No separate licensing condition specific to pro is
needed.

Although Speas' proposal is conceptually very elegant, it faces empirical
problems and therefore cannot be considered adequate. The empirical data that
challenges her system comes from languages that license non-referential null
arguments with arbitrary interpretation but do not license referential pro since the
agreement paradigm is not 'rich' enough to give cp-features to pro and thus make it
referential. Three such unrelated languages are Hebrew, Finnish and Icelandic.

As discussed at length by Shlonsky (1997), in modern Hebrew (MH) all
tenses formally license the occurrence ofpro. Non-referential arbitrarily interpreted
pro subjects are grammatical in all tenses in contrast to referential null arguments.
Referential pro is only allowed for first and second person in past and future tense.
The following examples illustrate the possibility of arbitrary pro in MH in present
tense.

(63) prous moxrim  gam kartisim

sell-3mp there tickets
'People sell tickets there.' (Shlonsky 1997:123)
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(63) can only have an arbitrary reading with non-referential pro. The agreement
marking on the verb cannot content-identify referential pro.

Similar facts obtain in Finnish as argued by Vainikka & Levy (1999).
Finnish allows referential pro-drop only for first and second persons but not third
persons. Arbitrarily interpreted null arguments, however, are licit.

(64) Metsatsa loytaa helposti mustikoita.

forest-ELA find-3SG easily blueberries-PAR
'One finds blueberries easily in the forest.' (V& L 1999:656)

Sigurdsson (1989) shows that Icelandic, like Mainland Scandinavian
languages, does not have referential pro-drop. Icelandic, however, is different from
Mainland Scandinavian languages in that it allows pro-drop of non-referential
arguments.

(65) Hdr A prOarb ad byggja has.
here shall to build house
'People will build a house here.' (Sigurdsson 1989:163)

Italian and French present similar problems in the realm of null objects. These
languages license non-referential null objects but not referential ones.

(66) Questa decisione non rende proarb felici.

this  decision not makes happy
'This decision does not make people happy.'

As I have argued in §3.2.4, arbitrarily interpreted null arguments are unselectively
bound null indefinites. Such null indefinites are always allowed in languages where
null referential pronominals are allowed, but the implication does not hold in the
other direction. Hebrew, Finnish, Icelandic license non-referential null subjects but
not referential (third person) null subjects. Italian and French allow for non-
referentially interpreted null objects but cannot license referential null objects. These
facts provide support for the claim that there is no relation between the ability of
Agr to license a null argument and its sufficient 'richness' to content-identify it.25

Speas' system cannot predict the existence of languages that license only non-
26referential null pronominals.   In her theory agreement morphemes either license the

25 Note that the issue discussed here, i.e. the difference between the ability of Agr (or T) to formally
license pro and its richness to content-identi& it as a referential argument, is distinct from the issue
discussed in §3.3.1. There I argue that the head involved in formal licensing (involving Case
checking) need not coincide with the head on which 'rich' agreement morphemes actually appear.
26 Speas (1995) considers German as a possible counter-argument to her theory since it allows null
expletives in impersonal passive constructions but not null arguments.

(i) Gestern wurde (*es) auf dem Schiffgetanzt.
yesterday was EXPL on the ship danced
"There was dancing on the ship yesterday."

Speas proposes that German is like English. Tile inflectional morphology is "poor" and is base-
generated on the verb and hence AgrsP must always be projected and filled. The special property of
German is that when the verb assigns no 0-role at all, then AgrsP need not be projected and the verb
has default agreement. First, it is unclear why German should differ from English in this respect.
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projection of AgrP without a lexical specifier or they do not. No 'intermediate'
stages are predicted to exist.

For these reasons I separate content identification and formal licensing.
Content licensing of referential null arguments has been discussed in the previous
section.  But what about non-referential arguments?  I  concluded  §3.2.4  with  the
observation that all instances of arbitrary pro (and PRO) must be interpreted as
human. This is true independently of their grammatical status. I want to propose
here that this humanness requirement is the result of a universal default rule, the
default rule that replaces Rizzi's default arb-assignment rule in our theory of'arb'.

(67) Default content-assignment rule:
Assign the feature [+human] to an argument position with no feature-
content.

The semantic feature [+human] has a special status in that it is grammatically
relevant.27 I have assumed that grammatically relevant semantic features make
categories visible for theta-role assignment. In particular, the following principle
holds:

(68) A theta-role must be associated with some grammatically relevant

semantic feature(s).

(68) (=(56)) is a condition on argumenthood. In case of null arguments with no
'rich' cp-features on Agr, rule (67) provides the null element with the necessary
semantic feature: [+human]. In the case of PRO with uninflected infinitives there is
no Agr specification at all to provide PRO with cp-features. If PRO has no
antecedent, it is only through rule (67) that PRO can acquire a semantic feature
necessary for it being interpreted as an argument. In the case of null objects in
Italian and French, the verb has no object agreement morphology and therefore (67)
must apply to provide the null element with sufficient content to act as an argument.
Finally, in Hebrew, Finnish and Icelandic, where third person agreement morphemes
are not 'rich' enough to provide pro with referential content, (67) applies and gives
content to the empty subject. The agreement morphemes on the verb are 'dummy'
markers and therefore do not induce a referential reading ofpro.

In sum, null pronominal arguments are formally licensed through designated
heads. The default content-assignment rule can render formally licensed pro
legitimate by providing it with content. For this system to be empirically adequate it
is essential to preserve the bifurcation between formal licensing and content-
identification. This is necessary to exclude the following English sentence.

(69) *proarb do not like to get up early.

There is nothing inherent to the rule in (67) that prohibits it from applying to the null
argument in subject position in English. In order to rule out (69) we have to appeal

Second, this assumption about predicates with no 0-role and default agreement cannot be extended to
examples (63)465), where a theta-marked non-referential null subject is licensed.
27 As opposed to some other semantic features that are irrelevant above the lexical level. The feature

[+grown up] for instance distinguishes lamb from sheep but cannot be introduced by a default
grammatical rule.
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to the formal licensing component. The class of licensing heads in English does not
include Agrs.

3.3.4  The EPP and pro-drop
The theory of pro-drop developed here partly follows Rizzi's theory and

partly diverges from it. I have retained Rizzi's assumption that pro, meaning in our

analysis an empty (non-trace) argument position, must be formally licensed by some
designated head. As for 'content licensing', I have argued that it is independent of
formal licensing and is connected to the identifying potential (richness) of the
inflectional paradigm of the language. For referential null arguments to be licit, cp-
features must be available for pro. Agreement morphemes on finite verbs in null
subject languages provide the means to achieve this. This theory predicts that there
are three different types of languages: languages with no pro-drop, langua es with
non-referential pro-drop and finally languages with referential pro-drop. 8 Thus
semi-pro-drop languages in this system are languages where non-referential null
arguments are licensed but referential null arguments are not.

This conception of semi-pro-drop is different from what has been usually
assumed in the literature. In particular, I do not take German to be a semi-pro-drop

language allowing only expletive pro. The reason for this is that I assume that no
null expletive subjects exist. If no lexical element appears in Spec,IP then the
specifier position of IP is simply not projected. In other words, following Borer
(1986), Fukui (1986), Fukui & Speas (1986), Haider (1991, 1993), Roberts &
Roussou (to appear), Speas (1995) etc., I propose that the EPP is not a universal
principle of the grammar. There are both conceptual and empirical reasons to adopt
such a view of the EPP. In what follows I give a short summary of the conceptual
problems with the EPP as formulated in Chomsky (1982, 1993, 1995) and then
consider some of the empirical reasons for rejecting the view that Spec,IP must
always be filled by some syntactic element.

Since Chomsky's (1982) formulation of the Extended Projection Principle
(EPP), the requirement that all clauses must have subjects has been considered as a
purely syntactic requirement independently of semantic/thematic considerations. An
expletive subject satisfies the EPP when there is no thematic role available for the
subject. On the basis of the universality of the EPP, the existence of covert
expletives is argued for in constructions without overt expletives. The explanatory
force of Chomsky's EPP is, however, rather limited since it does not follow from any
independent principle and it refers exclusively to a specific position, to Spec,IP.
Within Chomsky's (1995) Minimalist program the EPP is equivalent to the
requirement that the strong D-feature of T be checked by a DP subject in Spec,TP.29

28 Of Course, languages also differ as to what kind of pro-drop they allow: subject, object, indirect
object etc. This is expected given that each grammatical function is associated with a separate
functional head. In Italian for instance, referential subject pro-drop and non-referential object pro-
drop are allowed. In Hungarian referential subject and object pro-drop is licensed. In addition, as
argued in §2.2.5, referential dative pro-drop can be licensed in some special control constructions.
29 An independent question concerns the exact location of the strong D feature.  Is  it on T or Agrs?  In
Chomsky (1995) Agr projections are completely abandoned and therefore the question does not rise.
Most linguists, however, continue to assume the existence of Agrs and locate the D-feature in this
functional head. In any case, T-to-Agrs movement obliterates the difference. After head-adjunction of
T to Agrs, any feature of T can be checked by a category in Spec, AgrsP. In what follows I will not be
concerned with this issue. I will use IP as a neutral term comprising both TP and AgrsP.
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The EPP thus remains stipulative in Chomsky (1995) and is in fact the restatement
of the syntactic subject requirement in minimalist terms.

The stipulative nature of the EPP, both in Chomsky (1982) and in Chomsky

(1995) has given rise to alternative analyses that attempt to derive the EPP-effect
from some more fundamental principle. We can differentiate three main trends. One
trend adheres to the view that the EPP is a part of universal grammar and that it
forces the projection of Spec,IP. According to this view sentences obligatorily
contain a subject. Analyses that belong to this line ofresearch seek to establish some

deeper principle of grammar that forces the presence of syntactic subjects (cf.
Heycock 1994, Rothstein 1983, 1989 among others).30 Although these analyses may

give different explanations for the obligatoriness of subjects, they all postulate an
expletive pro in impersonal passives where no overt subject appears, as in (70), and
in presentational sentences where the overt subject stays in situ within VP, as in
(71).31

(70) a. Gestern wurde (*es) getanzt (Ger)
yesterday was EXPL danced
'There was dancing yesterday.'

b.     1 gaer var (*Dad) dansad. (Ice)

yesterday was EXPL danced
'There was dancing yesterday.'

c. Nekhtn is   (*ez) gevorn getantst. (Yid)
yesterday is EXPL been danced
'There was dancing yesterday.'

(71) a. Gestern    ist (*es) ein Junge gekommen. (Ger)
yesterday is EXPL a boy conne

'There came a boy yesterday.'

b.     1 gaer hefur (*Dad) komid strakur. (Ice)
yesterday  has EXPL comeboy
'There came a boy yesterday.'

30
Heycock and Rothstein both share the assumption that predication, a primitive of the grammar, is

responsible for the obligatory presence of subjects. In particular, syntactic predicates are considered
1-place syntactic functions. Like lexical functions (i.e. theta-assigning heads) a syntactic function
licenses a position in the phrase-structure that must be filled by an element in order to saturate the
function. The Function Saturation Principle states this requirement: all syntactic and lexical functions
must be saturated (cf Heycock 1994:43).
31  It should be noted that most analyses of these constructions that assume a universal EPP do not
raise the question of whether the EPP can be derived from other principles of the grammar. They
assume that the subject position in Spec,IP is obligatorily projected and filled. These analyses only
aim at explaining why subjects never surface in examples (70) and why subjects do not have to move
into Spec,IP in (70).
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c. Nekhtn is(*ez) gekumenein yingl. (Yid)
yesterday is EXPL come a  boy
'There came a boy yesterday.'

(72) a. [cp Gestern wurdei [ip  procxpi t'i [vp ti getanzt]
b.      [cp Gestern     isti [ip proexpi t'i [vp ti ein Junge gekommen]

A separate but related trend is to assume that the EPP is universal but can be
satisfied by non-maximal elements as well. Several linguists have proposed that in
null subject languages the cp-features of agreement morphemes on the verb can be
interpreted similarly to the (p-features of lexical subjects (cf. Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou 1998, Holmberg & Platzack 1995, Manzini & Roussou 1997,
Nash & Rouveret 1996, Roberts & Roussou (to appear) and Speas 1995). In
addition, in these languages agreement morphemes also have the necessary
categorial feature to check the D-feature on 10 and thus satisfy the EPP.32 It follows
that in null-subject languages merger/movement of a DP subject into Spec,IP is not
required to satisfy the EPP. Given these assumptions, the null-subject parameter is
rephrased as in (73), taken from Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998).

(73) If lo has fully-specified nominal features, no DP is required for the

argument' s interpretation.

An immediate consequence of this system is that in null-subject languages
the presence of covert expletives need not be stipulated for reasons of satisfying the
EPP. In non-null-subject languages, however, only merge/move of DP into Spec,IP
can satisfy the 'subject requirement'. If no argumental DP subject is available, an
expletive must be inserted. According to these analyses there is a direct correlation
between strong Agr and the possibility of not filling Spec,IP. The problem with such
a proposal is that 'strength' ofAgr must be dissociated from 'richness' of agreement
paradigms. That the two issues are separate is highlighted by examples in (70) and
(71). German, Icelandic and Yiddish are not null-subject languages. Agreement in
these languages is 'poor' in the sense that it cannot content-license referential null
arguments.  Yet, no lexical element is required in Spec,IP.  If we want to maintain the
universality of the EPP then we must assume that in German, Icelandic and Yiddish
f has fully-specified nominal features and therefore can satisfy the EPP. This view
is problematic since it becomes unclear why fully specified nominal features in Ii do
not license referential null subjects. In other words, analyses adopting (73) suffer
from the same drawbacks that we have pointed out in connection to Speas' (1995)
analysis of pro-drop. It is highly problematic to connect both the possibility of not
projecting the Spec,IP position and the pro-drop potential of a given language to
properties ofAgr. German and Yiddish demonstrate this most evidently: they license
no null argument at all (neither referential nor non-referential) but allow for an
unfilled Spec, IP subject position.

Another theoretical possibility is to reject the universality of EPP and the
obligatory projection  of the subject position in Spec,IP (cf. Borer 1986, Brander
1993, Cabredo-Holherr 2000, 6. Kiss 1998, Fukui 1986, Fukui & Speas 1986,
Haider 1991, 1993, Roberts & Roussou (to appear), among others). According to
proponents of this view examples in (70) do not contain a null subject since no

32 These authors all assume that the EPP is universally strong in finite clauses, or couched in
minimalist terms, that the D feature ofAgrs is universally strong.
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independent principles force the projection of the subject position. This is the view
that I am adopting here. More concretely, I adopt E. Kiss' reinterpretation of the
EPP. This view allows us to maintain that the EPP is active in those languages

where a designated subject position is filled with a lexical element. By contrast, in
languages where there is no evidence for such a position the EPP simply does not
apply. This view actually implies that the possibility of an empty Spec,IP is
independent from the possibility of subject pro. This is a desirable consequence
once we remember that pro-drop is not only about null subjects. Even if a
satisfactory theory could be developed that reduces null subject licensing to the
different possibilities that languages can make use of to satisfy the EPP, this theory
could not be extended to object pro-drop or oblique pro-drop where no EPP applies.

The choice to reject the universality of EPP must be essentially an empirical
issue. Although the stipulative nature of the EPP constitutes a valid conceptual
argument against it, its rejection must also be justified on empirical grounds. It must
be  shown that the empirical arguments brought forward in favour of the  EPP are  not

compelling and/or conclusive. Since the question of null expletives is not the central
topic of this thesis,  I am not going to discuss here all the arguments that have been
forwarded in favour of and against null expletives.  I will only mention some of them
in the next subsection, focusing in particular on the properties of impersonal

passives and on the impossibility of them to occur in control constructions. 33

3.3.4.1 Expletive pro in German?
On the basis  of the paradigm given  in (74), several linguists (Cardinaletti   1990,
Grewendorf 1989, 1990, Koster 1986, Platzack 1987, Safir 1985 and Sternefeld
1985) have proposed that German is a semi-pro-drop language, allowing pro-drop of
expletives but not pro-drop of (quasi)-arguments. The semi-pro-drop character of
German has been claimed to account for (74).

(74) a. Gestern      kam (*es) ein Junge.
yesterday      came EXPL  a     boy
'There came a boy yesterday.'

b.   dass (*es) getanzt wurde.
that EXPL danced was
'that people danced yesterday.'

c.   dass (*es) schon serviert war.
that EXPL already served  was
'that serving has already been done.'

d.   dass (es) gesagt wurde    dass du kommen wirst.
that EXPL said was that you come Will
'that it was said that you would come.'

e. Gestern schneite *(es).
yesterday snowed it
'It snowed yesterday.'

33 For a detailed argumentation against null expletives the reader is referred to Brander (1993) and
Cabredo-Hofherr (2000).
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f.  Gestern  kam *(er).
yesterday came he
'He arrived yesterday.'

As (74a-c) indicates, in presentational sentences and in impersonal passive
constructions (both in the case of verbal and adjectival passive) a clause internal
overt expletive subject is excluded.34 With extraposed sentential arguments,
however, es is optional, as is illustrated in (74d). With weather verbs the 'quasi-
argument' must be overt and finally, argumental pro is not licensed either as shown
in (74e-f).

Analyses of the German paradigm along the lines of the pro-drop parameter
use Rizzi's (1986) theory ofpro to differentiate between the licensing requirements
of argumental, quasi-argumental and expletive pro. According to Rizzi (1986) pro is
only possible if it is formally licensed and also identified for the relevant cp-features.
Argumental pro needs a full set of 9-features, quasi-argumental pro needs only
number features and finally, expletive pro needs no features at all. Rizzi's tripartite
classification of null subjects allows for a differentiation between argumental and
quasi-argumental pro on the one hand, and expletive pro on the other hand. This is
the basic insight behind the semi-pro-drop analysis. Cardinaletti (1990) for instance
supposes that pro in German is licensed in Spec,IP under government by Co. Given
that Co has no feature content to identify pro, pro can only be an expletive in
German. An additional assumption is needed in order to explain why es cannot
surface in (74a-c) at all. The obligatory absence of the expletive in (74a-c) is
attributed to the Avoid Pronoun Principle, arguing that non-argumental pronominals
can never bear stress for reasons ofemphasizing and therefore they must be avoided.

Though attractive at first sight, semi-pro-drop analyses in general face
several problems as pointed out in Brander (1993), Cabredo-Hofherr (2000) and
Haider (1991, 1993) among others. The empirical problems concern both German
data and cross-linguistic data within Germanic languages. Without aiming to be
exhaustive, I will mention here some ofthe relevant points.

First of all, there seems to be no conclusive empirical evidence in favour of
projecting Spec,IP in case of (74a-c). The arguments put forward in Cardinaletti
(1990) and Grewendorf (1989) for the obligatory presence of the Spec,IP position
can all be refuted. For discussion of these data and the arguments against expletive
pro the reader is referred to Brander (1993), Cabredo-Hofherr (2000) and Haider
(1991, 1993). Here I will discuss in detail only one of the most often cited
arguments in favour ofproexpi in impersonal passives. The reason for discussing this
particular one is twofold. First, the alternative  roposed in Haider (1991, 1993) is
problematic and thus should be improved upon. 5 Second, the data and the analysis

provided here will be relevant in Chapter 4 where Hungarian impersonal
constructions will be analyzed.

These facts concern the contrast between finite and infinitival clauses

containing impersonal passive constructions like those in (74b,c).

34 An expletive may occur in the specifier position of CP as a placeholder to satisfy the verb second

requirement. This requirement, however, can also be satisfied by movement of other phrasal
categories into Spec,CP. This use of es is irrelevant for our concerns.
35

Brander  (1993)  does not discuss this particular argument in favour  of proc.21. Cabredo-Hofherr
(2000) discusses it and reaches the conclusion that it is inconclusive but does not give an alternative
account ofthe facts.
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(75)  a.      Es ist moglich, dass getanzt wurde.
EXPL is possible that danced  was
'It is possible that there was dancing.'

b. *Es ist moglich, getanzt zu werden.

EXPL is possible danced  to be
'It is possible for there to be dancing.'

c. Es ist  moglich, dass  um 8 Uhr schon serviert war.
EXPL is possible   that    at 8 o'clock already served       was

'It is possible that serving was already done at 8 o'clock.'

d. *Es ist moglich, serviert  zu  sein.

EXPL is possible served  to be
'It is possible for the serving to be done at 8 o'clock.'

Examples (75a,c) contain an impersonal passive construction in the embedded finite
clause. In (75a) we have a verbal passive (werden-passive) and in (75c) an adjectival
passive (sein-passive). In neither case is there a thematic role available. In both cases

passivization applied to an intransitive (unergative) verb. The sole (external) 0-role
of the verb is suppressed. The same impersonal passive constructions become

ungrammatical when appearing in an infinitival clause embedded under maglich, as
shown in (75b,d). On the basis of this contrast, Safir (1985) argues that a null
expletive subject in German is not only possible, but is in fact obligatory in order to
account for the ungrammaticality of (75b,d). Thus he proposes the following
structure for (75a).

(76) dass [ipproexpi [vp getanzt] wurde]]

Safir's argument is that if Spec,W is not projected in impersonal constructions then
the ungrammaticality of (75b,d) is unexpected. No element requires Case and no
unassigned theta-roles remain. If, however, impersonal constructions obligatorily
contain a grammatical subject in Spec,IP, then ungrammaticality of (75b,d) is easily
explained. There is no possible element that could fulfill the subject function. A
proexpl cannot appear since Case is not available for it and a PRO subject cannot

appear because PRO always requires a 0-role and there is no 0-role available in
impersonal constructions.36

I believe that a closer look at control constructions indicates that even if
Safir's conclusion is right about the existence of null expletives (a question that I
will address below), his line of argumentation is flawed. In particular, it is not the
lack of 0-role per sd in the embedded clause that makes (75b,d) ungrammatical.
Consider the following contrast:

(77) a. Esi regnet [ohne PROi zu schneien]
EXPL rains without to snow
'It rains without snowing.'

36
Heycock (1994) adopts Safir's (1985) argumentation and presents the paradigm in (75) as her main

argument in favour of a null expletive subject.
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b. *Es ist  moglich  [PROi zu regnen].

EXPL is possible to rain

'It is possible for it to rain.'

We see in (77a) that a controlled PRO subject with weather-verbs is grammatical.
Given the assumption that PRO can never be an expletive and always needs a theta-
role, (77a) shows that the theta-role assigned to the 'quasi-argumental' subject of
weather-verbs is sufficient for PRO to be licit. According to Safir's argumentation,
(77b) is expected to be grammatical, contrary to fact. Although the uncontrolled
PRO in (771,) has the same 'quasi-argumental' status as controlled PRO in (77a), the
former construction is ungrammatical.

I propose that the relevant difference is the controlled versus uncontrolled
status of PRO. PRO, as all empty categories, must be minimally content-identified.
This can be achieved in two ways. PRO can be identified by participating in a
referential dependency, i.e. by being controlled by a lexical antecedent.

Alternatively, when there is no lexical antecedent available for PRO, PRO is
identified by our default rule that assigns the semantic feature [+human] to
contentless empty categories (cf. §3.3.3). This gives us the following generalization:

(78) In non-obligatory control constructions with no matrix controller the

subject ofthe infinitival clause must be [+humanl.

(77b) is ungrammatical because the [+human] PROarb cannot be the subject of
weather-verbs. (77a) is grammatical because no humanness restriction applies when
PRO participates in a referential dependency. The controller can be a non-human,
atmospheric es.

Returning now to the contrast shown in (75), we see how Safir's
argumentation can be remedied to account for the ungrammaticality of (75b,d) and
also give the right prediction for (77b). Impersonal passive constructions in German
have a null expletive subject. In (75b,d) proexpl cannot appear due to lack of Case. A
PRO subject cannot appear either because antecedentless PRO is always interpreted
as [+human], a semantic requirement that cannot be satisfied by the non-argumental
subject of impersonal constructions. In other words, antecedentless expletive PRO
does not exist and therefore the infinitival clause cannot be an impersonal
construction.37 This line of reasoning crucially relies on the assumption that the
impersonal construction in (75a,c) contains a null expletive subject. The null subject

37 This  line of argumentation can account for the ungrammaticality of (i) but not for the impossibility
of (ii).

(i)           *PRO to arrive a doctor would be useful for us.
(ii) *There, arrived a doctor without PRO; arriving a nurse.

In (i) we have a non-obligatory control construction where PRO must be content-licensed. Having no
antecedent, PRO receives the feature [+human]. Since PRO has no theta-role, the humanness
requirement cannot be satisfied. In (ii), however, PRO is in a configuration where it is controlled by
an expletive and this gives rise to an illicit sentence as well. Thus the constraint mentioned by
Chomsky (1981) and discussed in detail by Safir (1985) that PRO cannot be an expletive seems to be
generally true, irrespective of its controlled status. For an attempt to derive the ungrammaticality of
(ii) from independent principles see Brody (1993) and Lasnik (1992). The question why PRO cannot
be controlled by an expletive, however, is orthogonal to the question whether the subject position is
always projected in every language, i.e. whether the embedded clauses in (75) contain an empty
subject at all.
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is present since the Epp is universal and it is empty since German (and similarly
Icelandic and Yiddish) is a semi-pro-drop language.

The question at this point is whether this modified argumentation of Safir
(1985) is compelling or whether there is an alternative account for the contrast in
(75) that does not rely on the universality of a designated subject position that must
always be filled. I claim that such an alternative account is available.

It is obvious that if we assume that the subject position is never projected in

impersonal passive constructions in German (and in other languages where no overt
expletive appears) then the restriction given in (78) cannot be appealed to since there
is no subject to begin with. It is, however, possible to reject the universality of
subjects in spec,IP and still appeal to (78). The basic idea is that there is an
important difference between finite and infinitival clauses that forces the presence of
a (null) subject in the latter but not in the former. Let us assume that a finite
impersonal passive constructions either contains an overt expletive or they contain
no expletive at all. The EPP is not universal and it is a parametric option whether
subjects must move to spec,IP (as in English and French) or not (as in German and
Hungarian). Let us further assume that Speas' (1994, 1995) Principle of Economy of
Projection (PEP) holds:38

(79)  Principle of Economy ofProjection (PEP):
Project XP only ifXP has content.

The PEP states that projections are licit only if either the head position or the
specifier position has content, where 'having content' is defined as either a distinct
phonological matrix or a distinct semantic matrix. We can view the PEP as a
universal constraint against unspecified heads and unspecified projections. If neither
the head nor the specifier of the head is specified through some content, then the
projection is not licensed and this leads to ungrammaticality. Capitalizing on this
idea, I propose that the essential difference between finite and infinitival clauses
concerns the feature content of IP. In finite clauses Io contains tense and

a reement
features. In infinitival clauses with uninflected infinitives, however, I has no
independent tense and agreement specifications.39 The only way to license the IP
projection is to give it content through a contentful specifier position. It is for this
reason that infinitival clauses cannot have an IP without the specifier position filled
by a content-identified null subject. The null subject is content-identified either by
its antecedent or, in the case of antecedentless PRO in non-obligatory control
constructions, the assignment of the feature [+human] gives semantic content to the
subject and indirectly to the IP projection.40 Given these assumptions, the
ungrammaticality of (75b,d) and (771,) is independent from the presence or absence

38
My critique of Speas in §3.3.3 does not question the validity ofthe PEP. Rather, it questions Speas'

contention that the licensing requirement onpro can be derived from the PEP.
39

According to the proposal made in Stowel (1982), infinitival clauses in control constructions have
irrealis' tense. Stowel's claim can be made compatible with our proposal by assuming that
dependent tense is insufficient to make the head of IP (or TP) contentful. As noted by Stowell
himself, the irrealis tense of control infinitives is 'irrealis' with respect to the matrix tense, i.e. it is
dependent on the matrix tense.
40  A third possibility exists in English where the complementizer for assigns Case and allows  for a
lexical subject in infinitival clauses. In this case it is the lexical DP that gives content to the IP
projection. Finally, a forth possibility exists in Hungarian and European Portuguese where infinitives
can bear agreement morphemes. Our proposal in fact correctly predicts that no humanness

requirement holds of the null subject of inflected infinitives (see Chapter 4).
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of a structural subject position in the corresponding finite clauses. In (75b,d) and
(77b) a subject with semantic content must be present in spec,IP, otherwise IP
remains radically empty, violating the PEP. In (75a,c) and (778) no such
requirement forces the presence of a null subject. The head of IP is contentful.

The contrast between finite and infinitival clauses exemplified in (77) does
not only arise with impersonal passives in German. It also surfaces with psych-
predicates that take a dative-marked Experiencer argument.

(80) a. dass mirkalt/warm ist (Ger)
that me cold/warm is
'that I am cold/warm'

b. *Es ist unangenehm, mirkalt/warm zu sein.
EXPL is unpleasant me cold/warm to   be
'It is unpleasant to be cold/warm.'

In Zaenen et al. (1985) it is convincingly argued that German contrasts with
Icelandic in that in German dative-marked Experiencer arguments cannot function
as subjects while in Icelandic they can. As (811)) illustrate, the control construction
is possible in Icelandic with the null subject of the infinitive corresponding to the
Experiencer argument of the psych-predicate.

(81) a.  ad mdr er kalt (Ice)
that I-DAT is  cold
'that I am cold'

b.         Ad vera   kalt er 6D=gilegt.
to be cold is unpleasant

'It is unpleasant to be cold.'

The contrast between (80a) and (8Ob), on the one hand, and the contrast between
(80b) and (8lb) on the other hand follows automatically from what we have said
above. In (8Oa) we have a finite sentence with a predicate that has an internal
Experiencer argument. Nothing in the grammar of German forces the projection of
spec,IP and the presence of a null expletive subject. (8Ob), by contrast, must contain
a contentful null subject in order to license the projection of IP. The only available
option is a [+human] PROarb·

(82) *Es ist unangenehm [W PROarb [vp kalt zu sein]

Since PROarb is obligatorily interpreted as [+human] and therefore needs an
external theta-role. There is, however, no such theta-role available in (80) since the
Experiencer theta-role can only be assigned to an internal argument. In Icelandic, no
such contradictory requirements arise. In (Blb) the subject position must be
projected and filled by a contentful element. PROarb is an appropriate candidate since
the Experiencer theta-role of the psych-predicate can be assigned to the external
argument and be interpreted as [+human].

In sum, in my proposal the crucial point is that infinitival clauses have a
contentless Io, where content is defined as having a phonological or a semantic
feature matrix. In control constructions the presence of a contentful null subject is
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forced not by the EPP, but by the PEP. In order to be contentful, this null subject
must either have a lexical antecedent or receive the feature [+human].

It is very important to see that the ungrammaticality of impersonal passive
constructions is connected to the presence of an infinitival clause and not to the
presence of infinitival verb.4' If, for instance, the matrix verb subcategorizes for a
VP/vP small clause and there is no I' (T and Agrs) present in the infinitival
complement, then the generalization given in (78) does not apply. (78) only holds if
the infinitival complement is a full clause. This is an immediate consequence of our

proposal. (78) is a eneralization that follows from the PEP and from the fact that in
infinitival clauses 1  has no semantic or morphological content. If there is no  Io head
to begin with, then naturally the PEP cannot force the projection of Spec,IP. In other
words, our proposal predicts that in constructions where the infinitival argument of
some matrix predicate is smaller than IP, impersonal constructions are grammatical
in the infinitival argument. I believe that this prediction is borne out by the empirical
facts. In particular, the different syntactic properties of raising predicates, on the one
hand, and control predicates, on the other hand, has been analyzed in terms of the
size of the complement clause. On the basis of independent facts, it has been
proposed by several linguists that raising predicates take VP/vP infinitival
complements while control constructions involve CP complementation (c£ Williams
1994, Wurmbrand 1999 among others).42 The former can embed impersonal passive

constructions, as shown in (83), while the latter cannot, as we have illustrated in
(75b,d).43

(83) a. Heute   muss [vp getanzt werden].
today must danced werden
'Dancing must be done today.'

b.    Um  8 Uhr muss [vp serviert    sein].
at     80'clock must served be-INF

'At 8 0'clock serving has to be done.'

41 Following Burzio (1986), Rochette (1988) and Travis (1994) I assume that the presence of the
infinitival marker (to in English and zu in German) is determined by the selectional properties of the
matrix verb.  That the presence  of an infinitival marker and the  size  of the infinitival clause (presence
of T,  Agr and C projections) are two independent questions is supported by the  fact that restructuring
properties do not correlate with the presence or absence of the infinitival marker. Cf. Wurmbrand
(1998:Chapter 2) for discussion. For the sake of concreteness I will assume with Travis (1994) that
the infinitival marker is the head of an event phrase that is part of the VP and hence lower than T and
Agr.
42 The question whether control constructions exhibiting restructuring properties should be analyzed
as CP, IP or vP has been the subject of a long debate (cf. Wurmbrand 1998 for an exhaustive
summary of different proposals in the literature). This question, however, does not arise in connection
with infinitival constructions where the matrix predicate is adjectival (e.g. maglich) since in such
constructions no restructuring properties can be observed (see §4.3 for more discussion). In
particular, the controversial cases - the controversy centering around the question whether
restructuring infinitival constructions are monoclausal or biclausal - all involve subject or object
control constructions where the embedded null subject is obligatorily controlled by a matrix
argument. Consequently, in such constructions embedded impersonal constructions are
ungrammatical independently of how we analyze the infinitival clause.
43 I will return to the difference between raising and control predicates in §4.3 where Hungarian data
will be compared to the German facts discussed in this section.
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c. Hier scheint [vp getanzt zu werden]
here seems danced to werden

'It seems that there is dancing here.'

d. Hier scheint [vp serviert   zu  sein]
here seems served  to be

'It seems that serving has been done here.'

Returning to further empirical problems with the assumption that German
licenses proexpt,  it  is  not  only the  case  that the arguments in favour of proexpi  are
inconclusive but the assumption fails to account for certain occurrences of es. One
of the problems concerns impersonal middles, where expletive es is obligatory. If
German is really a semi-pro-drop language, ungrammaticality of (84) when es is
absent is unaccounted for.

(84) weil *(es) sich hier gut tanzt.

because EXPL REFL here well dances

'because one can dance well here.'

Aware of this problem, Cardinaletti (1990) argues that es in impersonal middles is
not an expletive but an argumental pronoun corresponding to proarb.44 It must be
lexicalized in German because of its argumental status. This claim, however, proves
to  be empirically unmotivated.  If es is an argumental arbitrary pronoun, we expect it
to be able to act as a controller. This is not possible, however. Compare the Spanish

example in (85b) where the argumental se can enter into control relations.45

(85) a. *weil esi sich   hier gut tanzt  [ ohne PROi sich        gut

because EXPL  RELF  here well dances without REFL well
zu schlafen].
to sleep
'because one can dance well here without eating well.'

b.         Aquf sei baila      muy   bien [sin PROicomer   muy   bien].
here onedances very well without eat-INF very well
'One dances here very well without eating very well.'

A further problem is pointed out in Cabredo-Hofherr (2000). The assumption
that (74a-c) contain proexpi in Spec,IP leads to incorrect predictions with respect to
embedded verb second (V2) in German. Certain bridge verbs allow for embedded
V2 when the complementizer dass is missing.

44 In the corresponding impersonal middle construction in Dutch the pronominal het is used which
seems to support Cardinalettis point. Note, however, that the Dutch construction differs from
German in not containing any reflexive element.

(i) Het danst hier goed.
EXPL dances here well
'One dances well here.'

45 For arguments that se/si in Spanish/Italian can have argumental status see Cinque (1988).
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(86) Er      sagte,    [cp er [c komme zum Flughafen]].

he said he comes to airport
'He said that he would come to the airport.'

As argued in Fanselow (1991), wh-traces and traces of topiCaliZatiOn Call liCCIlSC

embedded V2 if they appear in Spec,CP. (87) illustrates this for wh-traces.

(87) Weni sagte er   [Cp ti [C wolle er einladen]]?

who-ACC said he wanted he invite
'Who did he say he wanted to invite?'

It follows from the grammaticality of (87) that phonetically empty elements suffice
to fill Spec,CP and license V2. This observation leads us to the expectation that
impersonal passives with proexpl moved to Spec,CP can be embedded under bridge
verbs with V2. This expectation, however, is incorrect:

(88)   a. *Er sagte, [CP proexpi  [c sei gearbeitet worden].
he said be-SBJworked werden-PAST

'He said that people had worked.'

The ungrammaticality of (88) is unexpected under a semi-pro-drop analysis of
German in view of the grammaticality of (86) and (87).

Finally, there is clear evidence that the Spec,IP position is not always

projected in German and that nominative Case can be assigned to a category that has
not moved out of vP. In the passive of double object constructions the indirect object
precedes the nominative marked subject.

(89) weil dem  Hans ein Buch gegeben wurde.

because  the    Hans a    book given werden-PAST
'because a book was given to Hans.'

Various tests show that this order is the basic word order and no scrambling has
taken place (cf. Thiersch 1978), indicating that in these construction Spec,IP need
not be projected for Case reasons.

Crosslinguistic considerations within the Germanic languages further
complicate the picture and make the extension of the semi-pro-drop analysis to other
Germanic languages impossible. Recall that Rizzi's system ofpro subjects allows
for separating argumental, quasi-argumental and expletive pro subjects. Given the
different feature-specification of these null pronominals, languages can differ as to
which type of pronominals can be dropped. Null subject languages can drop all three

types, Icelandic can drop quasi-argumental and expletive subjects and German only
allows pro-drop of expletive subjects. Consider, however, Faroese, a language
closely related to Icelandic. It allows pro-drop of quasi-arguments but not pro-drop
of'real' expletives (data from Vikner 1991).

(90) a. i gaer regnadi (tad)
yesterday rained  EXPL
'It rained yesterday.'
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b.   eg veit ikki hvi  *(tad)  ikki er komid nakad brmv.
I know not why EXPL  not is come any letter
'I do not know why no letter came.'

Under the pro-drop theory of Rizzi (1986) whose essential assumptions are the
corner stone of any semi-pro-drop analysis of German, an explanation of the facts in
(90) is not possible. Rizzi's system of pro-licensing does not allow for a language
where quasi-arguments can be dropped but expletives cannot. The failure of semi-
pro-drop analyses to account for the data considered above indicates that the
paradigm given in (74) is in need of an alternative account that does not have to
postulate a null expletive in (74a-c). Such alternative accounts are given in Brander

(1993), Cabredo-Hofherr (2000) and Haider (1991, 1993). Crucially for our
purposes here, neither of these three analyses assumes the presence of a null
expletive subject in impersonal passives.

In conclusion, accepting the EPP and the existence of null expletives seems
to be problematic for German, Yiddish and Icelandic. In these languages there is no
independent motivation for projecting a non-thematic Spec,IP position. There are,
however, languages where Spec,IP is obligatorily filled (e.g. English, French,
Danish and the Mainland Scandinavian languages). Furthermore, the fact that
clauses must have a subject, a generalization that the EPP is meant to account for,
seems to be true in most cases. These two facts must be given an alternative account
if the universality of the EPP is rejected. In the next subsection I round off the
discussion of the  EPP and demonstrate that our conclusion that impersonal passive
constructions and presentational sentences contain no null expletive subject can be
integrated into an alternative formulation of the EPP given in E. Kiss (1998).

3.3.4.2 The EPP reinterpreted
The reinterpretations of the EPP given in Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou

(1998), Manzini & Roussou (1997), and Nash & Rouveret (1996) maintain the view
that the EPP is a universal principle requiring that the D-feature of Agrs be checked.

They claim that in languages with rich verbal agreement system and pro-drop the
EPP can be satisfied by V-to-Agrs movement. Strong agreement morphemes have
the necessary categorial feature to check the D-feature on Agrs. I have argued that
the possibility of not projecting Spec,IP and the availability of strong/rich agreement

(and pro-drop) cannot be reduced to a single parameter.
I have concluded that null expletives are not part of the grammar and that the

EPP in its original formulation cannot be a principle of UG. Although it captures the
descriptive generalization that in English the Spec,IP position is always filled with
the grammatical subject, this property is not shared by other languages. It is for this
reason that Borer (1986), Fukui (1986), Fukui & Speas (1986), Roberts & Roussou

(to appear) reject the universality of EPP and the obligatory projection of the subject
position in Spec,IP.

The question not raised by any of these analyses is whether the rejection of
the universal projection of Spec,IP necessarily leads to a radical abolition ofthe EPP
or whether it can be revised and reformulated in such a way that it adequately
predicts the differences among languages with respect to the presence of a
designated subject position. The relevance of this question comes from the fact that
in the language type represented by English several empirical data are accounted for
by the  EPP that need to be addressed anew if the  EPP is completely abandoned.   By
claiming that Spec,IP is not necessarily filled in every language, we seem to suggest
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that the EPP is mistaken in its fundamentals and should be abandoned. Yet, this may
turn out to be too radical, especially if it turns out that there is a way to reconcile the
English data that led to the original formulation of the EPP and the data considered
above that suggests its abolition.

It is exactly this question that E. Kiss (1998) sets out to investigate, She
argues that it is possible to reformulate the EPP in such a way that it formulates
valid generalizations both for subject-prominent languages and for topic-prominent
languages.46 In what follows I briefly summarize E. Kiss' reformulation of the EPP
in order to show that our view that impersonal passive constructions are subjectless
does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the EPP must be completely
abandoned. It only requires that we look at the data it captures from a different
angle. The discussion below also bears on the question of how subjectless and
topicless clauses are interpreted as predications and under what particular conditions
such constructions are allowed.

The main idea behind E. Kiss' view of the EPP is that the standard
formulation of this principle, requiring that in every clause a designated subject
position (Spec,IP) be obligatorily filled, comprises two requirements. These are
given in (91). While both requirements are satisfied by the same element in English-
type languages, this is not necessarily so in topic-prominent langugages.

(91) a. Every clause must contain a subject ofpredication.
b. Every clause must contain a grammatical subject.

(918) requires that sentences instantiate a subject-predicate relation. It does not,
however, say anything about the grammatical function and structural position of the
subject of predication, i.e. of the topic. It only demands the presence of a topic.
(9lb) is an independent statement about the subject grammatical function. The
grammatical subject is the argument which agrees with the finite verb and usually
bears nominative Case. In subject-prominent languages the grammatical subject is
associated with a designated structural position (Spec,IP). It is for this reason that
the requirement in (911)) in English is equivalent to the requirement that Spec,IP be
filled by the subject. In topic-prominent languages, however, there is no particular
position that must be associated with the grammatical subject. Thus, (91b) does not
imply that Spec,IP must be filled.47

(91 b), however, cannot   be a valid generalization   even   for   free word order
languages. The empirical evidence presented in §3.3.4.1 strongly suggest that in
impersonal passive constructions in German there is no grammatical subject at all,
not even a null expletive element. This problem, however, is easily remedied, the
intuition being that if there is a syntactic argument available in the clause, i.e.  if the

46 I follow E. Kiss (1998) in using the terms 'subject-prominent language' and 'topic-prominent
language'. The former term refers to English type languages  and the latter  to  (relatively)  free  word
order languages like Hungarian and German for instance. I am aware of the fact that it is an
oversimplification of facts to equate 'topic-prominent' with 'free word order'. Languages exhibit
different degrees of freedom in word order and the question of what degree of freedom correlates
with topic prominence is not a trivial one. The general point of 6. Kiss' idea, however, is independent
from this question.
47 Similar claims are made in Haider (1991, 1993). Haider proposes that the EPP holds in
configurational languages but not in non-configurational languages. His distinction between
configurational and non-configurational languages corresponds basically to IE. Kiss' classification of
subject prominent and topic prominent languages.
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predicate assigns at least one theta-role, then the clause must contain a grammatical
subject. (91) is therefore replaced by (92) in E. Kiss (1998).

(92) a. Every clause must contain a subject ofpredication.
b. Ofthe arguments of the predicate, one must be marked as a subject.

(92b) requires that every clause where the predicate has at least one argument must
have a subject. It is clear that (92b) is compatible with our analysis of impersonal
passive constructions as subjectless sentences.

(93) a. Gestern wurde getanzt.

yesterday werden-PAST danced
'People danced yesterday.'

b.     Um  6 Uhr war schon serviert.

at     60'clock   was already served
'At 6 0'clock serving was already done.'

c.      Ici, Gestern [c wurdei 64 [vpti getanzt ]]]]

Passivized intransitive predicates do not have any syntactic arguments, therefore in
(93) the requirement of (92b) is vacuously satisfied. Thus, as far as the grammatical
subject function is concerned, a univeral principle can only require that one of the
syntactically present arguments of the predicate, if it has any, must be realized as the
grammatical subject. With respect to the Structural position of the subject and the
mechanism of nominative Case assignment in finite clauses, languages differ.  Some
have a designated subject position, some do not. Clearly, the available mechanisms
for nominative Case assignment and the option not to project Spec,IP are two
closely related issues and are also connected to the morphological Case-marking
system of the language. I will not attempt to discuss these issues here.

Now that (9213) is taken care of,  let us return to the first part of the EPP.  The
formulation of (92a)  is such that it allows for lexically unrealized, invisible topics as
well. This is necessary in the light of sentences that do not contain any lexical topic,
as for instance the following Hungarian examples, taken from 6. Kiss (1998).48

(94) a. [vpMeghfvta JAnos Marit vacsodra].
invited John-NOM Mary-ACC dinner-for

'John invited Mary for dinner.'

b.   ???[vpKdkszemu volt    Jinos].
blue-eyed was John

'John had blue eyes.'

48 For arguments that the predicate and the arguments are within vP, see £. Kiss (1998:§2.1). All
examples are grammatical if one of the arguments is topicalized, as illustrated for (94b) in (i).

(i)             [Topp Janos [vp kdkszemu volt]].
John blue-eyed was
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c. ???[vputMnak a diakok egy tantdrgyat].
hate the students-NOM a subject-ACC

'The students hate a subject.'

None of the examples in (94) contains an overt topic. 411 arguments of the
verb are vP-internal.49 The relevant difference between (94a), on the one hand, and
(94b,c) on the other, concerns the type of the predicate. (94a) describes an event
while (94b,c) describe a state. The grammaticality of (94a) and the strongly marginal
status of (94b,c) shows that an overt topic is not required in sentences that describe
an event but is obligatory in sentences describing a state. In order to account for this
difference, E. Kiss, slightly altering Kratzer's (1989) analysis of stage-level and
individual-predicates, assumes that eventive verbs have an event argument,
represented by an event variable that is existentially bound by unselective binding.
Stative predicates, however, do not have such an event variable. In order to be able
to maintain the claim in (92a), E. Kiss assumes that eventive sentences with no overt
topicalized element predicate about the situational or contextual restriction of the
event variable. This invisible restrictor is always contextually or situationally
determined, in (94a) for instance, the predication is about 'there and then', referring
to the spacio-temporal anchoring of the event expressed by the predicate. According
to E. Kiss' claim, stative predicates cannot have null topics of this sort since there is
no event variable that can license the presence of an invisible restrictor in TopP.
Given these assumptions, the ungrammaticality of (94b,c) receives a natural
explanation. These examples contain no overt topic and the postulation of an
invisible topic is not possible either since the predicates do not provide an event
variable that could license an invisible spacio-temporal restriction in TopP. In the
case of (94a), however, it can be argued that an empty topic is present, rendering the
sentence grammatical.

Impersonal adjectival passives in German seem to provide a counter-argument
to the generalization in (928) if we accept E. Kiss' analysis summarized above.
Adjectival passives (sein-passive) are stative (cf. (931))). They contain stage-level
stative predicates and describe the resultant state of a preceeding event. This
problem is not specific to German. Hungarian also has a stative impersonal
construction that is in fact the equivalent of German adjectival passives. 50

Impersonal passives with stative predicates do not require the presence of an overt
topic, neither in German nor in Hungarian.

51

(95) a. ...  dass schon serviert war.
that already served was

'that serving was already done.'

49 The grammaticality judgements of (94) are valid with Rat intonation, with no emphatic stress on
the predicate. Each example is grammatical if the predicate bears emphatic stress and the other
elements are deaccented. In such a case, however, the predicate is not within vP but moved to the
focus position. A state of affairs irrelevant for us here.
so See next chapter for discussion. I will refer to the Hungarian constructions as impersonal
resultatives for reasons to be made clear in Chapter 4.
" In German I use here embedded clauses in the examples to avoid interference from the verb second

requirement.
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b. . . . dass schon aufgertiumt war.
that already cleaned was

'that cleaning was already done.'

c.  TAlalva van.
served is
'Serving has been done.'

d. Ki van takaritva.
PV is cleaned
'Cleaning has been done.'

If stative predicates do not provide an event variable, we expect (95) to be on a
par with (94b,c), contrary to fact. I believe, however, that there are two possible
ways to bring the impersonal passive constructions in (95) under the purview of
(92a). Both of them follow the general line of argumentation spelt out above. I
discuss them in turn and show how empirical considerations can help us to make a
choice between the two options.

One possible way to preserve the generalization of (92a) in the light of the
constructions in (95) is to slightly modify E. Kiss' account and adopt the original
formulation of Kratzer (1989), according to which the relevant distinction is
between individual level predicates and stage-level predicates and not between
eventive and stative predicates. This modification implies that stative passives also
contain an event variable and thus can be anchored spacio-temporally, i.e. the event
variable can be restricted by an invisible topic.52 Then the grammaticality of (95) is
predicted since they satisfy the general requirement that clauses expressing a
predication must have a subject of predication by containing an invisible topic,
meaning 'here and now' or 'there and then', depending on the tense properties of the
predicate. The problem with this argumentation concerns examples like  (94c). It
contains a stage-level predicate which we would expect to pattern together with
resultative participial verbs, contrary to facts. (94c) is at best marginal in topicless
clauses while the examples in (95) are perfectly grammatical.

A more promising proposal relies on the semantic properties of these
impersonal passive constructions. These constructions can be formed from a small
group of intransitive verbs. These verbs share the characteristics that they have a
'missing' object that is typical/cognate in the sense that the lexical meaning of the
verb implies what objects we are talking about. In Hungarian verbs like pakol,
rdmol,  csomagol  (all three  synonyms meaning'pack'), kitakarit  'clean', kiszelloztet
'air', beld 'heat', besote'tit 'darken' (household verbs) comprise the relevant class of
intransitive verbs. In German essentially the same group of verbs can be used to
form stative impersonal passives. What I propose is that it is exactly the implication
of cognate objects inherent in the lexical semantics of these verbs that makes
impersonal passives derived from them compatible with the general requirement ofa
topic-predicate structure. In (95a,c) the invisible topic is the unspecified cognate
object meaning 'some food or other'. In (95b,d) the implied cognate object inherent
in the lexical meaning of the intransitive verbs is some location. It is this unspecified

52 For arguments that the passive participle in (954b) is derived syntactically and not lexically see
Kratzer (1994). In Kratzer's analysis the participle is an adjectivized VP.
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location that serves as the invisible topic, i.e. the subject of predication. This
invisible topic can in fact be given lexical content by a locative PP.

(96) a. ...  dass bei dir/im Zimmer schon aufgertiumt   war.
that at you/in room was already cleaned

'that at your place/ in the room cleaning was already done.'

b.       NAlaN a szobiban mAr ki van takarftva.

at-yoWin room-INESS already   PV is cleaned
'Cleaning has already been done at your place/in the room.'

We can therefore claim that analyzing impersonal passives as constructions
without a grammatical subject  does not prevent  us from claiming  that  the  two
generalizations proposed in 6. Kiss (1998) are universal principles of the grammar.
The two principles in (92) replace the original formulation of the EPP, which
requires that every clause contain a grammatical subject. Clauses can be subjectless
under restricted conditions. They can also lack an overt topic in different, but
similarly well-defined conditions. In the case of impersonal adjectival passives the
two sets of conditions are both satisfied: the predicate has no syntactic argument,
thus the construction satisfies (92b) vacuously and the predicate's lexical semantics

specifies a cognate object that can serve as the invisible subject of predication,
satisfying (92a).

3.3.5 Conclusions

In this section I have considered the conditions under which null
pronominals are licensed. I have proposed a theory of pro-identification that shares

with Rohrbacher (1994) and Speas (1995) the assumption that in pro-drop languages
the agreement morphemes are listed as independent lexical entries together with
their (p-features. Contrary to Speas (1995), however, I have argued that formal
licensing and content-identification  of pro cannot be reduced  to one parameter.  I
have assumed along with Rizzi (1986) that formal licensing is by designated heads,
the set of such heads varying for each individual language. By contrast, content-
licensing involves several distinct mechanisms: coindexation with 'rich' agreement
morphemes, binding by an operator, existential closure, a default rule of feature-
assignment. The specific choice among these mechanisms depends on the linguistic
context. Finally, I have addressed the question whether null expletives should be
part of the grammar. I have shown that no conclusive empirical arguments have
been provided for their existence and have proposed that null expletives do not exist.
Some of the theoretical implications of such a proposal were examined, especially
its consequences with respect to the EPP.

3.4 Summary
The topic of Chapter 3 has been the syntactic and semantic properties of

phonetically null arguments and their licensing conditions.
In §3.2 I have addressed the question how implicit arguments acting as

controllers of an embedded subject are structurally represented. and consider their
advantages and disadvantages in the light of empirical data. I have reviewed three
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different proposals. In §3.2.1  I have considered Rizzi's theory of arb-assignment to
null objects, in §3.2.2  I gave a critical summary of Authier's (1989) account of null
objects in generic sentences and finally in §3.2.3 the theory of implicit arguments
proposed in Brody & Manzini (1988) was considered.  In the course of the discussion
I have compared the interpretation of implicit arguments in generic and non-generic
sentences and the scope interactions of implicit arguments with other

quantificational elements. I have shown that the interpretation of implicit arguments
depends on the tense properties of the sentence. The generic, non-referential
interpretation of the null argument is a consequence of its being bound by a generic

operator.
In §3.2.4 I have proposed that arbitrarily interpreted null objects and datives

in generic sentences and episodic sentences should receive a uniform analysis. These
null arguments are syntactically projected and correspond to a null indefinite
pronoun. These indefinites are unselectively bound by some operator or by
existential closure and are interpreted at LF as bound variables. Such an analysis
was argued to be extendable to arbitrary null subjects in finite clauses as well. I have
also argued that there exists no default arb-assignment rule in the lexicon and/or in
the syntax that gives 'arbitrary' reference to null arguments. Rather, arbitrarily
interpreted null arguments are all indefinites interpreted as bound variables.

In §3.3.1 I have reviewed Rizzi's (1986) theory of pro-drop and I have
argued that theoretical considerations do not support Rizzi's conclusion that formal
licensing and content-identification of pro involves the  same  head.  Next,  I  have
argued that pro-drop in Hungarian inflected infinitival constructions and pro-drop in
Modern Arabic provide empirical evidence against such a conclusion.

In §3.3.2 I have dealt with the problem of how to formalize the intuition that
'rich' agreement morphology gives referential content to a formally licensed null
argument. I have claimed that 'rich' agreement morphemes that are capable of
content-licensing pro are listed as independent lexical entries and enter the
derivation together with 9-features. Coindexation of these morphemes with a null
pronominal argument provides the argument with 9-features and consequently with
referential content. I have also addressed the question whether 'rich' agreement
morphemes should be treated as arguments thus making it possible to abolish pro
from our theory and I have concluded that such a move faces empirical problems.

§3.3.3 has dealt with non-referential null arguments and their interpretation.
A default rule ofcontent-assignment applies if referential content cannot be assigned
to the null argument and results in interpreting the null argument as human. The
feature [+human] is a grammatically relevant semantic feature in that it is sufficient
to make pro (and PRO) visible for theta-role assignment.

Finally, In §3.3.4 I have discussed the question whether null expletives
should be part of the grammar. I have reviewed the empirical arguments given in
favour of their existence and have argued that they are not compelling. I have
proposed that null expletives do not exist and I have shown that the data usually

explained by the postulation of null expletives in German can receive an alternative
analysis. The theoretical implications of such a proposal were examined. In
particular, the requirement that every clause must have a subject has been shown to
be incorrect for topic-prominent languages. I have argued that 6. Kiss' (1998)
reformulation of the EPP is compatible with an analysis of German and Hungarian
impersonal passive constuctions that involves no null expletive subject. In stative
impersonal passives it is the cognate object (implicit in the lexical semantics of the
base-verbs) that provides the subject of predication. In eventive impersonal passives
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the spacio-temporal anchoring of the event variable provides the subject of
predication.
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4.1  Introduction

In this chapter I return to the morphosyntactic properties of'rich' agreement
paradigms. In Chapter 3 I have proposed that inflectional morphemes belonging to
'rich' agreement paradigms of pro-drop languages are listed as separate lexical items
and have (p-feature specifications that can be inherited by pro. One question raised
by such a characterization of agreement morphemes is how 3SG agreement in
impersonal constructions without a referential argument can be characterized. In
§4.2 I consider this question. I argue that 3SG agreement marking in impersonal
constructions is default agreement with no 9-feature content in Agr. Consequently,
in pro-drop languages where subjectless impersonal constructions are grammatical,
3SG agreement is ambiguous. It can be the spell-out of cp-features or it can be the
'spell-out' ofthe complete lack of 9-features.  I claim that the availability of default
agreement is not an automatic property of'rich' agreement paradigms. In particular,
the agreement morpheme corresponding to the cp-feature bundle [3rd person,
singular] on Hungarian infinitives cannot have a default reading and must always be
interpreted referentially. This claim is based on the behaviour of impersonal and
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personal resultative constructions examined in §4.2.1. I show that impersonal and
personal resultatives behave in a distinct way when they are embedded under modals
that take inflected infinitival complements. I propose that the ungrammaticality of
the former and the grammaticality of the latter can be naturally explained under the
assumption that default agreement is unavailable with inficcted infinitives in
Hungarian. The proposed analysis leads to further questions concerning the
existence of subjectless constructions in Hungarian. In §4.2.2 I show that inflected
infinitives provide us with a test that can establish that weather-expressions have a
syntactically realized null subject in Hungarian. In §4.2.3 constructions with
extraposed clauses are considered. On the basis of empirical facts I argue that these
constructions have a null pronominal subject argument that is coindexed with the
extraposed clause.

In §4.3 I investigate the behaviour of impersonal resultative constructions,
weather-expressions and extraposed clauses under modal verbs and with uninflected
infinitives. These constructions are ungrammatical in Hungarian, in contrast with the
facts in the Germanic languages. I propose an analysis of this contrast based on the
different structural properties of the infinitival complement and on my interpretation
of Speas' Principle of Economy of Projection discussed in Chapter 3. I argue that
while modals in Hungarian take full CPs, German modals appear in mono-clausal
structures with no functional projections between the modal and the infinitival verb.
This difference between Hungarian and German medals provides a natural account
for the different embedding possibilities of medals in the two languages.

In §4.4 I consider sentences with arbitrarily interpreted non-referential null
subjects. These sentences present the same problem as subjectless impersonal
constructions. 3PL agreement on the finite verb cannot be taken as the spell-out of
cp-features. In the spirit of our theory of non-referential arbitrary pro, the only
feature that pro receives is [+human] (cf. §3.3.3). It is not the 3PL agreement
marking on the verb that gives Content to prOarb. I claim that similarly to default 3SG
agreement, 3PL 'dummy' agreement markers are not always available in an
agreement paradigm. I consider inflected infinitives in Hungarian and the possibility
of arbitrary pro with 3PL marking on the infinitive. I show that neither an
existentially nor a universally interpreted arbitrary pro is licensed. I propose that the
reason for the unavailability of these readings is that the agreement paradigm used
on infinitives does not make 'dummy' 3PL agreement available. In conclusion,
agreement markers on infinitives are always unambiguous. They contain 9-features
that must be inherited by pro under coindexation. In §4.4.5 I present additional
empirical support for the claim that default agreement and 'dummy' agreement
markers are not always available within a paradigm. I argue that agreeing negative
constructions in Modern Hebrew exhibit the same restrictions as inflected infinitives
in Hungarian. Agreement marking on the negative element 7eyn requires a
referential subject and therefore excludes the possibility of arbitrarily interpreted
subjects. §4.5 concludes this chapter with a summary.

4.2 3SG marking on infinitives: the question of
default agreement

In Chapter 3 I have argued that procxpl should be dispensed with. If no
structural subject appears in Spec,IP then that position is not projected. Some
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alternative mechanism in the language makes nominative Case assignment to a VP-
internal subject possible. In impersonal passive constructions where the predicate
has no 0-roles to assign to syntactic arguments, no syntactic subject appears.

(1) a. [cp Gestern [C' wurdei     [i· 4 [vp getanzt]]]]. (Ger)

yesterday werden-PAST danced

'There was dancing yesterday.'

b.      [cp Um 8 Uhr [c'  wari  b· 4 [vp schon serviert]]]].
at 8 0'clock was already served

'At 8 o'clock serving was already done.'

Impersonal passive constructions exemplified in (1) are subjectless.
Predication is about  a null topic  (c£   t.   Kiss   1998). In impersonal verbal passives

predication is about the event while in impersonal adjectival passives predication is
about the cognate object given by the lexical semantics ofthe base verb.

Hungarian has no verbal passives, neither personal nor impersonal ones.
Constructions corresponding to (la) cannot be formed. There is, however, a
construction that corresponds to the German adjectival passive given in (lb). It is a
passive construction in the sense that the underlying object (if there is one)
corresponds to the derived syntactic subject. The construction has a stative
resultative reading: it describes the resultant state of a previous event. Resultative
participles are formed in Hungarian by the suffix -va/-ve. Fa-participles and the
copula together give rise to resultative constructions: Such constructions can be
personal or impersonal depending on the properties of the base verb. Personal
resultatives can be derived from (most) transitive verbs and from unaccusatives.
They have a nominative subject DP that corresponds to the underlying object of the
predicate.2

(2) a. A haz ki van fest-ve.

the house   PRT is paint-VA
' The  house is painted.'

b.  A t6 ki van szarad-va
the lake   PRT is dry-VA
'The lake is dried out.'

1 For a detailed characterization of personal resultatives in Hungarian see Alberti (1997) and de Groot
(1987). Impersonal resultatives are first discussed and analyzed in Tdth (1998, to appear). I use the
term 'resultative' when referring to the Hungarian constructions involving va-participles and the
copula. The corresponding German examples (discussed in §3.3.4 and §4.3 ofthis chapter) have been
referred to in the generative literature as personal and impersonal adjectival passive (or alternatively
as personal and impersonal sein-passive). These terms are justified by the fact that the adjectival
passive participle exhibits essentially the same distributional properties as underived adjectives. This,
however, is not the case in Hungarian. Fa-participles (i.e resultative participles) and adjectival
participles are in complementary distribution and have rather different syntactic properties (cf. T6th
1998, to appear). Furthermore, unlike German, Hungarian has no verbal passive construction either.
To avoid confusion, I will adopt the widely accepted terminology when referring to the Germanic
languages but will continue to refer to the Hungarian construction as resultative
2 PRT stands for particle in the glosses. These particles are verbal prefixes that under certain
conditions can or must be separated from the verbal stem and moved higher up in the structure. The
exact conditions on such movement are irrelevant to the discussion at hand.
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The derivation of impersonal resultatives is more restricted: they can
only be derived from a limited number of intransitive verbs. These intransitives all
share the characteristics that a.) they have a transitive counterpart and b.) the
'missing' object is typical/cognate in the sense that the lexical meaning of the verb
implies what objects we are talking about. Apart fro,11 some idiosyncratic variation,
the class of verbs that can be used in impersonal passives/resulatives are essentially
the same in German and in Hungarian.3

Verbs like pakol, rdmol, csomagol (all close synonyms meaning 'to pack')
and verbs like kitakarit 'clean' kisze#6ztet 'air', be/Nt 'heat', besotttit 'darken'

(household verbs) can be input to the derivation of an impersonal resultative. In
what follows I will refer to the class of verbs that allows the derivation of the
impersonal resultative construction as the clean-class. The lexical-thematic
representation of two clean-class verbs exhibiting the transitive-intransitive
alternation is given in (3)-(4) and exemplified in (5)-(6) 4

(3)  bepakol: i. agent <theme>
ii. agent <goal>
iii. agent

(4)  kitakarir. i agent <theme>
ii. agent

(5) a. Janos be-pakolta a ruhhka-t (a bBrond-be).
John   PRT-packed-3SG.DEF the clothes-ACC the suitcase-ILL
'John packed the clothes (into the suitcase).'

b. Janos be-pakolta a bdrOndO-t.
John   PRT-packed-3SG.DEF the suitcase-ACC
'John packed the suitcase.'

c. Janos be-pakolt (a bdrond-be).
John    PRT-packed-3SG.INDEF the suitcase-ILL
'John packed (into the suitcase).'

(6) a. Janes ki-takaritotta a szoba-t.

John   PRT-clean-3SG.DEF the room-ACC
'John cleaned the room.'

b.  JAnos ki-takaritott (a szoba-ban).
John PRT-clean-3SG.INDEF (the room-INESS)
'John cleaned (in the room).'

Pattern (3i) gives (5a), (3ii) gives (51,) and (3iii) gives (5c). Similarly, (4i) gives (6a)
and (4ii) corresponds to (61,). (3) and (4) show that both bepakol (and the other

3 Diachronic and statistical finding have shown that the resultative use of va-participles in Hungarian

only started in the the 18th century when language contact between Austrian German and Hungarian
was very intense and direct due to the Habsburg Empire. This fact provides additional justification
for comparing the constructions at hand in the two languages.
4 I adopt here the notation used in Levin & Rappaport (1986) for lexical representations of verbs.  Tile
placement of the agent theta-role outside the brackets marks it as external, italic type indicates that
the theta-role is assigned directly by the verb. Theta-roles in parentheses are optionally assigned.
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synonyms of 'pack' mentioned above) and kitakarit (and the other 'household'
verbs) are optionally transitive. It is generally accepted that in case of the
intransitive variants of these verbs the internal theta-role is lexically surpressed.
Consequently, there is no syntactically present (null) object in cases like in (5c) and
(6b). Indefinite conjugation on the verb supports this claim. If an object pro were
present in (5b) and (6b) to receive the internal theta-role of the verb, definite
conjugation would be triggered:

(7) a. JAnos el6vett egy bdrondot.  Kati bepakolt-a pro.

John  out-took-3SG.INDEF a suitcase-ACC Kate packed-3SG.DEF
'John took out a suitcase. Kate packed it.'

b.  JAnos kivett egy szobat. Kati kitakaritott-a pro.
John rented-3SG.INDEF a room-ACC Kate cleaned-3SG.DEF
'John rented a room. Kate cleaned it.'

In (8) we have personal resultatives formed from the transitive variants of the clean-
class verbs. As mentioned above, in personal resultatives the nominative subject
corresponds to the underlying object. In (9) the corresponding impersonal
resultatives are given that are derived from intransitive clean-class verbs. There are
no thematic subjects in such constructions.

(8) a. A bdrond be van pakol-va.
the suitcase   PRT is pack-VA
'The suitcase is packed.'

b.  A szoba ki van takarit-va.
the room     PRT is clean-VA
'The room is cleaned.'

(9) a. Be van pakol-va (a bdrond-be).

PRT is pack-VA the suitcase-ILL
'Packing has been done (into the suitcase).'

b. Mar ki van takarft-va (a szobi-ban).

already PRT is clean-VA the room-INESS
'Cleaning has already been done (in the room).'

It is important to note that the oblique case-marked nominal specifying the location
of the resultant state is always optional, as shown in (9). If it does not surface, the
meaning changes to the extent that any prototypical object can satisfy the description
(e.g. clothes and other objects for a trip etc. in the case of the verb pack and rooms,
the kitchen, the whole flat, house etc. in the case of clean). Furthermore, in some
cases as those in (10), no locative can be inserted to specify the subject of the
resultant state.

(10) a. TAlal-va van.
serve-VA is
'Serving has been done.' (i.e. The meal is on the table.)
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b.    Mtg nincs  bevasdrol-va  a   hdtvdgdre
yet not-be shop-VA the weekend
'Shopping for the weekend has not been done yet.

4.2.1  Resuitatives and infiected injinitivals

Considering constructions like (9) and (10), the question arises whether these
sentences contain a phonologically empty expletive (proexpl) or not. In other words,
whether the EPP applies in these cases and requires some designated structural
subject position to be filled or whether these constructions are truly subjectless. On
the basis of the data discussed above, no conclusive answer can be provided. Given
the fact that Hungarian allows pro-drop of referential subjects, it seems natural to
assume that it also allows pro-drop of expletive subjects.5 The question whether
impersonal constructions contain a null expletive in Hungarian must be decided on
the basis of considerations other that the licensing requirements of pro-drop in the
language. In Chapter 3 I have discussed the theoretical and empirical motivations
behind a universal EPP and concluded that the EPP is stipulative in languages where
no independent evidence argues for the projection of Spec,IP. On the basis of the
arguments given in §3.3.4, I have proposed that impersonal passive constructions
either contain an overt expletive or no expletive at all. This implies that the
impersonal constructions in (9) and (10) contain no structural subject. 3SG
agreement on the finite verb is not the result of agreement with a null expletive

subject. It is default agreement. It is the spell-out of the lack of (p-features.
Resultative constructions exhibit a surprising split when embedded under

modal verbs that has gone unnoticed in the literature. Recall that modal verbs in
Hungarian take infinitival subject clauses with agreement marking on the infinitive
(cf.  §1.3 for discussion of the relevant data). When infinitival clauses containing a
resultative participle are embedded under modals, a clear-cut asymmetry arises
between personal and impersonal resultatives:

(11)  a. Ot 6rdra   musz  [a  szobA-nak ki-takarit-va len-ni-e].
Five  o'clock must the room-DAT PRT-clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'By five o'clock the room must be cleaned.'

b.  Reggelre nem kell [a bortind-nek be-pakol-va len-ni-e].
morning     not     must the suitcase-DAT PRT-pack-VA be-INF-3SG
'The suitcase need not be packed by the morning.'

5 In other words, the problems that arise from the contention that German is a semi -pro-drop language
licensing only pro„p, do not arise in the case of Hungarian. Although there seem to be no independent
empirical motivations to assume the presence of pro„pi  in (9)  and (10), there  are no empirical
counter-arguments against proexpl either. See T6th (2000) for discussion that the behaviour of
impersonal resultatives is compatible with two different assumptions about their structure. Either they
contain an adverbial-type null expletive subject (the null equivalent of English there), or no subject at
all.  In  view of the conclusions reached in Chapter 3  and for reasons of space,  I  will not consider here
the option of a null adverbial expletive (see also Borer (1986) for arguments that null adverbial-type
expletives cannot be part of the grammar). It should be noted, however, that tile final  conclusions of
this section about the nature of 3SG agreement marking on the infinitive are independent of this
choice. In particular, the same conclusion is reached if impersonal expletives are analyzed as
containing a null adverbial-type expletive that has no 9-feature content (cf. T6th (2000))
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c. Hdtkor kellett [a vacsord-nak talal-va len-ni-e].
seven must-PAST the dinner-DAT serve-VA be-INF-3SG

'It was at seven o'clock that dinner had to be served.'
(i.e. At seven dinner had to be on the table.)

(12)  a. *Ot 6rdra   musij [ itt ki-takarit-va len-ni-e].
Five o'clock must here PRT-clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'By five o'clock cleaning must be done (in the room).'

b.  *Reggelre nem kell [be-pakol-va len-ni-e (a    b6rOnd-be)].
morning     not must PRT-pack-VA be-INF-3 SG the suitcase-ILL
'By tomorrow morning packing must be done (into the suitcase).'

c. *Hatkor kellett talal-va len-ni-e.
seven must-PAST serve-VA be-INF-3SG

'It was at seven o'clock that serving had to be done.'

Examples in (12) show that impersonal resultatives derived from the intransitive
clean-class verbs cannot appear under modals that require inflected infinitival
forms.6 Personal resultatives formed from the corresponding transitive verbs are
perfectly grammatical, as (11) illustrates. In these grammatical cases the surface

subject of the resultative appears with dative Case as a result of being the subject of
an (inilected) infinitival clause. Pro-drop of the dative subject is licensed by 'rich'
agreement on the infinitival verb. Consequently, the examples in (12) are only
ungrammatical on the impersonal reading. The sentences are licit when the 3SG
agreement on the infinitive has an argumental pro subject to license, i.e. when the
infinitival clause contains a personal resultative with a null referential subject. In the
English translations of (13) the pronominal it is to be understood as refering to an
object that is already introduced into the discourse (a given place in (13a), clothes in
(13b) and a certain meal in (13c)).

(13)  a. Ot Brdra   musij[pro ki-takarit-va lenni-e].
Five o'clock must PRT-clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'By five o'clock it must be cleaned.'

b. Holnap reggelre  nem  kell [pro be-pakol-va len-ni-e].
tomorrow morning not must PRT-pack-VA be-INF-3 SG
'By tomorrow morning it need not be packed.'

c. Hatkor kellett [pro tdial-va len-ni-e].
seven must-PAST serve-VA be-INF-3SG
'It was at seven o'clock that it had to be served.'

The examples in (12) and (13) constitute minimal pairs. The matrix clauses are
identical and the embedded clauses differ in one respect. In (12) there is no
structural subject while (13) contains a thematic null subject. Since no similar
contrast arises in root clauses (cf. (8) versus (9)), it is natural to assume that the
ungrammaticality of the impersonal resultatives in (12) is in some way connected to

6 The ungmmmaticality of the constructions containing an impersonal resultative is independent of
the root or epistemic reading of the matrix modal.
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the presence of infinitival morphology. I propose that the relevant difference
between the impersonal resultatives in (9) and (12) is the nature of the 3SG
agreement marker on the verbal predicate and that the following generalization
holds.

(14) 3SG agreement marking on the infinitive is incompatible with the

absence ofa syntactic subject.

Ungrammaticality of (12) is due to the fact that 3SG agreement marking on the
infinitive cannot be default agreement. Impersonal constructions do not have a
subject argument. They are subjectless constructions. Consequently, the derivation
can only converge if the agreement morpheme contains no cp-features since there is
no nominal element in the structure that could inherit the 9-features of the
agreement morpheme in Agrs. This only happens in case of default Agr. Default Agr
is spelt out at PF as 3SG agreement - the spell-out of the 'elsewhere' case. This
amounts to saying that the impersonal constructions in (9) and (10) involve 3SG
default agreement on the finite verb. 3SG agreement morphology on finite verbs is
ambiguous and can be both the spell-out of 9-features and default agreement.

Third person singular agreement exhibits this double nature across

languages: it can be the manifestation of either 3SG pronominal agreement or
default agreement.

(15)    Agreement =def a agrees with B  if:
a. (Strict Agreement) a and 11 have identical features
b. (default agreement)

i.          B has no gender, no number and no person and
ii.         a is third person at PF

In the impersonal constructions (15b) applies. Condition (15bi) holds since there is
no subject at all and clearly a non-existing element has no person, no number and no
gender features.

I propose that in contrast to 3SG agreement on finite verbs, 3SG on
infinitives is unambiguously the spell-out of cp-features. (14) therefore follows from
(16), a lexical property ofthe 3SG agreement morpheme on infinitives.

(16) The 3SG agreement morpheme ofthe infinitival paradigm always

contains 9-features.  It can never be the spell-out of default agreement.

An essential ingredient of this analysis is the assumption that the availability
of default agreement is not an automatic property of agreement morphology. In
Hungarian 3SG verbal infiection that appears on finite verbs is ambiguous: it can
encode either [3rd person, singular] person- and number-features or default
agreement. The latter option, however, is not available for the -a/-e suffixes that
appear on infinitives. These infiectional suffixes are always fully specified for
person and number features and as these features are [-interpretable] on Agrs, they
must be inherited by a nominal element. Such an element, however, is not available
in impersonal constructions.7

7 1 use the term 'inherited' and not 'checked' because I assume that pro enters the derivation
featureless and therefore cannot check the 9-features of Agrs against its own 9-features. We can,
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Such a distinction between 3SG agreement marking on finite verb and 3SG
marking on infinitives is motivated on morphological basis. The latter is
morphologically identical to 3SG agreement marking in the definite conjugation
paradigm and to agreement markers found on the head noun of possessive
constructions.

(17) a. ad-ja: give-3SG.DEF

b.    ad-0 :give-3SG.INDEF

c. in-ni-a: drink-INF-3SG

d.     asztal-a: his table

Although 3SG subject agreement in the definite conjugation is identical to
3SG marking on infinitives, this identity is immaterial as far as default agreement is
concerned. Default agreement only arises with indefinite conjugation. This follows
from Burzio's Generalization and the nature of definite and indefinite conjugation in
Hungarian. Default agreements arises only if there is no nominal element that can
trigger 'real' agreement, viz. in impersonal resultative/passive constructions where
no theta-role is assigned to the subject position. In such constructions no object can
be present since accusative Case is not available. Therefore, in the case of default
agreement the copula invariably shows up in the indefinite conjugation bearing a
zero affix. It is this zero affix that is ambiguous in Hungarian between unspecified
default agreement and 3SG agreement. In other words, the morphological identity of
3SG marking on infinitives and on finite verbs in the definite conjugation strongly
supports our claim that the suffix -a/-e must always be associated with a theta-
marked subject.

The identity of agreement marker in possessive constructions and on
infinitives further supports our claim. On the basis of the parallel between CP and
DP developed in Abney (1987) and Szabolcsi (1987, 1989, 1994) possessors can be
viewed as the structural subject of a possessive DP. One of the main differences
between CP and DP is that although there are subjectless clauses (or clauses with
non-thematic expletive subjects) there are no possessive constructions without a
possessor or with a non-thematic expletive possessor. Since the 'Possessor'
thematic role must be assigned, an expletive subject or no subject would lead to a
violation of the Theta-Criterion. Thus, in possessive constructions the agreement
suffix -a/-e is always the spell-out of 9-features. When no lexical possessor appears
the 9-features of the 'rich' agreement morpheme are inherited by the null possessor

argument of the construction.
In sum, we see that in the definite conjugation and in possessive construction

the 3SG agreement marker -a/-e always has a referential subject/possessor argument
and can never correspond to default agreement. In the case of these constructions
this property follows from independent principles of the grammar. It is natural to
assume that the same suffix on the infinitive cannot be the spell-out of default
agreement either.

however, think ofthe (p-feature inheritance process as feature checking in the sense that as a result of
it Agrs will no longer contain uninterpretable features at LF.
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4.2.2  Weather-verbs and expletive subjects

In the previous section I considered impersonal resultative constructions
where the predicate of the sentence has no thematic role to assign to a syntactic
argument. I claimed that these constructions are subjectless. In Kom16sy (1994) the
same claim is made about sentences with weather-expressions exemplified in (18).8

(18) a.  Havazik.
snow-3SG
'It is snowing.'

b. Virrad.
dawn-3SG
'It is dawning.'

c.  Itt nagyon meleg van.
here very hot is
'It is very hot here.'

Kom16sy argues these weather-expressions do not have a structural subject and that
3SG agreement on the verb and on the copula is the morphological reflex of default
agreement. In this section I compare impersonal constructions with expressions
containing weather-verbs and argue that the empirical facts do not support
Komlasy's claim.

First, data from several languages supports the claim that the pronominal
'expletive' subject of weather-verbs has quasi-argumental status as opposed to
adverbial non-argumental expletives in presentational sentences (cf. Chomsky
(1981), Bennis (1986) among others). Quasi-arguments show argumental behaviour
syntactically in that they can control PRO.

(19) a. Iti sometimes rains after PROi snowing.
b. *Therei arrived a doctor after PROi arriving a nurse.

Thus the logical possibility exists that in null subject languages weather-verbs are
not subjectless but instead have null quasi-argumental subjects. Under the
assumption that the EPP is universal property of grammar this possibility is in effect
a necessity because the EPP excludes the possibility of subjectless sentences. We
cannot, however, argue for the presence of a structural subject on the basis of the
EPP since we have rejected it as a universal principle. Under the assumptions
adopted in this thesis subjectless sentences do exist. It follows that the question
whether weather-expressions in Hungarian are subjectless or not must be decided on
empirical basis, a task that I undertake here.

Let us compare personal and impersonal resultative constructions with
weather-verbs in order to see whether there are any differences concerning their
syntactic behaviour. Placing weather-expressions under modals, we obtain an
interesting contrast. Weather-expressions behave on a par with personal resultatives

8  Example (lgc)  is a "weather expression" containing an adjectival phrase and the 3SG  form of the
copula. As discussed below, these expressions behave identically to sentences containing weather-
verbs. Komldsy (1994) also treats them under the heading "weather expressions".
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(cf.    (11 a), repeated   here   as   (21 a)) and unlike impersonal resultatives   (cf.   (128),
repeated here as (21 b)):  they are grammatical with inflected infinitives.

(20) a. Mirciusban mar nem kellenehavaz-ni-a.
March-INESS already not should snow-INF-3SG
'In March it should not snow already.'

b. JOliusban ilyenkor mar illene virrad-ni-a.

July-INESS at this time already should dawn-INF-3SG
'In July at this time it should be dawn already.'

c.      Itt nem szabadna[ ilyen meleg-nek len-ni-e].
here not should SO hot-DAT be-INF-3SG

'It should not be so hot here.'

(21)  a. Ot 6rdra   muszAj [a sz.obA-nak ki-takarft-va len-ni-e].
Five o'clockmust the room-DAT PRT-clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'By five o'clock the room must be cleaned.'

b.   *Ot   6rdra   muszdj[ itt ki-takarft-va len-ni-e].
Five o'clock must here PRT-clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'By five o'clock cleaning must be done here.'

For the sake of completeness, I indicate already at this point that 3SG agreement
marking on the infinitival form of the weather-verb is mandantory in this
construction. Uninflected infinitives are excluded in these constructions.

(22) a. *MArciusban mAr nem kellenehavaz-ni.
March-INESS already not should snow-INF
'In March it should not snow already.'

b. *Jilliusban ilyenkor mdr illene virrad-ni.

July-INESS at this time already should dawn-INF
'In July at this time it should be dawn already.'

c.    *Itt nem szabadna[ ilyen meleg-nek len-ni].
here not should SO hot-DAT be-INF

'It should not be so hot here.'

An account for the ungrammaticality of (22) will be given in §4.3.2. In this section I
am only concerned with inflected infinitivals.

How can we account for the parallel behaviour of personal resultatives and
weather-verbs (cf. (2la) and (20)) and the contrast between impersonal resultatives
and  weather-verbs  (c£ (211,) versus  GO)?  How does the hypothesis that weather-
expressions are subjectless fare in the light of these data?

Let us assume for a moment that Kom16sy (1994) is right and sentences with
weather-verbs do not contain a subject and that 3SG agreement on the verb is default
agreement, obtaining in constructions without subjects. Consider what these
assumptions imply. The claim that weather-expressions are subjectless predicts that
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they pattern together with impersonal resultatives in inflected infinitivals, contrary
to fact. Under Komlasy's assumption, the contrast between (2 la) and (2 l b), on the
one hand, and between (21b)  and (20), on the other hand, is unexpected and
unaccounted for.9

The above facts can be accounted for in a natural wav if we assume that

weather-expressions in Hungarian contain a null quasi-argumental subject. Given
this assumption, the following explanation can be given: The quasi-argumental

subject of weather-expressions is pronominal and thus can inherit the cp-features
present on the agreement morpheme in Agrs. In weather-expressions in (18) 3SG

agreement morphology on the finite verb is not default agreement but the spell out
of (p-features inherited by the quasi-argumental subject. These assumptions together
with the generalization given in (16) predict the grammaticality of GO) with 3SG
inflection on the infinitival verb. Weather-expressions pattern with personal
resultatives because both constructions involve a subject that has 9-features.
Impersonal constructions, on the other hand, do not have such a subject.

Since my account of the data above crucially relies on the assumption that
weather-verbs are not subjectless but rather contain a quasi-argumental null subject,
I will now take one by one Kom16sy's arguments and show that none of them show
conclusively that weather-verbs are subjectless.

First, Kom16sy argues that the ungrammaticality of participial adjunct
clauses can be explained ifweather-expressions do not have syntactic subjects.

(23) a. Eltakar-va a romokat, h6 hulott a tdjra.
hide-VA the ruins-ACC snowfell-3SG the landscape-onto
'Hiding the ruins, snow fell onto the landscape.'

b. *Eltakar-vaa romokat, havazott a  tijra.

hide-VA the ruins-ACC, snowed-3SG the landscape
'Hiding the ruins, it snowed onto the landscape.'

But the anomaly of (23b) can be explained also under the assumption that
weather-verbs take a quasi-argumental null subject. The participial adjunct clause
contains a PRO subject that needs a controller. Independent evidence has shown that

expletive subjects cannot be controllers ofjust any PRO subject. Although in (19)
the quasi-argumental subject can control PRO, this is only possible if PRO is the
subject of another weather-expression. It seems that weather-expressions select a

9 The claim that weather-expressions are subjectless is also problematic if impersonal constructions
are analyzed as containing a null expletive. Under such assumptions the ungrammaticality of (12) and
the grammaticality of (20) together imply that 3SG default agreement on the infinitive obtains  if the
infinitival clause has no subject, but cannot obtain if it contains an expletive subject. This is a rather

unlikely assumption given the nature of default agreement in general. The assumption that
impersonal resultatives contain an adverbial type expletive (like English there) that never triggers

agreement with the predicate does not make the above assumptions more plausible. In particular,
when adverbial-type expletives appear in a clause that contains no (pro)nominal element to trigger

agreement, default agreement appears.

(i)   dat er gedanst wordt.
that EXPL danced werden-3SG
'that there was dancing'

Thus, if 3SG is default agreement in case of weather-verbs, it should also surface in impersonal
resultatives with adverbial type resultatives.
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special type of subject that is incompatible with the selectional requirements of any
other predicate. This is illustrated with the English example in (24), where the
presence ofan expletive subject is unquestionable.

10

(24) *Iti is raining heavily without [PROi causing floods all over the country].

Second, Komlasy claims that weather-expressions embedded under raising
verbs yield ungrammatical results in Hungarian and he argues that this fact follows
naturally under the assumption that weather-expressions are subjectless. The raising
predicate given by Kom16sy is tunik'to seem.i 11

(25)   a.     *Mdg nem  tunik [ hajnalod-ni].
yet not seems dawn-INF
'It does not seem to be dawning yet.'

b. *Mar nem mnik [havaz-ni].
already not seems snow-INF
'It does not seem to be snowing any more.'

Similarly to the previous point, I claim that ungrammaticality of (25) is not
connected to the subjectlessness of weather-verbs. Consider the following examples:

(26) a.  *A filli nem tunik [ti siet-ni].
the boy not seems hurry-INF
'The boy does not seem to hurry.'

b.  A filli nem tunik [4 boldog-nak (*len-ni)].
the boy not seems happy-DAT be-INF
'The boy does not seem (to be) happy.'

(27) a. A filli  nem 1Atszik [ti siet-ni].
the boy not seems hurry-INF

'The boy does not seem to hurry.'

to

Komlasy also notes that weather-verbs do not occur in control constructions involving infinitival
clauses.

(i)         *Kellemetlen esni/ hajnalodni.
unpleasant rain-INF/dawn-INF
'It is unpleasant [for it to rain/dawn].'

In connection with these constructions Kom16sy himself mentions the possibility that
ungrammaticality can be due to selectional incompatibility: the weather-verb's special selectional
requirements for its subject are incompatible with those of the matrix predicate that could provide the
controller argument. He concludes that therefore the lack of control constructions cannot be taken as
conclusive evidence for the absence of a syntactic subject in weather-expressions.  In the main text
above, we claim that the same argument can be applied in case of adverbial adjunct clauses.
11 Another 'raising' verb discussed by Komltsy is vdi 'believes/considers'. Kom16sy groups tunik and
vt/together, although the former is a subject-to-subject raising verb while the latter is a subject-to-
object raising verb, i.e. ECM-verb. I will not discuss val in detail here, but let it suffice to note that
the same considerations apply to this predicate as to tunik. It can only take small clause complements
headed by adjectives or nouns,
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b.      A   fid    nem  1Atszik [ti boldog-nak ('len-ni)].
the boy not seems happy-DAT be-INF
'The boy does not seem (to be) happy.'

In (26a) the raising verb takes an infinitival clause witli a DP subject that raises to
the matrix clause to check nominative Case. Still, the construction is ungrammatical.

As shown by (261,), ungrammaticality is due to the presence of an infinitival verb.
The raising predicate tunik can only take a small clause complement without a
verbal predicate. An account based on the subcategorization restriction of tunik is
also supported by the contrast between (26) and (27). A synonymous raising verb,
Mtszik 'seems' can take both small clause complements and infinitival
complements. Weather-expressions embedded under hitszik give result12                                                                                to

grammatical examples.
13

(28) Hajnalod-ni 1Atszik.

dawn-INF seenns

'It seems to be dawning.'

In view of the ungrammaticality of (26a) and grammaticality of (28) Komlasy's
argument based on raising verbs loses much of its empirical basis. Furthermore,
there is a theoretical problem with his argument as well. In particular, it is unclear
whether the ungrammaticality of weather-expressions embedded under the raising
verb tunik argues for or against the presence of a null subject. In raising contexts the
raised subject  of the infinitival complement  is not constrained   by the matrix
predicate. No selectional restrictions obtain. The subject raises for Case reasons
only. If weather-expressons are subjectless in Hungarian, then it follows that
nominative Case is not checked in these constructions by any DP. Case checking
then must be assumed to be optional in the sense that it is not a general property of
every finite clause that Io (Agro or To) contains a Case feature that must be checked
for the derivation to converge. In subjectless clauses structural Case features are not
always present in Io. Ungrammaticality of (25) then does not tell us anything about
the presence or absence of a subject in weather-expressions since nothing in the
main clause requires the presence of a nominative subject. There is no unassigned
theta-role and there are no unchecked Case feature either because Case features are

only  present  on Ii if there  is an argument  in need of Case feature checking.
Third, participial adjunct clauses in absolutive constructions provide further

empirical evidence against treating weather-expressions as subjectless. Participial
adjunct clauses come in two varieties. They either contain va-participles or vdn-
participles. Although the two forms share a number of syntactic properties, there is
an important difference between them. Fa-participles cannot have a lexical subject
due to lack of Case. Fan-participles, however, can have a nominative marked lexical
or null pro subject.

12 English raising verbs seem and appear behave like the Hungarian raising verb hitszik and unlike
tunik. They can take either a small clause that contains an infinitival verb or one without a verbal

 redicate. This is reflected in the fact that
the English glosses in (25) and (26) are all grammatical.

3
Although infinitival clauses embedded under hitszik are grammatical while those embedded under

tunik are ungrammatical, degree of acceptability  in the former case depends on the lexical meaning of
the infinitive. Weather verbs describing an easily perceivable gradual change lead to perfect examples

Ce.g. h€/nalodik/pirkad 'dawns', esteledik 'evening falls'), while predicates describing states are

marginal.
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(29) JAnos   meglrkez-vdn/*ve, pro elindult-unk hazafeld.

John  arrive-VAN /-VA start-1PL home-towards
'John having arrived, we started for home.'

Va-participles can never be formed from weather-expressions. Fan-participles,
however, are grammatical when formed from weather-expressions.

(30) Hajnalod-van/*va, proelindult-unk hazafeld.

dawn-VAN/-VA start-1 PL home-towards
'Dawn arising, we started for home.'

This contrast is unexpected under the assumption that weather-expressions do not
contain a subject but is easily accomodated under the quasi-argumental subject
analysis. Flin-participles assign nominative Case to the quasi-argumental null pro
subject and thus make it licit. Fa-participles cannot license pro because no Case is
available.

Finally, let me note that Kom16sy (1994) in a section "Unresolved Problems"
lists the following constructions as problematic for his hypothesis:

(31) a. MAr tavasz-od-ni-a kellene.
already spring-SFX-INF-3SG should
'Spring should be coming already.'

b. Mar nagyon meleg-nek kellene len-ni-e.
already very warm-DAT should be-INF-3SG
'It should be very warm by now already.'

c. Ausztuid-ban most kell tavasz-od-ni-a.
Australia-INESS now must spring-SFX-INF-3SG
'In Australia spring must be coming now.'

These "unresolved problems" correspond exactly to our examples in (20). These
received a natural account under the assumption that weather-verbs contain a null
quasi-argumental subject in Hungarian.

In sum, I have shown that the arguments advanced in Kom16sy (1994) do not
stand closer scrutiny. In some cases they can be refuted by broadening the domain of
investigation while in other cases they can be shown to be inconclusive as far as the
presence of a grammatical subject is concerned. I have argued that the distinct
behaviour of impersonal resultatives and weather-expressions under modals cannot
be accounted for if weather-expressions are supposed to be subjectless. For this
reasons I conclude that weather-expressions in Hungarian contain a null quasi-
argumental subject that is content-licensed through the cp-features of 'rich'
agreement.

4.2.3  Extraposed sentential arguments and expletives

In the previous subsection we compared impersonal passives with weather-
expressions. We saw that they behave in a distinct way when embedded under
modals. Their distinct behaviour was attributed to a special property of the
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inllectional morphology on the infinitive. In this subsection I take a look at
14constructions with extraposed subject clauses.

(32) (Az)i fontos volt  [cp hogy Kati  iddben megdrkezzen]i.

that  important was that Kate in-time arrive-3 SG
'It was important that Kati arrive in time.'

The status of the syntactic subject in these constructions has been subject to debate.
The analysis of these constructions given in Kenesei (1994) treats these pronominal
forms as expletives, assuming that they establish an expletive-argument chain with
the extraposed clause. The claim that the demonstrative pronoun in (32) is an
expletive subject, however, becomes suspect in view of the fact that the overt
pronominal form is obligatory if the clause is focussed, as in the following examples
where the position of the copula verb indicates that az is in focus position.

(33) *(AZ)i volt fontos [cphog  Kati id6ben megirkezzen]i.

that was important   that Kate in-timearrive-3SG
'What was important was that Kati arrive in time.'

One of the properties that distinguish expletive subjects from theta-marked subjects
is the ability to be emphasized or focused. It is accepted knowledge that non-
thematic subjects cannot be focused. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of (34),
where a focused overt expletive in presentational contexts and in impersonal
passives leads to sharp ungrammaticality.

(34)  a.    *THERE is John in the garden.

b. *ER werd gisteren gedanst. (Dutch)
EXPL werden-PAST yesterday danced
'There was dancing yesterday.'

I therefore reject the idea that extraposed clauses in Hungarian are coindexed with
an expletive subject. Instead, I suggest that the demonstrative pronoun is the subject

14 I limit my discussion to extraposed subject clauses since I am concerned here with their interaction
with inflected infinitives when embedded under modals. As we will see shortly in the discussion, the
demonstrative pronoun appears with dative Case when (32) is embedded under a modal predicate. In
these cases as well, the pronominal form is optional, unless it is focused. This fact also supports the
view that dative Case in inflected infinitives is a structural Case. Extraposed complement clauses
appear together with the (optionally overt) demonstrative pronoun azt, the accusative Case marked
form of az.

(i)         Kati (azt); gondolta [cphogy mindenki elment]i
Kate that-ACC thought-3SG.DEF that everybody left
'Kate thought that everybody left.'

Clauses with oblique Case-marked 'expletives' will not be discussed either. In contrast to nominative
and accusative Case-marked expletives connected to subject and object clauses, oblique Case-marked
expletives are always obligatory.

(i)           Janes f61 *(att61), hogy megbukik a vizsgin
John fears that-ABL that fails the exam
'John fears that he will fail the exam.'
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argument (cf. Bennis (1986) for the same proposal for Dutch). It is either lexical or
pro depending on the presence of emphatic stress. Content-licensing proceeds as in
all other cases of pro subjects in Hungarian. I believe that a comparison of
constructions involving weather-expressions, extraposed clauses and impersonal
resultatives supplies us with empirical evidence to the effect that null subjects
connected to extraposed clauses are argumental and should be grouped together with
the null subjects of weather-expressions as opposed to impersonal constructions.

Embedding sentences with extraposed clauses under modals we get
grammatical examples. The pronominal associated with the clausal argument
appears with dative Case since it functions as the subject of an inflected infinitival
clause.

(35) Nem muszdj [(an-nak)i/proi fontos-nak len-ni-e, [cp hogy

not must that-DAT important-DAT be-INF-3SG that
a renddrsag megjelent]i ]
the police appeared-3SG
'It need not be important that the police has turned up.'

The pronominal subject obligatorily triggers 3SG agreement on the infinitive lennie.
Grammaticality of (35) contrasts sharply with ungrammaticality of an impersonal
construction in (36a) and parallels with the grammaticality of a weather-expression
in (36b):

(36)  a. *Ot 6rdra   musij[ ki-takarit-va len-ni-e ].
Five o'clock must PRT-clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'By five o'clock cleaning must be done.'

b. MArciusban mdr nem kellene [havaz-ni-a].

March-INESS already not should snow-INF-3SG
'In March it should not snow already.'

To explain the contrast between (35) and (36a) we can apply the same
argumentation that we spelt out in the previous section in connection with the
contrast between impersonal constructions and weather-expressions. Impersonal
resultatives contain no subject. Consequently, no 9-feature checking takes place and
default agreement is triggered. 3SG agreement morphology on the infinitive,
however, cannot spell out default agreement. The lexical pronominal subject linked
to argumental clauses has referential cp-features and these 9-features check the
features on Agrs. When null, it is in need of content-identification. 'Rich' agreement
on the infinitive content-licenses pro through its own 9-features and thus renders the
construction grammatical. In analogy to what happens with weather-expressions,
default agreement is not required and therefore an inflected infinitive is
grammatical.

Crosslinguistic facts also support the grouping together of pronominals
connected to extraposed clauses and subjects of weather-verbs as opposed to the
expletives appearing in impersonal constructions. On the basis of Dutch data for
instance, Hoekstra (1983) distinguishes adverbial expletives from pronominal ones
and proposes that only adverbial expletives are 'real' expletives. Pronominal
expletives are arguments sharing a 0-role with the sentential argument or are quasi-
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arguments of weather-verbs. (cf. Bennis 1986 where it is argued that in case of
extraposed sentential arguments in Dutch het receives the 0-role).

Furthermore, in languages that have two distinct expletive elements, one with
the phonetic shape of a spatial adverb and the other corresponding to a third person
singular (neutral) pronoun, the distribution of the two is complementary and uniform
across languages. The adverbial form occurs in presentational and impersonal
passive constructions while the pronominal form occurs with extraposed sentential

arguments and with weather-verbs. This is illustrated for English, Dutch and Danish
in the following examples:

15

(37) a. There/*it arrive three men.
b.      *There/*it was dancing yesterday.
c.      It/*there is likely [that John comes].
d.     It/*there is snowing.

(38) a. Er/*het komen drie mannen aan.
EXPL arrive-3PL three man PRT
'There arrive three men.'

b.    Er/*het werd gisteren gedanst .
EXPL was yesterday danced.

'There was dancing yesterday.'

c. dat het/*er belangrijk  is  [ dat  Jan  komt].
that it/EXPL important is that John comes
'that it is important that Jan comes.'

d. Het/*er sneeuwt.
it/EXPL snows
'It is snowing.'

(39) a. Der/*det er kommet en dreng.
EXPL/it is come a  boy
'There comes a boy.'

b. at der/*det er danset.
that EXPL is danced
'that there is dancing.'

c. at det/*der irreterer   mig [ at Jan    kommer].

that it/EXPL annoys me that Jan comes

'that it annoys me that Jan comes.'

d. Det/*der snoer.
it/EXPL snows
'It is snowing.'

15 Impersonal constructions corresponding to the b-examples are not grammatical in English. A
discussion of possible reasons for this fact would, however, lead us too far afield.
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The extraposed clauses in all the examples above are finite clauses. In
Hungarian there is a sharp distinction between extraposed finite and infinitival
clauses that is not exhibited in English and in Germanic languages. No overt
pronominal subject can appear when the clausal argument is non-finite.

(40) a. (*Az) fontos volt [cp Katinak id6ben megarkez-ni-e].
that  important was Kate-DAT in-timearrive-INF-3SG
'It was important for Kate to arrive in time.'

b.   (*Az)  illetlensdg volt [cp Katinak elkas-ni-e].
that impolite was Kate-DAT late-arrive-INF-3SG
'It was impolite for Kate to arrive late.'

I have claimed above that the demonstrative pronoun az is not a 'real' expletive but
a theta-marked argument coindexed with the extraposed clause in adjunct position.
The ungrammaticality of (40) with the lexical pronominal raises the question
whether the construction has a null pro subject coindexed with the infinitival clause

or no subject at all. In other words, the question is whether (4la) or (41b) is the
correct structural representation of (40).

(41)   a. [CP [ipproi Ii· Ii [AP ··· 11 [cp... li]]

b.    [cp [Ip [1· I' IAP ···  ICP... 11111

I believe that at this point we have all the necessary ingredients to provide
conclusive evidence in support of the claim that no null subject is present in (40) and
that it is the infinitival clause itself that is directly theta-marked by the matrix
predicate.16 The evidence comes from our familiar test of embedding under modals.

(42)   a.     *Nemszabadna [cp fontosnak len-ni-e, [cp Katinak
not must important-DAT be-INF-3SG Kate-DAT
id6ben meglrkez-ni-e]]
in time arrive-INF-3SG
'It should not be important for Kate to arrive in time.'

b.        *NemmuszAj  [cp illetlensdgnek len-ni-e, [cp Katinak kasdn
not must impolite-DAT be-INF-3SG Kate-DAT late
trkez-ni-e.]]
arrive-INF-3SG
'It need not be impolite for Kate to arrive late.'

The ungrammaticality of (42) is unexpected if (32) and (40) with no overt az have
identical structures involving a null pro subject. We have seen that (32), in contrast
with (40), can be embedded under a modal predicate (cf. (35)). The agreement
marker on the infinitive can license a null pronominal subject argument.
Constructions with an infinitival subject clause behave on a par with impersonal

16 Although the incompatibility of az with subject infinitival clauses is a well-known fact, the
structure of these constructions has not been addressed in the generative literature on Hungarian.
Unfortunately, I have nothing insightful to say why infinitival clauses and finite clauses behave in
such a distinct way in Hungarian. This is a question that merits further research.
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resultatives. Neither of them is licit in the presence of inflected infinitives. The
ungrammaticality of (42) follows naturally under the assumption that the infinitival
clause in (40) is the argument of the matrix adjectival predicate. The correct
representation of (40) is the one given in (41b).

4.2.4 Conclusions

To summarize, I have provided evidence for the following claims in the previous
three sections:
• Impersonal resultative constructions in Hungarian do not have a structural

subject. Agrs has no 9-feature content and default Agr appears as 3SG
agreement at PF.

•  3SG agreement on the finite form of the copula in impersonal resultative
constructions is default agreement. It is not the spell-out of the features [3rd
person, singular].

•  3SG agreement morphology on infinitives cannot be the spell-out of default
agreement.

•   Weather-verbs have null quasi-argumental subjects that need 9-features. These

9-features are inherited from the 'rich' agreement morpheme in Agrs. 3SG
agreement on the verb is not default agreement.

• Extraposed finite clauses are connected to pronominal subjects that also need cp-
features when null. 3SG agreement on the verb is not default agreement in these
constructions.

4.3 Raising versus control: vP and CP complements

In §4.2 I examined the behaviour of three different constructions under
modals: impersonal resultative constructions (cf. §4.2.1), weather-expressions (cf.
§4.2.2) and extraposed sentential complements (cf. §4.2.3). These constructions are
illustrated in (43).

(43) a. Httkor mdg nem volt tilal-va.
seven yet not was serve-VA
' At seven serving has  not  been done yet.'
(At seven the meal was not on the table yet.)

b. MArciusban mir havazott.
March-INESS already snowed
'In March it already snowed.'

c. (Az)i fontos volt    [cp hogy Ptter Atmenjen    a     vizsgdn]i.
that  important was that Peter pass-3SG   the exam
'It was important that Peter pass the exam.'

So  far I have concentrated on the behaviour of these constructions when they appear
as with inflected infinitival clauses. We have seen that impersonal resultatives are
illicit with 3SG marking on the infinitive while weather-expressions and extraposed
clausal arguments yield grammatical sentences:
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(44) a.  *Hdtkor mcfg nem kell [tdlal-va len-ni-e].
seven yet   not must serve-VA be-INF-3SG

'At seven o'clock serving need not be done yet.'

b. Marciusban mar nem kellene [havaz-ni-a].
March-INESS already   not should snow-INF-3SG
'In March it should not snow already.'

c.       Nem muszdj [ fontos-nak len-ni-e,    [cp hogy Plter
not must important-DAT be-INF-3SG that Peter
megbukott a vizsgan]].
failed the exam
'It need not be important that Peter failed the exam.'

I have given an account of the ungrammaticality of (44a) and the grammaticality of
(44b,c) that relies on a lexical property of agreement morphemes on the infinitive. In
each section I remarked in passing that the construction under discussion is
ungrammatical when appearing under a modal with an uninflected infinitive.

(45) a.  *Hdtkor mdg nem kell [tdlal-va len-ni].
seven    yet   not must serve-VA be-INF
'At seven o'clock serving need not be done yet.'

b. *MArciusban mAr nem kellene [havaz-ni].
March-INESS already not should snow-INF
'In March it should not snow already.'

c.     *Nemmuszdj [ fontos-nak len-ni,    [cp hogy Pdter
not must important-DAT be-INF that Peter
megbukott a vizsgan] 1.
failed the exam
'It need not be important that Peter failed the exam.'

The ungrammaticality of these three constructions under modals is unexpected.
First, given that the ungrammaticality of (44a) is due to the presence of 3SG 'rich'
agreement on the infinitive, uninflected infinitives may be expected to be
grammatical. Second, cross-linguistic considerations also predict (45) to be
grammatical.  As the English translations show, (45b,c) are grammatical in English. 17
One could argue that the comparison between English and Hungarian is misleading.
Hungarian is a null subject language while English is not. The Hungarian examples
in (45b,c) contain a null pro subject and these pro subjects need content-licensing.
Since there is no agreement marking on the infinitive, content-licensing fails. In
English, by contrast, an overt pronominal appears in subject position that needs only
Case but not the presence of 'rich' agreement. Although the basic intuition behind
this argumentation is correct, as I will show shortly bellow, it cannot be accepted the
way it is formulated here since it runs into problems once we consider other null
subject languages and the behaviour of modal verbs.

i7 English does not have impersonal passive constructions, therefore the parallel of (453) does not
exist in English.
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(46) a. No debe nevar en Marzo. (Spanish)
not  should snow in March
'It should not snow in March.'

b.       Puede ser importante que   Juan ha fracasado en el exam.
Can be important  that   John has failed in  the exam
'It can be important that John has failed the exam.'

In (46a) a weather-verb is embedded under the modal deber 'must' and in (46b) a
construction with an extraposed sentential argument is embedded under the modal

poder 'can'. Both examples are fully grammatical in spite of the fact that there is no

agreement marking on the infinitive. In view of the the grammaticality of (46) the
explanation provided above in terms of lack of content-licensing of pro is
insufficient. The explanation would predict (45b,c) and (46£b) to be equally
ungrammatical contrary to fact.

As for the ungrammaticality of (45a), an appeal to lack of content-licensing
for the null subject is problematic since I have assumed that there is no subject
argument at all in impersonal resultative constructions. Furthermore, in German,
where impersonal passive constructions without an overt expletive are also allowed,
their embedding under modals is grammatical.

(47) a. Heute  muss [ getanzt werden]. (verbal imp. passive)
today must danced werden
'Dancing must be done today.'

b.    Um  8 Uhr muss [  serviert sein]. (adjectival imp. passive)
at     80'clock must served be-INF

'At 8 0'clock serving has to be done.'

The other two constructions exemplified in (45) are also grammatical in
German when they are embedded under a modal predicate.

18

(48) a. Morgen   kann es regnen.
tomorrow can  it  rain
'It can rain tomorrow.'

b. Gestern musste gesagt werden[Cp dass ...

Yesterday must said werden that

'Yesterday it must have been said that...'

In view of the Spanish data in (46) and the German data in (47) and (48), the
ungrammaticality of (45) is unexpected and unaccounted for. In all examples we
have uninflected infinitives and either no subject or a null subject (except for (48a)
where the quasi-argumental subject must be overtly realized). In what follows I

'8 Note that in (48b) there is no overt subject, yet the construction is grammatical. The construction
embedded under the modal mussen allows the presence of an expletive es but does not require it.

(i) Gestem wurde (es) gesagt dass...
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provide an account of the ungrammaticality of (45) and its contrast with the German
and Spanish facts.

4.3.1    Infinitival complements  of modal predicates  in  German

In §3.3.4.1. I have presented the embedding possibilities of the adjectival
predicate moglich in German. Impersonal constructions are ungrammatical when
embedded under maglich in an infinitival clause and grammatical when embedded in
a finite that-clause. The relevant facts are repeated in (49) and (50).

(49)   a.      Es ist mOglich, dass getanzt wurde.
EXPL is possible that danced werden-PAST
'It is possible that there was dancing.'

b. Es ist  moglich, dass  um 8 Uhr schon serviert war.
EXPL is possible  that    at 8 o'clock already served       was

'It is possible that serving was already done at 8 o'clock.'

(50) a. *Es ist  moglich [PRO getanzt zu werden].
EXPL is possible danced to werden
'It is possible for there to be dancing.'

b.  *Es ist moglich [PRO serviert zu sein].
EXPL is possible served  to be

'It is possible for the serving to be done at 8 o'clock.'

We see that Hungarian modal verbs pattern together with the predicate moglich: they
cannot embed impersonal constructions. My account of the ungrammaticality of (50)
and the grammaticality of (49) in Chapter 3 is based on Speas's Principle of
Economy of Projection (PEP) and on the assumption that the complement of
moglich in German is clausal and thus contains minimally an W projection (possibly
a CP as well). For the sake of convenience I repeat the PEP here.

(51)   Principle of Economy of Projection (PEP):
Project XI' only if XP has content.

The effect of the  PEP  is that no projection can remain unspecified, minimally either
the head or the specifier must have content. I' in the infinitival complement is
contentless, making the presence of a content-identified subject necessary in (50).
Since the only possibility of content-identification in these constructions is the
assignment the feature [+human] to the null subject, impersonal constructions with
no theta-role for the null subject are ungrammatical.

In a similar vein the contrast between (52a) and (52b) has been accounted
for.

(52) a. Esi regnet [ohne PROi zu schneien]
EXPL rains without to snow
'It rains without snowing.'
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b. *Es ist moglich [PROi zu regnen].
EXPL is possible to rain
'It is possible for it to rain.'

Iii (528) the null subject of the weather-verb has as its antecedent the theta-marked
quasi-argument of another weather-verb. In this way the null subject is content-
identified. In (521)), however, no appropriate contentful antecedent is present. The
default procedure of content-licensing applies assigning the feature [+human] to the
embedded null subject. This leads to ungrammaticality because the special

'atmospheric' theta-role is incompatible with a human subject.
Constructions with extraposed sentential arguments exhibit the same contrast

as weather-verbs.

(53)  a.    Esi ist moglich [cp ohne PROi sicher zu sein [cpdass ...]]
EXPL is possible without sure to be that

It is possible without being obvious that ...

b. *Es ist  moglich  [cp PRO gesagt werden  [cp dass ... ]].
EXPL is possible said werden that

'It is possible for it to be said that...'

In (531,) the uncontrolled null subject of the infinitival CP needs content and
receives it from the default rule assigning the feature [+human]. A human subject,
however, is incompatible with a clausal subject and results in ungrammaticality.

As we have seen above, modals show a different pattern. Impersonal passive
constructions (both verbal and adjectival passive), weather-expressions and
constructions with extraposed clauses are grammatical when embedded under a
modal verb (cf. (47) and (48)).

The raising verb scheinen patterns together with modals in German.

Impersonal passives, weather-expressions and extraposed clauses are grammatical.

(54) a. Hier scheint [getanzt zu werden]
here seems danced to werden
'It seems that there is dancing here.'

b. Hier scheint [serviert zu  sein]
here seems served to be

'It seems that serving has been done here.'

c. Dort scheint es zu regnen
there seems   it    to   rain
'It seems to be raining over there.'

d. Jetzt scheint bekant sein   [cp dass ...
now seems known be that

'Now it seems to be known that... '

As noted already in  §3.3.4.1, an account of the grammaticality of (47), (48)
and (54) easily presents itself in terms of the size of the infinitival complement. In
particular, I assumed that the difference between an adjectival predicate like moglich
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on the one hand, and modals and scheinen on the other hand lies in the structure of
the infinitival complement. The former takes a full CP clause as its complement with
the infinitival verb's extended projections present, while the latter only take a vP
complement with no IP (TP and AgrsP) and CP projected. If there is no  Io head to

begin with, then naturally the PEP cannot force the projection of Spec,IP. Therefore,
predicates taking vP complements can embed impersonal passive constructions,
while constructions involving a CP/IP complement cannot.

The claim that infinitival complements of raising verbs and medals in
German are smaller than IP while complements of maglich are clausal is
independently supported by empirical facts. Wurmbrand (1999:Chapter 6) proposes
that modals and the raising verb scheinen involve monoclausal structures in German

with only one set of functional projections present. Wurmbrand's arguments in
favour of a monoclausal analysis of modal verbs in German come from the
restructuring properties of these constructions and from the morphosyntactic

properties of medals and raising verbs. She presents several arguments that support
the view that no functional projections are present in the complements of modals
and scheinen. In particular, modals and scheinen allow the embedded subject to raise
to the matrix clause to check nominative Case. They also allow long distance

scrambling out of the infinitival clause.

(55) a. weil [ denPeter]scRdie Frau tscR  zu  lieben schien.
because the Peter the woman to love seemed

'because the woman seemed to love Peter'

b. [tscR besuchen sollen] hat nur der Josef [den Peter]scR tvpmorgen.
Visit shall      has only the Josefthe Peter tomorrow

'Only Josef had to visit Peter tomorrow.'

Wurmbrand (1999) proposes the following structure for German modals and
scheinen.

(56) The structure of modal constructions and raising verbs:

TP

T'

To                                  ModP

Subj Mod'

Mod           vP

Subj         v'

vo          VP

The structure given in (56) for modals in German explains why impersonal passives
and weather-verbs can appear under modals. In the monoclausal structure given in
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(56) no functional projection remains without content. The functional heads have
semantic or phonological content. In the case of root readings, Modo contains the
modal verbs, f contains finite tense and Agro, if projected as a separate functional
projection, contains agreement morphology. In the case of epistemic reading and
schei,len, no ModP is present at all. T  is contentful since the modal is generated in
that functional head. Consequently, the Principle of Economy of Projection (PEP)
does not take effect in the embedded 'clause' and the presence of a contentful
subject is not forced by it.

The predicate moglich, however, exhibits no restructuring properties. Raising
is impossible from its infinitival complement and so is long distance scrambling.
This  follows  if its complement is analyzed as a full clause that constitutes an opaque
domain.

(57) a. *Peter ist  moglich  [ti zu komen].
Peter is possible to come

'It is possible that Peter comes.'

b.      *Es ist [das BuchlsCR    mOglich  [PRO t SCR zu lesen]
it is the book possible to read
'It is possible to read the book.'

Before closing this section,  let me remark that the logic of the argumentation
presented here implies that any predicate incompatible with a [+human] subject
yields a nonsensical sentence if it appears in a clausal infinitive, i.e. if it is embedded
under a matrix predicate that requires a clausal complement. This prediction is borne

out by the facts. The contrast observed with impersonal passives and weather-verbs
also surfaces with certain personal passives.

(58) a. Es ist moglich [PROarb  geliebt zu werden].
it is possible loved to werden
'It is possible to be loved.'

b.   #Es ist moglich [ um 8 Uhr     aufgertiumt zu werden].
it     is    possible       at     80'clock cleaned to werden
'It is possible to be cleaned at 8 o'clock.'

The lexical semantics of lieben  'love'  is such that the internal them-role assigned by
the verb can be assigned to a human. Au#aumen 'clean', however, is not associated
with a human patient argument. Therefore, in the embedded passive construction in
(58b), where the internal argument surfaces as the structural (null) subject, a
[+human] subject leads to an unacceptable sentence. The reason why (581,) is
marked with # is that it can be rendered grammatical in some appropriate context.
By contrast, the impersonal passives in (49b,d) are invariably ungrammatical since
lack of theta-role for the subject means that the humanness requirement can never be

Table 6. summarizes the findings of this subsection.
satisfied, independently ofthe relevant context.

Table 6.
Raising constructions NOC constructions with no
(monoclausal) matrix controller (biclausal) _
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raising verbs modals adjectival predicate
scheinen mussen, konnen, durfen   moglich

etc.

personal passive OK OK OK" (PROarb subject)

impersonal OK OK            *
passive
weather-verbs OK OK            *
extraposed OK OK            *
clause

4.3.2   Infinitival complements  of modal predicates  in  Hungarian

Returning to the Hungarian facts given in (45), repeated here in (59), the
discussion above suggests that the relevant distinction between German (and
Spanish) and Hungarian modal verbs is the size of the infinitival complement of the
matrix modal. While German medals select for a vP, Hungarian modals select for
CP.

(59) a.  *Hdtkor mdg nem kell [tdial-va len-ni].
seven    yet   not must serve-VA be-INF
'At seven o'clock serving need not be done yet.'

b. *MArciusban mAr nem kellene [havaz-ni].
March-INESS already not should snow-INF
'In March it should not snow already.'

c.    *Nemmuszdj [ fontos-nak len-ni,    [Cp hogy Ptter
not must important-DAT be-INF that Peter

megbukott a vizsgan] ]
failed the exam
'It need not be important that Peter failed the exam.'

Hungarian modals behave like German moglich. They take a clausal
complement and therefore the functional projections present in the infinitival clause
are subject to the PEP. I propose that this difference accounts for the
ungrammaticality of (59) and for the grammaticality of (46)-(48). One of the
consequences of the PEP is that in the case of uninflected infinitives IP always

projects a specifier position. The null subject in Spec,IP must be content-identified
either by having a lexical antecedent or by arb-assigment. Since non-directed
deontic and epistemic medals are monadic predicates with a single clausal argument,
no lexical antecedent can appear in the matrix clause.20 The null embedded subject

19 With the necessary qualification made above in connection of (58). The personal passive must
involve a base verb whose lexical semantics is compatible with a [+human] underlying internal
argument.
20 In connection with impersonal resultatives, weather-verbs and extraposed clauses the structure of
subject oriented modals does not arise since this reading always requires an animate subject (the
receiver of obligation), a requirement clearly incompatible with the three constructions under

investigation.
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can receive content only by the default rule assigning the feature [+human]. Hence
the requirement that the null subject in the infinitival complement clause of
Hungarian medals must be [+human] when the infinitive has no agreement
morphology. In other words, the PEP has the effect of forcing the presence of a
human subject in the infinitival complements of Hungarian modals but not German
modals.21

The ungrammaticality of (59a) thus follows in the same way as the
ungrammaticality of (49b,d) in German. The PEP ultimately requires a null human

subject. Such a subject can only function as a theta-marked argument. In impersonal
resultatives, however, there is no way for the subject to receive a theta-role. In the
case of (59b), similarly to the German example in (52b), two contradictory semantic
requirements obtain. The subject must be [+human] and it must bear the special
'atmospheric' theta-role. These two requirements cannot be reconciled. Finally, in
(59c) the null subject cannot be [+human] since it is coindexed with the adjunct
clause.

The contrast between (58a) and (58b) also surfaces with Hungarian modals.
Due to the humanness restriction on the embedded null subject in the complement
clause of Hungarian medals, the personal resultative of clean-class verbs can never
co-occur with the uninflected infinitival form of the copula either. The sentence has

only an anomalous reading, requiring the cognate objects associated with household
chores to be animate. Compare (6Ob), a nonsensical sentence involving the personal
resultative of a clean-class verb with (60a), containing the personal resultative of a
verb that takes animate objects.

(60) a. Minden nap hatkor muszdj [PROarb feloltoz-ve megjelen-ni].
every day six must dress-VA appear-INF
'People/one must appear dressed every day at six.'

b.   #Minden nap hatkor muszaj [PROarb talal-va len-ni].
every day six must serve-VA be-INF
intended reading: 'Every day at six a meal must be served.'

The claim that Hungarian and German modal verbs involve different
syntactic structures, the former taking clausal infinitival complements and the latter
only a vP complement is supported by independent empirical data. First, an essential
difference between Hungarian and German infinitives concerns the Case properties
of the infinitival subject. As argued in §1.3, the subject of the infinitival complement

21 Uninflected infinitivals must have a [+human] subject only when they have a null subject and
there is no lexical DP in the matrix clause to serve as an antecedent. Therefore, in the case of the
unpleasant-class and the vicious-classi, even if the infinitival subject position is not lexically filled,
the presence of a matrix antecedent forces referential reading, independently from the presence of
absence of AGR on the infinitive. Thus in (i)-(ii) the null subject is content-identified by its lexical
antecedent.

(i)         JAnosnak,  kellemetten [pro; koran felkel-ni-(e)].
John-DAT unpleasant early up-get-INF-3SG
'It is unpleasant for John to get up early.'

(ii) Jinostali illetlensdg volt [pro, ktsan drkez-ni-(e)].
John-ABL impolite was late arrive-INF-3SG

'It was impolite was to arrive late.'
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of modals in Hungarian can check dative Case within the infinitival clause itself (cf.
((61a)). Consequently, the subject can never undergo A-movement out of the
infinitival clause for Case reasons. Only A'-movement is possible, for instance for
focusing or topicalization (cf. (6lb)). Modals with an infinitival complement never
appear with a nominative subject. Nominative Case can only be checked in the finite
matrix clause and the Case-marked subject of the infinitive cannot move there, as
illustrated in (61c).

(61) a. Nem  kell  Ici, az ebtdnek ddlre kasz     len-ni-e].
not must the lunch-DAT by-noon ready be-INF-3SG
'Lunch need not be ready by noon.'
(i.e. 'It is required that lunch be ready by noon.').

b.  AZ EBEDNEKi  nem kell [4 ddlre kdsz len-ni-e.]
the lunch-DAT not must by-noon ready be-INF-3SG

'It is the lunch that need not be ready by noon.'

c. *Az ebddi nem kell [4 ddlre kdsz len-ni-e.]
the  lunch-NOM not must by-noon ready be-INF-3SG
'Lunch need not be ready by noon.'

(62)                 [Spec Io [modal  [cp [ip DPDAT  I' [vp· · ·V infinitive 11111

+   ><
In German, by contrast, infinitival subjects cannot check Case within the

infinitival complement. Epistemic modals and non-directed deontic modals involve
a raising structure. The subject gets nominative Case in the matrix clause from finite
INFL. Furthermore, there is no independent evidence for the presence of IP in the
embedded infinitival clause.

(63) Das  Mittagessen muss   [ um 12 Uhr fertig      sein].

the lunch must at 120'clock ready   be

'Lunch must be ready by 12 o'clock.'

[DPNOMi II IModp modal   [vp 4 vinfinitive ··· 1111

The clausal structure of the complement of modals in Hungarian is independently
supported by the following empirical facts:

• modal predicates can take finite /tog-clauses in Hungarian
• focussing within the infinitival complement of the modal is possible
• clausal negation within the infinitival complement is possible
• agreement marking on the infinitive is possible

In (64) I illustrate these properties one by one.
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(64) a. Nem keli,  [cp hogy     az  ebtd     ddlre kdsz     legyen].
not must that the lunch noon ready be-SBJ
'Lunch need not be ready by noon.'
'i.e.  It is not necessary that lunch be ready by noon.'

b. Musij [Fpcsak KATIT meghfvnod vacsorara].22
must only Kate invite-INF-2SG dinner
'You must invite only Kate for dinner.'
(i.e. you cannot invite anyone else)'

c.       Nem szabadna megint [ egp  nem  kdszulni  a     vizsgdra].
not should again not   prepare  the exam
'One should not again not prepare for the exam.'

d.      Nem kell   [cp az ebddnek d61re k6sz len-ni-e]
not must the dinner-DAT noon ready be-INF-3SG
'Dinner need not be ready by noon.'

These examples all support our conclusion that Hungarian modals take a clausal
infinitival complement with the functional projections AgrsP, FP, NegP and possibly
CP present in the embedded clause.23 This conclusion is not as surprising as it may
appear at first glance. It is well known that the semantic notion 'modality' comprises
elements with different syntactic properties. Adjectives like possible, necessary can
express epistemic modality similarly to the modal 'auxiliaries' may and must (cf.
(65) versus (66)). Yet, these adjectives do not participate in a raising structure, can
take that-clauses and an overt subject can appear in the infinitival complement,
licensed by fbr in C. These modal adjectives are usually analyzed as taking a full
clausal complement.

22 Compare (64b) with (i), where the focused phrase appears in the matrix clause.

(i)            [Cp [FpCsak Katit]i muszij [cppro meghivnod t; vacsordral]].
only Kate must invite-INF-2SG dinner

'It is only Kate who you must invite for dinner.'

The interpretation of (64b) and (i) are different. In the former case the modal takes scope over the
focused DP, while in the latter the focused DP has wide scope.
2j It should be noted here that the evidence for the presence of CP in the infinitival argument of
modals in Hungarian is indirect and inconclusive. Although Hungarian modal verbs, unlike German
modals, subcategorize for finite that-clauses, this fact alone does not necessarily imply that the
infinitival clause also contains a CP projection. Dutch modals, for instance, take a finite dat-clause as
their argument, but their infinitival argument has no clausal properties. It allows raising ofthe subject
and exhibits restructuring properties and behave on a par with German infinitival constructions with
matrix modal verbs (cf. also fi. 25). What the facts in (64) establish beyond doubt is the presence of
FP, NegP and W (AgrsP). Our point about the PEP forcing the projection of a contentful subject in
Spec,IP remains valid even  if no CP is projected.  For the sake of concreteness,  1 continue assuming
that the subcategorization frame of modals in Hungarian is uniform. They select for a CP both in the
case of finite and in the case of infinitival clauses. Nothing essential hinges on this assumption,
however.
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(65) a. It may soon rain.
b. Opening hands must contain thirteen points.

(66) a. It is possible [cp that it will soon rain].
b.      It is necessary [cpthat opening hands contain thirteen points].
c.        It is possible [cp for it to rain soon].
d.      It is necessary [Cp for opening hands to contain thirteen points].

(67)   a.     *It is possible to rain soon.
b. *Opening hands are necessary to contain thirteen points.

The same mismatch between syntax and semantics is observed in German. Both
moglich and konnen can express epistemic modality, but only the infinitival
complement of konnen exhibits restructuring properties and instantiates a
monoclausal structure allowing for embedded impersonal passives and weather-
verbs. The upshot of the above discussion is that Hungarian modals behave

syntactically like German and English adjectival predicates with modal force and not
like auxiliary/raising verbs.24

In Hungarian modal verbs and other monadic adjectival predicates exhibit
identical syntactic behaviour. As (68) shows, personal resultatives with a lexical
dative marked subject or a [+human] null subject are licit under 'modal' adjective
szuksages 'necessary' just as they are licit under modal verbs.

(68) a. Hatra nem szuksdges  [  a szobi-nak kitakarft-va len-ni-(e)].
six not necessary the room-DAT clean-VA be-INF-3SG
'It is necessary [for the room to be cleaned by six].'

b.      Nem szoksdges pontosanhatkor [proarb felottoz-ve megjelen-ni].
not necessary exactly six dress-VA appear-INF
'It is not necessary to appear dressed exactly at six.'

Similarly to modal verbs, however, adjectives with modal force cannot embed
impersonal resulatives, weather-verbs and extraposition structures since the
embedded infinitival clause needs a contentful subject in Spec,IP and that null
subject must be human.

(69) a.  *Hatra nem szuksdges [ kitakarft-va len-ni].
Six not necessary clean-VA be-INF

'It is necessary [for the cleaning to be done by six].'

b. *MAjusban sokat szoksdges es-ni.
May-INESS much necessary rain-INF
'It is necessary to rain a lot in May.'

24 It is interesting to note that one of the modals in Hungarian, namely musza/, is clearly of German

origin. It is the Hungarian 'version' of mussen. In spite of its German etimology, however, musz4/
behaves syntactically like all other Hungarian modals and unlike German mussen.
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c.  *Nemszuksdges [ fontos-nak len-ni,   [cp hogy Pdter
not necessary important-DAT be-INF that Peter
megbukott a vizsgan] ].
failed the exarn
'It is not necessary for it to be important that Peter failed the exam.'

The above discussion indicates that the semantic category 'modal' cannot be
treated in a uniform fashion cross-linguistically. Although it is rather
uncontroversial that the semantics of modality is invariant across languages, the

syntactic behaviour of modal predicates or more precisely, the subcategorization
properties of modals is subject to cross-linguistic variation. Modals can have
complements ofdifferent categorial 'size'.

A natural question to ask at this point is whether Hungarian has any
predicates that exhibit the syntactic behaviour of German modals and scheinen. I
claim that Mtszik 'seem' and the three 'auxiliaries' szokott 'usually does: taldl
'happens to' andfog 'will' are such predicates.

Consider first Mtszik. It is a raising verb. It cannot take inflected infinitives.
Dative Case cannot be checked in the embedded infinitival 'clause'. The subject
must move to the matrix clause to check its Case features. It always surfaces with
nominative Case morphology and never with dative Case.

(70) a. A  szobai nem latszik [vp 4 kitakaritva lenni].
the room not seems clean-VA be-INF
'The room does not seem to be cleaned.'

b.  *Nemlbtszik [ a szobanak kitakaritva len-ni-e].

not seems the room-DAT clean-VA be-INF-3SG

The infinitival complement of latszik cannot contain a focused phrase.

(71) a.    *Plteri tdtszik [Fp csak KATITj    [vp ti szeretni 4].
Peter seems only Kate-ACC like-INF
'Peter seems to like only Kate.'

b.    [Topp Pdter,[Fp csak KATITj latszik [vp ti szeretni 4].
Peter only Kate-ACC seems like-INF

'Peter seems to like only Kate.'

The negative element nem cannot appear between the matrix verb and the infinitival
clause either.

(72)  a. *P6ten 1Atszik   nem [vp ti szeretni Katit].
Peter seems not like-INF Kate-ACC
'Peter seems not to like Kate.'

b.    Pateri  nem latszik [vp 4 szeretni Katit].
Peter not seems like-INF Kate-ACC
'Peter does not seem to like Kate.'
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I propose therefore that hitszik in Hungarian is a raising verb taking a vP
infinitival complement.25 Let us now consider whether impersonal resultatives,
weather-expressions and constructions with extraposed sentential argument can be
embedded under hitszik.

(73) a. Hatkor mag nem litszott [talal-va  len-ni].
seven yet not seemed serve-VA be-INF

'At seven o'clock serving did not seem to be done.'

b.    Mdg nem 1Atszik [hajnalodni].
yet not seems dawn-INF
'It does not seem to be dawning yet.'

c.       ?Nem 1Atszik [ fontos-nak len-ni,    [cp hogy Plter
not seems important-DAT be-INF that Peter
megbukott a vizsgin] 1.
failed the exam
'It does not seem to be important that Peter failed the exam.'

The grammaticality of the examples in (73) receives a natural account under the
assumption that Mtszik takes a vP. The PEP cannot force the presene of a contentful
subject in Spec,IP since no Ii head is present to begin with. The contrast between
modals and Mtszik follows in the same way as the contrast between German modals
and moglich.

Kenesei (1999) claims that Hungarian has three auxiliary verbs: szokott
'usually does',fog 'will', tahil 'happens to'. He sets up semantic and morphological
criteria for a verb to count as an auxiliary. Morphologically, auxiliaries have a
defective paradigm. They have no non-finite form and no past tense form. The
semantic criterion is that auxiliaries have no thematic grid and therefore cannot
assign any 0-role. Kenesei (1999) analyzes these auxiliaries as taking a FinitP as
their complement.

(74) [cp...[ip Io Ifogltalaliszokott IFinitp -ni [vp Su [vp··· V ...]]]]]]

The head of FinitP in Kenesei's analysis host infinitival morphology. Its head
therefore has phonological content and satisfies the PEP. No additional functional
projection is present between FinitP and the finite auxiliary verbs. In other words,
these auxiliaries also involve a monoclausal structure, similarly to German modal
and raising verbs.26 The monoclausal structure is also supported by the syntactic

25 Ldtszik can take a finite hogy-clause in Hungarian. This fact implies that the ability to
subcategorize for a CP finite clause does not mean that the infinitival complement is also a CP. The
same dual nature is exhibited with English 'seem' and 'likely'. These predicates allow for raising and
can also take a CP finite clause.

(i)         It seems/is likely [that John is happy].
(ii) John seems/is likely to be happy.

26 In the main text above I ignored the question whether the infinitival morphology occupies a
separate functional head or not since it does not influence the validity of my argumentation. If FinitP
is present, its head is contentful (having morphological content) and the projection of its specifier is
not forced by the PEP. I will continue to use vP as the structural representation of the infinitival
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behaviour of infinitival constructions involving these auxiliaries.  Just  like  in the  case

of Mtszik, the negative particle nem expressing clausal negation and/or a focused
element cannot appear between the infinitival verb and the finite verb.

Given this analysis of Hungarian 'auxiliaries'  and our assumptions about the
PEP, we expect impersonal resultatives, weather-expressions and extraposed clauses
to be grammatical when embedded under these 'auxiliary' verbs. This expectation is

borne out by the facts. (75) serves to illustrate this:

(75) a. Otkor nem szokott [ tilal-va len-ni].
five not szokon serve-VA be-INF
'At five o'clock serving usually is not done.'

b.      Ha vdletlenul esni talal.

if by-chance rain-INF happens
'If, by any chance, it happens to rain.'

c.      Nem szokott [ fontos len-ni,    [cp hogy ki
not szokon important be-INF that Peter
bukik  meg a vizsgan   ds     ki      nem] ].
fails PRT the exam and who not

'It is usually not important who fails the exam and who does not.'

Table 7. summarizes our findings for Hungarian:

Table 7. Hungarian uninflected infinitives
Raising NOC constructions with no matrix controller

raising verbs modals adjectival predicate
szokott, talal, kell(ene),muszlij fontos, szukstges
fog, tunik szabad(na) etc.

personal OK (70) OK (60a) OK (dative DP subj.;
resultative proarb) (68)

impersonal OK (73a), (75a) *
(59a) * (69a)

resultative
weather-verbs OK (73b), (751,) *

(59b) * (69b)

extraposed OK (73c), (750 * (59c) *  (69c)

clauses

4.3.3  Modals and restructuring

In the previous two subsections I have shown that modal verbs in Hungarian
exhibit different syntactic behaviour than modals in English, German and Spanish. I
attributed this difference to the 'size' of the infinitival complement. In particular, I
have claimed that Hungarian modals take CPs, unlike modals of the Germanic and
Romance languages. In this section I briefly consider the question of restructuring

complement of monoclausal structures with the understanding that Finit' and other contentful
functional heads (for instance Asp(ectual) heads) may be present between vP and the matrix
predicate.
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and its relation to the size of the infinitival complement. I will show that modal
verbs in Hungarian do not exhibit any restructuring properties that involve long A-
movement.

Although languages differ as to where they draw the line between
restructuring and non-restructuring verbs, there is consensus among linguists that
modal verbs in the Germanic and Romance languages belong to the core cases of
restructuring (cf. Burzio (1986), Cinque (1997), Napoli (1981), Rizzi (1982) for
Italian; Zagona (1982) for Spanish; Picallo (1985) for Catalan; Haider (1993),
Fanselow (1989), Sabel (1997), Wurmbrand (1999) for German and Rutten (1991)
for Dutch).27 In fact, it is one of the defining properties of modal verbs in these

languages that they allow restructuring. In Spanish and Italian they allow clitic
climbing and object preposing (cf. (76a)). In Dutch they trigger verb raising and in
German and Dutch they allow long-scrambling (cf. (761,)).

(76) a. Juan la puede visitar manana. (Spanish)
not hercLcan-3SG visit tomorrow
'Juan can visit her tomorrow.'

b. ItscR besuchensollen] hat nur der Josef[den Peter]scR tvpmorgen.
Visit shall       has only the Josefthe Peter tomorrow

'Only Josef had to visit Peter tomorrow.'

These restructuring properties are automatically accounted for if
restructuring infinitives have monoclausal structures with no TP and CP projection
in the embedded infinitive. A-movement out of the embedded infinitive is
unobstructed since there is no intervening maximal projection that counts as barrier
for movement.28

Hungarian clause union effects also arise with some infinitival complements.
Clause union effects include long distance agreement and preverb climbing.

Let us first consider the phenomenon of preverb climbing.

(77) JAnos    felt       akar         [   ti  mAszni arra     a  fAra.].

John up wants go-INFthat   the tree
'John wants to climb up that tree.'

27 See also Wurmbrand (1999) for an exhaustive overview of the literature on the classification and
analysis of restructuring predicates in different languages. According to her the following predicates
are unexceptionally classified as restructuring in German, Dutch, Italian Spanish and Japanese: want,
modals (can, may, must, need), know-how constructions, easy-adjectives and aspectuals (come, go,
finish, stop).
28 The claim that restructuring infinitives in general involve base-generated VPs has been proposed in
Cinque (1997), Haider (1993), Picallo (1985, 1990), Rochette (1990), Rosen (1990), Rutten (1991),
Zagona (1982) and Wurmbrand (1999) among others. Competing analysis, however, abound. There
are several proposals in the literature where restructuring infinitives are IPs (AgrsP or TP) or CPs and
some special mechanism (overt/covert verb raising, raising of Infl/T to the matrix clause or
movement of the embedded TPNP to the embedded Spec,CP just to name a few) takes place to
render the embedded clause transparent for A-movement. I do not even attempt to resolve this issue

here. 1 only wish to point out here that as far as modals and raising verbs are concerned, the empirical
facts discussed in the main text (embedding of impersonal passive, weather-verbs and extraposed
clasues) strongly favour a VP analysis for the complements of these predicates. 1 do not, however,
mean to say that restructuring properties are always best analyzed as involving a reduced clause
structure. This is a question that cannot be addressed here.
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Some modals exhibit it, while others do not. It is an idiosyncratic property
that is determined lexically.

(78) a. Eli    kell/*muszij[ti kdszul-ni-e az  ebldnek  ddlre].
PRT must/must be-ready-INF-3SG  the luch-DAT noon
'Lunch has to be ready by noon.'

b. Musij/*kell [el-k6szill-ni-e az  ebunek     ddlre].
must/must PRT-be-ready-INF-3SG the luch-DAT noon
'Lunch has to be ready by noon.'

Kell and muszcij are synonyms, both expressing the modal force of necessity
or obligation. KeU is a stress avoiding verb and therefore cannot appear clause

initially where it would receive primal stress. Preverb climbing is required if no
other constituent moves to a position preceding the modal. Muszaf is not stress
avoiding. Consequently, preverb climbing has no trigger and therefore cannot take
place.

Preverb climbing, however, cannot be taken as a diagnostic of clause-union
structure.  It is an instance of A'-movement that moves the preverb of the embedded
infinitive to the focus position of the matrix clause. Such movement can take place
out of a CP clause as well, as long as there is no filled Spec,FP in the embedded
clause (cf. Szendr6i 1999).

Long distance object agreement is different in nature. It undisputedly
involves A-movement. The matrix verb agrees in definiteness with the object
argument of the embedded infinitive.  The only exception  is when the subject is first
person singular and the object is second person singular. In that case person-number
agreement takes place and a special agreement morpheme -lak/-lek appears on the
verb.

(79) a. Fel akar-om hfvni Patert.
up want-1 SG.DEF call Peter-ACC
'I want to call up Peter.'

b. Fel akar-ok hivni valakit.
up want-1 SG.INDEF call someone-ACC
'I want to call up someone.'

c. Fel akarta-lak hfvni t6ged          is.
up want-1 SG.2SG call you-ACC    also
'I wanted to call you up also.'

Long distance object agreement never occurs with a matrix modal.

(80) a. Nem kell/*kell-em meghivnom Pttert.
not must/must-1 SG.DEF invite Peter-ACC
'I do not have to invite Peter.'

b.      Nem szabad/*szabad-lak meghivnom tdged.
not may/may-1 SG.2SG invite you-ACC
'I may not invite you.'
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In this respect modals contrast with the raising verbs jbg, mMl, szokott. These verbs

obligatorily agree with the object ofthe embedded infinitive.

(81) a. Hanem talal-om meghfvrli Pttert.
if not happen-1 SG.DEF invite Peter-ACC
'If I do not happen to invite Peter.'

b.      Nem fog-lak meghfvni tdged.
not shall-1SG.2SG invite you-ACC
'I shall not invite you.'

We can thus conclude that modal predicates subcategorizing for infinitival
clauses in Hungarian do not exhibit any restructuring property that can be taken as

an argument in favour of a monoclausal structure.29

4.3.4 Conclusions

In this section I have examined the embedding possibility of modal verbs in
Hungarian. I have shown that modal verbs in German and in Hungarian exhibit
different embedding possibilities. In Hungarian impersonal resultative constructions,
weather-expressions and extraposed clauses cannot be embedded under modal verbs
when the infinitive is uninflected, while in German modals can embed such
constructions. I have argued that this contrast is due to the different structural
properties of the infinitival complement. I have proposed that while modals in
Hungarian take full CPs, German modals appear in monoclausal structures with no
functional projections between the modal and the infinitival verb. After providing
independent empirical evidence in support of this proposal, I have shown that our
assumptions about the Principle of Economy of Projection and the size of the
infinitival complement together provide a natural account of the relevant data.

4.4 Arbitrary readings with inflected verbs

4.4.1 Introduction

In Hungarian infinitival constructions the embedded null subject is
interpreted arbitrarily if the following two conditions are met: there is no lexical
controller in the matrix clause and the infinitive has no agreement morphology. This
is exemplified in (82) in the case of unpleasant-class predicates, vicious-class
predicates and modals.

29 It is important to emphasize again that my argumentation does not imply that long distance object
agreement in Hungarian must be viewed as evidence for vP complementation and monoclausal
structure. My point is that modals do not exhibit long distance object agreement, the only clause-
union effect that is a potential argument in favour of a reduced complement. Therefore,  if it turns out
that long distance agreement is best analyzed in terms of reduced clause structure, my conclusion
about CP complementation of modals still remains valid.
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(82) a. Kellemetlen proarb kordn felkel-ni.
unpleasant early up-get-INF
'It is unpleasant to get up early.'

b.  Gonoszsag proarbaz allatokat meg61-ni.
viciousness the animals-ACC kill-INF
'It is vicious to kill animals.

c.        Nem szabad proarb    a     repuldkOn      dohAnyoz-ni.
not rnay the airplanes smoke-INF

'People are not allowed to smoke on airplanes.'

In §3.2.4 I have concluded that arbitrary readings of null arguments in
generic sentences is due to unselective binding of the null indefinite by the generic

operator leading to a non-referential interpretation of the null argument. In addition,
a default content-assignment rule applies that assigns the semantic feature [+human]
to the empty category. This rule applies to empty categories that cannot be content-

identified by any other means: neither by a lexical antecedent nor by the presence of
agreement morphemes.  One of the advantages of this analysis is that it allows us to
give a unified analysis ofall instances ofarbitrarily interpreted null arguments.

Consequently, the term 'arbitrary' covers several instances of null arguments
that   receive a non-referential interpretation roughly corresponding to 'people'.
Generic sentences are one of the contexts where arbitrary null arguments appear.  In
generic sentences in addition to the feature [+human], assigned by a default
interpretive rule, the null argument receives further semantic values in virtue of
being unselectively bound by a generic operator and ends up being interpreted as a
generic noun referring to people. Such null arguments can be uncontrolled subjects
of infinitival clauses embedded in a fjneric sentence and also null objects or null
dative arguments of generic sentences.

(83) a. [PROarb turning in tax forms in time] requires [PROarb hiring
an accountant].

b.    La buona musicariconcilia proarb  con se stessi.
the good music reconciles with oneself
'Good music reconciles one with oneself.'

c. Talvolta l'orgoglio fa nascondere la verita proarb  a se stessi.
often the pride makes hide the truth from oneself

'Pride often makes people to hide the truth from themselves.'

In these cases the predicate that takes the arbitrarily interpreted argument
bears no overt agreement morphology. In particular, these instances of non-

30Another construction with arbitrary interpretation in generic sentences is the impersonal se/si
construction illustrated in (i) with a Spanish example (cf. Sufler (1983) and Jaeggli (1986) for
Spanish; Cinque (1988) for Italian).

(i)           Se tlega cansado despuds de un viaje largo.
se arrives tired after of a trip long
'One arrives tired after a long trip.'
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referential arbitrary null arguments are licensed also in languages where referential

pro-drop is impossible. In Italian, for instance, referential direct and indirect objects
cannot be phonetically empty since the verb has no object and indirect object
agreement morphology. Yet, non-referential arbitrarily interpreted null objects are
licensed.

Generic sentences with non-agreeing verbal predicates, however, do not
exhaust the possible contexts for arbitrarily interpreted arguments. In the generative
literature two other constructions have been discussed in connection with null
arguments with arbitrary interpretation (cf. Beninch (1983), Belleti & Rizzi (1988),
Cinque (1988), Jaeggli (1986) and Sufier (1983) among others). Following Cinque
(1988) I use the terms quasi-existential and quasi-universal to refer to the two
interpretations of null subjects illustrated  in (848) and (841)), respectively.

(84) a. Pr°arb 11aman a la puerta. (Spanish)
call-3PL at  the door

'Someone is/someones are knocking at the door.'

b.             Ahi,         pro=b odian los extranjeros.
there hate-3PL the foreigners

'There, they hate foreigners.'

The availability of non-referential readings in (84) raises similar questions as
the availability of default 3SG agreement in pro-drop languages. What is the exact
status of the 3PL agreement morpheme on the verb? Agreement marking is 'rich'  in
the sense that it can content-license referential null subjects. I have argued that
content-licensing involves the inheritance of the cp-features of 'rich' agreement
morphemes. It is these cp-features that make null arguments contentful and at the
same time referential. The question to ask then is how 'rich' agreement morphemes
of pro-drop languages can license non-referential readings. The answer to this
question is in fact already implicit in our theory of arbitrary pro. The underlying
idea of the account is the assumption that arbitrarily interpreted null arguments are
minimally content-identified by receiving the semantic feature [+human]. This
semantic feature is grammatically relevant in that it suffices to make the null
element potentially theta-visible. Arbitrarily interpreted null arguments do not
inherit (p-features from 'rich' agreement markers. 3PL agreement on the verb is
dummy agreement marking that has no cp-features of its own. It arises as a
consequence of a default rule that specifies the feature-content of a minimally
content-identified pro:

(85) [+human] 4 [aperson, Bnumber, ygender]

Rule (85) automatically applies in the total absence of 9-features that could
be inherited by pro. The (p-features given by such a rule are formal features that are
not semantically interpreted. These formal 9-features have to be assigned to pro in
order to have a convergent derivation. I have assumed that the functional projection
Agr always contains uninterpretable cp-features that need to be checked by some
element (both in languages with pro-drop and in those without pro-drop). I have also
assumed that pro has no inherent features and is best conceived of as an empty,
formally licensed argument position in need of content. In pro-drop languages
agreement morphemes (can) have 9-features as part of their lexical specification.
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These 9-features give content to pro and also suffice to check the 9-features of Agr.
Since in the case of a pr0arb subject the subject is not interpreted referentially, we
cannot assume that 3PL agreement marking on the verb contains cp-features that are

inherited by pro making it referential. There must be some other way for pro to
31acquire 9-features. Rule (85) provides the necessary features.

The values for a, # and y are indiosyncratic properties of each particular
language. In Italian, Spanish, Hungarian and Hebrew, the default number value is
plural, while in Icelandic and in Finnish it is singular. Variation also occurs in the
gender feature in gender inflecting languages, In Italian and Spanish arbitrary pro is
specified as masculine. In Icelandic and in Russian, on the other hand, the default
feature specification assigned to arbitrary pro is neuter.32 The formal nature of the
feature-specification of proarb is evident from this cross-linguistic variation. The
semantic interpretation of proarb is invariant across languages and yet, in some
languages proarb is marked as singular while in others it is marked as plural.
Similarly, the gender specification of proarb has no effect on the semantic
interpretation of the null argument. Neuter agreement on the predicate in Icelandic
and Russian for instance does not imply that the people referred to have neuter
gender. Thus we see that the formal 9-features on pro are very different in nature
from the cp-features of referential pro. In the latter case pro acquires reference by
virtue of these 9-features and is semantically interpreted accordingly.

Why do languages differ in the selection of the default values for a, B and 7?
I propose that languages differ in their selection of feature labels and I further
assume that default values always involve the negative value of a given feature. In
Italian, Spanish, Hungarian and Hebrew 'singular' is [+singular], a marked non-
default value, while in Icelandic and in Finnish it is grammaticalized as [-plural],
the unmarked default value. In a similar vein, we can assume that in some languages

gender is encoded by [imasculine] and [ffeminine] giving [-masculine, -feminine]
as the default, neuter value, while in other languages the same distinction is achieved
through the combination of [rtfeminine] and [ineuter] resulting in masculine being
the default value. The default value [3rd person] is encoded as [-speaker] and
[-hearer]. When pro cannot inherit cp-features from a 'rich' agreement morpheme,
the minus valued cp-features are assigned to pro. These features then make it
possible to check the uninterpretable (p-features on Agr.

33

This discussion implies that in languages with referential pro-drop an
arbitrarily interpreted null subject is possible only if 3PL/SG agreement marking on
the verb can be the PF refiex of formal 9-features that proarb received by rule (85).  It
is impossible if the agreement marker is unambiguous and always contains (p-
features as  part of its lexical specification.

"  Such a characterization ofproub correctly predicts that there are languages where 3PL agreement
on   the verb 'licenses'   non-referential  prod  but not referential  pro.   As   we   have   seen   in   §3.3.3
Icelandic, Finnish and Hebrew are such languages.
32 The default value for gender seems to be constant within a language. The same form appears in
subjectless impersonal constructions with default 3SG agreement and with arbitrarily interpreted pro.
33 The observation that 3PL/SG agreement marking on the verb with proib is only formal and does
not reflect the semantic features of the null argument is rather old.  It has been observed by several
linguists investigating the properties of subject promb in null subject languages (cf. Jaeggli 1986,
Otero (1984), Sigurdsson 1989 , Sufier 1983 among others). Although these authors do not try to
formalize the distinction, they all point out that there is something special about the agreement
marker when it appears together with proub.
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What is the relevance of all this to inflected infinitives in Hungarian? At the
end of §4.2.1 I have concluded that the 3SG agreement morpheme on the infinitive
is never ambiguous. It is always contains cp-features and leads to the presence of a

referentially interpreted subject. It can never be the spell-out of default agreement.
In view of such a conclusion one wonders whether agreement markers on infinitives
allow non-referentially interpreted null subjects? If yes, then the unambiguous
nature of 3SG agreement is an exceptional property of that particular morpheme. If,
however, it turns out that arbitrarily interpreted null arguments are illicit with 3PL
marking on the infinitive, then we can conclude that it is a property of the whole

paradigm that the cp-features of the morphemes force a referential interpretation of
the null argument.

In what follows I will show that 3PL agreement marking on the infinitive is
indeed incompatible with a non-referential null subject. Before turning to Hungarian
infinitival construction, however, I have to discuss briefly the characteristics of the
two arbitrary constructions that can arise with 3PL agreement on the finite verb.
This discussion is necessary in order to establish the fact that the observed syntactic
and/or semantic restrictions on the constructions do not exclude the possibility of
obtaining quasi-existential and quasi-universal readings with inflected infinitival
constructions in Hungarian when the infinitive is infiected for 3PL. I will then show
that contrary to expectations, these readings are not available. This state of affairs
will be interpreted as further empirical evidence for the claim made in  §4.2.1: the
agreement morphemes on infinitives in Hungarian always require the presence of a
referential null subject and therefore cannot be used as default agreement markers.

4.4.2    The  quasi-existential  reading  of null  subjects

Consider the following Spanish examples taken from Jaeggli (1986).

(86) a. proub cantan en la casa vecina.

sing-3PL  in the house neighbouring
'Someone is/ some people are singing in the house next door.'

b. proarb confirmaron la  noticia por la radio.
confirmed-3PL  the news through the radio

'They confirmed the news in the radio.'

In these examples the interpretation of the null subject is synonymous with
an existentially quantified lexical subject. In other words, (86a) can be paraphrased
in the following way.

(87)     There is an x, x a human being, such that x is singing in the house next door

As obvious from the paraphrase given above, the third person plural agreement is
purely formal. The sentence is also true if it is only one single person who is singing
next door.

Null pronominal subjects can be interpreted existentially in Hungarian as
well when the finite verb has 3PL agreement morphology. The quasi-existential
interpretation is available in all the examples of (88).
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(88) a. prOarb kopogtak.
knocked-3PL

'Someone(s) knocked on the door.'

b.  proarb megerdsitettak a hirt a radia-ban.
confirm-PAST-3PL the news the radio-in

'They confirmed the news in the radio.'

c.   Mindig tul kdsun promb jonnek a szemdtdrt.

always   too late come-3PL the garbage-for
'They always come to collect the garbage too late.'

There have been several attempts to capture the distributional restriction of
existentially interpreted null pronominal subjects. Here I will give some
generalizations that have been made and then point out the problems they face.

(89) a. An arbitrary plural pronominal cannot be in a chain that is Case or 0-
marked by a verb. (Jaeggli 1986: 62)

b.  Arb interpretation can be assigned to deep subject pro only; it is
incompatible with unaccusative structure. (Belletti & Rizzi 1988: 300)

c.    The quasi-existential interpretation is restricted to [NP, IP] 0-marked in
D-structure. (Cinque 1988: 546)

These generalizations are meant to capture the fact that with ergatives, with psych-
verbs, in raising and passive constructions and with copula-verbs, whose subject
position is not a 0-marked position, the quasi-existential reading is not available.
This is illustrated in (90) for passives and psych-predicates.

34

(90) a. #proarb fueron arrestrados por la policia.
were arrested by the police

'They were arrested by the police.'

b. #proarb temen el examen.
fear-3PL the exam

'They are afraid ofthe exam.

In addition, all analyses agree that the construction with a quasi-existentially
interpreted subject can never involve generic tense. The finite verb either refers to a
definite time or it expresses a habitual action.35

As noted by Pesetsky (1995), however, the data can be interpreted from a
different point of view as well. Ergatives, psych-verbs, raising, passive and copula
constructions differ from transitives and unergatives not only in unaccusativity but

34 I use the diacritic # to indicate that the null subject cannot be interpreted quasi-existentially or

 uasi-universally, In all
the examples marked with # the null subject must be interpreted referentially.

We are dealing here with an important distinction. When referring to generic time we refer to
general truths that are not restricted temporally rather  than to actions that occur habitually or
customarily. Some languages do make a morphological distinction between habitual and generic
present tense. One such language is Swahili where a-universal present tense is distinguished from hu-
habitual present tense. (Ashton 1947)
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also in agentivity.36 Clearly, the two notions often coincide, but are not always
equivalent. In Pesetsky's words the subject in these constructions "[...] seems  to
pick out some socially designated group of people, prototypically governments,
bosses, criminals or shopkeepers.   [...] the referent  of the [subject]  need  not  be
plural. This single person must, however, be acting as the representative of some
larger group." Pesetsky proposes the following generalization to capture this
"corporate" interpretation, his term for what we call here quasi-existential reading:

(91) Corporate interpretation can be assigned to agentive third person

pronouns only. It is incompatible with non-agentive 0-roles.   (p. 29)

In particular, non-agentive underlying subjects do not allow the quasi-existential
reading (see (92a)), while agentive underlying objects do (as shown in (921))):

(92) a.  #proarb han recibido una 11amada ayer. (Spanish)
have received a call yesterday

'They have received a phone call yesterday.'

b.  proarb Sono venuti a riparare il lavandino. (Italian)
are come  to  repair    the sink

'They came to fix the sink.'

In my view, however, the examples in (86) and in (88) represent two
different contexts where arbitrary plurals with existential interpretation can appear.
In (86b) and (88b,c) the verbal predicates define a set of people as part of their
lexical meaning. This set designates the group of people who (through their social
position, job etc.) usually carry out the activity expressed by the verb. Compare for
instance (88c) with (93).

36 vanden Wyngaerd (1994) (similar to Pesetsky 1995) claims that the generalizations given in tenns
of the availability of the external theta-role cannot be on the right track. He also argues against
generalizations based on the internal-external theta-role distinction and suggests an alternative
solution, focussing on the state-activity distinction instead of the 0-role assigning properties of the
predicates.

(i) Quasi-existential readings are impossible with NPs that are arguments of predicates
expressing a state.

The generalization given in (i), however, fails to predict the grammaticality of (94) as I point out
shortly in the text.
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(93) a. #Mindig hozzAm proarb jonnek panaszkodni.

always I-ALL come-3PL complain
'They always come to me to complain.'

b. #pr0arb szeretik a csokoladet.
love-3PL the chocolate

'They love chocolates.'

In (93) the null subject can only have a definite referential reading. The predicates
cannot define a set of people who (by their position, authority etc.) carry out the
activity of complaining or a set of people who by their profession love chocolates. 37

In (86a) and (88a), however, the situation is different. These examples are
grammatical in spite of the fact that the verbs do not pick some socially determined
group of people who usually do the activity of singing or knocking. What seems to
be relevant for making these examples grammatical is that the verbs denotes some
ongoing activity that can be perceived at the moment or an activity in the past that
has perceivable results in the present. Furthermore, it is not necessarily true that the
availability of quasi-existential interpretation goes hand in hand with agentivity as
claimed in Pesetsky (1995) (or with activity as claimed by vanden Wyngaerd
(1994).

(94) a.  Latod? Eg a villany. proarb vannak otthon.
see-2SG burn the light are home

Do you see? The light is on. Someone is at home.

What counts in (94) is the possibility of observing the present state of affairs,
namely, that someone is at home.

For this reason analyses based on the external versus internal 0-role
distinction, on the agentive versus non-agentive contrast or on the state versus
activity opposition can only partially account for the distribution of quasi-

existentially interpreted null subjects. I believe that quasi-existential readings arise
in two different contexts, the properties of which cannot be subsumes under one
single condition. On the basis of the above discussion I propose the following
generalization.

(95) The quasi-existential interpretation is possible for a null subject with

third person plural agreement on the verb iff the sentence has non-
generic tense and

i.      the finite predicate expresses an (ongoing) activity that is perceivable or
ii. the results of a past activity are perceivable at present or
iii. the predicate as part of its lexical meaning designates a group of people

that characteristically carry out the activity.

37 The sentence can be saved, however, by defining the set of people through an adverbial. In this
usage, however, the null subject is interpreted quasi-universally, a topic to discussed in the next
section.

(i)          In this factory they always come to me to complain.
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(95i-ii) represent basically the same principle, the only difference being the time
when the action occurred/occurs. (95iii), however, is an altogether different way of
bringing about the existential reading. All three restrictions are semantic in nature.
The unavailability of the quasi-existential reading in (92a) and in (93) is now
accounted for. The predicates do not satisfy condition (95iii). Nor do the activities of
receiving a phone call, coming to complain and loving chocolates bring about any

perceivable resultant state from which one can ascertain the action itself.
The upshot of this subsection is that in null subject languages, including

Hungarian, predicates satisfying one of the conditions given in (95) can have a
quasi-existentially interpreted null subject if the verb is marked for 3PL (or in some
languages 3SG). Given this observation, we expect Hungarian inflected infinitives
with 3PL agreement marking to allow for this reading if the right predicate is
chosen. In §4.4.4 I will demonstrate that this prediction is not borne out by the
empirical facts. An analysis in terms of the lexical properties of agreement

morphemes will be proposed. Before turning to inflected infinitives, I examine the
properties of quasi-universally interpreted null subjects with 3PL marking on the
verb.

4.4.3    The quasi-universal  interpretation  of null subjects

The quasi-universal interpretation is not subject to the restrictions we
observed in connection with the quasi-existential reading. Transitive verbs,
unergatives, unaccusatives, psych-verbs, passive and raising predicates all allow for
the quasi-universal interpretation of the null subject if the finite verb has 3PL
agreement morphology. Some ofthese possibilities are illustrated in (96) with Italian
data taken from Cinque (1988).

(96) a. Li, pro,b odiano gli stranieri.
there hate-3PL the foreigners

'There, people hate foreigners.'

b.     Qui, proarb lavorano anche di sabato.

here work-3PL also the Saturday

'Here, people work even on Saturday.'

c.      In questo paese proarb temuto il terremoto.
in this country fear the earthquake

'In this country people fear the earthquake.'

d.     Qui, proarb sono educati in un'atmosfera protestante molto rigida.
here are    educated in a atmosphere Protestant very rigid

'Here, people are raised in a very strict Protestant atmosphere.'

These sentences cannot have specific time reference and the reading is incompatible
with the existence of a single individual satisfying the description. But most
importantly for our purposes there seem to be no semantic restrictions on the nature
of the predicate or some thematic restriction on the null argument.  In case of Agents,
Patients and Experiencers the quasi-universal interpretation is available when the
verb has 3PL agreement and the tense specification of the sentence is not specific.
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There is, however, one special restriction on the availability of quasi-
universal reading for the null subject. 3PL agreement on the verb and generic tense

specification by themselves are not sufficient to license the quasi-universal reading
for null subjects.

(97) a.  #pro nem szeretik a koldusokat.
not   like-3PL the beggars

'People do not like beggars.'

b. #Pro fdnek a vulkanoktal.

fear-3PL the vulcanos
'People fear(s) vulcanos.'

(98) a. Az emberek nem szeretik a koldusokat.
the people not   like-3PL the beggars
'People do not like beggars.'

b.  A vulkAnok fdlelmetesek.
the vulcanos frighening
'Vulcanos are frightening (for people),'

In (98) we have instances of 'standard generics' where the plural subjects are
interpreted generically and (therefore universally). In (97) the empty subjects cannot
be interpreted in a similar fashion. There must be something else besides just the
null subject and a simple predicate in order to make the quasi-universal reading
available: a time or a place adverbial. The quasi-universal reading is not possible in
(97) since there is no time or place adverbial to determine the set of people or the
period of time with respect to whom the proposition is true. These adverbials serve
as the topic of the sentence. Generic sentences are usually categorial statements
bipartitioned into topic and comment.38 In the logical form of these sentences the
topic appears in the restrictor and the comment in the matrix (cf Krifka et al. 1995,
Chierchia 1990 among others) The necessary presence    of a topic phrase    in    a
categorial sentence with proarb indicates that proarb cannot serve as the topic of the
sentence. This shows that sentences with quasi-universally interpreted null subjects
differ in an important way from 'standard generics' with overt subjects. Proarb is not
specific enough to be the topic of the sentence. According to our analysis it is a null
indefinite in need of content. It is generally agreed on that topics must be definite
expressions or at least 'very' specific (cf. Krifka et al. 1995). In (98) with the plural
subject  is kind referring, a proper  name  of a  kind. The description of pr0arb  of its
referent is poorer than that of any overt indefinite and is thus the lowest on the
specificity scale. Proarb does not specify the number of the referent nor some other
property beyond the property of being human. In short, prOarb is not specific enough
to be the topic of a categorial statement making the presence of a topic phrase

necessary.
Finally, let me note that the analysis adopted in this thesis, namely that

'proarb' is an indefinite pronoun that gets bound either by a local operator (e.g. the
generic operator) or by existential closure explains the relationship between the
interpretation of the null argument and the tense properties of the clause. In episodic

38
Categorial statements contrast with thetic statements. While the former have a bipartite structure

with topic and comment, the latter is unpartitioned and is simple assertion of facts.
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sentences (with specific tense) we get existential closure while in sentences with
generic tense the null subject is bound by the generic operator and is interpreted
quasi-universally. (99) gives the semantic representation of (88a) and (96c).

(99) a. 3x[x is a person; x knocked]
b.       GENx [x a person & x lives in this country; x fears vulcanos]

Having established the conditions that make the quasi-universal and the
quasi-existential reading of null arguments possible with 3PL marking on the  verb,  I
turn now to Hungarian inflected infinitives to see whether 3PL marking on the
infinitive allows for these readings.

4.4.4  Null arguments with infected injinitives

In this section I use the classification of constructions with inflected
infinitives given at the end of Chapter 1, repeated here in (100).

(100) a. dyadic predicates:
unpleasant-class
subject oriented deontic modal
vicious-classi (with ABL case)

b. monadic predicates:
non-directed deontic modal
epistemic modal
vicious-class2

(100) gives the different environments where agreement markers on the
infinitive license a pro argument. In the case of the unpleasant-class, subject
oriented modals and the vicious-classi the matrix predicate has its own oblique
Case-marked argument. In the case of epistemic modals, non-directed deontics,
vicious-Class2 the matrix predicate has no argument of its own and the infinitive has
a dative Case-marked lexical subject or a null pro subject. In (101) I give an
example of both cases: in (101a) there is a dyadic matrix predicate and in (101b) we
have a monadic modal. In both cases 3PL marking on the infinitive licenses a
referential null subject. In addition,  in (10la)  a null Experiencer argument  is also
licensed.

(101)a. Kellemetlenpro,  [pro, korAn  felkel-ni-Ok].
unpleasant early up-get-INF-3PL
'It is unpleasant them to get up early.'

b.    Muszdj [proi otthon len-ni-uk].
must home be-INF-3PL
'They must be at home.'

In Chapter 5 I will discuss yet another construction type where infiected
infinitives occur and pro is licensed by agreement marking on the infinitive: the
complement clause of permissive verbs hagy/enged 'let' and the verb segit 'help'. I
will argue for a dative control analysis of these constructions with a null dative in
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the matrix clause licensed by agreement marking on the infinitive. In a sense then

permissive constructions and constructions with segit pattern with the dyadic
predicates of (10Oa): they involve two instances of pro, an internal argument of the
matrix predicate and the embedded subject that is coreferential with pro in the
matrix clause.

(102) a. Nem engedik proi [proi az Allatokat a muzeumba   bevin-nonk]
not let-3PL the animals the museum take-INF-3PL
'The do not let people take animals into the museum.'

b. Apenz nem segit proi   [proi a  boldogsbgot megtalal-ni-Ok].

the money not help the happiness find-INF-3PL
'Money does not help people find happiness.'

Separating these three cases we have the following six possibilities to
consider when the infinitive bears 3PL agreement markers:

(103) (i) Quasi-existential reading for null Experiencer arguments.
39

(ii) Quasi-universal reading for null Experiencer arguments.
(iii) Quasi-existential reading for the null subject of the infinitival subject

clause.
(iv) Quasi-universal reading for the null subject of the infinitival subject

clause.

(v) Quasi-existential reading for the null permissee argument.
(vi) Quasi-universal reading for the null permisse argument.

Starting with (103i), the generalization given in (95) that constrains the occurrence
of null elements with quasi-existential interpretation leads us to expect that null
Experiencer predicates can never have such an interpretation. This is so because
predicates taking Experiencer arguments do not satisfy any of the conditions given

in (95). As we discussed in §4.4.2, psych-predicates do not allow for the quasi-
existential interpretation (cf. (90b)). Nominal or adjectival predicates taking
Experiencer arguments behave in the same way. They never pick a designated group
of people as part of their lexical semantics and they do not denote actions the results
of which can be directly perceived. Therefore, it is expected that 3PL inflection on
the infinitive does not license a quasi-existential reading in (104) either.

(104)  a.    #Kellemetlenvolt  proarb [proarb kopog-ni-uk]
unpleasant was knock-INF-3PL
'It was unpleasant (for someone) to knock on the door.'

b.  #Nem ajanlatosproarb[proarb k6s6n jOn-ni-Ok a       szemttirt].
not advisable late come-INF-3PL the garbage
'It is not advisable (for someone) to collect the garbage late.'

39 For want of better term, "Experiencer" in (103i) and (103ii) refers not only to the dative
Experiencer argument of unpleasant-class predicates but also to the ablative-marked argument of
vicious-class predicates and the dative marked argument of subject-oriented deontic modals.
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In these examples the null Experiencer argument (and the null embedded subject
controlled by the Experiencer argument) must be interpreted referentially, referring
to a group ofpeople already established in the discourse.

As far as (103ii) is concerned, this case is completely different. Quasi-
universally interpreted null subjects are not subject to any of the thematic/semantic
constraints discussed in connection with quasi-existential null subjects. As long as
there is a temporal or a locative phrase that serves as the topic of the sentence, no
semantic/thematic restrictions apply to the predicate itself. Therefore, the quasi-
universal reading for the null Experiencer argument coindexed with 3PL agreement
on the infinitive cannot be excluded on the same grounds as the quasi-existential
interpretation. In order to show that we are not dealing with a semantic restriction
compare (105a,c) with (105b,d). In (105a,c) we have a null Experiencer argument
that can be interpreted quasi-universally. The verb bears 3PL agreement marking. In
(105b,d), however, such a reading is unavailable for the Experiencer argument of the
matrix predicate and the null subject controlled by it. 3PL agreement marking on the
infinitive cannot license the quasi-universal reading. Only a definite referential
interpretation is available for the null argument.

(105) a. Itt proarb kellemetlennek tartjak az djszakai muszakot.
here unpleasant consider-3PL the night shift

'Here, people consider night shifts unpleasant.'

b.    #Itt kellemetlen proarb [proarb djszakai muszakban dolgoz-ni-uk].
here unpleasant night shift work-INF-3PL

'Here, it is unpleasant for people to work night shifts.'

c.      Ebben az orsigban proarb fll-nek   [ a    vulkAnok   mellett lak-ni].
this the country fear-3PL the vulcanos near live-INF

'In this country people fear to live near vulcanos.'

d.    #Ebben az orszdgban    fdlelmetes proarb [prOarb vulkdnok  mellett
this the country- frightening vulcano near

lak-ni-uk
live-INF-3PL
'In this country it is frightening for the people to live near vulcanos.'

From the contrast between (1054c) and (105b,d) we can conclude that the
unavailability of a quasi-universally interpreted null Experiencer argument cannot be
attributed to some thematic/semantic condition on the null argument. It must be
accounted for in some other way.

Cases (103iii) and (103iv) are different in that the single null element in the
infinitival clause has the same thematic role as the one in the corresponding finite
clause. We therefore expect both quasi-existential and quasi-universal readings to be
available  for the embedded null subject  if the infinitive bears 3PL argeement just as
it is available when the corresponding finite verb has 3PL agreement marking. Yet,
this expectation is not borne out by the empirical facts. Consider for instance
epistemic modals.
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(106) a Hallod? Proarb jar-nak az erd6-ben.
Hear-2SG walk-3PL the forest-INESS
'Can your hear? Someone(s) is (are) walking in the forest.'

b. #Hallod? Proarb j:ir-ni-uk kell az erd6-ben.
Hear-2SG walk-INF-3PL   must the forest-INESS
'Can your hear? 'Someone(s) is(are) walking in the forest.'

c.      Minden nap dalben proarb  kazbesitik    a   postat.
every day noon deliver-3PL the post

'They deliver the post at noon every day.'

d. #Ddl van. Most kell proarb kdzbesfte-ni-Ok  a postdt.
noon is now must deliver-INF-3PL   the post
'It is noon. They must be delivering the post now.'

(106b,d) show that inflected infinitives embedded under epistemic modals do not
allow for the quasi-existential reading of the embedded null subject. The following
examples show that epistemic modality itself is compatible with the quasi-existential
reading of the null subject.

(107) a. Zajt hallottam. Bizonydra jArnak az erd8ben.

noise heard-1 SG Surely walk-3PL the forest-INESS
'I heard some noise. Someone(s) must be walking in the forest.'

b. Da van.  Val6szinuleg  most ktzbesftik a postat.
noon is probably now deliver-3PL the  post
They deliver the post at noon every day.'

We obtain similar results in sentences where the conditions for the quasi-universal
readings are satisfied. In (108) the sentence has generic tense, there is an overt topic
in the sentence and yet, the null subject cannot be interpreted non-referentially.

(1081)) indicates that epistemic modality is compatible with proarb when 3PL
marking appears on the finite verb.

(108) a. #Itt utal-ni-uk    proarb  kell   a    kulfdldieket.
here hate-INF-3PL must the foreigners.

'Here, people must hate foreigners.'

b.  Itt  bizonydra utal-jak  a kulfaldieket.
here surely hate-3PL the foreigners.

'Here, people must hate foreigners.'

Finally, let us consider permissive constructions, that is cases (103v) and
(103vi). 3PL agreement marking on the infinitive cannot license a quasi-existential
reading, neither in the case of hagy/enged 'let' nor in the case of segit 'help'.
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(109) a. #Nemenged-jOk proarb [proarb vasarnap   begyulte-ni-uk a szemetet].
not let-1PL.DEF Sunday collect-INF-3PL the garbage

'We do not let them collect the garbage on Sunday.'

b.   #Segitettal proarb [pr0arb ellen6riz-ni-Ok az litleveleket.
helped-2SG check-INF-3PL the passport
'You helped them check the passports.'

As discussed above, predicates like collect the garbage and control passports allow
for the quasi-existential reading when the finite verb bears 3PL agreement and the
sentence has specific tense. In particular, they satisfy condition (95iii). The
examples in (109) contrast with those in (110). In (110) the matrix predicate takes a
finite hogy-clause as its complement and 3PL agreement marking appears on a finite
verb and not on an infinitival one. In (110) the quasi-existential reading is available.

(110) a. Nem enged-jOk, hogy vashrnap begygtsdk a szemetet.
not let-1PL.DEF that Sunday collect-3PL.SBJ the garbage
'We do not let them collect the garbage on Sunday.'

b.     Segftettdl,   hogy ellen6rizhessdk az Otleveleket.
helped-2SG that check-COND-3PL the passport
'You helped them so that they can check the passport.'

As for the availability of quasi-universal reading, the same contrast obtains.
Inflected infinitives force a referential reading while inflected finite verbs allow for
both a referential reading and an arbitrary one.

(111) a. #Nem endegjok          itt      a    kulf8ldieket  utdl-ni-uk.
not let-1PL.DEF   here the foreigners hate-INF-3PL
'We do not let people hate foreigners here.'

b. Nem engedjuk, hogy itt utaljdk a kolfdldieket.
not let-1PL.DEF that here  hate-3PL.SBJ the foreigners

'We do not let people hate foreigners here.'

From the data above I conclude that under no conditions does 3PL marking
on the infinitive allow for a non-referential interpretation of the null argument.
Neither the quasi-existential nor the quasi-universal reading is available. I have
argued that the reason for this state of affairs cannot be semantic/thematic since the
synonymous examples with finite verbs make a non-referential reading available.
The reason cannot be syntactic either because infinitival constructions allow for an
arbitrary reading of the null argument when no agreement marking appears on the
infinitive. (cf. (82)) Capitalizing on this fact, I claim that the unavailability of
arbitrarily interpreted pro is a direct consequence of a special property of agreement
markers on the infinitive.

In §4.4.1 I concluded that arbitrarily interpreted null arguments do not inherit
cp-features from 'rich' agreement markers. 3PL agreement on the verb is dummy
agreement marking that has no q,-features of its own. It arises as a consequence of a
default rule that specifies the feature-content of a minimally content-identified pro.
The values given to pro are indiosyncratic properties of each particular language.
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According to this proposal the 9-features associated with arbitrary interpretation
never link to reference excluding a referential interpretation. The lexicon must make
available agreement morphemes that can spell out the default features assigned by

rule (85). I claim that 3PL marking on the infinitive cannot be the spell-out of such
default formal features.

In §4.2.1 I proposed that while 3SG agreement morphology on finite verbs is

ambiguous. It either contains cp-features that must be inherited by pro making a
referential reading ofpro necessary, or it is default agreement appearing when there
is no subject present and no (p-features either. 3SG on infinitives is unambiguous. It
can never be the PF reflex of the total lack of 9-features.  I want to capitalize on this
property of agreement morphemes on infinitives and propose that the unavailability
of quasi-existential and quasi-universal readings is because of the same reason: the

agreement morphemes on inflected infinitives do not allow for non-referential null
arguments because they have (p-features that are inherited by pro under
coindexation. The facts fall out automatically if we assume that no member in the
argeement paradigm given in is ambiguous.

Independent evidence for this claim comes from morphology. The agreement

morphemes that can appear on finite forms (and allow for arbitrary interpretation)
are never identical to the 3PL agreement morpheme on infinitives (that do not allow
for such a reading).

(112) 3PL agreement markers in Hungarian:

indefinite conjugation on finite verbs: -nak/-nek
definite conjugation on finite verbs: -jak/-ik40
on infinitives: -uk/-uk

This concludes our investigation of the properties of agreement markers on
Hungarian infinitives and the interaction of its properties with syntax. In the next
section I present independent evidence for the claim that the availability of default
agreement or 'dummy' agreement is not an inherent property of every agreement
paradigm of a language. The evidence comes from Modern Hebrew.

4.4.5   Null  subjects  in  agreeing leyn-sentences  in  Hebrew

I have argued in the previous section that 3PL marking on finite verbs in
Hungarian is ambiguous between a genuine person-number agreement marker
whose 9-features are inherited by pro and a 'dummy' agreement that spells out at PF
the formal features  of pro given  by the default rule  (85).  The same ambiguity  is
lacking in the case of 3PL agreement on infinitives.

In this section I present data from Modern Hebrew that constitutes evidence
in favour of my conclusion about 3PL agreement morphology. The data concern

negative sentences with non-agreeing and agreeing 7eyn, exemplified in (1138) and
(1131,) respectively.41

40 The choice between -jak and -ik depends on the specific form of the verbal stem, especially on the
phonetic properties of the final consonant. The particulars of this need not concern here.
41 When Aeyn bears agreement the subject obligatorily preceeds the negative element. In contrast,
7eyn without agreement marking obligatorily preceeds the subject.  For an analysis of this difference
see Shlonsky (1997).
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(113) a. 7eyn hi kotev-et sipurim
not she write-FSG stories
'She does not write stories.'

b. hem 7eyn-am kotv-im sipurim.
they not-3MPL write-MPL stories

'They do not write stories.'

Shlonsky (1997) provides an analysis of these Hebrew 7eyn-constructions with and
without agreement. He argues that sentences without an agreeing form lack an
AgrsP layer and the subject occurs in Spec,TP. If his analysis is on the right track,
Hebrew 7eyn-constructions provide further evidence that nominative Case checking

and agreement (9-feature checking) are not always two sides of the same coin. As
for sentences with an agreeing form, he assumes that both NegP and AgrsP are

projected and that 9-feature checking between the subject and the agreeing negative
head occurs in a Spec-head configuration in AgrsP after the negative marker 7eyn

moves from Nego to Agrso.
Let us see now what types of null subjects can appear in agreeing and non-

agreeing 7eyn-sentences. Null referential subjects are licit with agreeing 7eyn in the
case of first or second person subjects. Third person subjects cannot be dropped,
however.

(114) a       ?eyn-eni    /-xa   /  -ex /-enu kotev/-0/-et/-im sipurim.
not-1SG/ -2MSG/-2FSG/1PL write-MS/-FS/-PL stories
'I/youmasjyoufem/we do not write stories.'

b. *7eyn-0 kotev sipurim.

not-3MSG write-MSG stories
'He does not write stories.'

The     paradigm of 7eyn-inllection given     in (115) illustrates that every
combination of person, number and gender features is associated with a unique
agreement morpheme. Using Rohrbacher's term (1994) the agreement paradigm on

7eyn is a Full Paradigm.

(115) The infiectional Paradigm of 7eyn

Singular Plural

1st 7eyn-(en)i 7eyn-enu

2nd masc. 7eyn-xa ?eyn-xent

2nd fem. 7eyn-ex 7eyn-xen
3rd masc. 7eyn-0 7eyn-am
3rd fem. 7eyn-a 7eyn-an

Shlonsky (1997) argues that the absence of pro-drop with a third person
subject is not related to the morphological poverty of the third person affix. The
same bifurcation can be observed in past and future tense with no negative element
only first and second person subjects can be dropped.
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(116) a. katav-ti/ -ta/ -nu/ -tem sipurim
wrote-1 SG/-2MSG/-/1PL/2PL stories
'I/youSG we/youpL wrote stories.'

b. *katav/katvu sipurim
wrote-3SG/wrote-3PL stories
'He/they wrote stories.'

Shlonsky claims  that  this  gap  in the pro-drop possibilities of Modern Hebrew
is due to the internal structure of the pronominal itself. In particular, the person
features cannot be checked in D' when NumP is not lexical and this is exactly the
case with third person null pronominals in Modern Hebrew, therefore the checking
of their person feature cannot be carried out. Since in pronominals definiteness is
assumed to be contributed by the person feature, failure of checking this feature in
Do excludes the possibility of a definite third person null pronoun. Thus, the
ungrammaticality of (114b) and (116b) is independent of the licensing conditions of
pro-drop.

In contrast to referential pro-drop, non-referential pro-drop is possible in
Modern Hebrew in all tenses, present, past and future alike.

(117) a. maxru gam kartisim
sell-3MPL there tickets
'People sold tickets there.' (prOarbV)

b. dofkin ba-delet.
knock enoni-MPL on-the door
'No one is knocking on the door.' (prOarb3)

Shlonsky (1997) explains this difference in pro-drop possibilities by adopting Rizzi's
(1986) theory of pro-identification. He assumes that quasi-referential pro requires
coindexation with number features but not with person features and he takes
arbitrary pro to be quasi-referential. Given these assumptions, the contrast between
(1161,) and (117) follows. According to Shlonsky (1997) pro-drop of third person
non-referential elements is licit in Modern Hebrew because in this case no person
features have to be licensed in Do. Since I have rejected Rizzi's theory of content-
licensing as far as arbitrarily interpreted arguments are concerned and since I think
that the claim that arbitrary pro is a quasi-argument is difficult to justify and
maintain, I will not follow Shlonsky's argumentation. Instead, I continue assuming
that arbitrary pro is content-licensed by receiving the feature [+human] and receives
other non-referential (p-features by default. The difference between referential pro-
drop and non-referential pro-drop in Hebrew follows under these assumptions as
well since it is still true that non-referential pro does not have to have person
features licensed in Do.

In ikyn sentences where the negative head has no agreement specification
non-referential pro-drop is still allowed, in contrast to referential pro-drop, which
leads to ungrammaticality in all persons.
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(118) *7eyn kotev-0/ -et/ -im /-ot sipurim.

not writeBenoni-MSG/ -FSG/ -MPL/-FPL stories
' I/YousG/PJHe/SherIhey don't/doesn't write stories. (prOreferential 

(119) a. ?eyn ma?arix-im ?et ha-truma jela

not valueBenoni-MPL ACC the-contribution her
'People do not value her contribution.' (proarbv)

b. 7eyn dofkin ba-delet.
not knockBenoni-MPL on-the door
'No one is knocking on the door.' (prOarba')

Sentences containing the negative element Ayn without agreement

morphemes have Benoni verb forms. These forms have participial agreement which
includes agreement in number and gender but not in person. They are not "rich"
enough to content-license any referential null subject. This explains the
ungrammaticality of (118). In contrast to referential arguments, non-referential

arbitrary null subjects are licit with uninflected 7eyn and a Benoni verb.
Grammaticality of (119) is explained under our assumption that non-referential null
subjects do not need content-licensing by "rich" agreement only formal licensing.

In view of the facts discussed so far, in particular the grammaticality of the
examples in (117) and in (119), it is rather surprising to find that non-referential

arbitrary pro is not licensed in agreeing ;eyn-constructions.

(120) a. *7eyn-am ma?arix-im 7et ha-truma dela

not-3PL valueBenoni-MPL ACC the-contribution her
'People do not value her contribution.' (proatbv)

b. *7eyn-am dofkin ba-delet.
not-3PL knockBenoni-MPL on-the door
'No one is knocking on the door.' (proarb3)

The data of (114)-(120) is summarized in the following table:

Pro Type Available under 7eyn Available under 7eyn Available in past
with agreement without agreement /future tensed clause

proreferential         yes ( 1 st/2nd person) yes (lst/2nd person)
no (3rd person) no (3rd person)no

PrOarb3 no yes yes

prOarbV no yes yes

The uniform 'no' of the first column for third person subjects is unexpected
in the light of the second and third columns. It shows that *yn-sentences with
agreement do not license any type of pro subject, neither referential nor non-
referential. We can account for these facts in the same way we have accounted for
the unavailability of arbitrary pro with inflected infinitives in Hungarian. In
particular, the sentences in (120) are ruled out because their subject is not referential
and the agreement affixes on ;eyn require a referential subject. The third person
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agreement affixes in the 7eyn agreement paradigm - namely -0/-a/-am/-an- contain
genuine third person marking, which cannot be used as as "dummy" agreement

marking. Just as in the case of Hungarian inflected infinitives, 3PL agreement
marking in (121) is due to a default rule in Hebrew that assigns the cp-features [-
speaker, -hearer, -singular, -feminine, -neuter] to any null argument with the feature

[+human] resulting in third person plural masculine agreement morphology.

(121) a. proarb maxr-u Aam kartisim
sold-3MPL there tickets

'People sold tickets there.' (prOarbV)

Shlonsky provides an explanation ofthese facts that is similar to our account.
He also assumes that it is an inherent lexical property of the agreement morphemes
in the ;eyn agreement paradigm that they require referential subjects. The particulars
of his analysis, however, differ from the one proposed here. The difference stems
from his assumption that quasi-existentially and quasi-universally interpreted
arbitrary pro is a quasi-argument specified for number but not for person. Shlonsky
claims that there is no way to have an arbitrary pro in an agreeing negative sentence

because the agreement morpheme on 7eyn expresses referential person features
while arbitrary pro has no person features at all. Contrary to our assumptions,
however, Shlonsky assumes that number features are inherently present on arbitrary
pro.

In this section I have discussed data from Modern Hebrew that can be
accounted for under the assumption that for each inflectional paradigm it is lexically
specified whether 3SG/PL agreement is ambiguous or not. When it is ambiguous, it
either contains cp-features that are inherited by pro or it is the PF manifestation of the
lack of referential (p-features on pro. If it is not ambiguous then only the former
option is available for the morpheme. I have argued that the inflectional morphemes
-a/-e that appear on Hungarian infinitives always enter the derivation with 9-feature
specification. The suffixes -0/-a/-am/-an on 7eyn in Modern Hebrew also have this
property. As a consequence, these agreement morphemes can only license referential
null arguments.

4.4.6 Conclusions

In this section I have investigated the properties of non-referentially
interpreted null subjects in the presence of 3PL/3SG marking on the verbal
predicate.  I have shown that the restrictions on the availability of quasi-existentially
interpreted null subjects with 3PL marking on the finite verb are semantic in nature.
Controlling for these semantic restrictions, I have demonstrated that sentences with
inflected infinitives with 3PL marking on the infinitive never allow quasi-
existentially interpreted null subjects. The null subject can only receive a referential
reading. Next, I have considered quasi-universally interpreted null subjects with 3PL
marking on the finite verbs and demonstrated the contrasting behaviour of inflected
finite verbs and infiected infinitives in Hungarian. The former allow non-referential
quasi-universally interpreted null subject, while the latter do not. I have argued that
arbitrary readings are unavailable because the agreement marker on the infinitive
cannot be "dunimy" agreement. It always enters the derivation with its own 9-
features that must be inherited by pro giving pro a referential interpretation. The
morphological properties of the agreement paradigm have been shown to support
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this claim. Finally, I have shown that agreeing 7eyn-sentences in Modern Hebrew
behave like inflected infinitives in Hungarian in not allowing for non-referentially
interpreted null subjects.

4.5 Summary

In this Chapter I have investigated how lexical properties of agreement

paradigms can lead to the (un)grammaticality of certain impersonal constructions.

My starting point was the proposal made in Chapter 3 that inilectional morphemes
belonging to 'rich' agreement paradigms ofpro-drop languages are listed as separate
lexical items and enter the derivation with (p-feature specifications. These (p-features
are inherited by pro and make it referential.

In §4.2 I have argued that the availability of default agreement is not an
automatic property of 'rich' agreement paradigms. From the distinct behaviour of
personal and impersonal resultatives within inflected infinitives I have concluded
that the contrast can be accounted for if we assume that the agreement morpheme

corresponding to the 9-feature bundle [3rd person, singular] in the paradigm used on
infinitives cannot have a default reading. In other words, it cannot be the spell-out of
lack of (p-features on Agr.  I have argued that impersonal resultative constructions in
Hungarian are subjectless and therefore 3SG agreement on the verb in these
constructions is default agreement. Next, I have investigated the syntactic properties
of weather-expressions since these constructions have been claimed to be
subjectless. I have shown this claim to be untenable in view of the empirical data.
Finally, I have considered constructions with extraposed clauses and argued that
Hungarian finite extraposed clauses are coindexed with a pronominal argument
while infinitival clauses are not.

In §4.3 I continued the investigation of impersonal resultatives, weather-

expressions and extraposed clauses under modals. I have shown that these
constructions are ungrammatical under modal verbs in Hungarian if the infinitive is
uninflected, in contrast to Germanic and Romance languages where they are
grammatical. I have proposed an analysis of this contrast based on the different
structural properties of the infinitival complement arguing that modals in Hungarian
take full CPs but modal verbs of the Germanic and Romance languages appear in
monoclausal structures with no functional projections between the modal and the
infinitival verb.

§4.4 has dealt with non-referentially interpreted null subjects in the presence
of 3PL/3SG marking on the verbal predicate. I have argued that in pro-drop
languages this reading is not always available. In particular, I have shown that
inflected infinitives in Hungarian and agreeing *yn-sentences in Modern Hebrew
do not allow for non-referentially interpreted proarb· I have claimed that arbitrary
readings are unavailable because the agreement marker cannot be "dummy"
agreement. It always enters the derivation with its own cp-features that must be
inherited bypro giving pro a referential interpretation.
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I discuss another linguistic context where inflected infinitives
can appear: in the complement of permissive verbs hagy and enged 'let'  and in the
complement of ad 'give' and segit 'help'. With these constructions added, the
inventory of contexts with inflected infinitives becomes complete. One of the
common characteristics of the constructions discussed in Chapter  1  is that the matrix
verb, or in the case of adjectives and nouns, the copula verb of the matrix clause is
invariably marked for 3SG agreement. The dative/ablative marked argument of the
matrix predicate (if there is one) cannot trigger agreement on the matrix verb. It is
for this reason that these predicates have been referred to in the literature as
'impersonal' - they are impersonal because they have no person-number agreement
with a nominal subject argument. The discussion of this chapter, however, will show
that the occurrence of inflected infinitives is not exclusively tied to 'impersonal'
matrix predicates. The relevant property that determines the presence of inflection
on the infinitive is not whether the matrix predicate is 'impersonal'. Rather it is
connected to the syntactic nature of the controller argument. Nominative and
accusative Case-marked controllers do not allow for inflection on the embedded
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infinitive. Oblique Case-marked controllers do, independently from the presence of
subject (and object) agreement on the matrix predicate with a non-controlling
argument.

§5.2 deals with infinitival constructions involving ad 'give'. These
constructions are no longer productive in Hungarian. In §5.3 I discuss permissive
constructions  with the matrix verbs  hagy and enged  'let'.  I  show  that two different
infinitival permissive constructions exist in Hungarian, one involving an ECM
structure with an accusative marked embedded subject (hagy-ACC) and another

involving a dative Permissee argument (hagy-DAT). I discuss the agreement
properties of the matrix verb in the two constructions and establish a correlation
between agreement marking on the matrix verb and presence of inflection on the
infinitive. In §5.4 I consider the syntactic structure of Hungarian permissive
constructions. I propose to extend the anaphoric Agr analysis of Chapter 2 to these
cases as well. The account of dative pro-drop developed in Chapter 3  will be used to
explain the possibility of a null referential Permissee argument in the matrix clause.
In order to place the Hungarian permissive constructions into cross-linguistic
perspective, I compare them with the causative faire-infinitive and faire-par
constructions in Romance and Germanic languages. In §5.5 I examine permissive
constructions where the embedded active infinitive verb receives a passive
interpretation - the so called 'passive infinitives'. Finally, §5.6 deals with
constructions involving the matrix verb segit 'help' and investigates their syntactic
properties.

12 Inflected infinitives in the complement of 'ad'

The ditransitive verb ad 'give' in Hungarian takes an accusative marked direct
object and a dative marked indirect object (the Recipient argument). An infinitival
relative clause, however, cannot be added freely to modify the object argument of
the verb. The infinitival construction yields a grammatical result only with two
verbs: inni 'drink'  and enni 'eat'.

(1) a. Ma semmit nem adtak prODAT en-ne-Ill.

today nothing-ACC not gave-3PL eat-INF-1 SG
'Today they did not give me anything to eat.'

b. Ma semmit nem adtak prODAT in-no-tok.
today nothing-ACC not gave-3PL drink-INF-2PL
'Today they did not give youpL anything to drink.'

I consider these expressions idiomatic. Support for the special status of these two
infinitives is that they have come to be used as the direct object of the verb ad'give'
with no accusative marked object appearing in the sentence:

(2) Ma nem adtak en-ne-m/in-no-m.
today not gave-3PL.INDEF eat-INF- 1 S G/drink-INF- 1 S G
'Today they did not give me anything to eat/drink.'
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In (2) ad appears with indefinite conjugation excluding the possibility of a null pro
object. Hungarian has only definite object drop licensed in the presence of definite
agreement on the verb. The inflected infinitives in (2) behave like nominals.

Examples (1) and (2) contain a null pronominal: the dative recipient. It is
licensed by agreement on the infinitive. (3) is synonymous with (1), the only
difference being that in (3) the recipient of permission is spelt out by a lexical
(dative marked) pronoun. In that case agreement marking on the infinitive is
preferably left out, especially in spoken language.

(3) a. Nekem ma semmit nem adtak en-nifen-ne-m.

I-DAT today nothing not gave-3PL eat-INF/eat-INF- 1 SG
'Today they did not give me anything to eat.'

b. Nektek ma semmit nem adtak in-ny'in-no-tok

you-DAT today nothing not gave-3PL drink-INF/drink-INF-2PL
'They did not give youpL anything to drink.'

If there is no overt dative pronoun and no agreement marking on the infinite,
the construction necessarily receives a generic reading with arbitrary reference for
the dative pro:

(4)      Itt naponta hdromszor adnak proarb en-ni.
here daily three-times give-3PL eat-INF
'Here they give people/one something to eat three times a day.'

Thus we see that the agreement marker on the infinitive in constructions with ad
also exhibits the by now familiar pattern:

•   The agreement morpheme licenses pro-drop of a (dative) referential argument
(cf. (1)-(2)).

•  The agreement morpheme is optional (and preferably left out) when a lexical
dative argument is present (cf. (3)).

•     When no lexical dative is present lack of agreement marking results in arbitrary
reading (cf (4)).

5.3 Hagy and Enged  let/allow':  permissive
constructions

Permissive constructions in Hungarian are always analytic, that is, formed
with the permissive verb /lag or enged. Causatives, however, are synthetic, formed
with the causative morpheme -tat/-tet. (5) serves to illustrate this difference between
permissives and causatives in Hungarian.

1

According to the terminology widely adopted in the literature (eg. Marantz 1984, Baker 1988)
"causative" is a cover term for any grammatical function changing process which introduces a new
subject, i.e. it causes a valency increase of the predicate. The original subject can take on different
grammatical functions and can receive different cases. In this sense of the term hag and enged are
also causative verbs.  In the course of my discussion, however,  I will refer to constructions involving
hagy/enged as permissives because in Hungarian the difference between causatives and permissives
is considerable. Unlike permissive constructions, causatives are formed by the addition of a suffix.
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(5) a. Kati nem engedi Pdtert olvasni a kOnyvet.
Kate not let-3SG.DEF Peter-ACC read-INF the book-ACC
'Kate did not let Peter read the book.'

b. Kati olvas-tat-ja Pdterrel a konyvet.
Kate read-CAUS-3SG.DEF Peter-INSTR the book-ACC
'Kate made Peter read the book.'

The literature on Hungarian causatives and permissives is rather scarce when

compared to the literature on the causative/permissive constructions of the Romance
and Germanic languages (Ackerman 1992, Den Dikken 1999). Ackerman (1992) is
mainly concerned with the Case alternation patterns of synthetic causative structures
in Hungarian. He briefly discusses permissive constructions with haglenged and
treats these permissives similarly to synthetic causatives. He claims that /lagy has a
"Causer" 0-role to assign to a DP argument (to its external argument) and it also
requires an object complement but is defective and cannot provide the semantic
properties for this object. Therefore hagy must combine with another predicate that

provides a full semantic argument. Ackerman assumes that a process of complex
predicate formation takes place in the lexicon both in the case of synthetic causatives
and analytic permissives. An alternative analysis is provided in Den Dikken (1999).
He examines the behaviour of causative and permissive constructions with respect to
the following 'clause union' phenomena: preverb climbing, definiteness/person-
number agreement on the matrix verb with the embedded object. As for synthetic
causatives, he concludes that they involve a monoclausal structure with the main
verb incorporating into the affixal causative verb. The functional projections AgroP
and AgrsP are above the affixal verb and there are no fuctional projections
intervening between the lower verb and the causative affix. Contrary to Ackerman,
however, Den Dikken treats the permissive verbs hagy/enged as triadic verbs. Apart
from their external subject argument they take a VP and an (optional) dative-marked
DP as their internal argument. No complex predicate formation is assumed to take
place.2

In what follows I will be concerned only with permissive constructions. I
will show that the empirical facts strongly support an analysis of hagy/enged as
triadic verbs and they do not support a lexical complex predicate formation analysis
of permissive constructions. In order to argue for this point, in the next subsections I
examine the lexical properties of these verbs and investigate the properties of the
different syntactic constructions in which they can participate. After this task is
completed, we can turn to the main concern of this thesis: when are inflected
inlinitives allowed in the embedded infinitival clause?

5.3.1    The  subcategorization frame  ofhagy and enged

In (6) I illustrate three different ways to satisfy the subcategorization frame
of the predicate hagy when the embedded verb is transitive. The recipient of the
permission who is at the same time understood as the subject of the embedded
infinitive can be either an accusative Case-marked direct object as in examples (6a)

2 At this point the exact particulars of the analysis given in Den Dikken (1999) cannot be discussed
since the relevant data about the agreement facts has not been spelt out yet. I will return to Den
Dikken's analysis later in the discussion.
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or a dative marked indirect object as in (6b,c). The theme argument is either an
infinitival clause (6a,b) or a that-clause (6c).

(6) a. Nern hagyta JAnost a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.DEF John-ACC the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch the film to the end.'

b. Nem hagyta Jinos-nak a flmet vdgig-ntz-ni.
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch the film to the end.'

c.        Nem hagyta JAnos-nak, hogy a filmet
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT that the film-ACC
vagig-ndz-ze.
throught-watch-SBJ3 SG
'He did not let John watch the film to the end.'

It is important to note at this early stage of the discussion, that hag/enged cannot
take a hogy-clause and an accusative-marked direct object. The ungrammaticality of
such a construction is illustrated in (7). This is unexpected, given the grammaticality
of (6a), where the source of the accusative Case on the Permissee argument must be
the matrix verb.

(7)   *Nem hagyta JAnost, hogy   azt a filmet
rlot let-3SG.DEF John-ACC that that the film-ACC

vdgig-ndz-ze.
through-watch-SBJ3SG
'He did not let John watch that film to the end.'

In the following examples the embedded infinitive is an intransitive verb. This
reduces the number of grammatical possibilities from three to two.

(8) a. Kati hagyta Janost el-men-ni.

Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-ACC away-go-INF
'Kate let John go away.'

b. *Kati hagyta Janos-nak elmen-ni.
Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-DAT away-go-INF
'Kate let John go away.'

c. Kati hagyta JAnos-nak, hogy elmenjen.
Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-DAT that away-go-SUBJ3SG
'Kate let John go away./Kate allowed John to go away.'

The difference between (6) and (8) concerns the b-examples. When the embedded
infinitival is a transitive verb, the Permissee of the infinitive can be realized by a
dative DP argument. This option is not available when the embedded verb is
intransitive, as the ungrammaticality of (8b) shows. In the discussion to follow I will
refer to the construction exemplified in (6a) and (8a) as hagy-ACC and to the
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construction illustrated in (6b) and (81,) as hagy-DAT: Table 8. summarizes the
subcategorization possibilities of hag/enged.

Table 8.
clause-type Case marking on the Permissee argument

1.(hagy-ACC) infinitival ACC
2.(hag/DAT) infinitival DAT (only with transitive verbs)
3. finite /log-clause DAT

The pattern exemplified in (64b) and (84b) is in fact identical to French
laisser-infinitive constructions. As discussed in Kayne (1975), there is an important
difference between faire-infinitive constructions and laisser-infinitive constructions
as far as word order and Case-marking possibilities are concerned. The possible
patterns are illustrated in (9) with an embedded intransitive and in with a transitive
verb.

(9) a. Il a laiss6 son amie partir.

he has let his fiend leave

'He let his friend leave.'

b.  Il a laiss6 partir son amie.
he has let leave his friend
'He let his friend leave.'

c. *Il a laissd partir A son amie.
he has let leave to his friend

'He let his friend leave.'

(10) a. Il laissera son amie manger les gAteaux.
he will-let his friend eat Uie cakes
'He wiltlet his friend eat the cakes.'

b.  Il laissera manger les gateaux a sonamie.
he will-let eat the cakes to his friend

'He willlet his friend eat the cakes.'

(9a) and (10a) illustrate one of the two possible patterns with laisser. Kayne (1975)
treats this pattern as the base structure from which the constructions in (9b) and
(1Ob) are derived. This 'base' pattern has all the characteristics of an ECM structure.
(9b)  and (1Ob) illustrate what has been termed the faire-infinitive (FI) construction
in generative works on syntax ever since Kayne's study. In FI constructions the
infinitival verb always precedes the Causee argument and the embedded object of
the infinitive (if there is any). As the ungrammaticality of (9c) shows in the case of
an intransitive infinitival verb, insertion of the Case-marker d is illicit. The choice
between the FI construction and the ECM construction is free in the case of laisser
but not in the case offaire. Faire does not allow the ECM pattern. Consequently, the
examples given in (lla) and (128) are ungrammatical.

' It should be kept in mind that hag and enged behave identically in these constructions. Thus the
mnemonics hagy-DAT and hagrACC are to be understood as referring to both permissive verbs.
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(11) a. *Il a fait son amie partir.

he has  made his friend leave
'He made his friend leave.'

b. Il a fait partir son amie.
he  has made leave his friend
'He make his friend leave.'

c. *Il a fait partir A son amie.
he has nnade leave  to his friend
'He make his friend leave.'

(12) a. *Il fera son amie manger les gAteaux.
he will-make his friend eat the cakes
'He will make his friend eat the cakes.'

b. Il fera manger  les gAteaux A  son  amie.
he will-make eat the cakes to his friend
'He will make his friend eat the cakes.'

Comparing (6a,b)-(8a,b) with (9)-(10) we can see the parallel between Hungarian
hag/let when taking an infinitival complement and French laisser. Both laisser and
hagy/let can participate in two syntactic constructions involving an infinitival verb.
An ECM construction and a "dative-like" construction (the FI in French and the
ham-DAT construction in Hungarian). That this surface parallel may be a bit
misleading and does not necessarily imply identical syntactic structures in the two
languages is already suggested by the following difference. In French FI
construction (with an embedded transitive) the word order faire/laisser
-Finf-DPob-6-DPsubj is the only possible order. In the Hungarian hagy-DAT,
however, this word order is at best marginal. The preferred order being
hagylenged-DPdar-DPobj-V,4

I will return to the similarities and differences between French (and also
Italian) and Hungarian permissive constructions in §5.4, where the task of assigning
a structure to Hungarian hagy-ACC and hag-DAT will be undertaken. First,
however, I will continue outlying the relevant properties of permissive constructions
in Hungarian. Two issues have to be considered: definiteness agreement on the
matrix verb triggered by arguments of the infinitive and the (im)possibility of
infiected infinitives in permissive constructions. The first issue is taken up in the
next subsection while the second is addressed in §5.3.3.

5.3.2    Definiteness  agreement  on  the finite  verb

In both the hagy-ACC and the hagy-DAT constructions the finite verb hagy
bears overt subject agreement and object agreement morphology. Subject agreement
is with the person and number features of the matrix subject. Object agreement,
however, does not involve person and number features but definiteness. The definite
conjugation appears on the verb when the object is definite. In other cases the verb
appears with the indefinite conjugation. There is one exceptional case where object
agreement does involve person and number features: when the subject is first person
and the object is second person a special agreement morpheme (-lak/-lek) is used.
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Let us first consider the agreement pattern in the hagy-ACC construction.
Since proper names are definite expressions, in examples (6a) and (8a) the
accusative marked DP Janost triggers delinite agreement on the finite verb. In (6c)
and (8c) the hogy-clause complement triggers definiteness agreement on the matrix
verb. Notice that (6a) contains two accusative marked arguments. This suggests that
the relevant structure must contain two AgroP projections to check accusative Case
on both the Permissee .hinost and the embedded objectjilmet.4 Given that Case is a
[-interpretable] feature both on nominal arguments and on inflectional heads, the
same functional head cannot check the Case features of two separate DPs. After
being checked by a DP, the Case feature of AgroP is eliminated. Therefore, there
must be two separate functional projections within the sentence for the purposes of
accusative Case checking, one within the infinitival clause and one in the matrix
clause. Accordingly, we predict that the following holds:  if the logical subject of the
infinitive is a definite DP, it triggers definite agreement on hagy, if it is an indefinite
DP, it triggers indefinite agreement on hagy, while the definiteness of the object of
the infinitive has no effect whatsoever on the definiteness agreement feature of the
matrix verb. (13) and (14) show that these expectations are borne out by the facts.5

(13) a. Nem hagyta Janost a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.DEF John-ACC the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch the film.

b. ?Nem hagyta Janost egy filmet vagig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.DEF John-ACC a film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch a film.'

c. *Nem hagyott JAnost a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.INDEF John-ACC the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch the film

4 Ackerman (1992) argues that sentences containing two objects are ungrammatical. He presents the
following two examples (his (33a-b) with his grammaticality judgements):

(i)                   *A fid el-vonszol-tat-ta Janost a  lanyt

the boy away-drag-CAUS-3SG.DEF John-ACC the girl-ACC
'The boy made John drag the girl away.'

(ii)           *A fia hagyta Jinost elvonszol-ni a    lAnyt.
the boy let-3SG.DEF John-ACC drag-INF the girl-ACC
'The boy let John drag the girl away.

In a footnote Ackerman remarks that some speakers accept structures with hagy and two accusative
marked objects, although acceptability partly depends on whether one  of the objects  is a pronominal
or a lexical DP. According to judgements of native speakers (including myself), however, there is a
clear contrast between (i) and (ii) in grammaticality. Example (i) is fully unacceptable to all speakers,
while (ii) is slightly marginal to some and acceptable to others. Furthermore, (ii) becomes fully
acceptable ifthe word order is changed and the object of the infinitive precedes the infinitive.
'I include examples (13c) and (14d) in the paradigm only for completeness' sake, although their
ungrammaticality is straightforward, In (13c) both DPs are definite while the verb bears indefinite
agreement. In ( 14d) both DPs are indefinite and the verb has definite agreement. So in both cases
there is simply no nominal in the sentence that matches the definiteness features of the matrix verb.
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d. *Nem hagyott Janost egyfilmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.INDEF John-ACC a film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch a film.'

(14)   a. ?Nem hai;yott egy fiat a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.INDEF a boy-ACC the film-ACC throug-watch-INF
'He did not let a boy watch the film.

b. Nern hagyott egy filit egy filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.INDEF a boy-ACC a film-ACC throug-watch-INF
'He did not let a boy watch a film.

c. *Nem hagyta egy fim a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
nem let-3SG.DEF a boy-ACC the film-ACC throug-watch-INF
'He let a boy watch the film:

d. *Nemhagyta egy fiat egy   filmet      vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.DEF a boy-ACC a film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let a boy watch a film.'

In (138-b) the definite DP John triggers definite agreement on the finite verb but the
(in)definiteness of the theme argument of the infinitive does not make any
significant difference in grammaticality. Similarly, in (14a-b) the indefinite nominal
a boy requires indefinite agreement on the finite verb but the theme argument of the
infinitive can be either definite or indefinite:

Turning to the hagy-DAT construction, where the Permissee is expressed by
a dative DP, the question arises whether the (in)definiteness of the theme argument
of the embedded infinitive triggers definiteness agreement on the main verb. The
examples below illustrate that in the /lagy-DAT construction the matrix verb agrees
in definiteness with the embedded object ofthe infinitive:

(15) a. Nern hagyta JAnos-nak a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch the film.'

b. *Nem hagyta JAnos-nak egyfilmet v6gig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT a film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch a film.'

c. *Nemhagyott JAnos-nak a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.INDEF John-DAT the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch the film.'

6 For some speakers the examples in (13b) and (148) are slightly less perfect than examples (13a) and
(14b). This difference seems to be due to the mismatch in the definiteness features of the embedded
subject (which must agree in definiteness with the matrix verb) and the embedded object. I have
nothing insightfulto say about this slight difference.
7 In the case of an embedded first or second person pronominal objects the dative Permissee argument
cannot be overtly present in the hag-DAT construction. I will return to this restriction in §5.4.4
where I discuss Den Dikken's (1999) account of this fact.
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d.        Nem hagyott Jinos-nak egy filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.INDEF John-DAT a film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch a film.'

In (154d) the accusative marked embedded object agrees in (in)definiteness with the
matrix verb hagy. (15b-c) are ungrammatical due to the mismatch between the
definiteness feature of the matrix verb and that of the embedded object. These facts
contrast with what we have observed in connection with (13) and (14): when both
the logical subject of the infinitive and the object of the infinitive bear accusative
Case then it is the logical subject that triggers definiteness agreement on the matrix
verb. (16) shows schematically the two possible patterns for permissive
constructions with an embedded infinitival verb. The examples given in (13) and
(14) illustrate the pattern schematized in (16a). The sentences in (15) follow the
pattern of(16b).8

(16)   a.       matrix [SupjACC Vinf   ObjACC ]
def. agr

b.       \' mat,„ SUbjDAT   Vinf   Ob ACC
del agr

In the next subsection I will make use of the definiteness agreement pattern
established above as an indicator of whether we are dealing with an hagy-ACC or a
hagy-DAT when the Permissee is not expressed by a lexical category but is a
phonetically empty pronominal. When the matrix verb agrees in definiteness with
the object of the embedded verb, the null pronominal expressing the Permissee must
be a dative Case-marked argument. When, on the other hand, the matrix verb does
not show definiteness agreement with the object of the embedded verb, but appears
invariably with definite agreement morphology, then the null pronominal must be an
accusative Case-marked argument.

5.3.3   Injlected infinitives with hagy and enged

With the possible agreement and Case patterns established, let us see how
hag-ACC and hagy-DAT interacts with the possibility of inflected infinitives. On
the basis of the data discussed in Chapter 1 and 2, we have the following
expectations: when the Permissee is a dative-marked pro and therefore cannot
trigger the presence of agreement marking on the matrix verb, agreement marking
on the infinitive is allowed  and  in fact required  for the identification  of pro.  When
the Permissee is realized by an accusative-marked pro, agreement marking on the
matrix verb is triggered and agreement on the infinitive is excluded and leads to
ungrammaticality.

s  It is important to emphasize that at this point of the discussion I am not committing myself to any
particular structural representation of permissive constructions with dative Permissees. It is for this
reason that I do not use any bracketing in (16b). In §5.4 I try to establish the correct syntactic

representation of dative permissive constructions. My final conclusion will be that it is a dative
control construction. The dative Case-marked Permissee controls the empty (pro) subject of the
infinitive:

V ma  DPRDAT    prO,DAT   Vinf   ObjACC]
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In order to provide the most transparent data possible, I will present

examples first where the matrix verb has a first person singular subject and the
logical subject of the infinitive is second person singular (bearing either accusative
or dative Case). The reason for this choice is that Hungarian has a special agreement
morpheme -lak/-lek that encodes person and number agreement both with the subject
and the object. The morpheme -lak/-lek unequivocally indicates first person singular
subject agreement and second person singular object agreement. This is the only
morpheme in Hungarian where object agreement is about person and number
features and not definiteness. The relevant examples are given in (17).

(17) a. Nem hagy-1-ak taged/pro alud-ni/*alud-no-d.
not let-2SG.1SG you-ACC sleep-INF/sleep-INF-2SG
'I do not let you sleep.'

b.      Nem hagy-1-ak tdged/proAcc megndz-ni/*megndz-ne-d
not let-2SG. 1SG you-ACC watch-HNF/watch-BIF-2SG
egy filmet sem
a   film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch a single film.'

c.        Nem hagy-1-ak tdged/proACC megndz-ni/*megndz-ne-d
not let-2SG.ISG you-ACC watch-INF/ watch-INF-2SG
azt a filmet sem.
that the film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch that film either.'

d.       Nem hagy-ok neked/proDAT megndz-ne-d
not let-1 SG.INDEF you-DAT watch-INF-2SG
egy filmet sem.
a   film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch a single film.'

e.       Nem hagy-om neked/proDAT megn6z-ne-d
not let-1 SG.DEF you-DAT watch-INF-2SG
azt a filmet sern.

that the film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch that film either.'

In the hagy-ACC constructions  in (178-c) the Permissee is the syntactic object of the
matrix verb hagy. It agrees in person and number with hagy requiring the
morphological form -lak. Subject and object pro-drop is licensed by the agreement
morpheme on the matrix verb. Agreement marking on the embedded infinitive
(showing agreement with its deep structure subject) leads to ungrammaticality. In
(17d-e) we are dealing with hagy-DAT constructions: the logical subject of the
embedded predicate is a dative marked (null) pronominal. This is reflected in the
agreement suffix on the matrix verb hagy. It agrees in definiteness with the object of
the embedded infinitive. A film in (17d) triggers indefinite agreement and the film  in
(17e) definite agreement. In (17d-e), in sharp contrast to (17a-c), agreement marking
on the infinitive is grammatical and obligatory when the dative argument is pro.
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The descriptive generalization for this state of affairs is that (person-number)
agreement with the Permissee argument in the permissive construction is possible

only once, either on the finite verb or on the infinitive. To be more precise, 9-
features/definiteness features of an argument can be spelled out on one single verbal
predicate only. This formulation does not exclude (17d-e), where definiteness
agreement with the object of the embedded infinitive is realized on the matrix verb,
while agreement with the underlying subject of the infinitive is realized on the
infinitive itself. It only excludes cases where both the matrix finite verb and the
embedded infinitive bear agreement marking with the same argument, namely the
logical subject of the infinitive. The possible agreement patterns are illustrated in
(18).

(18)   a.      Sumatrixvml'x  [Sub ACC Vint-1-*Agr    ObjAcc ]
pers-numD ak.  dei.agr.

pen.-numb.agr.

b.          Umat„,            Tatri' SubjDAT Vinf +Agr 0  i
ACC1-J J.f.6, .

The same pattern can be observed when object-agreement on the matrix verb
is not with the 9-features but with the definiteness features of the object. As
mentioned above, this is the normal case, the suffix -lak/-lek being the exception.
The data requires a bit more care, however, since there are (morphological) overlaps
in the paradigms. I will illustrate the point with two paradigms: in (19) the matrix
verb has a first person singular subject and the infinitive has a third person singular
definite (logical) subject and a third person singular object with the definiteness
feature of this object varying in the examples.

(19) a. Nem hagy-om ot/prOACC el-men-ni-(*e)
not   let-1 SG.DEF he-ACC away-go-INF-3SG
'I do not let him go away.'

b.      Nem hagy-om 6t/prOACC megndz-ni-(*e) egy filmet sem.
not let-3SG.DEF he-ACC watch-INF-3SG a film-ACC not
'I do not let him watch a single film.'

c.       Nem hagy-om Et/prOACC megndz-ni-(*e) azt a filmet.
not   let- 1 SG.DEF he-ACC watch-INF-3SG   that the film-ACC
'I do not let him watch that film.'

d.        Nem hagy-ok neki/proDAT megn6z-ni-e
not let-1 SG.INDEF he-DAT watch-INF-3SG
egy filmet sem.
a   film-ACC not
'I do not let him watch a single film.'
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e.       Nem hagy-om neki/prODAT megncfz-ni-e
not let-1 SG.DEF watch-INF-3SG
azt a filmet sem.
that the film-ACC not
'i do not let him watch that film either.

Contrary to the case of (17), in (19) the Case-feature of the null pronominal cannot

always be deduced from the agreement morphology of the matrix verb. The reason
for this is that definite agreement on the matrix verb can be induced by distinct
elements in the two different structures at hand: by the definite (logical) subject of
the infinitive (19a-c) or, when the logical subject is a dative marked DP, by a
definite logical object of the infinitive in (19e). In other words, agreement
morphology on the matrix verb alone does not tell us which structure we are dealing
with. Replacing the null pronominal with an overt one, however, unequivocally
shows that the descriptive generalization formulated above holds: agreement on the
infinitive is ungrammatical when the logical subject of the infinitive receives
accusative Case and agrees in definiteness with the matrix verb. This is true in all
cases irrespective of the person, number and definiteness features of the arguments
present. Thus, (20) illustrates that the same generalization holds when the logical
subject of the infinitive is a first person singular pronominal. When the subject of
the infinitive has accusative Case, it triggers indefinite agreement on the matrix
verb. When it has dative Case, agreement on the matrix verb depends on the
embedded object and the infinitive agrees with the first person singular pronoun:

(20)    a. Nem hagyth-1 engem/pr0ACC Olvas-ni/*olvas-no-m).
not let-2SG.INDEF I-ACC read-INF/read-INF-1 SG
'You did not let me go away.'

b.      Nem hagyta-1 engem/pr0ACC megndz-ni/*megndz-ne-m
not let-2SG.INDEF I-ACC watch-INF/watch-INF-1 SG
egy filmet sem.
a   film-ACC not
'You did not let me watch a film.'

9 With pronominal objects Hungarian exhibits split ergativity in the object definiteness agreement
paradigm. First and second person pronouns require indefinite object-agreement on the verb, while
third person pronouns go with definite agreement.

(i) I.At-nak engem/ tdged/ minket /titeket.
see-3PL.INDEF I-ACC/ you-ACC/ we-ACC/ you(pl)-ACC
'They see me/ you/ us/ you.'

(ii) Lat-jak 6t/ 6ket.
see-3PL.DEF he-ACC/ they-ACC
'They see him/ them.'
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c.   'Nem hagyti-1 engem/proAcc megndz-ni/*megndz-ne-m
not let-2SG.INDEF I-ACC watch-INF/ watch-INF-1 SG
azt a filmet sern.

that the film-ACC not
'You did not let me watch that film either.'

d.      Nem hagyti-1 nekem/proDAT megndz-ne-m
not let-2SG.INDEF I-DAT watch-INF-1 SG
egy filmet sem.

a   film-ACC not
'You did not let me watch a single film.'

e.        Nem hagyta-d nekem/proDAT megndz-ne-m
not let-2SG.DEF I-DAT watch-INF-1 SG
azt a filmet sern.

that the film-ACC not
'You did not let me watch that film either.'

The data presented in (17), (19) and (20) and the generalization we obtained from
these data fits nicely with the empirical data discussed in Chapter 1 of the
dissertation. There I have examined inflected infinitives appearing with matrix
adjectival and nominal predicates and with matrix modals. These contexts share an
important morphosyntaxtic property: neither modal verbs nor adjectival and nominal
predicates can bear agreement morphology spelling out the cp-features of the
dative/ablative argument. The matrix predicate has invariable third person singular
morphology. In Hungarian dative/ablative marked internal arguments can never
trigger agreement morphology on predicates, independently of whether the
dative/ablative is an Experiencer argument, an indirect object with Goal/Recipient
theta-role or a Source argument. I have concluded that chapter with the observation
that in exactly these cases, where an oblique Case-marked argument controls the null
subject of the infinitive, agreement marking on the infinitive is allowed - and
required in the case of pro-drop. It makes it possible to spell out the 9-features of the
dative/ablative controller. Thus the pattern illustrated in (18) and the one given here
in (21) for the cases discussed in Chapter 1  are two different instances of the same
generalization.

(21) Vmodal/Adj/Nmatrix DPDAT [pro Vinf+Agr   ObjAcc ]

1

pers.-numb.agr  1

This generalization is further supported by the fact that in Hungarian infinitival
clauses contain infiected infinitivals only when the matrix verb cannot spell out the
(p-features of the controller of the null subject of the infinitive. Subject control and
object control therefore patterns with ECM constructions in not allowing inflected
infinitives. In the case of subject control the matrix controller agrees with the matrix
verb in person and number and Agr on the embedded infinitive is illicit. Similarly, in
object control configurations, the matrix controller agrees with the matrix verb with
definiteness and agreement marking on the infinitive leads to ungrammaticality.
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(22)   a. Sumatrixi Vmatrix [ eci Vinf+*Agr   ObjAcc ]

|p,i,-,w,,ib J.|                                                                               |J/f./6  .

b. Sumatrix Ymatrix ObjACCi  [eci Vinf +*Agr     ObjAcc]
1"rs.-numb.agr =cra .

5.3.4   The  status of double  datives  in permissive constructions

So far we have discussed permissive constructions with embedded transitive
and intransitive infinitivals. In this subsection I examine the properties of permissive
structures with embedded ditransitive verbs.

It has been discussed by several linguists that causativisation of ditransitive
verbs in French leads to ungrammaticality (cf. Den Dikken (1995); Kayne 1975;
Pijnenburg 1991; Ruwet 1972).

10

(23) a. ??Je ferai porter  ce  message a Pierreood  a   Jeancausee·
I will-make carry thismessage to Pierre   to Jean

'I will make Jean carry this message to Pierre.'

b.   *Je ferai porter ce message A   Jeancausee  a PierreGoal·

A rather intriguing fact about (23) is that sentences involving causativised
ditransitives become acceptable if the dative phrase expressing the Causee is
extracted, either by cliticisation or by wh-movement.

(24) a. Je luicausee ferai porter ce message A PierreGoat.
I to-him(CL) will-make carry this message to Pierre
'I will make him carry this message to Pierre.'

b.   A qui feras-tu porter ce message A PierreGoat,

to whom will-make-you carry thismessage to Pierre
'Whom will you make carry this message to Pierre?'

Turning to Hungarian permissive constructions, they behave similarl  to French
causatives in that the presence of two datives leads to ungrammaticality:

(25) *?Hagytam Janos-nakpermissecelvin-ni a kOnyvet Pater-nekooal.

let- 1 SG John-DAT take-INF the book-ACC Peter-DAT
'I let John take the book to Peter.'

Unlike in French, however, wh-movement of the dative Permisee argument  does  not
improve the sentence:

" The grammaticality judgements of (23a) are far from clear cut. In the relevant literature it has
ranged  from a mere  ?  to a  * .
"  If the subject of the infinitive bears accusative Case instead of dative, the sentences are judged
grammatical.

(i)          Nem hagytam JAnost a kOnyvet elvinni Ptter-nek.

not      let- 1 SG John-ACC the book-ACC take-INF Peter-DAT
'I did not let John take the book to Peter.'
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(26) *?Ki-nekpermissec hagytad elvin-ni a konyvet Plter-nekGoa17

who-DAT let-2SG take-INF the book-ACC Peter-DAT
'Whom did you let take the book to Peter?'

Since Hungarian does not have any clitics, the equivalent of (24a) cannot be
constructed. There is, however, an additional possibility in Hungarian, due to the
availability of (optional) agreement marking on the infinitive. Let us then consider

examples where no lexical DP realizes the Permissee argument but where agreement
marking on the infinitive supplies the necessary person and number features to
identify the Permissee and assign referential status to it.

(27) a. Nem hagyta prODAT elvin-ne-m a konyvet Pdter-nek.

not let-3SG take-INF-1 SG the book-ACC Peter-DAT
'He did not let me take this book to Peter.'

b.       Nem hagyom prODAT elvin-ni-uk a kOnyvet Pater-nek.

not     let-1 SG take-INF-3PL the book-ACC Peter-DAT
'I do not let them take this book to Peter.'

Examples in (27) contrast minimally with the following sentences:

(28) a. *?Nem hagyta nekem elvin-ne-m a konyvet Ptter-nek.

not  let-3SG I-DAT take-INF-1SG the book-ACC Peter-DAT
'He did not let me take this book to Peter.'

b.  *?Nem hagyom nekik elvin-ni-uk a konyvet P6ter-nek.
not     let-1 SG they-DAT take-INF-3PL the book-ACC Peter-DAT
'I do not let them take this book to Peter.'

The option illustrated in (27) is similar to Romance cliticisation if we adopt Kayne's
analysis of clitic climbing as head-adjunction to a matrix inllectional head. Given
such an assumption about clitics, clitic climbing of the Causee to an infiectional
head, on the one hand, and dative pro-drop of the Permissee licensed by inflection,
on the other hand, share the property that in both cases the phonologically overt
element resides on a functional head and there is one phonologically overt dative DP
in the sentence. There is, however, also an important difference between the French

examples involving a dative clitic and the Hungarian examples involving agreement
marking on the infinitive. Under the assumption adopted here, namely that 'rich'
agreement on the infinitive licenses the presence of a dative marked pro argument,
the examples in (27) contain a maximal projection (pro) in some specifier position.
Given that in (27) a null Permissee argument is licensed by agreement marking on
the infinitive, it is unlikely that the ungrammaticality of (25) can be attributed to any

deep structural reason. In other words, if syntactic principles allow that an argument
position be filled with a dative pro then it is hard to think of a syntactic reason that
would exclude a lexical DP from the same position. In particular, the analysis of the
French facts presented in Den Dikken (1995) cannot be extended to Hungarian. Den
Dikken argues that French transitive causative constructions (and transitive
causative constructions in general) include a prepositional small clause (SC).The
Causee argument is the predicate of the SC and the Theme argument is the subject
ofthat SC.
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(29) [vp vCAUS Isci  Spec [vp v [... [SC3 Theme [pp P' Causee]]]]]]

In causative constructions with an embedded ditransitive verb, an extra layer of SC
appears, habouring the Theme argument and the Goal argument of the embedded
verb. (30) gives the two mostly embedded small clauses that are relevant in the
discussion at hand.

(30) SC3

SC4                       PP

NP PP P   NP
ce & Pierreooat a jeancausee

message

Den Dikken accounts for the ungrammaticality of (23) by assuming that the subject
status of the SC-subject must be eliminated somehow by S-structure in order to
enable the subject to move up to some functional projection and receive Case.  If the
SC structure remains, the Theme argument cannot move upwards since it violates
the left branch condition on movement. Since in (30) nothing moves to change the
structural organization of SC3, the Theme cannot move upwards. Grammaticality of
(24) follows on the assumption that wh-movement and cliticization of the Causee
argument removes the predicate of SC3  and thus 'frees'  SC4 of its subject status and
left branch status. Movement of the Theme argument out of SC4 becomes possible.
The extension of this analysis to Hungarian, however, is problematic for two
reasons. First, as (25) shows wh-movement of the Permissee argument does not
improve the sentence. Second, the ungrammatical examples in (28) and the
grammatical ones in (27) only differ in whether the dative marked Permissee is overt
or not (DP versus pro). It would amount to a stipulation to claim that the latter
involves movement of the Permissee argument while the former does not. The null
argument is expected to behave in the same way as the overt argument does.

The Hungarian permissive constructions lend support to a claim made in
Ruwet (1972) and also in Broekhuis and Gronemeyer (1997). These authors claim
that double datives in causative constructions are not excluded by some deep
syntactic reason but rather by the fact that the construction is ambiguous.12 Once
they are disambiguated, the construction becomes grammatical. It should be noted
that in the case of Hungarian, word order cannot play a disambiguating factor.
Placement of the goal argument is free within the sentence with the only restriction
that when it is focused it must precede the verb and occupy the designated focus

position.

(31) a. Nem hagyta (Ptternek) elvin-ne-m (Ptternek) a
not let-3SG (Peter-DAT) take-INF-1 SG (Peter-DAT)    the
konyvet (P6ternek)

book-ACC (Peter-DAT)
'He did not let me take the book to Peter.'

i2 For a different opinion cf. Den Dikken (1995:254).
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b.     Nem hagyta [Fpcsak P TERNEK] odaad-no-m a meghivdt.
not   let-3SG only Peter-DAT give-INF-1SG the invitation-ACC
'He did not let me give the invitation only to Peter.'

Disambiguation, however, is possible by choosing such an embedded predicate and
dative marked DP that ambiguity is excluded due to their lexical sematics.

(32) a. Nem hagytam PAlnak visszakulde-ni a levelet a feladdnak.
not     let-1 SG Paul-DAT back-send-INFthe letter-ACCthe sender-DAT
'I did not let Paul send back the letter to the sender.'

b.       Nem hagytam PAlnak a tegnapi hiist odaadni a macskinak.
not    let-1 SG Paul-DAT the yesterday meat give-INF the cat-DAT
'I did not let Paul give the meat from yesterday to the cat.'

Since senders do not send back their own letters and cats do not give meat to
humans, in (32) Pal is unambiguously interpreted as the Permissee argument. As
expected, these sentences are grammatical.

5.3.5  Interim summary

Before I embark on the task of spelling out my analysis of permissive
constructions in Hungarian, let me summarize the empirical data introduced in §5.3.
First, I have shown that the Hungarian permissive verbs hagy and enged can take
either a finite hogy-clause or an infinitival clause as their complement. In the former
case the Permissee argument must be a dative marked DP. In the latter case,
however, there are two options. The Permissee bears either accusative Case (hagy-
ACC) or dative Case (hag-DAT construction). Definiteness agreement on the
matrix verb and person-number agreement on the embedded infinitive sharply
distinguishes the two constructions. The facts concerning definiteness agreement are
schematized in (33) (=(16)):

(33)   a.      7matrix [S bjACC Vinf ObjACC ] (hag-ACC)
dc£agr

b.        V matrix SUbjDAT   Vinf
Ob ACC

(hagy-DAT)
dcfagr

As for the possibility of agreement morphology on the embedded infinitive, I
have also shown that agreement marking is exclusively tied to the presence of a
dative Permissee argument, i.e. to the pattern given in (33b). It is only in the case of
the hagy-DAT construction that the infinitive can be inflected. (cf. (17),(19) and
GO) where agreement marking on the infinitive is only grammatical in the (d) and
the (e) examples). The complete picture concerning the

a eement
phenomena in

Hungarian permissive constructions is summarized in (34).

n I leave out from this representation person-number agreement between the matrix subject and the
matrix permissive verb. That instance of subject-verb agreement is not subject to any variation across
the different permissive constructions. (cf. (18))
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(34) a. Vmatrix [SubjAcc Vinrl-*Agr    ObjAcc ] (/lag-ACC)11
Del.agr.

pers.-numb.agr.

b.          marix S biDAT   Vinf +Agr O ACC
(hagy-DAT)

' d.[ast.

I have also discussed the possibility of pro-drop of the Permissee argument.
We have seen that pro-drop is allowed in both the hag-ACC and the hag-DAT
constructions, but the identification requirement on pro is satisfied in different ways.
In the hagy-ACC construction definiteness agreement on the finite matrix verb
allows pro-drop of the accusative marked Permissee. 14 In the hagy-DAT
construction definiteness agreement cannot come into consideration: only accusative
marked elements trigger definiteness agreement on the finite verb. Instead, the
identification requirement on pro is satisfied by the appearance of agreement
morphology on the embedded infinitive. The representation given in (34b), however,
leaves open the question whether the dative Permissee argument is base-generated as
the subject of the embedded infinitival clause or is an internal (0-marked) argument
of the matrix verb. It leaves vague the categorial status of the infinitival argument.  Is
it a full clause or a reduced one? Are we dealing with a dative control structure (with
embedded CP) or with a monoclausal structure (embedded VP)? In the next section I
try to answer this questions by investigating the syntactic and semantic properties of
the Permissee argument.

5.4 The source of the dative: the structure of
Hungarian permissive constructions

Although the schematic structures in (33) and (34) above are adequate to illustrate
the agreement phenomena in permissive constructions, they are oversimplified as
syntactic representations. In particular, we need to address the following questions
now:

•  Is hag-ACC an ECM (Accusativus cum Infinitivo (AcI)) construction or an
object control construction?

•  Is hagy-DAT an ECM construction (Dativus cum Infinitivo (DcI)) or a dative
control construction or some other construction?

•     Does complex predicate formation take place during the derivation of the hagy-
DAT construction?

14 Due to the fact that definiteness agreement does not encode the 9-features of the agreeing
argument, the dropped pronominal cannot in every case be unambiguously reconstructed from the
(in)definiteness agreement of the matrix verb. When it bears definite agreement morphology, it
unequivocally refers to a third person element. Indefinite agreement on the verb, however, is
compatible with either a first or a second person pronoun.

(i)         Nem hagyott pro TV-t ntzni.
not let-3SG.INDEF TV-ACC watch-INF
'He did not let me/you/us/youp, watch TV.'
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In §5.4.1-§5.4.3 I concentrate on the first two questions posed here. I examine the

syntactic and semantic properties of both the hagy-ACC and the hagy-DAT
construction and on the basis of empirical facts I provide an answer to these two

questions. Then in §5.4.4 I address the third question concerning complex predicate
formation, or in different terminology 'reanalysis'. Tackling that question will
involve a consideration of the Romance and Germanic causative constructions as
well.

5.4.1   Case-assigning properties ofhagy and enged

Let us consider the hagy-ACC permissive construction first.

(35) Nem hagyta Janost a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.DEF John-ACC the film-ACC through-watch-INF
'He did not let John watch that film to the end.'

The two possible structures for the hagy-ACC are itllustrated in (36): ECM
(36a) and object control (36b). 15,16

(36)   a. [Agvp DPi(ACC)  hagy  [Tp ti  V+ni [Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]
* Case |

b. hqgy DPi(ACC) [cp C' [Tp PROi V+ni [Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]
  Case+0-role 

As discussed in §5.3 hag/enged cannot take a /log-clause and an ACC-
marked direct object. The ungrammaticality of such a construction was illustrated in
(7), repeated here as (37a). The Permissee argument must bear dative Case when it
is unequivocally the argument of the matrix predicate, as shown in (37b). This is
unexpected if (361,) is the correct structure of the hagy-ACC construction. In other
words, if accusative Case on Jdnos in (35) is 0-related and .hinos is the internal
argument of hag, then (37a) is expected to be grammatical, contrary to fact.

(37)    a. *Nem hagyta JAnost, hogy a filmet

not let-3SG.DEF John-ACC that the film-ACC

vdgig-ndz-ze.
through-watch-SBJ3SG
'He did not let John watch that film to the end.'

b. Nern hagyta Janos-nak (azt), hogy a filmet
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT that-ACC   that the film-ACC
vagig-ndz-ze.
throught-watch-SBJ3SG
'He did not let John watch that film to the end.'

15 In view of the fact that ACC Case is never assigned to the subject from within infinitival  clauses  in

Hungarian, we can safely claim that ACC Case on the permisee is assigned by the matrix verb.
16 In the LGB framework ECM structures did not necessarily involve movement into the higher
clause. Rather, it was assumed that structural Case-marking takes place across an IP boundary. In
current terminology, however, this translates into subject-to-object movement into matrix AgroP, a
view that I adopt here.
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The contrast in (37) follows immediately if we assume that it is only dative Case
that is 0-related (i.e. inherent) in Hungarian permissive constructions. The 0-role
associated with the Permissee argument is invariably tied together with dative Case.

This assumption is supported by the fact that the verbs hagv/enged cannot take two
accusative marked DP arguments.

(38) a. Nern hagyul Ozenetet Ptternek.
not left-1SG.INDEF message-ACC Peter-DAT
'You did not leave a message for Peter.'

b.    *Nem   hagyul / hagytad Pdtert uzenetet.
not left-1 SG.INDEF/1SG.DEF Pltert-ACC message-ACC
'You did not leave Peter a message.'

In fact, the genemlization is valid for all triadic verbs in Hungarian that take an
accusative Case-marked direct object and a dative Case-marked indirect object.
These verbs never take two accusative objects. Thus we can say that Hungarian has
no inherent accusative Case. These facts show us that an object control analysis of
the hagy-ACC construction is highly problematic and cannot be motivated on
independent grounds. An ECM analysis, on the other hand, is motivated by the fact
that the verbs hag/enged do have the capacity to assign structural accusative Case. I
therefore conclude that the hagy-ACC is an ECM construction. Further empirical
support from this conclusion will be provided in §5.4.3 where I examine whether
any selectional restrictions apply to the Permissee argument in the /lagy-DAT and
the hag-ACC constructions.

Let us now turn to the hagy-DAT construction and to the question about its
syntactic structure and the source of dative Case on the Permissee argument. In
principle there are three possibilities:

(39) Nature of dative Case on the Permissee argument:

i.               Dative Case  is a structural Case checked in some functional projection of the
embedded infinitival clause, not connected to the matrix predicate at all.

ii.       Dative Case is checked in some fuctional projection connected to the matrix
predicate hag/enged. It is a structural dative Case that is not 0-related
(ECM-like structure).

iii.     Dative Case is an inherent, 0-related Case assigned by the matrix predicate
hagv/enged together with a 0-role.  It is a lexical property of these predicates
that they assign dative Case to their Permissee argument. (Dative Control)

(40) Possible structures for the hag-DAT:

a.    hagy  [cp [Agrsp DP(DJT)  Agr [Tp V+ni[Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]
Trage   1

b        i(DAT) ha[Agrop DP

* Case  y  [Tp 4  V+ni  [Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]

c. hop' DPi(DAT) [cp [Agrsp eci Agr [Tp V+ni IAgrop DP(ACC) ...]]]
Case+0-role  
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Options (39ii) and (39iii) (corresponding to structures (40b-c)) are supported
by the  fact that when /lagy and enged take DP complements instead of an infinitival
clause, then dative Case is assigned to (one of) the nominal argument(s).

(41) a. Nem hagytam Pdternek uzenetet.
not left-1 SG.INDEF Peter-DATmessage-ACC
'I did not leave a message for Peter.'

b.  Sakk-ban soha nem enged-ett az ellenfel-bnek.
chess-in never not let-3SG the opponent-3SGposs -DAT
'He never gave an advance to his opponent in chess.'

c. Vagul engedett  a  kulso nyomds-nak.
finally let-3SG the outsidepressure-DAT
'Finally he gave in to pressure from the outside.'

Although in Gil) the predicates are used in a different sense (idiomatic in (41c)), as
shown in the English paraphrases, these examples can still be used as an argument
that hagy/enged do have the ability to assign dative Case. We could for instance
claim that there is only one lexical item hag/enged and that the exact meaning of
the predicate depends  on the construction it is  used in. As verbs of permission, they
must take a propositional complement in addition to a DP complement. Although we
must admit that Gil) in itself does not constitute conclusive evidence in favour of
option (39ii) or (39iii), it makes one a bit more cautious to adopt option (39i)
without compelling evidence in its favour. 17

A more convincing argument in favour of the dative control analysis comes
from examples involving a finite /log-clause. In case of (37b) the matrix verb hagy
is a triadic verb that assigns dative Case to its indirect object and accusative Case to
its clausal complement, or to be more precise, to the (null) pronominal coindexed
with the clausal complement. The structure given in (40c) thus assigns permissives
with hogy-clause complements and hagy-DAT constructions the same structural
representation.

A possible counter-argument against such an analysis could be constructed

along the following lines: ifdative Case on the Permissee is the Case associated with
the matrix predicate /lag (either as inherent Case or as structural Case)18, then it
should always be assigned to the argument bearing the Permissee 0-role irrespective
of the (in)transitivity of the embedded infinitive. But as discussed in §5.3.1, this is

17 In the literature on causative structures it has been argued by several authors that the particular
Case pattern exhibited in transitive causative structures is closely related to the Case-assigning
properties of the matrix verb. As Baker (1988) observes causatives of intransitive verbs function
similarly in different languages. The Causee is always the direct object. It is only in the case of
transitive causative structures that Case-variations are attested. Both Marantz (1984) and Baker
(1988) observe that the Case  form of the Causee in a particular language  is not random.  It is identical
to the Case  form of the goal argument in a prepositional triadic construction of the given language.  In
their treatment of causative construction, however, this correspondence remains totally accidental.
They analyse prepositions of Causees as inserted Case-markers forced by the Case Filter.
18 At this moment I am not concerned with the choice between the structures given in (4Ob) and (40c)
but only with the question of whether assignment of dative Case can be associated with the matrix
predicate in any way or is completely independent of it. The choice between (40b) and (40c) will be
considered shortly.
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not the case (cf. (Bb), repeated here as (42)). Dative Case is only available when the
embedded infinitive is transitive.

(42) *Kati hagyta Janes-nak elmen-ni.

Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-DAT away-go-INF
'Kate let John go away.'

It is conceivable, however, that the ungrammaticality of (42) is due to
independent reasons and that the observed restriction on the transitivity of the
embedded predicate does not constitute compelling evidence against considering the
matrix  verb to  be the source of dative  Case.

If an ECM analysis of hagv-DAT turns out to be the right one, then such an
independent reason can be economy considerations, for instance. This idea is
present in Marantz's (1984) and Baker's (1988) analysis of causative structures.
Causative constructions involve complex predicate formation by head-movement of
the embedded verb to the causative verb. The complex verb can assign accusative
Case since the causative verb itself has that property. The logical subject of an
embedded intransitive verb is assigned accusative Case and no additional Case is
needed. Marantz's (1984) and Baker's (1988) consider Case assignment to the
Causee in transitive causative constructions a marked last resort mechanism forced

by the Case Filter. For causatives of intransitive verbs the accusative Case assigned
by the causative verb suffices, given that there is only one argument in need of Case.
This is not enough, however, for transitive causatives, where there are two
arguments in need of Case. Marantz (1984) and Baker (1988) both claim that the
Case problem is overcome by resorting to a marked Case assignment mechanism. A
slightly different view is advocated in Guasti's (1993) analysis of Romance
causative Constructions.'9 Guasti criticizes the view expressed in Marantz (1984)
and Baker (1988) on two grounds. First, such a last resort Case assignment
procedure leads one to expect complete idiosyncracy with respect to Case forms of
Causees both cross-linguistically and within a single language, contrary to facts.
Second, a purely syntactic analysis cannot be on the right track since languages

resort to more than one way to solve the 'Case problem' in transitive causatives. The
different mechanisms usually encode (slightly) different meanings.20 Most
importantly to our concerns here, Guasti's analysis shares one important aspect of
the accounts of transitive causative constructions given in Marantz (1984) and Baker
(1988): assignment of dative Case to the Causee is evoked only when necessary.

Although the source of dative Case is not a late-inserted 'dummy' Case-marker but
the causative verb itself, it only assignes its (optional) dative Case when the
available accusative Case is not insufficient to satisfy the Case filter.

If hagy-DAT constructions involve a dative control structure, then such
economy considerations cannot be appealed to. Dative Case is a 0-related inherent
Case assigned to a matrix argument. No complex predicate formation takes place.
(In)transitivity of the infinitive should make no difference to the availability of
dative Case. It is, however, possible to defend a dative Control analysis in the face
of the illicit example in (42). There is independent evidence, that hagy/enged are
invariably transitive verbs. They can never be used intransitively, unspecified object

19 See also Broekhuis and Gronemeyer (1997) for an economy based approach involving minimal
steps.
20 The most widely discussed pair is the so calledfaire-,htlnitive (FI) andfaire-par construction (FP).
See Guasti (1993) for extensive discussion.
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deletion (UOD) is ungrammatical with these verbs. It is only the dative marked
indirect object that is optional.

(43) Pater hagyott *(egy kis levest) (Marinak).

Peter left-3SG a little soup-ACC Mary-DAT
'Peter left some soup for Mary.'

Let us assume that hagy and enged are invariably associated with an
accusative Case feature and that this feature can only be checked by some DP. A
nominal category must eliminate the Case-feature associated with hagy/enged in the
course of the derivation in order to have a convergent derivation. Ungrammaticality
of (42) now follows under the plausible assumption that infinitival complements in
Hungarian are not nominal categories. In (42) there is no appropriate element to
check the accusative Case-feature. Finite hogy-clauses in Hungarian behave

differently. They are always associated with a Case-marked pronominal element,
realized either overtly or as a null pronominal.21 Consequently, in (44) and also in
(37b) the pronominal checks the accusative Case-feature ofthe matrix verb.

(44) a. Kati hagyta JAnos-nak azt/pro, hogy elmenjen.
Kate let-3SG.DEF John-DAT that-ACC that away-go-SUBJ3SG
'Kate let John go away./Kate allowed John to go away.'

I conclude that the ungrammaticality of (42) does not in itself constitute an
argument against the structures (4Ob) and (40c).

5.4.2   Binding properties of the dative Permissee

In order to decide between the options given in (40) 1 proceed to examine the
syntactic make-up of the complement clause. The first question to ask is whether
there is any direct evidence that the dative DP is part of the infinitival clause. The
structural representations given in (40a) and (4Ob,c) make different predictions with
respect to certain syntactic phenomena. In particular, (4Oa) predicts that the dative
DP exhibits the structural properties associated with embedded subjects, while
(4Ob,c) argues for a matrix indirect object status of the dative DP.  As for the choice

between (4Ob) and (40c), it depends on one's exact assumptions about ECM. At LF
the syntactic position of the dative DP is identical in (4Ob) and (40c). Whether it is
different at S-structure (at Spell-out) depends on whether movement of the
Permissee involves overt A-movement or covert (feature) movement. While there is
no controversy about the base-generated position of the embedded subjects of ECM
constructions, there is some debate as for its exact position at Spell-out and at LF.

Lasnik & Saito (1991) present several arguments that support the claim that
John in (45) occupies a structural position in the matrix clause already at the Spell-
out point.

(45) I believed/accused/proved John to have blackmailed Bill.

2i As I argue in §4.2.3, these pronominal elements are arguments while the hogy-clause is in adjunct
position. I have also shown that infinitival clauses can never be associated with a (null or overt)
pronominal.
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If their conclusion is right and ECM involves overt A-movement of the
embedded subject then the representations given in (4Ob) and (40c) are
indistinguishable as  far as the structural position of the Permissee is concerned and
the choice between them has to be based on additional considerations.

Lasnik & Saito (1991) devise three tests in order to establish whether the
ECM subject occupies a structural position in the embedded clause or in the matrix
clause. These tests are based on the behaviour of the embedded subject of the ECM
construction with respect to c-command into comparative clauses, the licensing of

anaphors contained in matrix adjuncts and the licensing of negative polarity items

(NPI) within matrix adjuncts. I will first illustrate how these tests differentiate
between the embedded subject of an ECM construction and that of a that-clause
complement in English and then proceed to apply two of these tests to the hagy-
DAT construction.

Consider the contrast between (46a) and (46b,c), taken from Lasnik & Saito

(1991).

(46) a. Sue believes that hei is a genius even more fervently than Bob'si mother
does.

b.    *Sue believes himi even more fervently than Bob'si mother does.
c.    *Sue believes himi to be a genius even more fervently than Bob'si mother

does.

(46a) is grammatical because the referential expression Bob is not c-commanded by
any coindexed nominal. Ungrammaticality of (46b) illustrates that the object of a
clause c-commands comparative clauses (at the relevant level). Condition C
correctly excludes (46b). Ungrammaticality of (46c) indicates that embedded

subjects of ECM constructions pattern with matrix objects and not with embedded

subjects.
The logic of the argument based on binding of anaphors and licensing of

NPIs is the same. The embedded subject of ECM behaves on a par with the matrix
object and not on a par with the subject of an embedded that-clause. As for the
binding of anaphoric expressions, the antecedent of a reciprocal must c-command
the reciprocal (again at the relevant level of representation) for the reciprocal to be
licit. While the embedded subject cannot c-command the reciprocal contained in the
matrix adjunct as shown by the ungrammaticality of (47a), the object of the matrix
clause is able  to do so, given the grammaticality of (47b).  As the grammatical status
of (47c) shows the embedded subject of the ECM construction patterns with matrix
objects and not with the embedded subject offinite clauses.

(47)   a.    *The DA proved [that the defendantsi were guilty] during each other'si
trials.

b.     ?The DA accused the defendantsi during each other'si trials.
c.    ?The DA proved [the defendantsi to be guilty] during each other'si trials.

In the same vein, licensing of NPIs requires that some negative element c-
command the NPI. Once again embedded subjects of ECM constructions pattern

together with matrix objects and not with subjects ofembedded finite clauses.
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(48)   a.     *The DA proved [that none of the defendants were guilty] during any of
the trials.

b.     The DA accused none ofthe defendants during any ofthe trials.
c.      The DA proved [none of the defendants to be guilty] during any of the

trials.

Let us now turn to permissive constructions in Hungarian. It should be
mentioned at this point that only two of the three tests mentioned above are
applicable to Hungarian. Negative arguments like nothing, noone, none Of NP
cannot on their own license NPIs in Hungarian.22 Matrix negation must also be
present.  For this reason one cannot attribute the grammaticality of an NPI within the
matrix adjunct to the c-commanding properties of the object itsel£

In order to see whether the structural position of the dative marked Permissee
in hagy-DAT constructions is on a par with matrix indirect objects or with subjects
of embedded /tog-clauses, let us consider whether a referential expression can be
coindexed with a dative pronominal Permissee. 23

(49) a. Janos kOnnyebben elhiszi,    hogy pro,   8szinte, mint Katii anyja.
John easier believes that honest  than Kati mother
'John believes that she is honest more easily than Kate's mother does.'

b. ?*JinoskOnnyebben hisz nekii, mint Katii anyja.
John easier believes she-DAT than Kate mother-3SGposs
'John believes in her more easily than Kate's mother does.'

c.   ?*JAnos konnyebben hagyja neki, hogy a vdlemdnyift kifejezze,
John easier let shei-DAT that the opinion express-

SBJ
mint Katii anyja.
than Kate mother-3SGposs
'John lets her express her opinion more easily than Kate's mother does.'

d.   ?*Jinos konnyebben hagyja nekii a vdlemdnylt kifejezni,
mint
John   easier let she-DAT the opinion express-INF
than

Katii anyja.
Kate mother-3SGposs
'John lets her express her opinion more easily than Kate's mother does.'

Ungrammaticality of (49b,c) shows that dative nominals that are 0-marked and
Case-marked by the matrix verb c-command referential expressions embedded in a
comparative clause. The hagy-DAT construction in (49d) patterns together with
(49b,c) in exhibiting a Condition C violation. (49a) is grammatical since the subject
of the complement clause cannot c-command an argument embedded in the
comparative. We thus see that datives in /lag-DAT constructions must be
structurally high enough to c-command into matrix adjuncts at the relevant level.

22 For detailed discussion of NPI-licensing in Hungarian see T6th (1995, 1999).
23 Grammatical judgements in (49) are not as clear-cut as one would like them to be.
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The hagy-ACC construction behaves identically with the hag-DAT
construction in this respect. The accusative Case-marked argument cannot be
coreferential with the referential expression of the comparative clause.

(50)  a. ?*Janos kOnnyebben hagyja Oti/proi elmenni, mint Kati anyja.
John easier let she-ACC away-go than Kate mother-
3SGposs
'John lets her go away easier than Kate's mother does.'

Before proceeding to the second test, which involves reciprocals embedded
in a matrix adjunct, I will demonstrate that simple anaphor binding facts already
show that the structure given in (40a) faces empirical problems. The matrix subject
can license a dative reciprocal Permissee as (51) indicates.

(51) A    lAnyokinem   hagythk egymAs-naki a fiukat meghfvni.
the girls not let-3PL each other-DATthe boys-ACC invite-INF
'The girls did not let each other invite the boys.'

These facts can be accomodated under both (4Ob) and (40c), but not under
(40a) where the matrix subject and the dative reciprocal would be in different
binding domains, given the presence of an accessible SUBJECT, namely, the
embedded Agr node. In other words, in view of (51) the dative reciprocal must
either be base generated in the matrix clause or it must move into the matrix clause
to be 'exceptionally' Case-marked. In either case the grammaticality of (51) follows
since at LF the anaphor has an appropriate local antecedent in the matrix clause. For
this reason the grammaticality of (51) cannot decide between a dative control and an
ECM type analysis. It is compatible with both analyses.

Considering reciprocals embedded in matrix adjuncts, we obtain similar
results. In (52a) /tag takes a hogy-clause as its object and a dative marked DP (the
Permiseee) as its indirect object. The grammaticality of this example shows that the
dative Permissee in this construction c-commands into the matrix adverbial at some
point in the derivation. The important point for us is that (52b) patterns with (52a)
and not with the ungrammatical (52c), where there is no available matrix antecedent
for the reciprocal. Finally, (52d) shows that in the case of the hagy-ACC
construction, the embedded subject of the infinitive also behaves as a matrix object.

(52) a. A tandr csak egymAs feleletei soran  hagyta
the    teacher    only each other tests-3PL poss during let-3SG.DEF
a     didkok-nak,    hogy elhagyjAk a termet.
the   students-DAT that leave-3PL.SBJ the classroom
'It was only during each other's tests that the teacher allowed to the
students that they leave the classroom.'

b. A tandr csak egymas feleletei sorin  hagyta
the    teacher   only each other tests-3PLposs during let-3SG.DEF
a diakok-nak elhagy-ni a termet.
the students-DAT leave-INF the classroom
'It was only during each other's tests that the teacher let the students
leave the classroom.'
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c.  *A tandr csak egymis feleletei soran latta,

the teacheronly each other tests-3PLposs during saw-3SG
hogy a diakok elhagyjak a termet.
that the students-NOM leave-3PL the classroom

'It was only during each other's tests that the teacher saw that the
students leave the classroom.'

d.  A tanar csak egymds feleletei sordn  hagyta
theteacher  only each other tests-3PLposs during saw-3SG.DEF
a diakok-at elhagy-ni a termet.
the students-ACC leave-INF the classroom
'It was only during each other's tests that the teacher let the students
leave the classroom.'

In (53) I repeat the possible representations that I considered at the outset of this
section. (cf. (40))

(53) Possible structures for the hagy-DAT:

a.     hagy  [CP [Agrsp DP(I)  )B  r [Tp V+ni[Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]

b. [Agrop DPi(DAT)  ha
* Case  7  [TP ti  V+ni

[Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]

c.     hqgy  DPi(DAT) [CP [Agrsp eci [Tp V+ni[Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]
 Case·+0-role  

Our investigation into the binding properties of dative Permissees in the hagy-DAT
leads to the conclusion that (53a) cannot be the correct representation of the hae
DAT construction. This leaves us with (53b) and (53c). It seems to be the case,
however, that there is no way to structurally distinguish ECM-type Case-marking
from cases where Case-marking is by the subcategorizing verb, i.e. structure (53b)
from (53c), on the basis of the binding facts discussed above. Lasnik & Saito (1991)
argue that the empirical evidence presented suggests that Case-checking in ECM
structures involves overt movement of the nominal element into the matrix clause.
This conclusion, however, is only valid if certain assumptions are made. In
particular, if the level of representation relevant to Condition C, binding of anaphors
(Condition A) and licensing of NPIs is S-structure, as has been argued by some
researchers (Chomsky 1981, Saito (1986, 1989), Lasnik & Saito (1991, 1992),
among others), then we can conlcude from the discussion above that ECM
constructions (both in English and in Hungarian) involve overt raising of the
embedded subject into the matrix clause. In other words, the embedded subject
moves to a functional projection of the matrix clause prior to Spell-Out.  Similarly,
on the basis of the data presented in (49) and (52) we can conclude that the
Permissee of the hagy-DAT construction also occupies a matrix position at Spell-
Out. In such a case a principled choice between (53b) and (53c) cannot be made on
the basis of the binding facts alone. If, however, Binding Conditions apply at  LF, as
has been argued by Chomsky (1993, 1995), then the data above only indicate that
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the embedded subject of the infinitive occupies some Spec,AgrP position at LF.24 In
such a scenario again a choice between (53b) and (53c) cannot be forced on the basis
of the binding facts since it is true of both (53b) and (53c) that at LF the dative
Permissee occupies a matrix position at LF.

In addition to the problem that the binding facts and the NPI-licensing facts
in general do not seem to provide solid arguments in favour of an overt subject-to-
object raising analysis of ECM constructions, there seems to be another
complication with the binding facts. Pettiward (1998) provides new empirical data
that undermines a movement analysis of ECM construction (independently of the
question of overt or covert raising). The counter-argument against a movement
analysis comes from the fact that non-subjects of the infinitival clause in an ECM
construction (called ECM objects by Pettiward) also show signs of c-commanding
elements of the matrix clause. Thus ECM objects pattern together with ECM-
subjects and not with subjects of embedded tensed clauses. This contrast is
illustrated in (54) and (55).

(54)  a. *?Joan expects [himi to be acquitted] even more confidently than Bobi's
mother does.

b.    *? Joan expects [the DA to acquit himi] even more confidently than Bobi's
mother does.

(55) a. Joan expects [that hei will be acquitted] even more confidently than
Bobi,S
mother does.

b. Joan expects [that the DA will acquit himi] even more confidently than
Bobi'S
nnother does.

The parallel between (54a) and (54b) and the contrast between (54b) and (55) is
surprising if the ungrammaticality of (54a) is explained in terms of A-movement of
the ECM-subject into the matrix clause thus triggering condition C violation.
Pettiward's point is that we do not expect the ECM-object to undergo similar
movement. There are no reasons for such movement to take place. Yet, the
embedded object behaves as if it occupied a structural position within the matrix
clause at the level where condition C applies.

Similar contrasts obtain when we examine NPI-licensing of matrix adjuncts
by elements ofthe embedded clause:

24 A third possibility also exists: some conditions of Binding Theory apply at LF, while others apply
earlier. This is the view defended in Lebeaux (1998). Lebeaux argues that the positive condition of
BT, Condition A, applies at the interface LF if the full force of reconstruction (or its equivalent, the
copy theory of movement) is accepted. The "negative conditions of BT (Condition B and C),
however, cannot be argued to apply only at LF. Lebeaux shows that these two conditions require that
at no point in the derivation may they be violated. Thus, they hold throughout the derivation. In GB
terminology, Lebeaux claims that Condition B and C apply at D-structure, S-structure and LF.
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(56) a. The DA proved [none of the defendants to be guilty] during any of the
trials.

b.        The DA proved [the guilt to  lie with none of the defendants] during any
ofthe trials.

(57)    a.       *The DA proved  [that none of the defendants were guilty] during any of
the trials.

b.    *The DA proved [that the guilt lay with none of the defendants] during
any of the trials.

The behaviour of NPIs in (56) and (57) pose the same problem for a movement
analysis of ECM subjects as the binding facts above. If (56a) is grammatical because
the negative ECM subject moves into the matrix clause and thus c-commands into
the matrix adjunct then it is difficult to make sense of the grammaticality of (561)).
Why would the embedded object move into the matrix clause? On the basis of these

empirical facts Pettiward suggests to abandon the movement analysis of ECM
constructions altogher. She tentatively considers two alternatives, one based on
some notion of 'restructuring' and another based on Williams' (1994) treatment of
binding as theta-binding. The latter can successfully cope with the binding facts
concerning Condition C that was shown in (54) and (55). Since in Williams'
framework binding does not directly involve configurational relations, lack of c-
command from the embedded subject and object position of an ECM structure does
not exclude binding into the matrix adjunct. Without going into the details of such a
possible account, let it be remarked that it cannot be extended to the NPI-licensing
facts.

For this reason the alternative based on the notion of restructuring seems

more promising. The idea behind such an account is that ECM would involve
complex predicate formation. This may look an unusual proposal for English ECM
constructions, but not for German and Romance languages. As Pettiward points out,
the parallel between the behaviour of embedded arguments with respect to binding
and NPI-licensing and the their behaviour with respect to 'clause-union' phenomena
(long-distance scrambling and long-passive in German, clitic climbing and long-
passive in Italian) are at least suggestive that they should be subsumed under a
unified account. Since several linguists proposed to treat the restructuring
phenomena found in Germanic and Romance languages as involving complex verb
formation, it is plausible that the facts involving c-command of the embedded
arguments into matrix adjuncts can also be treated in a similar fashion. The details
of such an analysis, however, require further research.

After this digression into the structural properties of ECM constructions in
general, let us turn back to our original question concerning the correct structural
representation of the hagy-DAT construction. We see by now that our investigations
into the binding properties of the dative argument have proved rather inconclusive.
The only solid conclusion that we can draw from the above discussion is that the
structure given in (53a) cannot be the correct representation. In no respect does the
dative Permissee of the hagy-DAT construction behave like the embedded subject of
a 'closed domain' (for instance the nominative subject of tensed clauses or the dative
subject of non-restructuring infinitival clauses). This is an important result since we
know from independent evidence that structural dative Case is available in
Hungarian infinitival clauses. We have seen in Chapter 1 and 2 that when the matrix
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predicate is monadic, i.e. when there is no matrix controller present, dative subjects
do appear within infinitival clauses:

(58) a. Ilyen hidegben muszaj [a t6nak befagy-ni-a].
such   cold-INESS must the lake-DAT PV-freeze-INF-3SG
'In such a cold weather the lake must freeze.'

b.     Illetlensdg   volt [PAlnak ilyen kds6n    drkez-ni-e].
impolitenesswas Paul-DAT  so late arrive-1NF-3SG
'It was impolite [for Paul/him to arrive  so  late].

As illustrated in (59), the permissive verbs hagy and enged have both a dyadic and a
triadic use, at least when they take finite hogy-clause complements.

(59) a. Nem hagyta JAnos-nak, hogy pro a   filmet  ndzze.
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT that the film watch-SBJ3SG
'He did not allow John to watch the film:

b.       Nem hag)ta hogy a virig   kisdradjon.
not  let-3SG.DEF  that the flower out-dry-SBJ3SG
'He did not allow it to happen that the flower dries out.'

Given the option of taking a single clausal argument as in (59b), with no Permissee
argument present in the matrix clause, it is important to exclude the hypothetical
structure given in (60a) (=(53a)) for sentences like the one in (6Ob).

(60)   a.      hag Icl' [Agrsp DP(DAT)  Agro [Tp V+ni IAgrop DP(ACC) ...]]]

b.       Nem hagyta Janos-nak a filmet ntz-ni.
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT the film-ACC watch-INF
'He did not allow John to watch the film.'

In view of the above discussion we can conclude that in the hagy-DAT
construction the dative Permissee argument occupies a syntactic position in the

25matrix clause and thus we can exclude (60a).
In the next section I will try to establish the structure of hagy-DAT

constructions on the basis of different considerations. I will concentrate on the
thematic and semantic properties of the permissive construction. These
considerations will prove to be more conclusive about the syntactic position of the
dative Permissee.

5.4.3  Selectional restrictions on the dative Permissee

One of the hallmarks of ECM constructions is that there is no 0-relation
between the matrix predicate and the embedded subject of the infinitival clause.

25 This conclusion does not imply that there is not a dative marked (null pronominal) embedded
subject in the infinitival clause. In fact, our final conclusion will be that in the hagy-DAT
construction the dative Permissee argument is coreferential with a null embedded subject. Since we
have shown that in infinitival constructions with inflected infinitives the embedded subject has
structural dative Case, the 'controlled' subject is pro. It cannot have independent reference since it is
the I-subject of an anaphoric Agrs(cf. Chapter 2).
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Consequently, the matrix predicate can impose no selectional/thematic requirements
on the embedded subject. In control constructions, however, the matrix verb and the
matrix controller are in a thematic relation and the matrix predicate can restrict the
range of possible arguments by imposing selectional restrictions on them. One way
to decide whether the permissive construction has an ECM structure and a dative
control structure is to see whether the matrix predicate /lagy/enged imposes any
selectional restrictions on the dative Permissee. In this section I compare the
behaviour of the Permissee argument in the hagy-ACC and the hagy-DAT
constructions with respect to its semantic/thematic properties. First I investigate
whether idiomatic expressions can appear in permissive constructions. Then I
examine whether the Permissee can be inanimate and finally I turn to the question of
whether any additional semantic constraints hold in permissive constructions. On the
basis of these three tests a clear-cut picture emerges: in the hagy-ACC construction
no restrictions obtain. In the hagy-DAT construction selectional restrictions apply
excluding certain types of dative arguments. From this I conclude that the hag-
ACC construction should be analyzed as involving an ECM structure while the
hagy-DAT construction exhibits characteristics associated with control structure and
is best analyzed as an instantiation ofdative control.

5.4.3.1 Idioms
The two distinct permissive constructions are exemplified  by  (6 la)  and

(6lb).

(61) a. Nem hagyta JAnost azt a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.

not let-3SG.DEF John-ACC that the film-ACC through-watch-
INF
'He did not let John watch that film to the end.'

b. Nem hagyta JAnos-nak azt a filmet vdgig-ndz-ni.
not let-3SG.DEF John-DAT   that the film-ACC through-watch-
INF
'He did not let John watch the film to the end.'

In these cases it seems hard to discern any difference in meaning between the two
examples. One has an intuition that it is only in the case of (6 1 b) that .kinos directly
receives permission.  In  (61 a) no permission is given to ./dnos. The event expressed
by the infinitive is permitted to take place and Jtinos happens to be the Agent of that
event.26 This distinction is hard to pin down when the Permissee is a human being.
There are, however, various ways to illustrate that the hagy-ACC and the hagy-DAT
differ not only syntactically but also semantically.

The most salient semantic difference concerns selectional restrictions
imposed on the Permissee argument by the matrix predicate. In the hagy-ACC
construction, no selectional restrictions apply. This is expected, given the widely
accepted view that ECM involves a strictly structural relation between the matrix
verb and the embedded subject. The embedded subject only receives structural
accusative Case from the matrix verb (or in current terminology, in the matrix

26 A similar difference between direct and indirect causation is attested in Romance faire-infinitive
(FI) andfaire-par (FP) constructions.
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AgroP). No theta-relations exist.27 Accordingly, ECM constructions allow for
infinitival complements with expletive subjects while control constructions do not.
Whether an expletive subject is allowed in any of the two permissive constructions
in Hungarian, however, cannot be tested. Hungarian lacks there-constructions
altogether. Thus the contrast shown in (62) cannot be reproduced.28

(62) a. I believe there to be light. (ECM)
b.    *I force there [PRO to be light]. (Control)

Idioms provide us with a clear contrast, however. In the hagy-ACC
constructions idioms can freely appear, as illustrated by (63). This is expected if
hagy-ACC is an ECM-like construction.

(63) Nem engedem a szOget ki-buj-ni  a ik-b61.
not let-1 SG.DEF the nail-ACC out-come-INF the sack-from
'I do not let the cat come out ofthe bag.'

b. Nem hagyom a poklot el-szabadul-ni.
not     let the hell-ACC away-break-INF
'I do not let things get out of control.'

Let us now turn to the hagy-DAT. Although the idiomatic expressions that
give grammatical results in the hagy-ACC constructions cannot appear in the hae
DAT construction, this state of affairs in itself does not tell us whether selectional
restrictions apply in the hagy-DAT construction. The contrast between (63) and (64)
can be attributed to the fact that the /lag-DAT construction is ungrammatical when
the infinitive is an intransitive verb for independent reasons (cf. §5.4.1).

27 In the LGB framework this property of ECM constructions follows from the constraint that 0-roles
can only be assigned at D-structure and 0-role assignment involves a local relation. The embedded
subject therefore cannot receive any 0-role from the matrix verb. In the Minimalism Program, the
formulation of this requirement must be made at LF. This, however, is not so straightforward given
some theories where 0-roles are conceived of as features that attract a DP argument (cf. Hornstein
1996, Manzini & Roussou  1997). For a criticism of such 'liberal' theories of theta-roles see Brody
1999).
28

A complication in drawing the line between ECM constructions and control on the basis of
expletives and idioms seems to arise with certain verbs that are generally considered to be control
verbs.

(i) Allow there be light.
(ii)          I won't allow/permit the shit to hit the fan.
(iii) I prevented the cat from coming out ofthe bag.

What the grammaticality of (i)-(iii) seems to indicate is that a/low, prevent and permit can participate
both in control and in ECM structures. This assumption is supported by the fact that these verbs can
take inanimate objects as their sole complement. In such cases no giving or taking of permission
takes place between the agent and the direct object.

(iv)        1 won't allow such a behaviour in my class.
(v)          The government could not prevent the catastrophe.

Similar double behaviour (raising versus control) has been noted for verbs like promise and threaten
in Zubizaretta (1982) and Johnson (1985). (cf. It threatens to rain; This solution promises to be a
good one.)
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(64) a. *Nem hagyom a szognek ki-buj-ni a zsak-bal.
not     let the nail-DAT out-come-INF the sack-from
'I do not let the cat come out of the bag.'

b. *Nem hagyom a pokolnak el-szabadul-ni.
not     let the hell-DAT away-break-INF
'I do not let things get out ofcontrol.'

There is a dialect spoken in the western part of Hungary where unaccusative can
occur in the hagy-DAT construction (cf. Maridnovics 1908). Speaker of this dialect
judge the following examples grammatical.

(65) a. A kis lAny-nak nem higy alun-ni.
the smallgirl-DAT not allow-3SGsleep-INF
'He does not let the small girl sleep.'

b. ...mert maga nem hdgy neki alun-ni.

because you(formal) not let-3SG he-DAT sleep-INF
'because you do not let him sleep.'

c.       n6kem nem hagy nyugod-no-m
I-DAT not let-3sg rest-INF-1 S G
'He does not let me rest.'

Speakers of this dialect still strongly reject (64), where the unaccusative verb and its
single argument form an idiom. This fact indicates that in the hagy-DAT
construction there is a 0-relation between the dative marked DP and the matrix verb
as a result of which the dative marked DP is obligatorily interpreted as the receiver
of permission. In other words, I claim that the difference between the hagy-ACC
construction and the hagy-DAT construction concerns the nature of the matrix
predicate. While in the former case hagy and enged are dyadic verbs, in the latter
case they are triadic verbs taking a dative marked Permissee argument.

We can find additional support for this claim in examples that involve a
hogv-clause complement instead of an infinitival clause. In this case too, there are
two options available: the matrix predicate is either dyadic and in addition to a
subject it takes a clausal complement or it is triadic and takes a dative-marked
Permissee argument in addition to the subject and the clausal complement. If our
claim about the hagy-ACC and hagy-DAT constructions is correct, then we expect
the following two parallels to hold: the hagv-ACC construction behaves like
permissive constructions where the matrix verb takes a finite hogy-clause but no
other internal argument and the hagy-DAT construction behaves like constructions
where the matrix verb takes a finite hogy-clause and a dative marked DP argument.
These expectations are borne out by the facts.

(66) a. Nem engedtem, hogy a szOg kibaj-jon
not let-1SG.DEF  that the nail-NOM outcome-3SG.SBJ
a zsak-bal.
the sack-from
I did not let the cat come out of the bag.
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b. *Nem engedtem a szognek, hogy kibuj-jon
rlot let-1SG.DEF the nail-DAT that outcome-3SG.SBJ

a zak-bal.
the sack-from
I did not let the cat to come out of the bag.

In view of these facts, the term 'Permissee'  is in fact misnomer when applied to the

logical subject of the infinitival clause in the hag-ACC construction. The
accusative marked DP is not the receiver of permission and only bears the 0-role
assigned by the embedded infinitive. It also follows from our conclusion that the use
of let in the English glosses and translations of the previous sections cannot indicate
this meaning difference in Hungarian. In particular, the embedded subject in the
complement of let in English can be the receiver of permission but it need not be.
Let allows idioms and inanimate subjects in the infinitival clause just like the hae
ACC construction does. Allow may seem a better candidate to render the appropriate

meaning of the hagy-DAT construction. It can participate in a control structure and
in such a case the object controller is the receiver of permission. As noted in
footnote 28, however, aUow is not exclusively an object control verb either. It can
have a meaning 'allow for something to happen' and show the behaviour of ECM
constructions. This is not true for hag/enged in the hagy-DAT construction. For
want of a better alternative, I will continue to use let and aUow in the English
glosses but the reader should bear it in mind that in the hagy-DAT construction the
dative marked DP is obligatorily interpreted as the receiver of permission.

5.4.3.2 Animacy and volitional actions
Similar contrasts can be obtained if the embedded infinitival has an

inanimate subject. In the hagy-ACC construction an inanimate accusative marked
DP gives a fully grammatical result.

(67) a. Nem engedem a kocsit megcsusz-ni.
not let-1 SG.DEF the car-ACC slid-INF
'I do not let the car slid.'

b.       Nem hagytad a csapot befagy-ni.

not let-2SG.DEF the tap-ACC freeze-INF
'You did not let the tap freeze.'

Examples in (67) show that the accusative marked argument can be
inanimate in the hagy-ACC construction. The matrix predicate expresses a relation
that holds between the agent of hag/enged and the event that is allowed to happen.
In such examples the permissive verb functions as a dyadic predicate. There is no
permission given to the embedded subject. From the point of view of argument
structure, hagy/enged does not select a Permissee argument at all.

In the /lag-DAT construction, however, an inanimate dative argument gives
rise to ungrammaticality, while an animate dative is licit.29

2'Illustration of the selectional restriction that obtains in the hagy-DAT is rather difficult due to the
fact that most transitive verbs in Hungarian are associated with the thematic structure agent-patient
and do not in general take inanimate subjects. In particular, inanimate (surface) subjects typically
appear with unaccusative verbs. Unaccusatives, however, cannot appear in a hagy-DAT for
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(68)    a.   *Midrt nem hagyod a kocsinak a kanyart beven-ni?

why not let-2SG.DEF the car-DAT the bend-ACC take-INF

'Why do not you let the car turn the bend?'

b.     Midrt nem hagyod JAnosnak a kanyart beven-ni?

why not let-2SG.DEF John-DAT the bend-ACC take-INF

'Why do not you let the car turn the bend?'

In the case of idioms I have noted the parallel between the hagy-ACC
construction and the hagy+hogy-clause construction on the one hand and between
the hagy-DAT construction and the hagy+DPDAT+hog-clause construction on the
other hand. The former two can take idiomatic expressions while the latter two
cannot. The same parallel is exhibited when the embedded subject is inanimate. In
the former two constructions an inanimate subject is allowed in the embedded

clause, as (67) and (69a) illustrates. In the latter two, however, a semantic restriction
applies to the matrix dative argument, resulting in ungrammaticality with an
inanimate dative as shown in (68a) and (691)).

(69) a. Nem engedtem, hogy a kocsi megcsusszon.
rlot let- 1 SG.DEF  that the car-NOM slid-3SG.SBJ

'I did not allow that the car slids.'

b. *Nem engedtem a kocsinak, hogy megcstisszon.
not let- 1SG.DEF the car-DAT that slid-3SG.SBJ

'I did not allow the car to slid.'

A more careful look at the hagy-DAT construction reveals that the
selectional restrictions do not only concern the animacy of the dative-marked
Permissee argument but also the nature of the embedded predicate. Compare (70a)
with (7Ob).

independent reasons since they have only one argument. In other words, (i) is ungrammatical,

independently ofany selectional restrictions due to the inanimacy ofthe dative marked argument.

(i)          *Nem engedek a kocsinak megcsuszni.
not   let-1SG.INDEF. the car-DAT slid-INF
'I do not let the car slid.'

The same qualification applies here as in the case of idioms involving unaccusatives. In the western
dialect where unaccusatives are accepted in the /tag-DAT construction, (i) is still judged

unacceptable.
The same difficulty arises later in the discussion in connection with (70) where I illustrate that the
infinitival verb must also meet specific semantic requirements in the hagy-DAT construction. In
order to show that the infinitive must be a volitional predicate I need to demonstrate that non-
volitionals give ungrammatical results in the hagy-DAT. The problem with such a task is that most
non-volitionals (psych-verbs, epistemic verbs) do not take an accusative Case-marked object in
Hungarian. The Hungarian equivalent  of fear for instance takes an oblique Case-marked internal
argument. It is for this reason that I resort to ambiguous expressions that involve an accusative
reflexive.
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(70) a. Nem hagytam Katit megutni magdt.
not let-1 SG.DEF Kate-ACC hit-INF herself-ACC
'I did not let Kate hit herself (accidentally against some hard object).'
'I did not let Kate hit herself (deliberately with something).'

b.     Nem hagytam Katinak megOtni maglit.
not let-1SG.DEF Kate-DAT hit-INF herself-ACC
'I did not let Kate hit herself (deliberately with something).'

(70a) is ambiguous between the two possible readings of the expression meguti
magcit  'hit herself'. It can express either an accidental happening or a deliberate
action. Accordingly, (70a) can mean either that I prevented an accidental injury to
happen by taking some precaution like for instance by paying attention to Kate's
every single movement or that I did not let Kati make a deliberate move. The former
reading, however, is not available in the hagy-DAT construction in (7Ob) due to the
fact that it is nonsensical to say that I give permission to Kati so that some accidental
happening can befall on her. The contrast is delicate, but real. Furthermore, as
expected the contrast can be reproduced in permissive constructions with finite
complement clauses.

(71) a. Nem hagytam, hogy Kati megusse magtit.
not let-1 SG.DEF that Kate-NOM hit-3SG.SUBJ herself-ACC
'I did not let it happen that Kate hits herself(accidentally against some
hard object).'
'I did not let it happen that Kate hits herself (deliberately with
something).'

b.     Nem hagytam Katinak, hogy pro megusse maglit.
not let-1 SG.DEF Kate-DAT that hit-3SG.SBJ herself-
ACC
'I did not let Kate hit herself (deliberately with something).'

Similarly to what we have seen with idioms and inanimate subjects, the
hagy-ACC construction in (70a) patterns with the permissive construction in (7la)
that involves a clausal complement and no Permissee argument. The hagy-DAT
construction in (7Ob) behaves as the permissive construction in (7 lb) where the
matrix verb is triadic.

A clearer illustration of the constraint on the volitional nature of the
embedded predicate can be given with embedded predicates that are incompatible
with a volitional interpretation. This is the case with psych-predicates.
Unfortunately, the prediction that these predicates yield a grammatical result in the
hagy-ACC construction but an ungrammatical result in the hagy-DAT construction
cannot be checked directly, due to independent factors. Psych-verbs in Hungarian
are intransitives. Intransitives, however, are independently excluded from the /lag-
DAT construction and can only appear in the hagy-ACC.

(72) a. Nem engedtem Katit fal-ni a villdmt61.
rlot let-1SG.DEF Kate-ACC fear-INF the lightning-from
'I did not let Kate fear the lightning.'
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b. *Nem engedtem Katinak falni a villAmt61.
not let-1SG.DEF Kate-DAT fear-INF the lightning-from

'I did not let Kate fear the lightning.'

As (72) illustrates, the hag-ACC constructions allows for embedded psych-verbs.

The interpretation of these examples can be paraphrased as 'I did not let it happen
that Kate is afraid of the lightning', with no permission given to Kati. The same
infinitives cannot appear in the hagy-DAT construction in the standard dialect due to
the presence of only a single embedded argument.

The point can be made, however, with permissives taking that-clause
complements. Psych-verbs can appear in the embedded clause when there is no
dative Permissee in the matrix clause. But they give rise to unacceptable sentences
when the matrix predicate has a dative argument of its own.

(73) a. Nem engedtem, hogy Kati fdljen a villimt61.

not let-1 SG.DEF that Kate-NOM fear-3SG.SBJ the lightning-

from
'I did not let it happen that Kate fears the lightning.'

b. *Nem engedtem Katinak, hogy fdljen a villamtal.
not let-1 SG.DEF Kate-DAT that fear-3SG.SBJ the lightning-from

'I did not allow Kate to fear the lightning.'

It should be noted, however, that (731)) can be rendered acceptable by imagining a
situation where being a#aid is an action under the control of the subject. Suppose
that a playwright is commenting on his play and says that he will not allow Kate to
be afraid of lightning because acting in such a way is incompatible with his
conception of that particular scene. Under such circumstances (731)) becomes

acceptable but essentially it involves the concept of'acting/pretending to be afraid'.
The same contrast can be illustrated with embedded unaccusatives where the

action expressed by the predicate is not under the control of its syntactic subject.

(74) a. Nem engedtem, hogy Kati megcsdsszon.
not let- 1SG.DEF that Kate-NOM slid-3SG.SBJ
'I did not let it happen that Kate slips.'

b. *Nem engedtem Katinak, hogy megcsusszon.
not let- 1SG.DEF Kate-DAT that fall-3SG.SBJ

'I did not allow Kate to slip.'

The ungrammaticality of (731,) and (74b) is not due to some syntactic principle.
Rather, it arises from the incompatibility of the semantics of psych-verbs and
unaccusatives and our conception of the world according to which one receives
permission for actions that are under one's control to carry out.

The findings of the previous two subsections are summarized in Table 9.
together with the numbering of the relevant examples.
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Table 9.
idiomatic inanimatie embedded psych
expressions embedded subject verb and
allowed /Permissee unaccusative

allowed grammatical

hagy-ACC yes (63) yes (67) yes (72a)

hagy-DAT no (64) no (68a) no  (72b)

hagy+[hogy-clause] yes (66a) yes (69a) yes (73a), (74a)
hagy+DPDAT+[hogy-clause] no (66b) no (69b) no  (73b), (741))

The parallel between the hagy-ACC construction and the hag,+/log-clause
construction lends further support to our claim that the hag-ACC construction is an
ECM construction. Thus the conclusion reached on the basis of the Case-assigning
properties of hag/enged in §5.4.1  and the conclusions reached on the basis of the
lack of selectional restrictions concur. The parallel between the hagy-DAT
construction and permissive constructions with a triadic matrix verb, on the other
hand, leads to the conclusion that the /lag-DAT construction involves a triadic
permissive verb that takes a subject argument, a dative-marked Permissee argument
and an infinitival complement. The null subject of the infinitival clause is
obligatorily controlled by the matrix dative argument. In other words, on the basis of
semantic/thematic considerations I conclude that (53c), repeated here is as (75) the
correct structural representation of the hagv-DAT construction.

(75) The structure of the hagy-DAT construction

hfigy  DPi(I)41') [cp [Agrsp eci Agr [Tp V+ni [Agrop DP(ACC) ...]]]
Case+0-role T

The dative control structure in (75) puts the hagy-DAT construction on a par with
the control constructions  I have introduced in Chapter 1. Infinitival constructions
involving a matrix predicate from the unpleasant-class, from the vicious-class and
directed modals have been argued to be control constructions. The controller
argument has inherent 0-related Case. Agreement morphology on the matrix verb (or
on the copula verb in the matrix clause) cannot encode feature-agreement with the
controller argument. Consequently, agreement marking on the infinitive is required
for content-identification when the controller argument is null.

5.4.4   The parallel with Romance causative constructions

At the beginning of §5.4 I have posed three questions and at this point I have
provided an answer to the first two. I have concluded that the hagy-ACC
construction is best analyzed as an ECM construction. By contrast, the hagy-DAT
construction is not an ECM construction but rather involves dative control.  In view
of the data introduced so far, these two conclusions seem to be empirically well
supported. The third question that has not been addressed so far is the following:

•   Does complex predicate formation take place during the derivation in the hagy-
DAT construction?
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The question may look a bit out of place given the foregoing discussion and
my conclusions. If the hagy-DAT construction is a dative control construction as
indicated in (75) then it has a biclausal structure and complex predicate formation
cannot take place.30 Indeed, the structure presented in (75) is incompatible with a
complex predicate formation between the infinitive and the matrix verb. Yet, I
believe that my conclusions about the hagy-DAT construction may seem unfounded
to readers familiar with the causative/permissive constructions of the Romance and
Germanic languages and the analyses proposed for those constructions. Let me spell
out what I have in mind. Both in Romance and in Germanic languages two different
causative constructions have been differentiated. In causative constructions with a
transitive embedded verb, the Causee argument can be expressed either as an
indirect object or as an oblique phrase preceded by the preposition that is also used
in passives as a by-phrase. Following the terminology introduced in Kayne (1975) in
the  literature on Romance  the two constructions are referred to as the faire-in/initive
construction (FD and the faire-par construction (FP), respectively. The two
constructions are illustrated in (76) below with Italian examples (cf. Kayne 1977 for
French; Burzio 1986 for Italian; also Guasti 1992, 1993 for extensive discussion of
all the Romance data).

(76) a. Il generale ha fatto pulire le toilette alla recluta.

the general    hasmadeclean-INF the toilets to-the recruit
'The general made the recruit clean the toilets.'

b.     Il generale ha fatto pulire le toilette dalla recluta.
the general has madeclean-INF the toilets by-the recruit
'The general had the toilets cleaned by the recruit.'

(77) illustrates the same constructions for Dutch (for detailed discussion of the
Germanic data see Bennis & Hoekstra 1989, Coopmans 1985, Coopmans &

31Everaert 1988, Haider 1997 and Petter (1998) among others).

(77) a. dat    Marie   aan Jan het boek liet lezen.
that   Marie   to    Jan the book maderead
'that Marie had John read the book'

b.         dat     Marie   door  Jan het huis liet schoonmaken.
that  Marie by Janthe house madeclean
'that Marie had the house cleaned by John.'

There are a number of syntactic differences between these two constructions and
they also have different semantic interpretations. As first discussed in Hyman and
Zimmer (1976), the choice between a dative phrase and the by-phrase is determined

30 To be more precise, complex predicate formation leading to a monoclausal structure and dative
control involving a biclausal structure exclude each other unless we assume parallel or simultaneous

syntactic structures for one construction along the lines suggested in Zubizaretta (1982, 1985) for
Romance causatives. A possibility that will not be considered here.
 ' The construction exemplified in (778) is not a general option in Dutch. Grammaticality depends on
the embedded verb in a rather idiosyncratic fashion. The verb tezen'read' for instance gives rise to
grammaticality while schoonmaken 'clean' leads to ungrammaticality. I have nothing insightful to
say about this property of (77a).
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by semantic considerations. When a dative phrase is used for the Causee, the
sentence expresses direct causation. (76a) means   that the general's causation   is
directed towards the recruit who is affected by the event caused by the general. In
(76b), by contrast, the affected dimension is lacking. It simply means that the
general wanted the toilets cleaned and it so happened that the recruit did it.

On the basis of this semantic difference and the various syntactic differences,
it has been claimed by several linguists that in the FI construction the Causee is
projected  into an argument position while  in  the FP construction the embedded
subject position is not projected syntactically and the agent is only present lexically.
(cf. Burzio 1981, 1986, Coopmans 1985, Kayne 1975, Zubizaretta 1985 among
others). Taking into consideration the insights of these linguists and the advantages
and disadvantages of their concrete proposals, Guasti (1992, 1993, 1996) develops
an analysis based of Romance causative constructions on the notion of verb-
incorporation, i.e. complex predicate formation. She concludes that the semantic and
syntactic differences between the two constructions follow  if we assume that fare  in
the FI construction selects a Causer argument, the event caused (Theme) and an
optional Causee (Benefactive) argument associated with an inherent dative Case.

(78) 0-grid offare in the FI construction

<<Causer, event> Benefactive>

Case-grid offare
<dative>

According to Guasti's analysis the matrix verb fare in the FI construction a triadic
verb. The Causer wants the dative marked Causee and not someone else to bring
about some event.  We can  see now that our analysis of the hag-DAT construction
and Guasti's analysis of the FI construction shares an important aspect: both claim
that the dative marked argument is an argument of the matrix verb. The similarity
stops at this level, however. The final conclusions concerning the structural
representations of the two constructions are different.  I claim that the hagy-DAT is a
dative control construction with the dative DP being exclusively the argument of the
matrix verb and controlling the empty subject of the infinitival complement. The
semantic properties of the hagy-DAT construction, however, are also compatible
with the conclusion reached in Guasti (1992, 1993, 1996). Following the basic
insights of Zubizaretta (1985) she claims that the Causee in the FI construction is a
shared argument. It is an argument of both the infinitive and the causative verb. The
causative verb takes a VP small clause argument and the Causee is located in the
specifier position of the VP small clause. At D-structure the Causee receives two 0-
roles, one from each verb. During the derivation verb incorporation takes place
creating a complex predicate as illustrated in (79b).
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(79) a. V'              0-role

V                   Vpsc
fare M--

VP 0-role I DPI)AT.-* alla recluta
V    NP

pulire    le toilette

b.      [w Il generale ha   [vo [vo fatto] [vo pulire]i]  [vpsc [vp ti: le toilette]  alla

recluta]

Guasti's complex predicate formation analysis is compatible with a weakened
version of the Theta Criterion that allows single DP to receive more than one 0-role
as long as those 0-roles are assigned to the same position.

(80) Each argument a appears in a chain containing a unique visible 0-

position P, and each 0-position P is visible in a chain containing a unique
argument a. (Chomsky 1986:97)

The Causee is a shared argument, receiving an external 0-role from the embedded
verb and an additional 0-role from the causative verb. The two 0-roles are assigned
to  a single position, the base-generated position of the embedded subject. Therefore
the Causee argument forms a singleton chain and that chain includes a unique 0-
position as required by (80). The Case-assigning properties of the complex-predicate
are determined by Baker's Case Frame Preservation Principle (Baker 1988), which
specifies that the Case assigning abilities of the complex verb are the  same as those
of a simple verb of the language.

The upshot of this brief discussion of the complex verb analysis of the FI
construction is the following: the empirical data concerning selectional restrictions
and the binding properties  of the dative Permissee are compatible with both a dative
control structure and a structure involving complex verb formation with the head of
the VP small clause. In what follows I argue that the conclusion reached at the end
of the previous subsection is the correct one. An analysis of the hagy-DAT
construction along the lines of Guasti's proposal is not empirically supported. In
particular, there are no independent reasons in Hungarian that force us to assume
that the two verbs form a complex predicate in the hagy-DAT construction.
Furthermore, there are several reasons to assume that hagy/enged does not
subcategorizes for a VP small clause but rather for a clausal complement involving
further functional projections above VP. In order to demonstrate this point, I will
review the arguments that Guasti puts forward in support of the complex verb
analysis for the FI construction. A systematic comparison of the Italian data with the
Hungarian facts will show that her analysis is not a viable option for Hungarian.
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The  arguments  for the assumption  that the complement  of fare  in  the  FI
construction does not include any functional projection and is just a VP small clause
are the following.

32

First, elements typically associated with the functional projections AgrP and
TP, like auxiliaries and temporal adverbs cannot be found in causative complements:

(81) a. *Far6 aver  riparato la macchina a Gianni per domani.
will-make have repaired the car to  Gianni by tomorrow
'I will make Gianni repair the car by tomorrow.'

b. *Ieri ho fatto riparare la machinna a Gianni oggi.
yesterday  have made repair    the car to Gianni today

Second, infinitival clauses in general can be negated. The infinitival
complement offare, however, may not be negated, pleading against the presence of
NegP in the complement.

(82) *Ho  fatto no prendere la medicina al bambino.
have made   not take the medicine to-the child
'I have made the child not to take the medicine.'

Third, the reversed word order in the embedded infinitive is naturally
accounted for under a verb-incorporation analysis. The logical subject of the
infinitive must follow the direct object of the infinitive.33 Furthermore, there can be
no intervening element between the matrix causative verb and the infinitive. This
property follows automatically if complex-verb formation takes place.

Let us now turn to the Hungarian hagy-DAT construction and see whether
any of the arguments apply to it. Similarly to causative constructions in Romance
and Germanic, the event expressed by the infinitive and the event of causative holds
at the  same time. Consequently, temporal modification of the embedded infinitive  is
illicit. This can imply the absence of a Tense node or can alternatively also be taken
as an indication that the embedded clause contains dependent Tense. As for AgrP,
the facts are clear-cut here. The discussion in §5.3.3 has shown that the hagy-DAT
construction contains an embedded infinitive that bears morphological agreement
marking. I repeat here two examples to illustrate the point.

32 The same arguments apply for the Dutch data, as shown in Coopmans (1985). Coopmans argues
for a complex verb analysis of the Dutch laten-constructions on the basis of its syntactic similarity to
Romance causatives. In the text I confine myselfto the Romance facts.
33 Apart from the verb-incorporation (complex verb formation) analysis two additional accounts have
been proposed in the literature involving some kind of movement in order to derive the reversed word
order in the FI construction. Kayne (1980) and Rouveret & Vergnaud (1980) propose V'-preposing
while Koster (1987) argues for a subject postponing rule. V'-preposing has the disadvantage that it
involves movement of an intermediate projection. Koster's subject postponing rule faces the problem
that the moved element cannot c-command its trace.
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(83) a. Nem hagytad (nekem) megndz-ne-m  azt a filmet.
not let-2SG.DEF I-DAT watch-INF-1SG that the film-ACC

'You did not let me watch that film.'

b.        Nem hagyok (neked) megn6z-ne-d egy filmet
sem.
not let-1 SG.INDEF you-DAT watch-INF-2SG a film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch a single film.'

These facts argue for the presence of an AgrP projection in the infinitival
complement clause. The presence of additional functional projections can also be
argued for in the hagy-DAT construction. In contrast to (82), (84a) is grammatical

showing that sentential negation can appear in the embedded infinitival clause.

Example (84b) shows that focusing is possible within the embedded clause. Given
that in Hungarian contrastive focus involves overt phrasal movement into a
designated structural position above VP, grammaticality of (84b) implies the
presence of F(ocus)P. Finally, quantificational expressions also move to the left
periphery in Hungarian. As illustrated in (84c) such a QP is available inside the
infinitival clause.

(84)   a. Nem engedtem Katinak    [Negp nem bevenni a gy6gyszerdt].
not     allow-1 SG Kate-DAT not eat-INF the medicine-3SGposs
'I did not allow Kate not to take her medicine.'

b.      Nem engedtem Katinak  [ p csak P£TERT meghfv-ni.]
not     allow-1 SG Kate-DAT only Peter-ACCinvite-INF
'I do not allow Kate to invite only Peter.'

c.        Nem engedtem Katinak [Qp mindenkit meghfv-ni.]
not allow-1SG Kate-DAT everybody-ACC invite-D\IF
'I do not allow Kate to invite everybody.'

The sentences in (84) cannot be accounted for in a complex verb formation analysis
where the matrix verb takes a VP small clause as its complement. They constitute
evidence against analyzing the infinitival complement of the matrix permissive verb
as a VP small clause. The permissive verbs hagy/enged also differ from the
causative verbs of Romance and Germanic languages in taking finite clausal
complements. Since in the case of a finite CP complement complex verb formation
is not possible, it cannot be claimed that hagy/enged are morphophonologically
verbs but morphosyntactically they are bound morphemes in need of an
incorporating verb. Finally, it should be noted that the surface word order of the
hagy-DAT construction excludes any verb-incorporation analysis where verb-
movement to the matrix verb takes place overtly since the matrix and the embedded
verb are not adjacent.

For this reasons I conclude that the structure given in (79), although
compatible with the binding facts and the semantic restrictions on the Permissee
argument, is not a viable analysis of the Hungarian hagy-DAT construction. This
conclusion implies that despite the semantic parallel between Romance FI causatives
and the Hungarian hagy-DAT construction, the two constructions involve different
structures. The former is an instantiation of complex predicate formation while the
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latter is a dative control structure. The similar semantic interpretation of the faire-
in/initive construction and the hagy-DAT construction stems from the fact that in
both cases the matrix predicate is triadic, having a theta-relation with the dative
marked Causee/Permissee. In a similar vein, we can draw a parallel between the
semantics of the faire-par causative construction and the hag'-ACC construction. In
both cases the matrix subject wants that some event (not) be carried out and
causes/allows it (not) to happen. This parallel, however, is only semantic and is due
to the fact that in both cases we are dealing with a dyadic matrix predicate that takes
no Causee/Permissee argument. As far as the syntactic structure is concerned they
differ considerably. Whereas in hagy-ACC construction the Permissee
uncontroversially occupies an argument position, the par/da-NP in French and
Italian are generally assumed to be optional adjuncts (cf. Kayne 1975 for French,
Burzio 1986, Guasti 1990,1992 and references cited therein for Italian).

There is, however, an important consideration that seems to disfavour the
dative control analysis proposed here. The agreement facts discussed in §5.3.2
suggest that in infinitival permissive constructions (some degree of) clause-union or
restructuring takes. The fact that the matrix verb agrees in definiteness with the
embedded object has lead Den Dikken (1999) to propose that the permissive verb
takes a VP complement with no vP projection and no embedded subject. The
structure Den Dikken assigns to the hagy-DAT permissive construction is given in
(85).

(85) ...[vp v pacc,+defl [ hagy  IMP PRT [vp Vinf Obj]]]]

As far as the Theta Criterion is concerned, (85) is even more radical than the
complex predicate formation analysis of Guasti discussed above. We have seen that
Guasti relaxes the Theta Criterion to the effect that a single DP is allowed to receive
more than one 0-role as long as those 0-roles are assigned to the same position - a
relaxation that has been supported by independent empirical evidence.34 Den
Dikken's proposal is more radical in this respect. He assumes that the embedded
verb is not associated with any external argument at all, neither a morphologically
realized one nor an empty one (pro/PRO). It projects a root VP with no
accompanying vP. Although Den Dikken does not discuss the implications of his
proposal, such claim implies the complete abandonment of the Theta-Criterion as is
done in Hornstein (1998), Manzini & Roussou (1997) where the difference between
control and raising structures is obliterated and embedded infinitival predicates with
an external 0-role are assumed not to have a PRO subject of their own. 0-roles are
treated as features and can be attracted by a DP argument base-generated in the
matrix clause. As argued in Brody (1999) and Bobaljik (1999) such theories are
undesirable for both conceptual and empirical reasons.

Apart from this complication, the possibility of embedded focusing and
clausal negation, illustrated in (84), cannot be accounted for under the assumption
that hag/enged takes a VP infinitival complement. Before rejecting (85) on these
grounds, however, we must examine the arguments put forward in support of (85) in
Den Dikken and see whether they constitute compelling evidence in favour of (85). I
therefore discuss here the motivations that Den Dikken gives for assuming a VP
complement for hagy/enged.

34
Independent evidence comes from serial verb constructions and resultative constuctions as argued

in Baker (1989) and Carrier & Randall (1992).
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Den Dikken claims that the structure given in (85) must be assumed in order
to accommodate the object agreement facts discussed in §5.3.2 and illustrated again

in (86).

(86) a. Hagyod JAnosnak meglitogatni Pdtert.
let-2SG.DEF John-DAT visit-INF Peter-ACC
' You let John visit Peter.'

b. Hagylak (*Jinosnak) meglitogatni tdged/titeket.
let-1SG.2SG/PL John-DAT visit-INF yOUSG/PL-ACC

'I let John visit you.'

c. Hagysz (*JAnosnak) megldtogatni enged/minket.
let-2SG.INDEF John-DAT visit-INF I/we-ACC
'You let John visit me/us.'

Recall that in the hagy-DAT construction object/definiteness agreement on the
matrix finite verb is triggered by the embedded object and not by the dative
Permissee argument. The complication that (86) illustrates arises when the
embedded object is first or second person. In such cases the hagy-DAT permissive
construction is illicit with a phonetically realized dative Permissee. It is, however,
grammatical if the Permissee argument is not overtly present. The Permissee
receives an arbitrary interpretation.

Den Dikken's (1999) account of these facts is as follows. First, he argues
that the vP (or alternatively AgroP) projection checking the definiteness feature and
the accusative Case of the embedded object is located in the matrix functional
domain since it is the matrix verb that agrees with the object and not the embedded
infinitive. Second, it is explicitly stated that the definiteness feature and the Case
feature of the embedded object are not checked via overt syntactic movement but via
covert feature movement. Third, the dative Permissee is assumed to be the indirect
object of the permissive verb - an assumption that the dative control analysis
advocated in this thesis shares with the analysis of Den Dikken (1999). According to
Den Dikken, the Permissee argument occupies a specifier position in the matrix
clause that is lower than Spec,vP, c-commanding the embedded object. Given these
assumptions, covert feature-movement of the embedded object's features to the
matrix v head can only be successful if it is assumed that such movement is
unobstructed by the intervening dative marked Permissee argument - an assumption
made in Den Dikken.35

(87)
···[vp v I+a +den  I < a      .    J osnak  ···IAspp PRT [vp vinf  'bj]]]]]

Turning now to the more complex cases in (86b,c), we see that when the
embedded object is a first or a second person pronoun, the permissive construction is
grammatical only if no overt dative Permissee appears: The account provided in

35 See shortly below for criticism of such an assumption.
16 (86b) the special object agreement form -lak/-lek appears. Recall that this morpheme appears on the
finite verb when the subject is first person singular and the object is second person. First person
pronominals always trigger indefinite agreement on the verb.
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Den Dikken for this constraint exhibited in (86b,c) rests on the following
assumptions:

i.) Hungarian first and second person objects involve a clitic
ii.) Clitics must cliticize onto the matrix Infl-node in the course ofthe overt

syntactic derivation
iii.) The movement operation is a two-step process: first, NP-movement to

the Spec,vP and then head-adjunction of the clitic to Infl.

I will concentrate here on assumption (iii) which is crucial in accounting for the data
in (86b,c) and actually leads to the monoclausal structure in (85). For the sake of
argument let us suppose  that the assumptions in (i)-(iii) are correct. According to
Den Dikken it is the NP-movement part of the assumed clitic movement that is
obstructed by the presence of a dative marked DP. In particular, NP-movement to
Spec,vP is blocked by the Minimal Link Condition of Chomsky (1995) when an
overt Permissee argument is present. Furthermore, it is assumed that in the
grammatical variants of (86b,c) without an overt Permissee argument the Permissee

argument is radically absent. No null Permissee can be present since under the
present assumptions it would likewise block NP-movement, contrary to fact. Thus
Den Dikken claims that in those examples where a first or a second person object
pronoun triggers agreement on the matrix verb, neither an intervening Permissee

argument nor an embedded subject are syntactically projected as these nominals
would block NP-movement of the null clitic.

(88) ···[vp Sp  c v I+acc.+dell [ hagy ...[xp DPDAT/pro. -IIAspp PRT [vp Vinf qbj]]]]]

....." NP.-0.-m....               N-/-.%

I believe that there are reasons to question this analysis of agreement facts.
First, it is rather mysterious what happens to the external 0-role of the embedded
predicate. There is simply no argument in the clause that can receive that 0-role. 37

As far as I can see, under Den Dikken's assumptions the derivation ends up with an
unsaturated 0-role. While the 0-role assigned to the Permissee argument can be
argued to be optional, the same argument cannot be applied to the external 0-role of
the embedded predicate. In fact, empirical facts indicate that the external argument
of the embedded predicate is syntactically present.

(89) Az orvos   nem hagy v6d6kend6 ndlkill     meglAtogatni.

the doctor  not let protection-scarf without visit
'The doctor does not let me be visited without a protection scarf.'

As (89) shows the phonetically empty argument can be the subject of secondary

predication. If no Permissee argument and no embedded subject argument are
projected at all, it is hard to see how the secondary predicate 'without a protection
scarf can be the predicate of such arguments.

Second, the distinction between covert feature movement and overt XP-
movement with respect to their sensitivity to an intervening Permissee argument
seems to be problematic. The analysis makes essential use of Rizzi's (1990)

37 Den Dikken explicitly (and  I believe correctly) argues against a 'passive analysis'  of the embedded
clause involving passivization of the embedded verb.
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Relativized Minimality (or the Minimal Link Condition (MLC) in minimalist terms).
Feature checking of the embedded object is assumed to be unobstructed by an overt
Permissee argument, an assumption needed in the face of the grammaticality of
(86a). By contrast, overt NP-movement is assumed to be blocked by an intervening
(null or overt) Permissee argument (or an intervening embedded subject) thus
accounting for the facts in (86b,c). This distinction, however, is unmotivated. In
Chomsky's (1995), the framework adopted in Den Dikken (1999), covert feature-
movement is also subject to the MLC. In particular, it is proper chains that are
required to involve shortest links: a chain link which is not the shortest possible is
not valid. Chomsky formulates the MLC by viewing movement, the mechanism
which generates chains, as an instance of Attract. A phrase marker K with feature F
attracts the nearest available feature F' that can satisfy the demands of F. Overt
movement ofthe phrase containing F' only takes place when required by some other
reasons. It is the operation Attract F that is subject to the MLC and not overt
movement. Overt movement is viewed as generalized pied-piping, pied-piping of the
containing phrase. For these reasons, the assumption made in Den Dikken that overt
movement is subject to the MLC but covert feature movement is not (c£ (87) and
(88)) cannot be maintained. Overt movement is a sub-case of feature movement with
the special property that pied-piping of the containing phrase also takes place. If
overt movement of the null clitic in (88) is blocked by the presence of a Permissee
argument then in a similar vein covert feature movement must be blocked by the
intervening features of the Permissee argument in (87). For these reasons I claim
that the object agreement facts cannot accounted for in terms of blocking of
movement by the dative Permissee argument. Some alternative account must be
found for the presence of object agreement on the matrix verb triggered by the
embedded object and for the difference between the behaviour of third person
objects and first and second person object.

Although the suggestions below are tentative in nature, I offer them as
possible alternatives to seek an answer to the object agreement properties of
permissive constructions. One possibility would be to adopt a Split VP system along
the lines suggested in Koizumi (1993) and assume that the AgroP projection
responsible for checking the definiteness features and Case features of the object are
lower then the projection hosting the Permissee argument. This proposal may be a
viable way to circumvent the blocking effect of the Pennissee argument of the
matrix predicate. It is, however, not possible to circumvent in the same fashion the
null subject argument of the embedded clause, necessarily present if we assume a
control structure. A more promising alternative offers itself if Relativized
Minimality is further relativized. Only nominals with the appropriate feature matrix
block movement/attraction of a more distant nominal. This relativization is in fact
already inherent in Chomsky's formulation of Attract. The nearest available feature
F'  must be attracted. A closer intervening feature F' does not block attraction of F'.
Let us assume that the accusative Case feature and the definiteness feature are tied
together on Agro. It is not possible that one DP checks the Case feature and another
one checks the definiteness feature. Under this assumption intervening non-
accusative nominals do not count. They do not have the appropriate feature-bundle
to check the uninterpretable features of Agro. Although the embedded dative subject
and the matrix dative Permissee argument could check the definiteness feature, they
cannot check the accusative Case-feature. The closest appropriate feature-bundle is
that of the embedded object, making long-distance feature-movement possible.
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In conclusion, I have argued in this section that the syntactic properties ofthe
hagy-DAT construction in Hungarian do not support an analysis where the matrix
verb subcategorizes a VP small clause. The embedded infinitive displays clausal
behaviour not found in Romance FI constructions. The possibility of focusing,
clausal negation, the presence of agreement marking on the infinitival verb all argue

against analyzing the infinitival complement as a bare VP.

5.5 Null Permissee in hag-ACC and hagy-DAT
constructions:

In §5.3.3 I discussed the possibility of pro-drop both in the hagy-ACC and the hagy-
DAT constructions. We have seen that in the case of hagy-ACC pro-drop of the
accusative Case-marked Permissee is generally licensed by definiteness agreement
on the matrix verb hagy/enged. I also discussed the only exception to this
generalization: in the case of a first person singular subject and a second person

object pro-drop of the object is licensed by person features on the finite verb. For
convenience, I repeat here (178-c) and (19a-c) in (90) and (91), respectively.

(90) a. Nem hagy-1-ak prOACC alud-ni/*alud-no-d.
not let-2SG. 1SG sleep-INF/sleep-INF-2SG
'I do not let you sleep.'

b.        Nem hagy-1-ak prOACC megnez-ni/*megndz-ne-d
not    let-2SG. 1 SG watch-INF/watch-INF-2SG
egy filmet sem
a   film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch a single film.'

c.       Nem hagy-1-ak prOACC    megndz-ni/*megndz-ne-d
not let-2SG.1SG watch-INF/ watch-INF-2SG
azt a filmet sern.

that the film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch that film either.'

(91) a. Nem hagy-om prOACC el-men-ni-(*e)
not let-1 SG.DEF away-go-INF-3SG
'I do not let him go away.'

b.      Nem hagy-om prOACC megn6z-ni-(*e) egy filmet sem.
not let-3SG.DEF watch-INF-3SG a film-ACC not
'I do not let him watch a single film:

c.       Nem hagy-om prOACC megndz-ni-(*e) azt a filmet.
not let-1 SG.DEF watch-INF-3SG that the film-ACC
'I do not let him watch that film.'

In (90) the Permissee is the syntactic object of the matrix verb hagy. Since the
matrix subject is first person singular and the Permissee is second person singular,
the matrix verb hag exhibits person agreement which is spelt out in the agreement
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suffix -lak. In (91) definite agreement on the matrix verb is triggered by the
accusative marked third person singular Permissee. Thus, in the hagy-ACC
construction, we have an instance of object pro-drop, licensed by person/definiteness
agreement on the matrix verb.

As argued in Farkas (1987), the person feature of the object is (indirectly)
recoverable from the morphological form of the verb. This means the object pro in
Hungarian is content-licensed by the feature specifications of the object agreement
morpheme on the finite verb. In other words, the agreement morphemes are 'rich'
and have 9-feature content that can be inherited by pro to receive content. Consider
the following examples:

(92) a. Ptter sosem hiv prOACC moziba.
Peter never invite-3SG.INDEF cinema-ILL
'Peter never invites me/us/you to the movies.'

b. Ptter sosem hfvja prOACC moziba.
Peter never invite-3SG.DEF cinema-ILL
'Peter never invites him/her to the movies.'

As (92) illustrates, both the definite and the indefinite conjugation unequivocally
identifies the null object as an argument with specific reference, i.e. a referential
argument. In the case of indefinite conjugation the possible interpretations for the
object are first person singular or plural and second person singular and plural
object. In the case of the definite conjugation the null object can be interpreted as
third person. It is for this reason that the null Permissee of the hagy-ACC
constructions never receives an arbitrary interpretation. It is always identified by the
agreement morphology on hagy/enged as a definite pronoun.

38

(93) a. Nem hagy-jak prol*proarb panaszkodd.
not let-3PL.DEF complain-INF
'They do not let him/*people complain.

b.       Nem hagy-nak pro/*proarb panaszkodni.
not let-3PL.INDEF complain-INF
'They do not let me/yoWus/*people complain.

c.        Nem hagy-jAk pro/*proarb idegeneket meghfvni.
not let-3PL.DEF foreigners-ACC invite-INF
'They do not let him/*people invite foreigners.

The situation is different in the case of hagv-DAT constructions. As I have
argued in §5.3.3 , the recoverability requirement on pro is satisfied by agreement
marking on the infinitival verb within the complement clause. The number and
feature specification of the dative marked null Permissee (and also the null subject

38 Although the accusative marked pronominal is phonologically null, there are independent ways to
know that the examples in (93) are instances of the hagpACC construction and not the hagrDAT.
As discussed in §5.3.3, when the embedded infinitive is an intransitive verb, only the hag-ACC can
be formed. That observation takes care of (934b). As for (93c), notice that the matrix verb has
definite conjugation. Since the embedded object is an indefinite bare plural, definite agreement on the
matrix verb can only be triggered by the accusative marked null pronominal argument.
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controlled by it) is recovered from the agreement morphology of the embedded
infinitive. When the Permissee is not lexically realized, agreement marking on the
infinitive is obligatory. This was illustrated in (17d,e), (19d,e) and (2Od,e) in §5.3.3.
For convenience, I repeat here (17d,e) and (19d,e) in (94) and (95), respectively.

(94) a. Nem hagy-ok prODAT megndz-ne-d egy filmet sem.

not let-1 SG.INDEF watch-INF-2SG a film-ACC not
'I do not let you watch a single film.'

b.      Nem hagy-om prODAT megndz-ne-d azt a filmet
not let-1 SG.DEF watch-INF-2SG that the film-ACC
'I do not let you watch that film:

(95) a. Nem hagy-ok prODAT megndz-ni-e egy filmet sem.
not let-1 SG.INDEF watch-INF-3SG a film-ACC not

'I do not let him watch a single film.'

b.       Nem hagy-om prODAT megndz-ni-e azt a filmet.
not let-1 SG.DEF watch-INF-3SG that the film-ACC
'I do not let him watch that film:

When comparing hagy-ACC and hagy-DAT constructions there is a
significant difference with respect to the possible interpretations of the null
Permissee. Unlike in the case of the hagy-ACC, the hagy-DAT construction makes
the arbitrary interpretation for the Permissee available.

(96) a. Ma sem enged-juk proarb megtekinteni a kiallitast.

today neither let-1 PL.DEF visit-INF the exhibition-ACC
'We do not let people visit the exhibition today either.'

b.  HAbordban nem engedik proarb Atldpni a hathrokat.
war-in not let-3PL.DEF cross-INF the borders-ACC
'During war they do not let people cross the borders.'

c.      Az intenziv  oszthlyon nem engedik proarb meglatogatni
the intensive ward-on not let-3PL.DEF visit-INF
a betegeket.
the patients-ACC
'In the intensive care they do not let people visit the patients.'

The different interpretational possibilities in (93) and (96) are a direct
consequence of the distinct content-licensing mechanisms that are made use of in the
two constructions. In the hagy-ACC definiteness agreement between the matrix verb
and the logical subject of the infinitive is obligatory. Accusative Case-checking and
definiteness agreement are interrelated. The matrix verb checks the structural Case
of the embedded subject and at the same time checks its definiteness feature as well.
Since the agreement features on the matrix verb can only identify pro as a referential
expression, it follows that an accusative Case-marked null object must be interpreted
referentially. The situation is different when content-identification is done through
an agreement morpheme on the infinitive. The null dative Permissee bears inherent
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Case associated with a 0-role of the matrix verb hag/let. This Case is checked in the
matrix clause. The 'rich' agreement morphology, however, that gives content to
prODAT is spelt out on an Agr head different from the Case-checking matrix Agr.
Agreement marking on the infinitive is not interrelated with the Case checking of
the Permissee argument. It is only obligatory when it serves to content-identify the
dative null pronominal. In other words, the presence of Agr is mandatory for the
identification of a referential pro, for the provision of the relevant cp-features.  When

agreement is absent, a dative marked Permissee is still licit but it cannot be
identified as a referential pronoun. Instead, it is identified as an arbitrary null
pronominal. As argued in Chapter 3, ifpro is formally Case-licensed and receives a
0-role but there are no cp-features available to identify it, then it must be interpreted
as proarb· It receives the feature [+human] by default and acquires quantificational
force from other elements of the sentences. Consequently, depending on the tense

properties of the sentence, it is either interpreted generically or existentially.
To summarize, the different interpretational possibilities in the hagy-ACC

and the hagy-DAT construction follow naturally from our theory of pro. In the hae
DAT construction content-licensing is separated from formal licensing, an option
that our theory of pro allows for. Since agreement marking on the infinitive is
optional, its absence is allowed and that leads to the arbitrary reading of the dative
pro. The same option is unavailable in the hagy-ACC construction because in that
case formal (Case) licensing and content-identification are done by a single
functional head and the (definiteness) agreement morphology of that head excludes
an arbitrary reading.

5.5.1  Structural ambiguities in 'subjectless' causatives

In the examples in (96) I have included proarb as a convenient way of
indicating that the phonologically null argument receives an arbitrary interpretation.
In view ofthe conclusion reached in the previous subsections, however, this notation
is an oversimplification of the syntactic structure of (96). On the basis of several
empirical arguments I concluded in §5.4.3 that the hagy-DAT construction involves
a biclausal control structure. The Permissee is an argument of the matrix predicate
hagy/enged. It receives a 0-related (inherent) dative Case from the matrix predicate
and controls the empty pronominal subject of the infinitival complement. Thus,
(94b) is represented as follows:

(97) Nem hagy-om nekedi [cpproi megndz-ne-d a filmet].
not let-1SG.DEF you-DAT watch-INF-2SG the film-ACC
'I do not let you watch that film.'

In the case of permissive constructions with an arbitrarily interpreted null
Permissee it is not straightforward that the above structure can be adopted. The
competing analysis involves passive in the infinitival complement clause in
examples like (96), resulting in the suppression of the embedded external argument
- an analysis proposed for Romance and Germanic 'subjectless' causatives. In order
to put this question in a cross-linguistic perspective and to illustrate that the answer
to this question should be based on solid arguments, I briefly digress from the
Hungarian construction and turn my attention again to Romance and Germanic
languages.
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In Romance and in Germanic languages causative constructions with no
lexical Causee in argument position have the following surface form: Vcausative -
DPAcc -Vinfinitive·39 When the Causee argument is overtly present, it is an adjunct
PP. Thus 'subjectless' causatives are instances of the FP construction with the
optional par-phrase omitted.

(98) a. Ho fatto riparare una macchina (da Gianni). (Italian)
have maderepair a car

'I have had the car repaired.'

b.       J'ai fait rdparer une voiture (par Jean). (French)
I have maderepair a  car
'ibid'

(99) a. Jan   liet de auto wassen (door Marie). (Dutch)
John let the car wash-INF  by  Mary
'John had the car washed.'

b. Hans liess  das Auto waschen. (German)
John let the car wash-INF

'ibid'

Most accounts argue that these 'subjectless' causative constructions lack a
syntactically realized Causee in argument position. The debated issue concerns the
exact instantiation of the claim that the Causee argument is not syntactically present.
Two different approaches can be distinguished. Most analyses concerned with the
Germanic languages claim that 'passive infinitives' involve synactic passivization
within the embedded infinitival clause (cf. Bennis & Hoekstra 1989, Coopmans
1985, Vanden Wyngaerd 1994). According to these analyses the external argument
of the infinitival clause is suppressed during the derivation. Accounts of the
Romance facts mostly treat the causative verb as a dyadic predicate taking an
agentive subject and a VP small clause complement (cf. Burzio 1986, Guasti 1992,
1993, Haider 1997, Kayne 1975, Zubizarreta 1985). The VP complement selected
by the causative verb lacks an external argument position of its own (in Chomsky's
(1995) terminology, it has no vP layer). The verbal head of the VP complement
incorporates into the matrix causative, forming a complex verb. In these accounts
the Causee argument is lexically suppressed. When an oblique by-phrase appears, it
is in a VP-adjoined position licensed by the argument structure associated with the
infinitive (cf. Grimshaw's (1990:109) notion ofargument-adjunct).

Although the 'passive infinitive' and the 'complex verb formation' approaches
differ from each other in specific details, they share one important aspect. Both
subscribe to the view that there is no syntactically realized external argument within
the embedded clause that would correspond to the Causee. When the Causee is spelt
out, it is treated as an adjunct.

39 In the Germanic language family Dutch, Danish, German, West Flemish, Swedish, Norwegian and
Icelandic allow this construction.    The only exception is English, which   lost it around   the    16th
century. There are minor variations both among Romance languages and Germanic languages. For
instance, in Spanish and in Scandinavian languages the presence of the by-phrase is subject to
restrictions and is preferably omitted. I will not go into the details of these minor differences,
however. See Vikner (1987) for discussion of the Germanic facts and Guasti (1993) for Romance.
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There are several arguments in favour of the claim that in the FP
construction in Romance the Causee is not a syntactically realized argument but
rather an adjunct that behaves similarly to the by-phrase of passive constructions.
The parallel between passives and the FP construction is quite systematic as
discussed by Burzio (1986) for Italian and by Kayne (1975) for French. In the FP
construction the par-phrase cannot bind anaphoric expressions (like se stesso and
the reflexive adjective propio), it cannot control PRO and cannot be the subject of
secondary predication. The by-phrase of passives exhibits the same syntactic
behaviour. Using these tests, it has been shown that examples like (98) are instances
of the FP construction and not the FI.

(100) a. *Ho fatto riparare la propiai macchina a Giannii.
have made repair     the own car to Giannii
'I have made Gianni repair his own car.'

b.     *Ha fatto affermare [di PROiaverla vista] da Giannii.
have madeclaim of have-CL seen by Gianni
'I have had it claimed (by Gianni) to have seen her.'

b.  *I soldati hanno fatto pulire le toilette
the soldiers   have made clean the toilets
dal genrale completamente vestiti.

by-the general completely dressed

'The soldiers had the toilets cleaned by the general completely dressed.'

Surface resemblance to the 'subjectless' constructions in (98), i.e. to the
schematic form Vcausative -DPACC -Vinfinitive, however, has to be treated with care.
Superficial similarity of surface strings does not necessarily mean identical syntactic
structure, not even within the same language. I will illustrate this point with an
ambiguity that arises in Italian causatives and has been pointed out in Guasti (1993).
The proposal originally made in Burzio (1986) assumes that in the FP construction
(cf. (98)) the Causee is not syntactically projected in an argument position. Guasti
(1993) adopts this proposal and assigns the following structure to (98):

(101) [ippro ho  [vo [v0 fatto] [V  riparare]i] [vp [vp ti una macchina]  da

Gianni]

According to Guasti (1993), however, the claim that causative complements
lacking a lexical embedded subject are cases of the FP construction needs further
qualification in the light ofthe following examples, taken from Rizzi (1986).

(102) a. Un buon consiglio     pu6 far superare molte difficolta.
a good advice may makeovercome many difficulties
'Good advice may make one/people overcome many difficulties.'
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b. Talvolta l'orgoglio fa nascondere la verith.
sometimesthe pride makes hide the truth
'Sometimes pride makes one/people hide the truth.'

As shown in Guasti, according to the tests that are used to differentiate
between the FI and the FP constructions, examples in (102) are instances of the FI
construction. The claim that (102) is an instance of the FI construction with a
syntactically active Causee argument is supported by the fact that it is able to bind
anaphors, control PRO and act as the subject of secondary predication. As
mentioned above in connection with (98), neither of these properties is present in the
FP construction.

(103) a.  Con le minacce riescono a far accusare se stessii prOarbi·
with the threats manage-3PL to makeaccuse-INF themselves
'With threats they manage to make peoplei accuse themselvesi.'

b. Certi affari fanno guadagnare molti soldi prOarb,
certain deals make-3PL earn-INF lot money
senza PRO fare troppi sforzi.

without make-INF many efforts
'Certain deals make one earn a lot ofmoney without PRO making an
effort.'

c.   Il generale fa cantare l'inno nazionale seduti.
the general makes sing the national anthem seated
'The general makes one sing the national anthem seated.'

Note that an important difference between (98) and (102) concerns the tense
properties of the matrix verb. In the FP construction in (98) the time reference is
specific. By contrast, (102) with the relevant interpretation is only grammatical with
generic tense. Thus differently from what happens in the FP construction, in
sentences like those in (102) the Causee is not suppressed. Rather, it is structurally
represented by a null arbitrary pronominal, as argued in Rizzi (1986). Arbitrary pro
in these examples always receives a quasi-universal interpretation.

(104)             ...   [vo [v0 fa  ][ vo nascondere]i ] [vpsc [vp ti la veritd] proarb ]

This short digression into Romance causatives without a lexical Causee serve
a double purpose here. First, the cross-linguistic data presented here places the
relevant Hungarian data given in (96) into a wider perspective. The Romance and
the Germanic facts can serve as a starting point for our investigation of the
Hungarian permissive construction with an arbitrarily interpreted Permissee.
Second, the structural ambiguity found in Italian (and French) causatives where the
complement lacks a lexical subject shows that the absence of a lexical Causee and
the presence of arbitrary interpretation cannot be taken as a foolproof diagnostic for
the suppression of the Causee argument. In particular, the surface string Vcausative -
DPACC -Vinfinitive in Romance can be the instantiation of either the FP construction
with no Causee projected in argument position (as in (98)) or the FI construction
with a proarb Causee in argument position (as in (102)). In Romance the tense
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properties of the matrix verb and the binding/control properties of the null Causee
serve as diagnostic tests to tell the two structures apart.

Let us now turn back to the hagy-DAT construction and to those examples
that lack a phonetically contentful Permissee argument. The relevant examples are
those in (96) repeated here in (105) for convenience.

(105) a. Ma sem enged-jOk proarb megtekinteni a kiallitast.
today neither let-1 PL.DEF visit-INF the exhibition-ACC
'We do not let people visit the exhibition today either.'

b.   HAbontban nem engedik proarb Atldpni a hatarokat.
war-in not let-3PL.DEF cross-INF the borders-ACC
'During war they do not let people cross the borders.'

c.      Az intenziv  osztdlyon nem engedik proarb meglatogatni
the intensive ward-on not let-3PL.DEF visit-INF
a betegeket.
the patients-ACC
'In the intensive care they do not let people visit the patients.'

The question that needs to be addressed concerns the appropriate representation of
these examples. Do they involve passivization within the complement clause
resulting in the absence of an external argument? Or alternatively, is the infinitival
clause an active structure with a syntactically present null (arbitrary) argument? Is
the Permisee argument syntactically present? There are in principle four possible
structural representations.

(106) a.         Vmatrix  proarb,   ···Ivpproarb, Vinf Obj]]
b. Vmatrix prowb ··.Ivp Vinf Obj]]
C.         Vmatrix       · ·· Ivp proarb Vinf Obj]]
d.        Vmatrix · · ·[Vp Vinf Obj]]

Recall that I have rejected the complex predicate analysis for the hag-DAT
construction and proposed a dative-control analysis instead. This means that
suppression of the external argument within the complement clause (i.e.
passivization) does not automatically imply suppression of the Causee argument of
the matrix verb itself since the Causee argument is not a shared argument of the two
predicates. Consequently, both (106c) and (106d) imply the suppression of the
internal argument of the matrix predicate hagy/enged. In addition, in (106(1) the
embedded subject is also suppressed. This is unlike the situation in Romance FI
constructions, where complex verb formation makes it plausible to posit a single
shared Causee argument that receives two 0-roles. It is for this reason that a direct
parallel cannot be drawn between any of the structures presented in (106) and that
given in (104) for the FI examples (101)-(102). Abstracting away from the
difference that in the structure given in (106d) two arguments have been suppressed

while in (101) only one shared argument, (106d) corresponds to the structure
attributed to the FP construction by Guasti (1993).

In what follows I will present empirical arguments to the effect that
structures (106b) and (106d) cannot be the correct structures for the examples in
(105).  Evidence in favour of this claim comes from the possibility of control, from
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binding of anaphoric expressions and from modification by secondary predicates.
Consider the following examples:

(107) a. Nem engedik [PRO a hatizsakot a hdton cipelve]
not let-3PLDEF the rucksack-ACC the back-on carrying

megndzni a templomot.
visit-INF the church
'They do not let people visit the church carrying their rucksacks on their
backs.'

b.   A kdrhazakban mindig a fjn6v6r az  aki nem engedi

the hospitals-INESSalways the chief-nurse    that    who not let-SG.DEF
egymas poharait hasznalni.
each other cups-ACC use-INF
'In hospitals it is always the chief nurse who does not let people use each
others' cups.'

c.        Nem enged-ik meztelenuthasznalni   a     szaunat.
not let-3PL.DEF naked use-INF the sauna-ACC
They do not let people/one use the sauna naked.'

(1078) shows that the PRO subject of the gerundival adjunct can be controlled by the
arbitrarily interpreted null argument. The grammaticality of (107b) also proves that
a syntactically projected argument is present that can serve as the local antecedent
for the reciprocal. In (107c) the secondary predicate meztelenul modifies the null
argument. These facts exclude (106{1) as a possible representation of 'subjectless'
permissive constructions. We have seen that suppressed arguments do not possess
these properties. In particular, by-phrases in FP constructions cannot control PRO,
cannot be the antecedent of anaphoric expressions and they cannot be modified by a
secondary predicate (cf. (100)). Thus we see that the Hungarian 'subjectless' hag-
DAT construction with an arbitrarily interpreted null Permissee argument patterns
like the Italian examples given in (103) and not like the FP construction. The null
argument is syntactically active.

Is the grammaticality of (107) compatible with the structure given in (106b)?
Example (1078) cannot be used as an argument against (106b). It is possible that the
embedded infinitive is a passive construction with no external argument projected.
Control of PRO in the adjunct clause and binding ofthe embedded reciprocal is still
possible if a null Permissee argument is projected as the argument of the matrix
verb. The possibility of binding an embedded reciprocal in (107b) can be an
argument against (106b) only if the embedded infinitival clause in 'subjectless'
hagy-DAT constructions is the binding domain of the embedded reciprocal. Since no
agreement is present on the infinitive, it is difficult to decide whether the embedded
infinitive contains an accessible SUBJECT for the reciprocal or not. The possibility
of secondary predication in (107c), however, provides decisive evidence against
(1061,) since it can be shown that the presence of a proarb Permissee argument in the
matrix clause alone cannot account for the grammaticality of (107c). The structure in
(106b) amounts to the claim that the secondary predicate is predicated of the
inherently Case-marked dative argument of the matrix predicate and not the
structurally Case-marked embedded subject, since the latter is suppressed (by
hypothesis). Independent evidence shows that such a claim is not viable. As
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discussed in Bresnan (1982) a predicative adjective can be predicated of an NP if the
NP is contained in a semantically unrestricted grammatical position. Semantically
unrestricted grammatical positions are the direct object and the subject position.
Objects of dummy prepositions also count as semantically unrestricted positions.
Objects of contentful prepositions and oblique Case-marked nominals, however, are

semantica 
restricted. The contrast is illustrated by the following Spanish

examples.

(108) a. Juan la encontr6 a Maria  borracha.
Juan CL-ACC found a Maria drunk
'Juan found Maria drunk.'

b. *Juan le habld    a     Maria  borracha.
Juan CL-DATtalked to Marfa drunk
'Juan talked to Maria drunk.'

In (108a) the direct object preceded by dummy a is semantically unrestricted and
secondary predication by the adjective is licit. In (108b), by contrast, the object of
the preposition a is a semantically restricted Goal argument and predication leads to
ungrammaticality.

The same restriction applies in Hungarian. Oblique Case-marked arguments
cannot be subjects of secondary predicates. The dative-marked Goal argument of let
cannot be the subject of secondary predication.

(109) *Jinos engedelt Pdlnak a   kozdelem-ben raszegen.

John let-3SG Paul-DAT the fight-INESS drunk
'John gave some advantage to Paul in the fight drunk.'

As expected the dative subject of embedded infinitival clauses can be the subject of
secondary predicates. It follows that the structure given in (1061,) incorrectly
predicts (107c) to be ungrammatical since in (1061)) the embedded subject is not
syntactically present and the projected (null) argument is a semantically restricted
Permissee argument that cannot be predicated of by the secondary predicate.

This leaves us with (106a) and (106c) as possible structures for the examples
in (105). Although it is rather difficult to decide between the two options, I believe
that a choice can be made on empirical grounds. What differentiates (106a) from
(106c) is the projection of internal Permissee argument of hag/enged.  Accordingly,
in (106c) the matrix verb is a dyadic verb with a nominal subject argument and a
clausal internal argument.  If (106c) is the correct structure, then we expect there to
be no thematic restrictions on proarb, the subject of the embedded infinitive. By
contrast, according to the structure in (106a), the matrix verb is triadic and has a
Permissee argument. This leads to the expectation that the matrix predicate imposes
semantic/thematic restrictions on the null arbitrary argument since it is the
Permissee argument that in turn must be coreferential with the embedded null
argument. In view ofthis, consider the following contrast:

40 The secondary predicate and the intended subject of the secondary predication are in italics.
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(110) a. Nem engedtek egy csomagot se kibontani.
not let-3SG.INDEF a parcel not open-INF
'They did not let people open any parcel.'

b. #Neni engedtek egy csomagot se kapni.
not let-3SG.INDEF a parcel not receive-INF

'They did not let people receive any parcel.'

The grammaticality contrast between (110a) and (110b) stems from the different
nature of the embedded predicate. In (1108) the infinitive denotes an intentional
event while in (11Ob) it does not. As we argued in §5.4.3.2, the source of this
semantic/thematic restriction is the presence of a dative-marked Permissee
argument. It makes no sense to give permission for an event e if e is not under the
control of the Permissee, i.e. if x does not denote an intentional act. When there is no
dative internal argument present in the matrix clause, no comparable restrictions
apply. Therefore, the hagy-ACC and the hagy+hogy-clause constructions allow for
an embedded predicate that designates a non-volitional act unlike the hagy-DAT and
the hagy+DPDAT+hogy-clause constructions.

(111)a. Nem engedtlk a katondkat csomagot kapni.
not let-3SG.DEF the soldiers-ACC parcel-ACC receive-INF

'They did not let the soldiers receive parcels.'

b.    Nem   engedtdk,       hogy   a   katondk a csomagot megkapjAk.
not let-3SG.DEF that the soldiers parcel-ACC receive-3PL.SBJ

'They did not let it happen that the soldiers receive the parcel.'

c. #Nem engedttk a katondknak a csornagot megkapni.
not let-3SG.DEF a soldiers-DAT the parcel-ACC receive-INF
'They did not let the soldiers receive the parcel.'

d. #Nem engedtdk a katondknak, hogy a csomagot
megkapjak.
not let-3SG.DEF the soldiers-DAT that the parcel-ACC receive-

3PL.SBJ
'They did not let the soldiers to receive the parcel.'

I therefore conclude that the presence of a null Permissee argument is
empirically motivated and that the dative control structure provides an adequate
analysis of the hagy-DAT construction also when there is no lexical Permissee
present. Both instances ofproarb are Case-licensed. The matrix proarb has inherent, 0-
related dative Case, while the embedded proarb has structural dative Case, checked in
Spec,TP or Spec,AgrP depending on whether AgrP is projected when agreement on
the infinitive cannot appear. Both pros receive 0-roles and since there is no 'rich'

agreement available for pro to receive cp-features, the default content-assignment
rule does the job of minimal content-identification by assigning the feature
[+human]  to the null arguments. The generic interpretation of (105b,c) is due to the
presence of a generic operator that binds the null pronominal. The existential
interpretation in (105a) is the result of existential closure that applies to the null
indefinite pronominal in the absence of any operator.
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5.6 Infiected infinitives with segit GhelP'

Apart from permissive verbs hagy and enged there is one more verb in
Hungarian that can take infinitival complements with agreement morphemes on the
infinitive - the verb segit 'help'. Similarly the permissive verbs, segit subcategorizes
for a dative marked argument, the Beneficiary argument. Unlike permissives,
however, segit never takes an accusative DP complement or a /log-clause
coindexed with an accusative marked pronominal. If another nominal argument
appears, it bears oblique inessive Case. Similarly, the pronominal coindexed with
the hog-clause also appears in the inessive Case.

(112) a. Pdter segftett Katinak a takaritas-ban.
Peter helped-3SG.INDEF Kate-DAT the cleaning-INESS
'Peter helped the old lady to stand up.

b. Paer segftett Katinak ab-ban, hogy
Peter helped-3SG.INDEF Kate-DAT that-INESS  that
megdrtse a feladatot.
understand-3SG the task.
'Peter helped Kate to understand the task.'

When an infinitival clause expresses the Theme argument, agreement
marking on the infinitive behaves as expected on the basis of the constructions
examined so far.

(113) a. Pdter segftett az Oreg hOlgy-nek fe1811-ni(-a).
Peter helped-3SG the old lady-DAT up-stand-INF(-3SG)
'Peter helped the old lady to stand up.'

b. Pater segftett prODAT felall-ni-a.
Peter helped-3SG up-stand-INF-3SG
'Peter helped her to stand up.'

c.   Egy j6 elad6 mindig segit prof)AT valaszta-ni.

a good salesmanalways help-3SG choose-INF
'A good salesman always helps people to choose.'

In (113a) the dative argument is phonetically realized. Agreement on the infinitive is
optional and preferably omitted. In (1131,) no lexical DP appears. The null dative
argument makes the presence of agreement marking obligatory. Finally, in (113c)
the null Beneficiary argument must be interpreted arbitrarily since it cannot receive
referential content.

An important difference between the permissive verbs discussed in the
previous section and segit is that the latter never appears in ECM constructions since
it cannot assign accusative Case to the embedded subject. Furthermore, segit
invariably cooccurs with a dative argument independently of the transitivity of the
embedded infinitive. Consider the contrast between (114) (=(849)) and (115).
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(114) a. Kati hagyta Janost el-men-ni.

Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-ACC away-go-INF
'Kate let John go away.'

b. *Kati hagyta J;inos-nak elmen-ni.
Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-DAT away-go-INF
'Kate let John go away.'

(115) a. *Kati segitette Janost el-men-ni.
Kate-NOM let-3SG.DEF John-ACC away-go-INF
'Kate helped John go away.'

b. Kati segftett Janos-nak elmen-ni.
Kate-NOM helped-3SG.INDEF John-DAT away-go-INF
'Kate helped John go away.'

This difference between hagy/enged and segit is expected. I have accounted
for the ungrammaticality of (114b) by assuming that the accusative Case feature
associated with the transitive verbs hag/enged must be checked by a nominal with
the appropriate Case feature. (114b) contains no DP with an appropriate Case feature
and therefore the derivation cannot converge. By contrast, segit has no accusative
Case features associated with it and does not require the presence of an accusative
DP.

The different Case properties of permissive verbs and segit are the source of
another difference between the two constructions. The difference concerns the object
agreement facts. I have demonstrated in §5.3.2 that in permissive constructions the
embedded object triggers definiteness agreement on the matrix verb when the logical
subject of the infinitive bears dative Case (i.e.  in the hagy-DAT construction).  Such
a definiteness agreement, however, is impossible when the matrix verb is segit. This
is as expected, given that the definiteness feature can only be checked by a DP
bearing accusative Case and segit never takes accusative marked arguments.

(116) a. Segftett Janos-nak azt  a szoba kitakarita-ni.
helped-3SG.INDEF John-DAT that the room-ACC clean-INF
'He helped John clean that room.'

b. Segitett JAnos-nak egy szobAt kitakarita -ni.
helped-3SG.INDEF John-DAT a room-ACC clean-INF
'He helped John clean a room.'

c.   * Segftette JAnos-nak azt a szobat kitakarita-ni.
helped-3SG.DEF John-DAT thatthe room-ACC clean-INF
'He helped John clean that room.'

In view of these facts we can establish that infinitival constructions with segit
involve a dative control structure. The dative marked (Beneficiary) argument of the
matrix predicate obligatorily controls (is coreferential with) the embedded subject.
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(117) Pdter segitett az Oreg holgy-neki   [proi feldll-ni].

Peter helped-3SG the old lady-DAT up-stand-INF
'Peter helped the old lady to stand up.'

(118) ...[Agrobip holgnek, Agrobli [vp segitett 4 [Cp [Agrsp pro, Agrsi ...[vpvlnf···]]]]]

The embedded subject receives dative Case within the infinitival clause.

Although it is a null pronominal, it must be coreferential with the Beneficiary
argument since the embedded anaphoric Agrs is coindexed with the matrix Agrobi,

the functional head in whose specifier position the Beneficiary argument checks
dative  Case. By transitivity of coindexation, coreferentiality ensues.

Infinitival constructions with segit provide us with further evidence in
support of our theory of pro-drop. The evidence is more clear-cut since unlike  in the
case of permissive constructions, the possibility of a monoclausal structure does not
arise at all. Let us return to example (113b) where the by now familiar phenomenon
of dative pro-drop occurs. Referential pro-drop of the indirect argument of the
matrix verb is possible because of the presence of a 'rich' agreement morpheme on
the embedded infinitive. Dative pro is formally licensed by the Agrobt head in the
matrix clause. It is content-licensed through being coindexed with agreement
marking on the embedded infinitive and inheriting the cp-features of the agreement
morpheme. This coindexation arises through a chain of coindexed elements: proDAr
Agrow-Agrs.

(119)  . . . [AgrobipprODATi Agrobli [vp segftett  4 [CP [Agrspprot Agrsi  ...[vp Vlnf · · · ]]]]]

A potential counter-argument against the structure given in (119) for (113b)
exists, however. In particular, our conclusion about the existence of dative pro-drop
in infinitival constructions with segit could be refuted by claiming that in (113b-c),
i.e. when there is no lexical DP present, the Beneficiary 0-role is not assigned to a

syntactic argument because such an argument is not projected in the syntax. The
seeming coreference between embedded subject pro and the Beneficiary is the result
of pragmatic inference. In other words, (113b) could be claimed to have the structure

41

shown in (120) with no syntactic controller for the embedded pro.

(120) . . .   [vp segitett      ICP IAgrsppro Agrs  ...[vp vinf · · · 1111

(120) can be refuted on empirical grounds. It is possible to show that the
dative marked argument, when overtly present, occupies a position in the matrix
clause and not one in the infinitival complement. This must be the case since it is
structurally high enough to bind an anaphoric expression embedded in a matrix
adjunct. The contrast between (1218) and (121b) demonstrates that the dative DP
behaves differently from embedded subjects as far as binding is concerned.

41  In view of our arguments for the availability of (dative) Case in the subject position of inflected
infinitivals, the representation given in (120) has to be considered as a possibility. The structure in
(120) amounts to claiming that segit can have its beneficiary argument saturated in the lexical and
consequently syntactic projection ofthat argument slot is not necessary.
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(121)a. Az Ogyvdd    [  csak  egymAsi      meghallgatisa     utAn] segitett
the lawyer only each other listening after helped
nekiki donteni.
they-DAT decide-INF
'The lawyer helped them decide only after listening to each other.'

b.       *Az Ogyvad     [csak egymas meghallgatisa utdn] latta,
the lawyer     only  each other listening after saw

hogy dOntdttek.
that decided-3PL
'The lawyer saw that they have made up their mind only after listening
to each other.'

Sentences without an overt Beneficiary argument but with agreement
marking on the infinitive pattern like ( 12 l a) and not like ( 121 b).

(122) Az    Ogyvld      [csakegymAsi         meghallgathsa       utdn]       segitett
the lawyer     only each other listening after helped
prOiDAT donte-ni-uk.

decide-INF-3PL
'The lawyer helped them decide only after listening to each other.'

The possibility of binding the reciprocal in the matrix adjunct in (122) shows
that there is a syntactically active Beneficiary argument. This means that a null
argument is licensed in the matrix clause. Its referential interpretation can only come
from 'rich' agreement on the embedded infinitive. This means that representation
(120) is not a viable option for (113b). This leaves us with (118) as the only
possibility.

To conclude, I have argued that infinitival constructions with segit exhibit
the same behaviour as all other constructions with inflected infinitives. The matrix
predicate has a dative marked internal argument that bears 0-related Case. Since
person and number agreement with this argument cannot be morphologically spelt
out on the matrix predicate, agreement marking on the infinitive is allowed and in
the case of a null Beneficiary argument it is required.

5.7 Summary
In this Chapter I have investigated the properties of those infinitival

constructions where inflected infinitives are allowed but the matrix predicate is not
'impersonal' since it has a nominal subject argument.

In §5.2 I have discussed infinitival constructions involving ad a construction
that is no longer productive in Hungarian. The verb ad appears as the matrix verb in
an infinitival construction only when the embedded infinitive is inni 'drink' or enni
'eat'.

§5.3 introduces Hungarian permissive constructions with hag/enged and
discusses the subcategorization frames of these verbs. I have shown that two
different permissive infinitival constructions exist in Hungarian, one involving an
ECM structure with an accusative marked embedded subject (hagy-ACC) and
another involving a dative Permissee argument (hagy-DAT). §5.3.2 I have
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introduced the complex facts about definiteness object agreement on the matrix
verb. In the hagy-ACC construction the matrix verb agrees in definiteness with the
accusative marked subject of the embedded infinitival clause. In the hagy-DAT
construction, however, the matrix verb agrees in definiteness with the embedded

object. The relevance of these agreement facts were seen in §5.3.3 where I have
shown that agreement on the infinitive is allowed only in the hagy-DAT
construction.

In §5.4 I have considered the syntactic structure of Hungarian permissive
constructions. Based on several empirical facts coming from binding and from
certain selectional restrictions on the dative marked Permissee, I have argued that
the dative-marked DP is an argument of the matrix clause that obligatorily controls
the null subject of the infinitival clause thus instantiating a dative control structure.  I
have also claimed that the anaphoric Agr analysis of Chapter 2 can be extended to
the hagv-DAT permissive construction. I have used the account of dative pro-drop
developed in Chapter 3 to explain the possibility of a null referential Permissee
argument in the matrix clause when agreement morphology appears on the
embedded infinitive. In §5.4.4 I have compared the two Hungarian permissive
constructions with the causative faire-in/initive and faire-par constructions in
Romance and Germanic languages and concluded that a complex predicate analysis
is not viable for Hungarian.

In §5.5 I have turned to those permissive constructions where the embedded
active infinitive verb receives passive interpretation - the so called 'passive
infinitives'.  I have argued  that in these constructions in Hungarian  both  a  null
Permissee argument and an embedded subject is syntactically projected. No
passivization takes place in the embedded infinitival clause. The embedded infinitive
has a pro subject that is interpreted as a non-referential arbitrary argument due to
lack of agreement marking on the infinitive.  In a similar vein, the matrix Permissee
argument is an instance of proarb. Whether the two instances of proarb receive
existential or universal interpretation depends on the tense properties of the clause,
as argued in Chapter 3.

Finally, in §5.6 I have examined constructions involving the matrix verb
segit 'help'. I have proposed that these constructions also involve dative control. The
embedded Agrs is anaphoric and must be coindexed with Agrobl, giving rise to
obligatory coreference between the matrix Beneficiary argument and the null pro
subject of the embedded infinitival clause. Dative-pro drop in the matrix clause is
possible as in all other constructions with inflected infinitives in Hungarian.



In retrospect
In this thesis I have studied the syntactic and semantic properties of those

constructions in Hungarian that allow inflected infinitives. This study has lead to
various questions in different areas of the theory of grammar. The main questions
that have been addressed in this thesis are the following:

I.          How can we account for the fact that the null subject of infiected infinitival
clauses must be coreferential with a matrix argument given that
i.     the agreement marker on the infinitive is 'rich' enough to license
referential

null subjects with independent reference and
ii. the subject of the infinitival clause can check structural dative Case
within the

infinitival clause.

II.   How can we characterize the distribution of infiected infinitives in
Hungarian?

III. What is the proper syntactic and semantic characterization of phonetically

empty controller arguments?

IV. How should we characterize 'rich' agreement? What is to be meant under

content-licensing ofnull arguments?

V.   How can pro-drop languages with 'rich' agreement paradigms license

impersonal constructions without a subject argument and how can 'rich'
agreement allow for non-referential null arguments?

Question I has been addressed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. In Chapter l I
have introduced the relevant empirical data. I have shown that in the case of a
dyadic matrix predicate obligatory coreference obtains between the DP argument of
the matrix predicate and the null subject of the embedded infinitival clause,
independent of the presence of agreement marking on the infinitive. Monadic modal
predicates and certain nominal predicates (vicious-class2 predicates) have provided
empirical arguments that support the claim that the embedded subject can check
structural dative Case within the infinitival clause. I have also shown that the null
subject of inflected infinitives has dative Case, even in those cases where it cannot
be phonetically realized. In addition, I have provided conclusive arguments against
treating inflected infinitivals on a par with possessed nominal phrases in Hungarian.
In Chapter 2 I have developed an analysis of these Hungarian facts in terms of
anaphoric Agr. The analysis is based on Borer's (1989) analysis ofcontrol facts. The
main idea of the anaphoric Agr account of control  is that the anaphoric properties of
the controlled (null) subject are not the consequences of the anaphoric nature of the
controlled element but rather of the anaphoric nature of the embedded Agr. In
particular, I have proposed that infinitival Agr is anaphoric in Hungarian in the sense
that it needs to be coindexed by a c-commanding non-anaphoric Agr of the matrix
clause. Anaphoricity of Agr is 'inherited' by the embedded subject under
coindexation resulting in 'control' of the embedded subject. I have shown that the
anaphoric Agr analysis can successfully account for the 'control' effects in
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Hungarian infinitival constructions with inflected infinitives since it allows us to
disassociate obligatory coreference in infinitival constructions from the presence of
agreement markers on the infinitive and from the Case-properties of the embedded
subject. The proposed analysis has led to an investigation of the question whether
'control' always involves an element with anaphoric referential properties or
whether sometimes it involves an element with free reference. I have considered this

question carefully and have concluded that the controlled element never exhibits the
referential properties of pronominals - it is never completely free in reference. The

seemingly free occurrences of controlled null subjects can be subsumed under either
logophoric binding or under binding by a generic operator.

The answer for question II has emerged in the course of Chapter 1 and
Chapter 5. In Chapter 1 I have examined infiected infinitives appearing with matrix
adjectival and nominal predicates and with matrix modals. These contexts share an

important morphosyntactic property: modal verbs, adjectival and nominal predicates
or the copula verb that supports the tense morpheme cannot bear agreement

morphology spelling out the (p-features of the dative/ablative argument. The matrix
predicate has invariable third person singular morphology - a property that is
reflected in the term 'impersonal predicates' used in grammars describing these
constructions. In Hungarian dative/ablative marked internal arguments never trigger
agreement on their predicates, independently of whether the dative/ablative is an
Experiencer argument, an indirect object with Goal/Recipient theta-role or a Source
argument. I have concluded Chapter 1 with the observation that in exactly those
cases where an oblique Case-marked argument controls the null subject of the
infinitive agreement marking on the infinitive is allowed - and required in the case
of pro-drop. The agreement marker makes it possible to spell out the 9-features of
the dative/ablative controller. This generalization is further supported by the facts
discussed in Chapter 5. Permissive constructions and infinitival constructions with
the matrix predicate segit 'help' have provided conclusive arguments that Hungarian
infinitival clauses contain inflected infinitivals only when the matrix verb cannot
spell out the cp-features of the controller of the embedded null subject. Subject
control and object control constructions therefore pattern with ECM constructions in
not allowing inflected infinitives in the embedded clause. In the case of subject
control the matrix controller agrees with the matrix verb in person and number and
Agr on the embedded infinitive is illicit. Similarly, in object control configurations
and in ECM constructions the matrix controller agrees with the matrix verb with
definiteness and agreement marking on the infinitive leads to ungrammaticality. In
dative and ablative control constructions, however, inflected infinitives can appear. I
have shown that permissive verbs (hagy and enged'let') can appear in two different
syntactic constructions: ECM construction and dative control constructions. In the
ECM construction inflected infinitives are ungrammatical, in the dative control
construction they are allowed and required when the dative Case-marked argument
is null and needs to be content-licensed. The data examined in Chapter 5 has special
importance since it shows that the distribution of inflected infinitives in Hungarian
cannot be connected to the presence of matrix 'impersonal predicates' or to the
grammatical function of the infinitival clause. Permissive verbs and the verb segit
'help' are not

6.impersonal predicates': these predicates take a subject argument and
agree with it in person and number. Yet, they allow the infinitive in the complement
clause to bear an agreement marker. Infinitival permissive constructions and
constructions with segit, however, also instantiate a dative control structure. The
dative controller cannot agree with the matrix verb and agreement marking on the
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infinitive is licit. When the matrix controller is a null argument, agreement marking
on the infinitive is obligatory to obtain a referential reading of the null argument.

Question III has arisen from our analysis of Hungarian infinitival
constructions with inflected infinitives. The anaphoric Agr account assumes that the
phonetically empty argument of the matrix predicate is syntactically represented and
that coreference between the null matrix argument and the embedded null subject is
in most cases a result of a special syntactic configuration and not pragmatic
inference. In order to support this view of control, in Chapter 3  I have addressed the
question whether matrix null arguments in control constructions are null
pronominals as claimed in Rizzi (1986) or operator bound variables as claimed in
Authier (1989) or syntactically unprojected arguments as proposed in Brody &
Manzini (1988). I have argued that implicit arguments are syntactically projected
and that both the pronominal and the operator-variable analysis are partially right.
Depending on the tense properties of the sentence, the null argument is either
interpreted as a null pronominal or as a variable bound by an operator. Sentences
with generic tense contain a null indefinite that is unselectively bound by the generic
operator. The generic, non-referential so called 'arbitrary' interpretation of the null
argument is a direct consequence of its being bound by a generic operator.
Furthermore, I have assumed that a default rule assigns the semantic feature
[+human] to the null argument if it cannot inherit any (p-feature from agreement
morphemes. I have argued that the same default rule is responsible for the
obligatorily human interpretation of PRO when there is no matrix controller. The
feature [+plural] is a 'dummy' q)-feature on the predicate that does not receive a
semantic interpretation and its + or - value is an idiosyncratic property. Sentences
with specific tense, however, have a null pronominal argument that obtains
referential content either through coindexation with sufficiently 'rich' agreement
morphology or by being pragmatically bound.

Such a claim about the interpretation of null argument in sentences with
specific tense leads to question IV. Intlected infinitives in Hungarian present an
interesting case to any theory of pro-drop, since in control constructions referential
pro-drop of both the embedded null subject and the matrix controller is licit in the
presence of an agreement marker on the embedded infinitive. In particular, the
question is how agreement marking on the embedded infinitive is capable of
licensing referential pro-drop of a matrix argument. In Chapter 3  1 have proposed a
characterization of'rich' agreement that makes it possible to formulize the intuition
that the referential content of null arguments is recovered from the agreement
marker. Agreement morphemes of 'rich' paradigms are listed as separate items in
the lexicon together with (p-features. Under this proposal content-licensing of a null
argument does not mean 'content-recovery' but rather 'assignment of content'.  The
(p-features of agreement morphemes are inherited by the null argument (position)
under coindexation. This process results in a referential interpretation of the null
argument. Our proposal  has the advantage that content-licensing of pro does  not
require PF and LF to 'communicate'  with each other. Extending this account of pro-
drop to control constructions with inflected infinitives in Hungarian has lead us to
conclude that formal licensing and content-licensing are not necessarily connected to
the same head. I have argued that pro-drop of the referential matrix argument in
Hungarian control constructions with embedded inflected infinitives contradicts
Rizzi's claim that formal licensing and content-identification of pro involves the
same head. The Hungarian facts show that under specific conditions identification of
pro by 'rich' agreement is possible across a clause boundary. I have shown that our
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analysis of the control facts developed in Chapter 2 provide a straightforward
account of this fact once we abandon Rizzi's account ofcontent licensing ofpro and
assume instead that content licensing involves pro's inheritance of referential cp-
features from agreement morphemes under coindexation. In control configurations
with inflected infinitives the embedded Agr head contains 'rich' agreement
morphemes. Since Agr ends up coindexed with both its own subject pro and the
controller pro, the cp-features of Agr can be inherited by both instances ofpro within
the chain. In connection with question IV I have also addressed the problem of
dative pro-drop in Hungarian root clauses and have argued that our analysis of
control and pro-licensing automatically explains why dative pro-drop is possible in
infinitival constructions but not in root clauses.

A question closely related to the discussion of pro-drop is whether null
expletives should be part of the grammar. I have reviewed the empirical arguments
given in favour of their existence and have argued that none of these arguments is
compelling. I have shown that the data usually explained by the postulation of null
expletives in German can receive an alternative analysis. Therefore, I have proposed
the abolition ofproexpi, I considering some of the theoretical implications of such a
proposal, especially its consequences with respect to the EPP.

Question V is a direct consequence of our answer to question IV. If 'rich'
agreement is characterized by inherent 9-feature content that is inherited by a null
argument then how can predicates with 'rich' agreement have non-referentially
interpreted null arguments or no subject argument at all? The answer to this question
is that 'rich' agreement morphemes do not always allow for impersonal
constructions and for non-referentially interpreted null arguments. In certain cases
the lexical properties of agreement paradigms can lead to the ungrammaticality of
impersonal constructions and to the unavailability of non-referentially interpreted
null arguments. In particular, I have argued that the availability of default (3SG)
agreement is not an automatic property of agreement paradigms. I have shown that
in Hungarian the agreement morpheme corresponding to the 9-feature bundle [3rd
person, singular] in the paradigm used with infinitives cannot have a default reading
and therefore cannot appear in impersonal constructions. In order to establish this
point, I have contrasted the behaviour of impersonal and personal resultative
constructions when embedded under modals that take inflected infinitival
complements. I have shown that the ungrammaticality of the former and the
grammaticality of the latter can be naturally explained under the assumption that
default agreement is unavailable with inflected infinitivals. In a similar vein, I have
claimed that 3PL 'dummy' agreement markers are not always available in an
agreement paradigm. I have considered inflected infinitives in Hungarian and the
possibility of arbitrary pro with 3PL marking on the infinitive. I have shown that
neither an existentially nor a universally interpreted arbitrary pro is licensed. I have
proposed that the reason for the unavailability of these readings is that the agreement
paradigm used on infinitives does not make 'dummy' 3PL agreement available.

Agreement markers on infinitives are always unambiguous. They contain (p-features
that must be inherited by pro under coindexation. I present additional empirical
support for the claim that default agreement and 'dummy' agreement markers are
not always available within a paradigm. I argue that agreeing negative constructions
in Modern Hebrew exhibit the same restrictions as inflected infinitives in Hungarian.
Agreement marking on the negative element Aeyn requires a referential subject and
therefore excludes the possibility of arbitrarily interpreted subjects.
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Samenvatting

Geflecteerde infinitieven in het Hongaars

In dit proefschrill worden de syntactische en semantische eigenschappen besproken
van Hongaarse constructies die geflecteerde infinitieven toestaan. De bespreking van
deze eigenschappen leidt tot een vijfal vragen in de onderscheiden subdomeinen
van de grammaticatheorie:

I.   Hoe verklaren we het feit dat het lege onderwerp van gellecteerde
infinitiefzinnen coreferentieel met een argument in de matrixzin moet zijn,
gegeven dat
i.    de congruentiemarkeerder van de infinitief 'rijk' genoeg is om

referentiele lege subjecten met onafhankelijke verwijzing te fiatteren
en

ii. het onderwerp van de infinitiefzin structurele datiefnaamval kan
checken binnen de infinitiefzin?

II.    Hoe kan de distributie van Hongaarse geflecteerde infinitieven het beste
worden gekarakteriseerd?

III. Wat is de juiste syntactische en semantische karakterisering van fonetisch

lege controleurs?

IV. Hoe moet 'rijke' congruentie worden gekarakteriseerd? Wat moet worden

verstaan onder 'inhoudelijke fiattering' van lege argumenten?

V.        Hoe kunnen pro-droptalen met 'rijke' inflectionele paradigmata subjectloze
onpersoonlijke constructies fiatteren en hoe kan 'rijke' congruentie niet-
referentiele lege argumenten toestaan?

Vraag I wordt in de eerste twee hoofdstukken aan de orde gesteld. In
hoofdstuk 1 worden de relevante empirische feiten geYntroduceerd. Bij dyadische
matrixpredicaten vinden we verplichte coreferentie tussen het DP-argument van het
matrixpredicaat en het lege subject van de ingebedde infinitiefzin, onafhankelijk van
de aanwezigheid van congruentiemarkering op de infinitief. Monadische modale
predicaten en bepaalde nominale predicaten Glie van de vicious-klasse2) verschaffen

empirische evidentie voor de gedachte dat het ingebedde onderwerp structurele
datiefnaamval kan checken binnen de infinitiefzin. Het lege subject van geflecteerde
infinitieven heeft datiefnaamval zelfs in die gevallen waarin het subject niet
fonetisch kan worden gerealiseerd. Er wordt in hoofdstuk 1 bovendien sluitend
bewijs geleverd tegen een analyse van geflecteerde infinitieven die ze analoog aan

bezittelijke naamwoordsgroepen behandelt.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een analyse ontwikkeld van de in hoofdstuk 1

genoemde Hongaarse feiten in termen van een anaforisch element Agr. Dem analyse
is gebaseerd op de door Borer (1989) gegeven analyse van zogenaamde controle. De
leidraad van de 'anaforische Agr'-analyse van controle is de idee dat de anaforische

eigenschappen van het gecontroleerde (lege) onderwerp niet het gevolg zijn van de
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anaforische aard van het gecontroleerde element zelf, maar van de anaforische aard
van het ingebedde Agr-hoofd. Meer in het bijzonder wordt beredeneerd dat
infinitivale Agr anaforisch is in het Hongaars, in die zin dat het gecoIndiceerd moet
worden met een c-commanderend niet-anaforisch Agr-hoofd in de matrixzin. De
anaforische status van Agr wordt 'geerfd' door het ingebedde subject via
coindicering, hetgeen resulteert in 'controle' van het ingebedde subject. De
'anaforische Agr'-analyse kan met succes worden toegepast op de 'controle'-
effecten die zich voordoen in Hongaarse infinitiefconstructies met geflecteerde
infinitieven. Ze maakt het mogelijk om verplichte coreferentie in
infinitiefconstructies los te zien van de aanwezigheid van congruentiemarkeerders

op de infinitief en van de naamvalseigenschappen van het ingebedde subject. De
voorgestelde analyse leidt voorts tot een bespreking van de vraag of 'controle' wel
altijd een element met anaforische referentiele eigenschappen behelst, of veeleer, in
bepaalde gevallen, een element met vrije verwijzing. Een zorgvuldige beschouwing
van deze vraag leidt tot de conclusie dat het gecontroleerde element nimmer de
referentiele eigenschappen van pronomina bezit - het is nooit volledig vrij in zijn
verwijzingsmogelijkheden. Het schijnbaar vrij voorkomen van gecontroleerde lege
subjecten kan worden ingepast in de theorie onder de noemer van ofwel logoforische
binding ofwel binding door een generieke operator.

Het antwoord op vraag II biedt zich in de loop van hoofdstuk 1 en 5 aan. In
hoofdstuk 1 worden gellecteerde infinitieven bij adjectivische en nominale

predicaten en bij modale hulpwerkwoorden besproken. Deze contexten delen alle
een belangrijke morfosyntactische eigenschap: modale hulpwerkwoorden,
adjectivische en nominale predicaten of het koppelwerkwoord dat het tijdsmorfeem
draagt kunnen geen van alle als dragers optreden van de congruentiemorfologie die
de persoons-, getals- en geslachtskenmerken van het datief/ablatief-argument
uitspelt. Het matrixpredicaat heeft onveranderlijk de morfologie van de derde

persoon enketvoud - een eigenschap die zijn weerklank vindt in de term
'onpersoonlijk predicaat' die vaak gebezigd wordt als over dit soort constructies in
grammatica's gesproken wordt. In het Hongaars congrueren datief/ablatief-
gemarkeerde interne argumenten nooit met hun predicaat, ongeacht of het nu
'Experiencer'-argumenten, meewerkend voorwerpen met de thematische rol
'Goal/Ontvanger' of'Source'-argumenten zijn.

Hoofdstuk 1 wordt afgesloten met de observatie dat in precies die gevallen
waarin een voor oblieke naamval gemarkeerd argument het lege subject van de
infinitief controleert, congruentiemarkering op de infinitief is toegestaan - en zelfs
verplicht is in gevallen van pro-drop. De congruentiemarkeerder maakt het mogelijk
om de (p-kenmerken uit te spellen van het datief/ablatief-argument dat als controleur
optreedt. Deze generalisatie wordt verder ondersteund door feiten die in hoofdstuk 5
worden besproken. Daar wordt betoogd dat permissieve constructies en
infinitiefconstructies bij het matrixpredicaat segit 'helpen' bevestigen dat Hongaarse
infinitiefzinnen slechts dan geflecteerde infinitieven bevatten als het
matrixwerkwoord niet in staat is om de cp-kenmerken van de controleur van het
ingebedde nulsubject uit te spellen. Constructies met subjects- en objectscontrole

gedragen zich derhalve als ECM-constructies in de zin dat ze geen van alle
geflecteerde infinitieven in hun complement toestaan. In het geval van
subjectscontrole congrueert de controleur immers met het matrixwerkwoord in
persoon en getal, terwijl in objectscontrole-configuraties en in ECM-constructies de
controleur met het matrixwerkwoord congrueert in definietheid - en de
aanwezigheid van Agr op de infinitief is bijgevolg niet toegestaan in al deze
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gevallen. In constructies met datief- of ablatief-controle vinden we daarentegen wel
geflecteerde infinitieven. Permissieve werkwoorden (hag en enged 'laten') komen
in twee verschillende syntactische constructies voor: ECM- en datief-controle-
constructies. Geflecteerde infinitieven zijn ongrammaticaal in ECM-constructies
maar toegestaan in constructies met datief-controle, en zelfs verplicht als het
argument met datief-naamval niet fonetisch gerealiseerd wordt en van inhoudelijke
fiattering voorzien moet worden.

De in hoofdstuk 5 besproken gegevens zijn speciaal van belang omdat ze
laten zien dat de distributie van geflecteerde infinitieven in het Hongaars niet
verbonden is aan de aanwezigheid van 'onpersoonlijke predicaten' of de
grammatische functie van de infinitiefzin. Permissieve werkwoorden en het
werkwoord segit 'helpen' zijn geen 'onpersoonlijke predicaten': ze hebben een
subject-argument en ze congrueren daarmee voor persoon en getal. Niettemin staan
ze een gellecteerde infinitief in hun complement toe. Infinitivale permissieve
constructies en constructies met segit vertegenwoordigen echter tegelijkertijd een
datief-controle-structuur. De datief-controleur kan niet congrueren met het
matrixwerkwoord, en dus is congruentiemarkering op de infinitief hier toegestaan.
Wanneer de matrix-controleur een leeg argument is, is congruentiemarkering op de
infinitief verplicht teneinde een referentiele lezing voor het lege argument te
bewerkstelligen.

Vraag III komt voort uit de in dit proefschrift voorgestelde analyse van
Hongaarse constructies met gellecteerde infinitieven. De 'anaforische Agr'-analyse
veronderstelt dat het fonetisch lege argument van het matrixpredicaat syntactisch
gerepresenteerd wordt en dat coreferentie tussen het lege matrix-argument en het
ingebedde lege subject in de meeste gevallen het resultaat is van een specifieke
syntactische configuratie en niet een geval van pragmatische inferentie. Om dit
perspectief op controle te ondersteunen, stelt hoofdstuk 3 de vraag aan de orde of
lege argumenten in de matrixzin van controleconstructies gezien moeten worden als
lege pronomina (zoals Rizzi 1986 heeft voorgesteld), als operator-gebonden
variabelen (zoals Authier 1989 beweert) of als niet in de syntaxis geprojecteerde
argumenten (Brody & Manzini 1988). Hoofdstuk 3 toont aan dat impliciete
argumenten in de syntaxis geprojecteerd moeten worden, en dat zowel de
pronominale als de operator-variabele-analyse het gedeeltelijk bij het rechte eind
hebben. Afhankelijk van de temporele eigenschappen van de zin wordt het lege
argument ofwel als leeg pronomen ofwel als operator-gel,onden variabele
gernterpreteerd. Zinnen met generieke tempus bevatten een leeg indefinitum dat
onselectief gebonden wordt door de generieke operator. De generieke, niet-
referentiele zgn. 'arbitraire' interpretatie van het lege argument is een direct gevolg
van het feit dat het door een generieke operator gebonden wordt. Een default-regel
wijst het semantische kenmerk [+menselijk] toe aan het lege argument indien het
geen cp-kenmerk kan erven van enig congruentiemorfeem. Diezelfde default-regel is
tevens verantwoordelijk voor de verplicht menselijke interpretatie van PRO bij
ontstentenis van een matrix-controleur. Het kenmerk [imeervoudig] is een
'dummy'-rp-kenmerk van het predicaat; het krijgt geen semantische interpretatie en
zijn + of - waarde is een idiosyncratische eigenschap van het kenmerk. Zinnen met
specifieke temporele verwijzing bevatten daarentegen een pronominaal argument dat
referentiele inhoud verwerft door ofwel coYndicering met congruentiemorfologie die
'rijk' genoeg is ofwel pragmatische binding.

Een dergelijke bewering met betrekking tot de interpretatie van lege
argumenten in zinnen met specifieke tijdsverwijzing leidt automatisch tot vraag IV.
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Gellecteerde infinitieven in het Hongaars vormen een belangrijke uitdaging voor
theorieen over pro-drop aangezien in Hongaarse controleconstructies zowel het
ingebedde nulsubject als de matrix-controleur referentiele pro-drop kunnen

ondergaan in de aanwezigheid van een congruentiemarkeerder op de ingebedde
infinitief. In het bijzonder rijst de vraag hoe congruentiemarkering op de ingebedde
infinitief referentiele pro-drop van een matrix-argument mogelijk kan maken. In
hoofdstuk 3 wordt een karakterisering van 'rijke' congruentie gegeven die ons in
staat stelt de intuitie vorm te geven dat de referentiele inhoud van lege argumenten

terugvindbaar is via de congruentiemorfologie. Congruentiemorfemen van 'rijke'
paradigmata worden in het lexicon opgenomen als afzonderlijke items, samen met

hun (p-kenmerken. Zo bezien behelst fiattering voor inhoud niet het terugvinden van
de inhoud van, maar het toekennen van inhoud aan een leeg argument. De 9-
kenmerken van een congruentiemorfeem worden door het lege argument geerfd via
corndicering. Dit proces leidt tot een referentiele interpretatie van het lege argument.
Een voordeel van deze benadering is het feit dat fiattering voor inhoud geen
'communicatie' tussen PF en LF veronderstelt.

Toepassing van deze analyse van pro-drop op controle-constructies met
gellecteerde infinitieven in het Hongaars leidt ons vervolgens tot de conclusie dat
formele fiattering en fiattering voor inhoud niet noodzakelijkerwijs door hetzelfde
hoofd worden bewerkstelligd. Het feit dat in Hongaarse controle-constructies pro-
drop van het referentiele matrix-argument mogelijk is als de ingebedde infinitief
geflecteerd is, is in directe tegenspraak met Rizzi's bewering dat formele en
inhouds-fiattering van pro door ddn-en-hetzelfde hoofd tot stand worden gebracht.
De Hongaarse feiten tonen aan dat onder bepaalde voorwaarden identificatie van pro
door 'rijke' congruentiemorfologie mogelijk is over een zinsgrens heen. De analyse
van de controle-feiten die in hoofdstuk 2 wordt voorgesteld biedt een eenvoudige
verklaring voor dit gegeven, zodra Rizzi's kijk op fiattering voor inhoud wordt

opgegeven en in plaats daarvan wordt aangenomen dat fiattering voor inhoud
overerving door pro van de referentiele cp-kenmerken van congruentiemorfemen
behelst, onder coYndicering. In controle-configuraties met geflecteerde infinitieven
bevat het ingebedde Agr-hoofd 'rijke' congruentiemorfemen. Aangezien Agr
geco'fndiceerd is met zowel zijn eigen subject pro als het pro dat als controleur

fungeert, kunnen de 9-kenmerken van Agr door beide pro's in de keten geerfd
worden. Met betrekking tot vraag IV wordt tevens het probleem van datiefpro-drop
in Hongaarse wortelzinnen onder de loupe genomen, en wordt betoogd dat de
voorgestelde analyse van controle en pro-fiattering automatisch verklaart waarom

datiefpro-drop mogelijk is in infinitiefconstructies maar niet in wortelzinnen.
Een vraag die nauw verbonden is met de bespreking van pro-drop is of lege

expletieven deel uitmaken van de grammatica. In verband hiermee laat ik de
empirische argumenten die gegeven zijn voor het bestaan van expletief-pro de revue

passeren, en laat ik zien dat geen van die argumenten steek houdt. De feiten uit het
Duits die doorgaans met een beroep op lege expletieven worden geanalyseerd
worden van een alternatieve verklaring voorzien, en procxpl wordt afgeschaft,
waarbij tevens wordt stilgestaan bij enkele theoretische implicaties van de
afschaffing van dit element, met name de gevolgen voor het Uitgebreide Projectie-
Principe (EPP).

Vraag V is een direct verlengstuk van het antwoord op vraag IV dat in dit
proefschrift wordt gegeven. Als 'rijke' congruentie gekarakteriseerd wordt door het
erven van inherente cp-kenmerken door een leeg argument, hoe kunnen predicaten
met 'rijke' flexie dan niet-referentieel-geinterpreteerde lege argumenten hebben, of
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zelfs hoegenaamd geen subject-argument? Het antwoord op deze vraag luidt dat
'rijke' congruentiemorfemen niet altijd onpersoonlijke constructies en niet-
referentieel-geYnterpreteerde lege argumenten mogelijk maken. In bepaalde gevallen
kunnen de lexicale eigenschappen van flexie-paradigmata leiden tot de
ongrammaticaliteit van onpersoonlijke constructies en tot de onmogelijkheid van
niet-referentieel-geinterpreteerde lege argumenten. In het bijzonder kan worden
aangetoond dat de beschikbaarheid van default-congruentie (derde persoon
enkelvoud) geen automatische eigenschap van fiexie-paradigmata is. In het
Hongaars kan het congruentiemorfeem dat overeenkomt met de kenmerkbundel
[derde persoon enkelvoud] in het infinitiefparadigma geen default-lezing krijgen, en
dientengevolge komt het niet in onpersooniijke constructies voor. Ter bevestiging
hiervan wordt een contrastieve beschouwing gepresenteerd van het gedrag van
onpersoonlijke en persoonlijke resultatiefconstructies ingebed onder modale
hulpwerkwoorden die geflecteerde infinitiefcomplementen selecteren. De
ongrammaticaliteit van de onpersoonlijke constructies en de grammaticaliteit van de
persoonlijke kan gemakkelijk worden verklaard als wordt aangenomen dat default-
congruentie niet beschikbaar is in gellecteerde infinitieven. 'Dummy'-
congruentiemarkeerders in de vorm van de derde persoon meervoud zijn evenmin
beschikbaar in alle fiexie-paradigmata. Noch een existentieel noch een universeel
geinterpreteerd arbitrair pro is toegestaan in Hongaarse infinitieven met derde-
persoon-meervoudsflexie. De oorzaak daarvan is gelegen in het feit dat het flexie-
paradigma van infinitieven geen 'dummy' derde persoon meervoud heeft. De
congruentiemarkeerders van infinitieven zijn nooit ambigu in dat opzicht. Ze
bevatten (p-kenmerken die door pro via coindicering moeten worden geerfd.  Voor de
gedachte dat de markeerders van default- en 'dummy'-congruentie niet altijd
aanwezig zijn binnen een paradigma wordt in dit proefschrift nadere ondersteuning
aangedragen op basis van feiten uit het Ivriet, waar constructies met een geflecteerde
negatie dezelfde restricties aan de dag leggen als Hongaarse geflecteerde
infinitieven. Congruentiemarkering op het negatie-element Peyn vereist een
referentieel subject en sluit derhalve de mogelijkheid van arbitrair geYnterpreteerde
onderwerpen uit.
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Blbllotheek K. U. Brabant
THIS STUDY examines infinitival constr
in Hungarian which allow for the appe 
of agreement morphemes on the infinit 17 000 01278572 2
good part of the study is dedicated to tric- -*

syntactic and semantic characterization of Inflected Infinitivesinfinitival constructions with inflected infini-
tives and to explaining the distribution of
inflected infinitives. in HungarianThe most salient property of the sub-
ject of inflected infinitives is that it is control-
led by an argument of the matrix predicate
despite the presence of *rich' agreement on
the infinitive and the availability of structural
dative Case for the subject. The author argues
that the controlled embedded argument is a
Case-marked pronominal. One of the main
goals of this thesis is to provide an account of
this control phenomenon. the central claim
being that the presence of 'rich' agreement
morphemes in Agr and anaphoricity of the Agr
head must be dissociated.

A second concern of this study is how
the subject of the embedded infinitival clause
and its controller in the matrix clause are
licensed and identified when both arguments
are phonetically null. The answer provided to
this question has consequences for a general
theory of pro-drop. which are investigated in
this study. Special attention is paid to the
licensing of referential and non-referential null
subjects and impersonal constructions in infini-
tival clauses with inflected infinitives.

In addition to providing an in-depth
analysis of inflected infinitives in Hungarian,
the author also examines Hungarian infinitival
constructions from a cross-linguistic point of
view, with special emphasis on the comparison
of Hungarian with Germanic and Romance
languages.
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